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Chapter 1

Pre-schooling and Early Immersion

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

A naíonra is an Irish-medium pre-school, in which a Stiúrthóir, or Leader, speaks only Irish in interacting with the children, usually aged between three and five years of age. The majority of the children attending naíonraí are from English-speaking homes, so the naíonra is, for them, an early immersion in Irish. A minority of children attending naíonraí come from Irish-speaking homes either in the Gaeltacht (Irish-speaking districts, mainly located on the western seaboard) or in the Galtacht (English-speaking areas, i.e. most of the Republic) and for this group the naíonra offers mother-tongue support, as well as exposure to English from the other children.

This study sets out to provide, for the first time, a comprehensive overview of the naíonra experience in the Republic of Ireland, including:

- a profile of the characteristics of naíonra parents, children and Stiúrthóirí
- the views of parents and Stiúrthóirí regarding the naíonra, and
- a profile of the Irish competence of a sample of naíonra children, in terms of their ability to comprehend, produce and imitate Irish utterances.

A key aim of the study is the examination of the factors leading to success in Irish language acquisition in the naíonra setting.

Earlier studies of the naíonraí have had a more limited scope, allowing a more detailed examination of individual children. Egan (1981) carried out a pilot study of 20 naíonraí and 80 children, and gave the first overview of this experience of early immersion in Ireland. Ní Mhí (1986) conducted a small survey of 10 naíonraí, and this was followed in more recent years by in-depth case studies by Owens (1992) and Mhic Mhathúna (1993). However, no large-scale study of the naíonraí involving parents as well as Leaders, and testing a large sample of children, had previously been carried out. In 1992, An Comhaíosiste Réamhscoláidhecht received support from the European Commission's Task Force on Human Resources, Education, Training and Youth for such a study. It was

---

1 Irish terms are presented first in italics and glossed in the text. Such terms are included in the Glossary.
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decided to carry out a large-scale research project, in co-operation with Institíúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann. This report comprises the results of this study of the children, parents, Stiúrthóirí (Leaders) and Comhairleoirí (Advisors) involved in the naíonraí.

It is important to be clear about what this study does and does not aim to do. It sets out to determine the factors which contribute to successful Irish acquisition within the naíonraí, in a descriptive and evaluative overview. It aims to profile the parents who choose naíonraí for their children, in order to assess the relevant characteristics of this group and their needs. It also aims to study the Stiúrthóirí, in terms of qualifications and practices. Given the strict time restrictions imposed on the preparation and data collection period by the funding body, it could not, and does not attempt to compare this type of pre-school provision with other types currently available in Ireland. Nor was it possible to study a group of naíonraí children and a control group longitudinally, since only six months were available to organise the project and engage in data collection. In addition, it was not feasible to attempt case studies of individual children in the naíonraí. Instead, this study builds on the information provided at the micro-level by earlier case studies and attempts to extend this information to the macro-level through providing assessments of all the adult participants, and testing the Irish competence of a large sample of children.

This chapter gives a brief review of some of the research relating to pre-schooling and early immersion. Section 1.2 details the development of naíonraí, and describes the aims of this movement and the methods used. Section 1.3 briefly discusses pre-schooling in general in Ireland, with estimates of the numbers involved. Section 1.4 reviews some of the research on pre-school education in other countries, and discusses the issue of high quality pre-schooling. Section 1.5 examines the development of early immersion, including a brief review of two case studies of early immersion in Lesser-Used Languages. Section 1.6 summarises the research questions and Section 1.7 presents the conclusions of this review.

1.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE NAÍONRAÍ
Mhíc Mhaithúna (1993) reviewed the history of the naíonra movement, and the following draws heavily on her account. In the 1960s there was concern among the supporters of the language that Irish was being accorded a lower status in the schools than heretofore, in addition to the recognition of a shift away from Irish-medium teaching in primary and secondary schools and Colleges of Education. Contact with the recently formed Welsh-medium playgroups indicated that pre-school immersion might provide a model for establishing a sound base for Irish among young children. Comhdháil Náisiúnta na Gaeilge and Conradh na Gaeilge publicised and promoted the concept of Irish-medium pre-schools as an aid in counteracting the decline in Irish. The first naíonraí was set up in 1968 and 26 had opened by 1978 (Mhíc Mhaithúna 1993:10).

In 1974 Conradh na Gaeilge brought together the Stiúrthóirí of the existing Irish-medium pre-schools (at that time called naiscoileanna) for a seminar attended by Welsh experts.
Following this meeting an organisation, *Na Naiscoileanna Gaelach*, was founded, which aimed to inform and educate its members regarding the principles of immersion education and pre-school children’s development. The constitution of this organisation gave as its aims the founding of Irish-medium pre-schools throughout the country, the education of its members and the promotion of public awareness and sympathy for the aims of Irish-medium education. This organisation later changed its name to *Na Naionraí Gaelacha* in 1978, to highlight the pedagogical approach advocated, which was a combination of the positive aspects both of the pre-school and the playgroup.

Na Naionraí Gaelacha played a pioneering role in organising and developing early Irish immersion and their development plan in 1978 placed them on a firmer footing, with its recommendations for training, publishing and further development. As a result, a joint committee between *Bord na Gaeilge* (the state body whose remit is the promotion of the Irish language) and Na Naionraí Gaelacha was founded in 1978, with the title An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaiochta. This body is funded and given administrative support by *Bord na Gaeilge* and aims to co-ordinate the náonraí already functioning, and to facilitate the setting up of new náonraí. It has been singularly successful in promoting the spread of náonraí, which show a steep increase since 1983 especially, to 190 in 1993. Details of the geographical spread of náonraí are provided in Chapter 2. Náonraí exist both in Irish-speaking (Gaeilge) and English-speaking (Galltacht) districts and those in the Gaeltacht have, since 1980, received a subsidy from Udarás na Gaeltachta for each child attending.

An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaiochta provides a range of other services to náonraí, including a pre-service training course for Stiúrthóirí, a starter-kit of equipment for new náonraí, a group insurance scheme, an Advisor scheme whereby each náonraí is visited regularly by a regional Comhairleoir, occasional lectures open to Stiúrthóirí and parents (in cooperation with Na Naionraí Gaelacha) and a wide range of materials (see An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaiochta. *Catalóg*, such as tapes of songs and rhymes, wall fríces, a training videotape, and a handbook for Stiúrthóirí.

Apart from the activities of An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaiochta, Na Naionraí Gaelacha continue their own activities (funded by members’ contributions and an annual grant from Conradh na Gaeilge) aimed at establishing a network of náonraí, safeguarding the right of every child to choose an Irish-medium education, and promoting public understanding of the aims and methods of Irish-medium pre-schooling. It organises a national day each year when most náonraí go on a tour or picnic, and it provides some regional seminars.

---

1Following a Census of all náonraí, the figure of 190 náonraí sessions was reached for Spring term 1993, 138 in English-speaking districts (henceforth referred to as *Galltacht*) and 52 in Irish-speaking (Gaeilge) districts. This figure differs from the totals given in the annual reports of An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaiochta because in their reckoning, all náonraí with more than 10 children in the Gaeltacht are counted as double náonraí, whereas in this study, sessions were counted as a group of any size meeting for one period with a Stiúrthóir (and, in some cases, an assistant).
allowing Stiúrthóirí to meet and discuss any issues and problems arising from their experience in running a naíonra.

1.2.1 What is a Naíonra?
The booklet An Tuismitheoir agus an Naíonra (The Naíonra Explained for Parents) (Na Naíonraí Gaelacha, 1994) gives the following definition of a naíonra:

A naíonra is a group of children of between 3-5 years of age, who come together for a few hours each day, under the guidance of a Stiúrthóir or leader, to play and to learn through play....The naíonra has two main objectives:
• to help the child to develop in every way;
• to help the child to acquire Irish or to improve his/her knowledge of Irish by using it as the means of communication.

Na Naíonraí Gaelacha (1994:5)

The Stiúrthóir engages the children in stimulating, age-appropriate and enjoyable tasks through the medium of Irish. Naíonraí session last between two and three hours, usually every weekday, or at least several times a week. Stiúrthóirí speak only Irish, but they respond to English utterances from the children and encourage them to use their developing Irish.

The rationale behind the naíonra movement is threefold. It is based on the belief that:

1) pre-school education is beneficial to the child, family and community;
2) young children acquire a second language naturally in appropriate conditions;
3) pre-schooling through Irish assists in expanding the use of Irish in the realm of the family, which in turn helps to promote integration in the community.

Fishman (1991), on the basis of assumption 3) above, would categorise the naíonra movement as an effort at reversing language shift. However, the naíonra’s emphasis on the acquisition of Irish is placed in the context of the child’s overall personal, social, cognitive and motor development, which is also catered for and promoted. Ó Murchú (1985) emphasises this point in Láimheóibh ar Stiúrthóirí Naíonraí (Handbook for Naíonra Leaders):

...an dá gné is tábhachtaiti de chúram stiúrthóra Naíonra:
   a) forbairtí iotáin an pháiste trí mhodhanna súgártha;
   b) seadhthú agus saibhriú na Gaeilge.

(...the two most important aspects of the work of a naíonra Stiúrthóir are
 a) the overall development of the child through play; and
 b) the acquisition and enrichment of Irish.)

Ó Murchú (1985:7)
1.2.2 The Pedagogical Approach

The pedagogical approach advocated by Ó Murchú (1985:12-13) in Lámhleabhar do Stiúrthóirí Naionraí (Handbook for Stiúrthóirí) aims to offer teaching which is informal and centred around the child’s needs (particularly with regard to language), in a structured environment which offers stimulation through a wide range of toys and activities, and in an atmosphere of controlled freedom. The central activities recommended by Ní Ailpín (1985) in the handbook include painting and drawing, building blocks, sand, water, jigsaws, clay, and dolls; story-telling, songs and rhymes, and a ‘home corner’ for symbolic play. While the child is engaged in these activities the Stiúrthóir presents the appropriate language, either in simple phrases or sentences or in rhymes or songs, to describe or comment on the children’s actions, and the new language is therefore always tied to a meaningful context. The intention is that the Irish heard in the naíomá should be naturally linked to the child’s life, interests and needs, rather than based on structural language-teaching methods.

About three-quarters of all children attending naíonraí (see Section 2.2.7) speak only English at home, and in the naíonraí they acquire basic Irish language skills while they are engaged in a range of stimulating activities. Another fifth of all naíonraí children come from homes where both English and Irish are used, while the remainder come from Irish-speaking homes. While most of the latter are located in the Gaeltacht, a small number are in English-speaking districts, especially in Dublin. This mix of Irish ability can create difficulties and requires a flexible approach by the Stiúrthóir in presenting Irish to the beginners and in enriching the language of children who already speak Irish.

1.3 PRE-SCHOOLING IN IRELAND

A sharp increase in the demand for pre-schooling services has been noted in recent years, which coincides with increasing participation by women in the workforce. In most Western countries there is some provision of state-funded day-care services for pre-school children, with state regulation of the services provided. Gilligan (1991) attributes the impetus for such provision to the following four sources:

1) the late (by Irish standards) school entry age in many countries;
2) a commitment to removing child care responsibilities as an obstacle to participation by mothers (and fathers) in the labour force;
3) a belief in the educational and social value of day-care as a supplement to the child’s normal family experiences;
4) a belief in the capacity of day-care experiences to compensate for adverse home and social circumstances.

Gilligan (1991:136)

The term ‘day-care’ covers a wide range of services, including private child-minding, through full-time day nurseries, to part-time nurseries, playgroups and pre-schools. Babies and toddlers are generally cared for by relatives, private minders or in nurseries.
(Nic Ghiolla Phádraig 1991) while playgroups and pre-schools are directed at somewhat older children, between about three and four years. This study will mainly concern itself with the latter group, but in this section there is some consideration of the numbers of younger children in day-care services also. There are three main groups providing pre-school services in the Republic: the Departments of Education and Health, and the private sector.

1.3.1 Department of Education
McKenna (1988) points out that in those countries in which it exists, pre-primary education is usually administered by the Department of Education. In Ireland, however, regulations of the Department of Education state that children must begin Primary School at age six, but should not be enrolled in the system until after their fourth birthday. Goutard's (1980) review of pre-school education in the European Community described the Irish system of pre-schooling as 'integrated into the school system', since it defined the education offered before the compulsory starting age as 'pre-primary'. The Primary Education Review Body (1990) noted that, since a high proportion of 4- and five-year-olds attend infant classes.

much of what is considered pre-schooling in other countries is already incorporated in the primary school system in Ireland.
Primary Education Review Body (1990:72)

Until 1994, with the exception of the Rutland St. Pre-school (an inner-city pre-school for disadvantaged children) and a limited number of partially-funded intervention programmes for traveller children, there was no official provision by the Department of Education in Ireland of pre-school education for children under four years, and all other children under four were deemed to be within the remit of the Department of Health.

In 1994, however, the Department of Education announced the setting up of a specialised pre-school programme called the 'Early Start' programme for officially designated disadvantaged areas (see INTO 1995 for more information on this programme). The Department sees its role in pre-school education as targeting the disadvantaged, and the overall aim of its pre-school programmes is to compensate for background deprivation. According to the White Paper on Education (1995:16), the Department bases its pre-school intervention programmes on three principal considerations:

- early childhood experiences are important for the child's development
- entry to formal schooling is a major transition for children, particularly those from disadvantaged backgrounds
- early disadvantages affect the child's enduring experience within formal schooling, because such disadvantages tend to be both persistent and cumulative.
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In autumn 1994 a limited number of these Early Start pre-schools began operation on the premises of local primary schools: six in Dublin and one each in Cork and Limerick. These pre-schools each cater for 60 pupils in two classrooms, where each class accommodates 15 children for two and a half hours in the morning and another 15 children in the afternoon session.

Children (including some with disabilities) are selected for this programme by school principals, in consultation with other bodies such as public health nurses and the social services, because they are identified as being 'at risk' of not developing to their full potential. After they have spent one year in Early Start these children continue to the Junior Infants class of the primary school. Two qualified primary teachers and two qualified child-care assistants are employed in each of the Early Start settings, and participating teachers receive in-service training and an induction programme.

The Department of Education allocates a start-up grant of £4,500 per Early Start classroom to purchase equipment, and a capitation rate of £55 per child is paid to the Board of Management of the base national school. In addition, a grant of £1,500 per annum is provided to each centre for the development of parental involvement, in order to facilitate the participation of parents in the organisation and work of the centre. The Government of Renewal (1994) policy document made a commitment to extend the scheme and it was implemented in another 25 (personal communication, Department of Education, April 1995) in autumn 1995. Each catering for 60 children, thus bringing a further 1,500 children into the Early Start programme, a total of about 2,000.

The Department of Education also partly funds a pre-school service for traveller children, with over 40 pre-schools catering for over 400 children from the travelling community. In addition, there are local co-ordinators of the Home-School Liaison Project, who serve groups of schools in particularly disadvantaged areas. While they are primarily oriented towards establishing home-school links for school-age children, they nevertheless try to make contact with voluntary pre-schools in their area and with other voluntary and statutory groups in their area.

1.3.2 Department of Health
Under the 1970 Health Act, the Department of Health, operating through regional Health Boards, is empowered to provide grants to services catering for pre-school children in areas of social deprivation. Most of this funding goes to voluntary bodies operating day-care centres and community playgroups. The Department of Health has a policy to fund day-care for the children of chronically ill mothers or lone parents who work outside the home, and children considered to be disadvantaged for other reasons. Entry to such funded day-care is generally by recommendation from a Public Health Nurse, but the overall numbers attending such state-funded nurseries is low. In the Eastern Health Board region comprising Dublin city, Wicklow and Kildare, in 1993 there were 45 day nurseries serving up to 1,500 children approximately, aged between two and five years (personal communication, EHB, Sept. 1994) and operated by voluntary bodies such as
Early Immersion Education in Ireland

Religious orders, Barnardo's and the ISPCC. McKenna (1988:45) estimated the costs per child for this service were approximately £1.500 per annum at that time, up to 70% of which was at that time provided by the Eastern Health Board.

In addition to nurseries for younger children, there are also community playgroups, grant-aided by Dublin Corporation and County Council, and the health boards other than the Eastern Health Board. The remaining seven health boards catered for about 5,000 children in 1985 (McKenna 1988:44). Some in nurseries but mainly in community playgroups. Community playgroups are often managed by committees of parents, and parents also assist the play leader. The active involvement of parents is considered to be critical to the achievement of satisfactory results by a community playgroup. McKenna (1988) cited costs of between £110 and £200 per year per child for community playgroups. These costs tend to be distributed between the health board, other agencies and the parents, with parents paying up to 50% in some cases, either individually or through fund-raising activities.

1.3.3 Private Sector Pre-schooling

Outside of such funded day-care, Hennessy and Haynes (1994) found that most day-care is privately organised and funded by parents, either where the child is cared for in a relative’s or minder’s home, in the child’s own home, by a nanny or au pair, in a private crèche or in a playgroup. There is no subsidy for such private child-care, and it is widely believed that much ‘at-home’ child-minding takes place outside the tax and social welfare systems.

Various types of private playgroups exist in Ireland, usually for children aged three to four years approximately, and these are dependent usually on fees charged to parents and fund-raising. The Irish Pre-school Playgroup Association (IPPA) is the umbrella body for English-medium playgroups throughout Ireland. In 1993 there were 1,466 such groups (IPPA Statistics 1994), which catered for 19,757 children, and involved 2,539 adults. The approach of the IPPA is to emphasise the total development of the child in an environment which is rich in opportunities for exploration and challenge.

The survey of naonraí detailed in Chapter 2 showed that a further 2,500 children approximately were enrolled in the Irish-medium naonraí in February 1993, representing about 2.5% of the national cohort of three- and four-year-olds. As already discussed.

---

1 European Commission Childcare Network (1990:71) notes that in the Republic of Ireland in 1993 there were approximately 2,920 child-en (aged under three years) whose fees were subsidised by local authorities, 2% of the age group. Only 30% of these children attended nurseries on a full-day basis, and the rest attended community playgroups on a part-time basis. Among children aged three- to six-years there were about 5,830 whose fees in day-care centres were subsidised by public authorities, and 80% of these children attended community playgroups on a part-time basis.

2 Based on the population estimate used in the Statistical Report of the Department of Education (1994) that there were 52,143 children aged 3 years and 54,353 aged 4 years on Jan 1 1993.
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nádúrtaí also emphasise the total development of the child, while using Irish as the medium for communication. Children are not formally taught the language, but learn it informally through its contextualised use in play situations.

Montessori playgroups also operate on an independent basis, and Glasgow (1992) noted that there were about 200 Montessori nursery schools or kindergartens in the Republic in 1992, the majority in the Dublin area, with an estimated 2,000 children attending. The Montessori Method exposes the child to a carefully planned environment which provides material and experiences which promote the development of cognitive and physical skills.

Taken together, these figures suggest that upwards of 30,000 children participated in some form of pre-schooling in 1993. While exact calculations are not possible, this represents up to about 40% of the population of pre-school children aged three to four years. Yet, according to the OECD report on education (1995) only 1.3% of three-year-olds in Ireland receive state-provided pre-school education, while the remainder are in the care of parents, voluntary organisations or private groups. It is likely that there would be an even higher take-up of pre-school services if there were a greater degree of state subsidisation of the sector and if they were more accessible to rural children.

Parents who choose to send their children to a pre-school are likely to opt to send them to school before the compulsory starting age of six years. In the school year 1992-93, 56% of all four-year-olds began school at the earliest possible age, while 99.7% of all five-year-olds attended primary school (Department of Education, 1994). Thus, in the OECD’s overall international comparisons of places in publicly funded child-care services from age three to the compulsory school-start age (six years in Ireland), Ireland is seen to cater for about 55% of this age-group (OECD 1995), a higher proportion than in the UK or Portugal, but this is almost entirely accounted for by parents opting to send their children to school well before the compulsory starting age.

It appears that the demand for services before the compulsory school starting age of six years is growing. This may be due in part to social changes such as the rise in the number of lone parent families as well as the number of families in which both parents are working outside the home. Hennessy and Hayes (1994) surveyed a sample of 1,820 parents of five-year-olds and got responses from 1,067 (59%). They found that up to 76% of parents reported that their children had experienced non-parental pre-school care at some time before the age of four, and this ranged from short sessions for a limited interval in a home setting, through pre-school for several hours a day, to full time day-care in a crèche or nursery. Over half those parents reported that their children had spent some time in a voluntary playgroup.

The high participation rates in voluntary pre-schools and in the early non-compulsory years of primary school should not be interpreted merely as a take-up of 'baby-sitting' service. Goutard (1980) argues that many parents choose pre-schooling on the basis of
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the need to prepare children for primary school. Parents are also aware of the need for young children to socialise together, and to learn to function happily in a group, an experience which is less available in today’s smaller families. Parents’ reasons for enrolling their child in a pre-school programme may include the belief that it will be academically advantageous to the child when he or she enters the formal school system, or will assist the child’s social and emotional development, or will compensate for shortcomings within the family, as well as a desire to place the child in a safe and stimulating environment while they are engaged in work or other activities. Some parents, who see the enormous learning ability of their babies and toddlers in developing physical and cognitive skills and in acquiring language, may be aware that the child could gain significantly from the additional stimulation provided by a pre-school environment.

Despite the high take-up of pre-school education and the growing demand for improved provision, early education in Ireland has been largely unregulated, with the exception of the junior and senior infant classes in primary schools, the recently introduced Early Start programme, and the provisions for traveller children and the Rutland St. project. The sections of the Child Care Act 1991 (Part VII) dealing with supervision of pre-school services have been implemented since the end of 1996, and they provide at least some legislative control of this sector. Persons carrying on pre-school services (defined as ‘any pre-school, playgroup, day nursery, crèche, day-care or other similar service...catering for children under six years of age who are not attending school’) are now required to notify the local health board regarding that service. These regulations place a duty on health boards to inspect those services annually, to ensure the health, safety and welfare and to promote the development of pre-school children attending pre-school services. Providers of these services are now required to meet specific standards regarding premises, facilities, child-adult ratios, total number of children, safety and insurance. However, no regulations regarding the qualifications required to provide such services are included, apart from an assessment of the ‘suitability’ of the person providing the service. Hayes (1995:14) suggests that the lack of regulation in pre-school services up to now was based on the belief, enshrined in the Constitution, that the family has sole responsibility for children, without adaptation to the actual changes in societal norms and family structure which require greater input from the state in the shared care of children. She stressed the need to develop a co-ordinated and comprehensive national policy for the development of high-quality early educational services.

The Early Start programme is one indication of a more formal and regulated approach to early education and this may indicate a shift in policy by the Department of Education towards extending their brief to three-year-olds, specifically to disadvantaged three-year-olds. Such an extension would be supported by the Irish National Teachers’ Organisation (INTO) which, in its report on Early Childhood Education (1995:152) has called for provision for three- to four-year-old children to be established as an integral part of the primary school, with adequate staffing and funding, and with the extension of the current infant programme to three years. The INTO states that all three-year-old children have
the right to educational provision, though it should not be compulsory, and parents
should still have a choice about the type of provision they select. Meanwhile, the
Department of Health has also expressed itself as committed to the development of pre-
school services in areas of social deprivation (Irish Times Education and Living
Supplement, 25 April 1995), thus presenting an overlap in the responsibilities of two
government departments, and variation in their response to those responsibilities, usually
on the basis of location. The INTO (1995) report has called for the establishment of a
Task Force, under the auspices of the Department of Education, representing all of the
appropriate government departments, in order to develop a comprehensive policy on
early childhood education and to ensure co-ordination in the delivery of services.

Despite the current overall lack of state provision or monitoring, pre-schooling in various
guises has become a major force in Irish education, directly linked to the child-care needs
and educational aspirations of parents, but a force which hitherto has operated for the
most part outside the remit of the state (apart from the Rutland Street Pre-school
Programme, the Early Start programme and the public subsidies provided to small
numbers of children to attend community playgroups and day nurseries.). However, the
activation of the Child Care Act is likely to lead to greater state involvement in this
sector in the future, at least in upholding standards regarding safety, premises and
facilities in pre-school services.

1.4 INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH ON PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION

As discussed above, parents may opt for pre-schooling for a variety of reasons. Some
parents may have read media reports of international research on high-profile early
intervention projects, such as 'Operation Headstart' in the US, which attracted debate
because of its high levels of public funding. The funding of programmes such as
Headstart in the U.S. and the Rutland Street project in Ireland point to the particular
importance of the early years in intervening to combat the effects of socio-economic
disadvantage on children's cognitive and social development. However, several early
reports (e.g. Bronfenbrenner 1975, Austin 1976) found that the gains in IQ observed
among children who attended such interventionist pre-schools faded within a few years
of leaving the pre-school. Sylva (1993) interprets such findings as showing that the real
benefits of early learning are to be seen not in terms of IQ increases, but in terms of 'life
skills' and social and economic outcomes. When looking at effects broader than long-
term IQ increases, the results from the Rutland St. Pre-school (Kelleghan 1977, Holland
1979) showed that the children who attended were significantly more likely to continue
their education to Group or Intermediate Certificate level than their inner-city peers who
did not attend. Similarly in the US, research by the High/Scope Educational Research
Foundation (Lazar et al. 1982; Lewis 1993) showed that the effects of high quality pre-
schooling extend well into adulthood, with higher academic achievement, less
delinquency, and less take-up of welfare by adults who had participated in Headstart.
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Daniels (1995) found that the effects of pre-schooling were evident in a follow-up study of seven-year-olds in Britain. She found that children who had attended nursery school or playgroup had significantly higher National Curriculum test results in English, reading, Mathematics and Science, than had non-attenders. Similarly, Schweinhart, Barnes and Weikart (1993) found that those who attended a high-quality pre-school had higher achievement scores at age 14 and higher literacy scores at age 19 than non-attenders, and were more likely to graduate from high school. Other positive outcomes for pre-schooling have been found in, for example, Britain (Osborn and Milbank 1987, Blackburne 1992), Australia (de Lacy and Ronan 1986), Bermuda (McCartney, Scarr, Phillips, Gajek and Schwarz 1982) and the US (Schweinhart, Weikart and Larran, 1986; Lazar, Darlington, Murray and Snipper, 1982).

Overall, it appears that public funding for intervention pre-schooling for disadvantaged children is repaid by savings in welfare and custodial expenses. It has been estimated that high-quality pre-school programmes return a later saving of $7 (Lewis, 1993, Schweinhart, Barnes and Weikart, 1993) for every dollar invested in them, with lower delinquency figures and longer attendance at school reducing the need for later costly state intervention. Rutter (1985) interprets the evidence of long-term benefits of pre-schooling as arising from improvements in children's self-esteem, orientation to the task, and attitudes to learning, rather than from what the children are specifically taught.

Research on the efficacy of pre-school intervention programmes stresses that they cannot be seen as 'one-shot' remedies, but that their core features of a developmental curriculum and good parental involvement should also be intrinsic parts of the elementary school system. Unless such continuity and extra resources are provided to disadvantaged children, it would appear unreasonable to expect a short-term educational experience to fully counteract the many social and educational disadvantages experienced by at-risk groups before they reach adulthood. Also, it is worth remembering, as Tizard (1980) points out, that pre-schooling should not have to justify itself in terms of educational gain alone, but instead should be viewed as serving the whole spectrum of children's emotional, physical, social and psychological development. Hayes (1995) stresses that the first principle in early education is that 'children are important in their own right'. Thus, she argues, services provided for them should not have to justify their existence by repaying society or facilitating social change, but should be assessed in terms of their effects on children. From this perspective, early education is viewed as one of the rights of children to have experiences that help them to develop to their full potential.

1.4.1 Quality in Pre-schooling
Research studies showing positive effects of pre-schooling all stress that the pre-school must be of high quality. Any study of pre-school provision must therefore focus on the quality of the experience provided. There have been various attempts to define a high quality pre-school. Farquhar (1990) argued that an attempt to evaluate quality must take account of the differing perspectives of all of the 'users' of the service, including children, parents, staff, social services and government, as well as the different premises
which underlie pre-schooling, such as theories of child development, the need for
comprehensiveness of social service provision, value for money for the State, and the
culture served. Lewis (1993) defined high-quality pre-school programmes as follows:

As far as High/Scope researchers are concerned, a high-quality pre-school
program is developmentally appropriate and has a curriculum that allows
children to take charge of their own learning. Teachers are well-trained and
work under knowledgeable supervision, parents are meaningfully involved and
the program is well-administered and evaluated. Ideally, the ratio of students
should be no higher than 10 to 1.

Lewis (1993:748)

Rumbold (1990) reported on the committee of inquiry into the quality of educational
experience offered to three- and four-year-old children in Britain and concluded that high
quality pre-schooling must involve:

- a central role for play and talk
- regular evaluation and review of the curriculum
- small groups and a low pupil-teacher ratio
- highly skilled staff
- participation by parents as active partners in the child’s education.

Pugh (1992) would add to the above:

- clearly defined aims and objectives
- effective management
- an atmosphere in which children and adults feel secure and valued
- an appropriate curriculum for physical, social, emotional, spiritual and
  intellectual development
- a system of record-keeping to monitor children’s learning, shared with parents.

It is pre-schooling of high quality which has usually been shown to have positive effects
on children’s development. Sylva and Moss (1992) and Jowett and Sylva (1986) report
on a comparison of 90 children, half of whom had attended well-resourced high-quality
nurseries and half who had attended poorly resourced playgroups managed by parents.
They found significant differences between the groups in their first year in primary
school, with the children who had experienced high-quality pre-schooling showing
higher motivation and perseverance than the other group. Similarly, Nauco and Sylva
(1995) found different outcomes for different types of pre-school experience, with an
association between attendance at a High/Scope programme and later success at reading
and writing in primary school; while attendance at a Formal Skills programme, with
adult-led instruction in literacy and mathematics showed a negative association with
reading and a very negative association with children’s later self-assessment of their
competence and popularity. Nauco and Sylva concluded that the High/Scope curriculum
provided pre-schooling of a higher quality than either of the two other models they
studied, the Formal Skills, or the free-play Movimento da Escola Moderna. Jowett and Sylva (1986) argue that the ideal would be a network of diverse provision of high quality pre-schooling to meet diverse needs. The nationrai represent one such need, for immersion pre-schooling, and the aim is that the service provided should be of the highest quality possible.

1.5 IMMERSION EDUCATION AND PRE-SCHOOLING

Many countries offer children the opportunity to attend pre-schools where the language used differs from their mother-tongue and there is an extensive research literature on the subject of such early immersion in pre-school. Spolsky (1989) observes that there are two basic, but often competing principles which must be taken into account when policies for language and education are being formulated.

The first concerns the rights of individual members of a society to equality of educational opportunity: the second concerns the rights of individuals and groups in a multilingual community to maintain, if they so choose, their linguistic varieties.

Spolsky (1989:92)

As outlined by Spolsky, the principle of equality of educational opportunity entails both the right to be educated in the variety of language which was learned in the home, as far as is feasible, and, in addition, the right to learn the standard or official language of the community. The second principle concerns the right of an individual or group to do whatever is possible to support a language which has important ethnic, cultural or religious value for them.

Where these principles compete, individuals may choose to assign priority to one over the other at one stage, and possibly reverse this order at another. Spolsky argues that bilingual education such as the Canadian immersion system can be viewed as the application of both these principles in a multilingual setting, with priority given initially to instruction through the minority language/second language, but with support for the child's mother tongue later in the school system.

The first deliberate educational experiment in immersion took place in September 1965, in the kindergarten class of a St. Lambert school in Montreal, Quebec. Immersion education refers to the use of children's non-native language as a medium of instruction. It differs from 'submersion' in which immigrant children or children with a low-status language are forced to accept academic instruction through the medium of their second language (L2), often with other children who are native speakers of that language, where the teacher does not understand these children's native language (L1), and without receiving any support L2 classes (Skutnabb-Kangas 1988:40). In such a situation these children are submerged in their new language, while their L1 is threatened by lack of support on a wider social basis.
In immersion education programmes such as the naíonraí and all-Irish school system in Ireland, the first language of the majority (English) is supported at community and society level, while the language of the school (Irish) is added to the child’s linguistic repertoire. For the minority who are L1 speakers of Irish, the naíonra or Irish-medium school provides formal support and enrichment for this minority language which is otherwise not well-served in terms of its use in the media or the wider Irish community, while the L2 English language skills learned are supported by other children whose L1 is English and by the wider community in Ireland, as well as extensively in the media.

Artigal (1991) summed up the research literature which has tried to identify which factors contribute to a beneficial outcome from an immersion programme. He points to three main variables.

1. The social status of the home language and culture.
2. The attitudes of the pupils towards the school language and their reasons for learning it.
3. The pedagogical approach used to teach the new language.

Swain (1981) showed that children are more likely to be successful in immersion if their home language and culture is that of a strong social majority, as for example, English speakers in Canada attending French immersion. Regarding attitudes to the new language, Artigal concluded that it is essential that an immersion programme is not imposed, either on a society in general, or on individual children, nor must the child’s own language be explicitly or implicitly rejected. The third variable, pedagogical approach, Artigal sums up by saying that mutual communicability between teachers and pupils from day one is of critical importance.

Genesee (1984, 1987) reviewed the research on immersion programmes in Canada, and concluded that immersion students show the same or better academic achievement as children in non-immersion situations, and acquire normal English proficiency, in addition to attaining a high level of fluency in French, their L2. Cummins (1988) and Cummins and Swain (1986) used the interdependence principle to explain the lack of a negative effect on immersion children’s first-language skills in an additive-bilingual setting. Cummins claimed that ‘cognitive academic language proficiency’ (CALP) is common across languages, so that experience with either language in such a setting promotes development of CALP in both languages.

Ellis (1994:225) outlined the different types of immersion programme:

- early immersion (from kindergarten), or
- late immersion (for example, from Grades 4 or 7 in the Canadian system), and
- full immersion (all instruction in the L2) or
- partial immersion (some subjects only taught through the L2).
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Genesee’s summary of the immersion research indicates that, on balance, total immersion produces better results than partial immersion, and early immersion produces better results than late. The effects of early immersion in particular are explored in more detail in Section 1.5.1.

1.5.1 Effects of Early Immersion

There have been numerous studies of the effects of early immersion on children's cognitive, academic and linguistic development and only a selection of this research is offered here. Results from evaluations of some long-running programmes such as those in Canada (Swain and Lapkin 1982; and Genesee 1984, 1987) show many favourable effects. Such children who go on to attend immersion elementary and secondary schools attain high levels of proficiency in their L2, attain normal L1 proficiency and show the same or better levels of academic development as those of their peers educated in non-immersion schools.

Comblain and Rondal (1993) studied a group of four- to five-year-old children in an early immersion setting in France, where English was the language of instruction, and contrasted them with monolingual peers. Results showed that the immersion group had improved English-speaking skills, and their French skills were not adversely affected compared to controls. Bamford and Mizokawa (1991) found that children in a Spanish immersion class had superior non-verbal problem solving to their non-immersed controls.

Bialystok (1986) demonstrated that children in Grade 1 of a French immersion programme had better cognitive control, an aspect of metalinguistic ability, than their monolingual peers. Gómez and Kodzopoljic (1991) also found that children in pre-school immersion programmes had better metalinguistic awareness and linguistic analysis skills than a control group of monolinguals. The immersion children were more aware of the arbitrary link between an object and its name, and more proficient at breaking words in syllables and phonemes. The researchers also showed that the children who had experience of a bilingual immersion programme had better concentration, and more developed skills in synthesis and abstraction, necessary for reading. They interpreted their findings as indicating that bilingual experience promotes a more analytic approach to language.

Neufeld (1993) examined two groups of university students in Ottawa, one of which had attended an early French immersion programme. He found that early immersion produced no immediate or long-range adverse effects, and interpreted his findings as indicating the linguistic and cognitive benefits of learning another language early in school.

Thus, the weight of research evidence points to the positive effects of early immersion for majority language children whose first language is not at risk, with resulting normal or superior general academic achievement, normal first language skills and advanced second language skills. In addition, a range of social effects relating to more open
cultural attitudes and tolerance, and cognitive effects such as enhanced divergent thinking have been found. There are also significant social effects resulting from the establishment of early immersion programmes. For example, early immersion in Israel, New Zealand, Scotland and Wales has played an important role in assisting the language revitalisation movements in those countries, and in boosting, or in some cases, creating, the demand for the provision of primary school immersion programmes. This appears to hold true of Ireland and Northern Ireland also, where demand for all-Irish primary schools in some instances has grown from parents who are happy with their child’s experience of a naíonra and wish to continue with immersion (see Ni Mhaoláin 1995 and Maguire 1991).

1.5.2 Immersion Education and Lesser-Used Languages
The experience of immersion can be found all over the world, reflecting the provision made by many countries to promote bi- or multi-lingualism. Examples of early immersion beginning at kindergarten level can be found in a number of other countries such as the Basque country, Catalonia, Finland, Israel, New Zealand, Scotland and Wales, as well as in the Republic of Ireland and in Northern Ireland. Ó Murchá (1987) gave a comprehensive overview of the provision of pre-schooling through 29 lesser used languages throughout Europe, (in the Netherlands, France, UK, Italy, Luxembourg, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Portugal, Spain and the Republic of Ireland). In the case of minority languages such as these, immersion pre-schooling has grown up because of the desire of parents to expose children to a minority or heritage language which may be either the children’s mother-tongue or their second language. The naíonraí operate as early immersion for the majority of children, who come from English-speaking homes, but they also provide mother-tongue pre-primary education for a minority, both in and outside of the Gaeltacht, for whom Irish is the home language. Van der Goot, Renkema and Stuijt (1994) have detailed the provision of pre-schooling in some of the lesser-used languages in Europe and shown the interest and growth in the last twenty years in particular. Some details of the provision of early immersion in two lesser-used language communities are given below.

Catalan in Catalonia
Montané (1994) and Artigal (1991) have detailed the situation regarding early Catalan immersion in Catalonia. Catalan is spoken by approximately 7 million people, and is the largest stateless language in Europe. The status of Catalan remained high (despite territorial division and its prohibition as an official language since 1714) until about 50 years ago, when the Franco regime brutally repressed all signs of Catalan identity, especially the language. In addition, there was massive migration from Castilian-speaking areas into Catalan regions. The new Spanish democratic Constitution of 1978 and later regional Statutes began the era of Catalan restoration, which still continues. The Catalan government now seeks a ‘normalization’ of the Catalan language, that is, they
wished to be the normal, dominant language within Catalonia, even if a minority language in Spain.

Catalan immersion programmes were first legally offered to Spanish-speaking children as recently as 1983, though some covert programmes existed since 1978. Pre-primary education before age five is optional and thus not publicly funded. However, when kindergarten or parvulari classes for three-, four- and five-year-olds are located in state schools they are subsidised. Pre-primary teachers, like primary teachers, must have a teaching qualification from a three-year university course. Classes tend to run from 9.00-12.00 and from 3.00-5.00 p.m., and during the break children may either stay in school for lunch and a rest, or go home.

All pre-primary education in Catalonia must now be bilingual Catalan/Spanish, with at least one subject taught in Catalan, though the remainder may also be taught through Catalan, depending on teachers’ competence and parents’ wishes. This, in conjunction with the fact that children who are mother-tongue speakers of Catalan have a legal right to receive their first education through Catalan, has necessitated an on-going need for teacher re-training. There also exists a Department of Education Programme of Linguistic Immersion (PIL), according to which a proportion of parvulari operate full Catalan immersion.

By 1984, Ó Murchú (1987) reports that a majority of public schools were Catalan medium, and she claims that this was made possible largely through the work of Catalan-medium pre-schools. Research indicates that children, especially Castilian speakers, show better progress in the language following its use as medium of instruction in preschool and school. Difficulties remain regarding the large number of Castilian-only speakers and the short supply of Catalan teachers, but as Artigal points out:

The [Catalan] immersion programme, in short, seems here and now to be psycholinguistically appropriate, sociolinguistically opportune and relatively viable in legal terms as a tool for normalization of the Catalan language. It remains, however, to make it generally available, in a full developed form, to all those children who have already chosen it or will do so in the future.

Artigal (1991:87)

Fishman (1991) concludes that, while the position of Catalan remains ‘delicate’ in terms of reversing language shift, there has been considerable progress. He cites the 1986 Census figures showing that 60% of the adult population and 64% of children claimed to be able to ‘speak Catalan’. Over 55% of adults reported that they use Catalan daily. Fishman claims (1991:ix) that Catalan in Spain can be viewed as one of the ‘three success stories (more or less)’ of reversing language shift, which also include Modern Hebrew in Israel and French in Quebec.
Maori in New Zealand

Benton (1984) reported that only a few communities remained in New Zealand by the early 1980s in which children acquired the Maori language as their mother tongue. The primary schools taught only through the medium of English, and this, combined with social changes such as migration to the cities (further emphasising the importance of English) and the high levels of unemployment among Maoris, served to undermine the traditional villages and bring about a situation of near language death. However, there was a resurgence of support for the language and culture of the Maoris in the late 1970s and early 1980s, facilitated, according to Spolsky (1989) by pakeha (European) guilt at bringing about near cultural genocide.

Initial attempts to revive Maori through the school system foundered because of the overwhelming influence of English on school-age children, so an early focus was on the teaching of Maori to younger, pre-school, children. Maori-medium pre-school groups, called kohanga reos (language nests) were proposed, led by older, fluent Maoris. The first such groups were established in 1982, with some financial support from the Department of Maori Affairs, but with the burden of organisation resting on local communities who desired to participate. There was extraordinary growth of these groups, from the first four experimental kohanga reos in 1982, to over 280 in 1984, and about 520 by 1988, with about 8,000 children participating (Fishman 1991:238). Funding help comes from the Department of Maori Affairs through an independent trust, but organisation and control remains in the hands of the local community. Fishman notes that in 1989 the Department of Maori Affairs allocated about US$12m to 520 kohanga reos, or about US$23,000 per group per year. Usually two kaiawhi (‘embracers’) are paid salaries, and Maori-speaking grandparents and parents also act as volunteers. Children attend for four to eight hours per day.

These Maori-immersion playgroups have had a significant success, according to Spolsky:

The effect of the kohanga reos cannot be exaggerated: where six years ago a bare handful of children came to primary school with any knowledge of the Maori language, now each year between two and three thousand children, many of them fluent bilinguals, start school after having been exposed to daily use of the Maori language for three or more years.

Spolsky (1989:91)

Maori has been declared an official language of New Zealand, and a Maori Language Commission has been set up. Children graduating from kohanga reos have produced pressure to provide Maori-medium primary schooling, which often begins by a local school making a room available for one Maori-immersion group. Spolsky asserts that continued parental support for the kohanga reos will increase the pressure on the school system to make provision for bilingual education.
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Overall, Spolsky concludes that Maori now shows good prospects for revitalisation. However, Fishman (1991) is less optimistic, and claims that the *kohanga reo* have not significantly changed language use in the home. He argues that without such home use, and in the absence of widespread all-Maori schooling at elementary and secondary levels, TV programming and print-media, the future of Maori is not yet secure. Fishman concludes that the initial successes of the *kohanga reo* must be built upon, primarily in the targeting of family, neighbourhood and community use, through young-adult focused operation and through the promotion of Maori literacy and a more widespread all-Maori school network, instead of what he views as an over-reliance on the assumption that the language will be revived when the *kohanga reo* graduates themselves have Maori mother-tongue children.

This discussion of the role of early immersion in two other minority language situations presents some interesting parallels as well as differences from the Irish situation. Each situation represents a different phase in the process of language revitalisation. The role of parents in demanding and supporting early immersion programmes in each of these minority languages is seen to be critical in the three countries, with consequent parental demand later for immersion primary education. The need for generous state funding and legislation for bilingual or immersion programmes is highlighted by the Catalonian and Maori experience. Finally, the need to situate early immersion in the context of a much wider and well-resourced language revitalisation movement is highlighted. Just as the long-term expectations for pre-school intervention programmes for disadvantaged children must be realistic, in accepting that such programmes can help significantly but cannot by themselves overcome all of the problems besetting such children, so too early immersion programmes cannot be expected single-handedly to revitalise minority languages, though they may make significant contributions to the revitalisation of the language.

1.6 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This study sets out to describe the experience of a sample of children in early Irish immersion, that is, in the naíonraí, not only in terms of their language outcome, but in terms of the effects of their community and family characteristics on their linguistic success, as well as the effects of this experience on their parents, homes and communities. The research questions addressed are:

- How much Irish do children learn in the naíonraí?
- What are the major child-, home- and naíonra-level factors which impact on their progress in Irish?
- What are the skills and requirements of those leading naíonraí, the Stiúrthoirí?
- What is the profile of parents who choose to send their children to a naíonra?
- How do parents perceive the impact of the naíonra in their homes and what are their needs?
The method of data collection employed to address these questions is outlined in Chapter 2. Chapters 3 and 4 examine home-level variables and present the results of the survey of the parents. Chapter 5 focuses on the naionra-level variables and presents the results of the survey of the Stiúrthóirí. Chapter 6 outlines the tests developed for the children and gives their overall results, while Chapter 7 presents examines the effects of a range of variables on the children's Irish test scores. Chapter 8 summarises these findings.

1.7 Conclusion
The move to provide Irish-medium pre-schooling is one aspect of the movement to revitalise Irish, operating in conjunction with the high level of interest in pre-school education in Ireland. The benefits of pre-school education have been attested by research in a number of countries, particularly in disadvantaged groups. The level of participation in pre-school education in Ireland points to the need to monitor standards in this area to ensure that pre-primary provision is of high quality.

The success of immersion programmes internationally underlies and supports the parent-led demand for Irish-medium pre-schooling. International research findings indicate that a positive environment exists here for successful early immersion in the naionra, with societal support for the majority home language (English), an optional immersion system which ensures high motivation and positive attitudes from those involved, and a pedagogical approach which stresses the need to provide the child with comprehensible input and encourage all efforts at communication in Irish. The discussion of lesser-used languages highlights Irish speakers' need to avail of Irish-medium education for their children in order to support their minority mother-tongue within a bilingual society. Overall, the naionraí need to be situated, not only within the state-supported Irish revitalisation movement, but also within a better-resourced pre-school sector.
Chapter 2

The Scope of the Study

2.1 Introduction
To study the naíonra experience in all its aspects, it was necessary to assemble information on each group of participants. Therefore, data were gathered from children, parents, Stíurthóirí (Leads), Conhstíurthóirí/Stíurthóirí Cúnta (Co-Leads/Assistant Leaders), and Comhairleoirí (Advisors). This chapter sets out an overview of the information collected. Section 2.2 details the information from a naíonra Census in February 1993, and Section 2.3 outlines the scope of the project.

2.2 Census
In order to establish a sampling frame for naíonra sessions and the children attending naíonraí, it was decided to begin the project by conducting a Census of all children in naíonraí in the Republic of Ireland in February 1993. The Census established the number of naíonra sessions organised by each Stíurthóir, the number of children in each session, their sex and date of birth. A subsequent form, assigning a numerical identification number to each child, asked Stíurthóirí about the home language of each child, and his or her ability in Irish at the time of data collection. Stíurthóirí were also asked to indicate what school the child would progress to, if this was known. These data are presented in this chapter.

2.2.1 Total Naíonraí and their Distribution
The naíonra Census in February 1993 showed that there were 190¹ naíonra sessions in the Republic of Ireland, with approximately 2,600 children attending. These sessions were run by 174 Stíurthóirí (of whom there were 16 running a second session on the

¹This number differs from the total calculated by An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta for 1993 because An Comhchoiste, for administrative purposes, counts as double sessions those which have more than a certain number of children. In this study, a session is defined as a group of children attending a naíonra at a particular time, regardless of the number in the group.
same premises\(^1\). The response rate to the Census was 96%. In what follows, the 182 naionra sessions for which Census forms were returned are described and referred to as the Census naionraí. A total of 2,487 children attended these naionraí, 1,862 in English-speaking districts (Galtachtal) and 625 in Irish-speaking districts (Gaeilteachtal).

Figure 2.1 illustrates the distribution of the total 190 naionraí sessions in February 1993. The highest concentration of naionraí is in the urban area of Dublin, Co. Dublin and neighbouring counties. Naionraí are also quite strongly represented in rural districts which are Irish-speaking (Gaeilteachtal), particularly in the south-western, western and north-western coastal areas.\(^2\) In other rural areas they tend to be quite dispersed, and some counties, such as Cavan, Leitrim, Longford, Offaly, Roscommon, Sligo and Wexford had no naionraí in 1993.

Table 2.1 shows the overall distribution of naionraí sessions in English-speaking (Galtacht) and Irish-speaking (Gaeilteacht) districts from the Census data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of Sessions in Naionra Census</th>
<th>Galtacht</th>
<th>Gaeilteacht</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of single sessions in Census</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naionraí with a second session (same Stiúrthóir)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of sessions in Census</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of children in Census</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>2487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of children per session</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About a quarter of children were in Gaeilteacht naionraí, three-quarters in Galtacht naionraí. Gaeilteacht naionraí were somewhat smaller on average than Galtacht ones, with an average number of 12.5 children compared to 14.1.

2.2.2 Numbers of Children per Session
The size distribution of naionraí sessions is reported in Table 2.2. Most (63%) sessions in Galtacht areas had up to 15 children, and 37% had 16 or more. Gaeilteacht sessions tended to be smaller, with a majority (58%) having up to 10 children and most of the remainder having between 16 and 20 children.

---

\(^1\) A double session is defined here as the provision of a naionra for another group of children at a different time to the first group, but run by the same Stiúrthóir and in the same premises.

\(^2\) Numbers for Gaeilteacht sessions are given as ‘G’ in Fig. 2.1 and are included in the county total.
Fig. 2.1 Distribution of naíonra sessions in the Republic of Ireland 1993

Source: Naíonra Census, February 1993

Total Naíonra Sessions = 190
Gáilltacht = 138
Gaeltacht = 52

Note: 'G' indicates Gaeltacht sessions; boxed numbers indicate city sessions; both sub-categories are included in the county total.
Table 2.2 Distribution of naionra sessions by number of children per session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of children per session¹</th>
<th>Proportion of Sessions</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galltacht N=132 %</td>
<td>Gaeltacht N=50 %</td>
<td>Total N=182 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>up to 5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 to 10</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 to 15</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 to 20</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 to 25</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 to 30</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 30</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Numbers here and in other tables do not always sum to 100%, due to rounding.

2.2.3 Pupil-Teacher Ratios
About half of all naionra sessions are run by a Stiúrthóir with the assistance of a Comh-Stiúrthóir/Stiúrthóir Cúnta. It is therefore important to look at the pupil-teacher ratio for the children in the Census, reported in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 Pupil-Teacher Ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pupil-teacher ratio per session</th>
<th>Galltacht N=132 %</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=50 %</th>
<th>Total N=182 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>up to 5</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 5 up to 10</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 10 up to 15</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 15 up to 20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Note that the number of children does not equal the pupil-teacher ratio, since it does not take into account the presence of an assistant.
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Most sessions (76%) in English-speaking districts have pupil-teacher ratios which are equal to, or less than 10\(^1\). However, another 29% of Gaeltacht naíonnraí had ratios of between 10.1 and 15 children per adult, and the remainder (1.5%) were even larger, with ratios of between 15.1 and 20 children per adult. Ratios were significantly lower in Gaeltacht areas, with 98% of these sessions having ratios up to or including 10 children per adult. It is relevant to note here that Gaeltacht naíonnraí receive a subsidy from Údarás na Gaeltachta, which requires them to maintain these low pupil-teacher ratios.

2.2.4 Sex
The Census information supplied by Stiúrthóirí showed that 50.7% of children attending were boys, 49.3% girls, with very similar figures for both Gaeltacht and Gáiltaíocht areas.

2.2.5 Age Distribution of the Children
Table 2.4 presents the age distribution of the children from the Census.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children’s ages in years</th>
<th>Gaeltacht (N=1817)</th>
<th>Gaeltacht (N=607)</th>
<th>Total (N=2424)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>less than 2.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 up to 3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 up to 3.5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 up to 4</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 up to 4.5</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5 up to 5</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 or more</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This calculation was carried out in April 1993, by which time the majority of children (85%) were at least 3.5 years of age. The small numbers of very young children may be the children of Stiúrthóirí, or they may have been accepted because of low numbers of

\(^1\)The group insurance scheme operated specifies a ratio of no more than 10 children per adult. In 1993 exceptions were made in naíonnraí where there was another adult on the premises who was available in case of emergency. From 1995 these exceptions are not made and no naíonna can have a ratio of more than 10 children per adult.
children in particular naionra in rural areas. Naionraí in Gaeltacht areas had a higher proportion of younger children up to three years (7.2%) compared to the Galltacht (2.2%). Otherwise their age distributions were similar. The mean age of the children reported on in the Naionra Census was 4.1 years in April 1993. The children in English-speaking areas were on average about one month older than those in the Gaeltacht naionra.

2.2.6 Numbers in Second Year in Naionra
81% of the children overall were reported to be in their first year in the naionra, and 19% in their second year. The proportions were roughly similar in Galltacht and Gaeltacht areas. The slightly higher proportion in their second year in the Gaeltacht (21% as against 18% in the Galltacht) is probably due to the somewhat larger numbers of very young children attending naionra there.

2.2.7 Children’s Home Language and Ability in Irish
The Stíúrthóirí were asked to indicate what language(s), to the best of their knowledge, were spoken in each child’s home. Table 2.5 shows the distribution of these results for Galltacht and Gaeltacht residents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home language(s)</th>
<th>Galltacht N=1617</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=607</th>
<th>Total N=2224</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English only</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish and English</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish only</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other language(s)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, Stíúrthóirí judged that only about 1% of children in Galltacht naionraí and 23% in Gaeltacht naionraí come from homes where only Irish is spoken. Another 15% and 34%, respectively, in English- and Irish-speaking areas are judged to come from bilingual homes. Stíúrthóirí judgement on this issue is important since the language mix in a naionra requires different strategies on the part of Stíúrthóirí. However, the children’s home language will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4, in relation to the parents’ questionnaire.
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Stiúrthóirí were also asked to assess each child’s Irish competence before Easter 1993, when most children had spent at least two terms in the naonra (and 19% had spent up to 5 terms there). The results are given in Table 2.6 again divided by Gáiltacht and Gaeltacht residence.

Table 2.6 Stiúrthóir assessment of children’s Irish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stiúrthóir rating of each child’s Irish</th>
<th>Gáiltacht N=1635</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=606</th>
<th>Total N=2241</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension only</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few words</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some phrases</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good competence</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native speaker</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.8 Plans for Primary Schooling

Stiúrthóirí were asked to report if they were aware of what type of primary school each child would attend. Table 2.7 presents the results.

Table 2.7 Plans for primary schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stiúrthóir report of parents’ plans</th>
<th>Gáiltacht N=1636</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=596</th>
<th>Total N=2232</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-Irish school</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English-medium primary school</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About 76% of Gaeltacht children were expected by Stiúrthóirí to go on to an Irish-medium school. In the Gáiltacht, about 40% of naonra children were expected to go on to an Irish-medium school (as against 8% of all children in the Gáiltacht attending such
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schools in 1993-1994\(^1\). Choice of primary school does not always rest entirely with the parents: some children may not be offered a place in the school of their parents’ choice. This issue will be discussed further in Chapter 4, but it is relevant to note here that a number of parents commented that they were aware that it is particularly difficult to get a place in all-Irish schools, and several indicated that they would be sending their child to an English-medium primary school because they had been told the list for their local all-Irish school was closed.

A rough estimate suggests that only about 40% of children in the reception classes of all-Irish schools in 1993 had attended a naíonra.\(^2\) This may be due in part to lack of access to a naíonra or inability to secure a place in a local naíonra, as well as to parental choice regarding pre-schooing. Overall, the fact that over half of the children in Junior Infants’ classes in all-Irish schools had not attended a naíonra points to the possibility that there is a demand for naíonrai which is not currently being met.

2.3 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

Table 2.8 overleaf gives an overview of the information collected as the main part of this project. This involved questionnaires for all the adult participants in the naíonrai, that is parents, Stíúrthóiri, their assistants, and Comhaireoirí. In addition, the children’s progress in the naíonrai was assessed by a test which was applied to a sub-sample of 225 children.

2.3.1 Children’s Tests
Tests were conducted on a sample of 225 children from 25 naíonrai, drawn from the sampling frame provided by the Naíonra Census. The sample of naíonrai was stratified according to the areas allocated to the ten Comhaireoirí, with extra naíonrai being sampled from areas with a high density of naíonrai per Comhaireoirí. Extra sessions were also drawn from Gaeltacht areas, to ensure adequate representation. Within each Comhaireoirí’s area, every naíonra had an equal probability of selection. Within each chosen naíonra every child had an equal probability of selection. When a naíonra was randomly sampled, 10 children from that naíonra’s roll were, in turn, randomly selected, with two substitutes to allow for children missing through illness, etc., on the days of testing. When naíonrai with fewer than 10 children were selected, all of the children on their roll were tested.

\(^1\) Gaelscoileanna, personal communication.

\(^2\) Department of Education statistics report that there were 56,172 children in Junior Infants in 1993/94, of whom approximately 55,000 were in the Gaeltacht. 3% of this total would give an estimate of about 1,600 in Junior Infants’ classes in all-Irish schools in that year. The total number of children in Gaeltacht naíonrai in that year was similar, at about 1,800, of whom 40% intended to choose an all-Irish school. On this basis it seems that only about 40% of Junior Infants in all-Irish schools would have attended a naíonra previously.
Table 2.8 Outline of the ‘Early Immersion in the Naíonra’ database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Census</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Total children in naíonraí, age, sex and home language</td>
<td>2,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Children’s tests</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Irish Tests: comprehension, production and imitation</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• General cognitive development test, native language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ratings by Stiúrthóir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parents’ questionnaire</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Irish competence, educational standard, SES, age</td>
<td>1,807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reasons for choosing naíonra, satisfaction, requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Involvement in naíonra activities, Irish language activities at home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Intentions regarding future all-Irish schooling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Questionnaire for Stiúrthóiri</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Irish competence, experience, qualifications, in-service attendance</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Language teaching methods, range of activities provided</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Naíonra location, contact with parents, play-groups, schools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Requirements and suggestions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Questionnaire for Stiúrthóiri Cúnta/Comh-Stiúrthóiri</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Irish competence, experience, qualifications, course attendance</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Questionnaire for Comhairleoiri</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use of Irish by Stiúrthóiri, their interaction with children and parents</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Language teaching methods, range of activities, and layout</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Overall rating of naíonra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sampled children were tested by the local Comhairleoir in an individual test of their comprehension and spoken Irish, and on a test of general cognitive development in their
native language. Practical considerations made it necessary to have a number of testers, so it was decided to avail of the assistance of the Comháirleoirí to conduct these tests because of their long experience in dealing with children in the naíonraí, their familiarity to the children in their area through frequent visits to each naíonraí, and the fact that the children were accustomed to hearing them speak only Irish.

The children in this sample were also assessed by their own Stiúrthóirí according to certain criteria on social skills, independence, physical skills, language skills and second language learning skills. This was designed to give additional information which could not have been obtained from an objective test, given the constraints of time.

2.3.2 Parents' Questionnaire
After the Census was completed, each child was given a code number. A bilingual questionnaire was prepared for parents and distributed by each Stiúrthóirí. Each questionnaire was identified by the child’s first name and the first initial of their surname only (to ensure that each parent received the correct form) and the child’s identification number to ensure confidentiality in test-processing and to allow matching with the child’s test results as well as his/her Stiúrthóirí’s questionnaire and Comháirleoirí’s evaluation. The parents’ questionnaire could be filled out in either Irish or English by either the child’s mother or father, and it was returned by parents in a pre-paid envelope for processing by the research team. All coding and analysis was carried out by, or under the supervision of, the author.

Parents were surveyed regarding their satisfaction with the naíonraí, their perception of the child’s knowledge of Irish and general progress, their use of Irish in the home, their competence in Irish, their educational background and the type of national school they wanted for their child. A total of 2,487 parents were sampled, and 1,807 responded, a response rate of almost 73%. This response rate is high by general standards, and extremely high for a self-administered postal questionnaire. In large part this may be due to the commitment felt by parents to activities relating to their children, as well as to the parents’ interest in the naíonraí.

2.3.3 Questionnaire for Stiúrthóirí
All of the 167 Stiúrthóirí who responded to the Census received a questionnaire, and 162 responded, representing a response rate of 97% of the Census return. Stiúrthóirí were surveyed regarding their experience, competence in Irish, qualifications, methods, recommendations for improvement of services to them and their attitudes to the involvement of parents and to contacts with schools, naíonraí and English-medium play groups in their area.

2.3.4 Questionnaire for Comh-Stiúrthóirí/Stiúrthóirí Cúnta
Stiúrthóirí with a Comhstíúrthóirí/Stiúrthóirí Cúnta (Co-Leader or Assistant leader) were given a form for their co-worker to fill out. This form was very brief and focused on her
IRISH ABILITY, EXPERIENCE, QUALIFICATIONS, IN-SERVICE ATTENDANCE AND REQUIREMENTS. SEVENTY-NINE OUT OF THE TOTAL OF 90 STÚRTHÓIRI CÚNTA' COMH-STÚRTHÓIRI COMPLETED THE FORM, A RESPONSE RATE OF 88%.

2.3.5 Questionnaire for Comhairleoiri (Advisors)
There were ten national Comhairleoiri (Advisors) in the Republic (and one in Northern Ireland) in 1993. Comhairleoiri visit existing naonraí in their district on a regular basis, about once a month, and offer advice and support to Stúrthóirí. In addition, they help with the founding of new naonraí and interview prospective Stúrthóirí and Comh-Stúrthóirí/Stúrthóirí Cúnta. They inspect premises with a view to safety, the maximum number of children possible, and the suitability of furniture and equipment. Comhairleoiri also speak to parents at introductory meetings and organise in-service training courses in their area (about once a term).

Each Comhairleoir filled out an assessment on the naonraí in her district, regarding, for example, the administration of the naonraí, its lay-out and resources, language use and special skills of individual Stúrthóirí. These assessments were carried out only for the purposes of this research, and will not be used for any other purpose.

2.4 CONCLUSIONS
The Census of naonraí in 1993 provides a summary of information about the background variables of children entering naonraí, such as their age, sex and language background as judged by Stúrthóirí, as well as an overview of the average pupil numbers and pupil-teacher ratios in operation. The plan of the project shows the response rate from each of the sectors involved in the naonraí, and outlines the information collected from each. Many of the issues raised here, such as home language and naonraí size, will be discussed more fully in later chapters.
Chapter 3

The Profile of the Parents

3.1 INTRODUCTION
The education of young children is a partnership between their parents and teachers, as is noted by the High/Scope Approach to the National Curriculum in the UK (Brown 1990). The brief description of language revitalisation movements in Chapter 1 showed the importance of parents in initiating early immersion programmes, and in extending use of the target language outside of the pre-school. The Welsh Family Project (Brooke 1995, personal communication), which will be discussed more fully in Chapter 4, endeavours to make parents feel that they are active partners in the task of helping their children to acquire Welsh. In the present study it was considered essential to survey the parents of children in the naionrai in order to ascertain some of the most relevant characteristics of this group, for example, their socio-economic status, ability in and use of Irish and their childhood experiences of the language. These and other factors are considered in this chapter. Section 3.2 gives a demographic profile of the respondents and their partners while Section 3.3 details their language background. Finally, parents' ability in Irish is examined in Section 3.4.

Questionnaires were distributed to the parents of 2,487 naionrai children through the Supervisor of each naionra. Each booklet contained an Irish and an English form of the questionnaire, and an explanatory covering letter in both languages requesting one of the child's parents to complete the form. Confidentiality was ensured by the use of codes rather than surnames on each form. Parents were reminded at regular intervals by Stiúrthóirí of the importance of returning the questionnaire, and Stiúrthóirí of naionrai with low response rates were contacted and asked to remind parents again, but it was felt that any other intervention would be inappropriate. Eighteen hundred and seven (1,807) questionnaires were returned. This represents a response rate of almost 73%, which is particularly high for a self-administered postal questionnaire. The most likely explanation for this high response rate seems to be the level of interest and commitment felt by the parents of children in naionrai.

Data on the home language of respondents and non-respondents are also available from a background sheet filled out by Stiúrthóirí for 90% of children in the naionra Census of 1993. From this it can be concluded that the home language of non-respondents did not
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differ significantly from the profile for respondents to the questionnaire, as is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Comparison of non-respondents’ home language with respondents (Naíonra Census)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home language(s)</th>
<th>Respondents N=1689</th>
<th>Non-respondents N=535</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English only</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish and English</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish only</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Ns reduced because some background sheets not returned by Stiúrthóirí.

This comparison between respondents and non-respondents shows that, on the critical variable of home language, the surveyed parents were representative of the entire group of Naíonra parents.

In what follows, we make a number of comparisons between the characteristics of Naíonra parents and those of more general populations, some of which were designed to represent all parents of young children in the Republic of Ireland. In interpreting such comparisons it is important to bear in mind a key feature of the Naíonra population. About a quarter of all Naíonra parents are living in Gaeilge areas, as against a much smaller proportion of all parents. For this reason, analyses distinguishing the characteristics of Naíonra parents in Gaeilge and Gáilteacht areas are of particular interest. Such analyses are provided for a number of key characteristics. It is important to note, with regard to the following analyses, that this survey of Naíonra parents was not aimed at a random sample of adults, but instead it targeted the discrete population of parents with children attending a Naíonra. As a result, it contains a higher proportion of Gaeilteacht respondents than is found in national surveys, and is limited to the age-group of 20-50.

3.2 Demographic Profile of Respondents and Partners
3.2.1 Location
Overall, 24% of respondents reported that they lived in the Gaeilteacht. The town/country distribution of respondents is presented in Table 3.2.
The relatively high representation of country respondents is mainly due to the fact that the majority of Gaeltacht respondents lived in the country or a village (91%), since the Gaeltacht is predominantly rural. In English-speaking areas the majority of naíonra parents lived in a city, town or village (75%).

3.2.2 Sex, Age and Marital Status
In 90% of cases the questionnaire was completed by the child's mother, and in 10% by the father. The majority of respondents (61%) were aged between 25 and 35 years, with a further 31% between 36 and 45 years. 7% were less than 25 years, and just 1% over 46. This age profile, of course, reflects the fact that these are the parents of young children, 40% of whom are discussing their first child in this questionnaire. Unlike other language-related surveys in Ireland, such as the ITÉ National Surveys of Languages in 1983 and 1993, which take random samples of the population and therefore have a wider age distribution, this survey began with a group which has, by definition, the narrower age base of the reproductive years.

93% of respondents to the parents' questionnaire stated that they were married or living with a partner. 5% were single parents. 2% were separated or divorced and 0.5% were widowed.

3.2.3 Labour Force and Occupational Status
The labour force status of mothers, who make up 90% of respondents, can be compared with that of the general population of mothers with at least one child aged 4 or less, as represented by the relevant sub-group of the ESRI Survey of Income Distribution, Population and Usage of State Services, 1987. (See Callan et al. 1989 for a description of the ESRI Survey).

There is a higher rate of economic activity among naíonra mothers than among mothers in the general population, with the former more than twice as likely to engage in paid work.
Table 3.3 Mothers’ labour force status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labour force status</th>
<th>% ESRI N=716</th>
<th>% Naionra Mothers Galltacht N=1178</th>
<th>% Naionra Mothers Gaeltacht N=386</th>
<th>% All Naionra Mothers N=1564</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At work: full time</td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At work: part time</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homemaker/other</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


employment than the latter. About half of the naionra mothers in paid employment are part-time workers. In part this higher economic activity rate reflects the average educational qualifications of these women, discussed in detail in the next section. The differences between naionra mothers living in the Gaeltacht and the Galltacht are small, with only slightly more Galltacht mothers working than Gaeltacht mothers.

Respondents were asked to describe their present job and that of their partner. Those not currently in employment (including full-time home-makers and the unemployed) were asked to describe their last job. The self-administered nature of the questionnaire, and the need to pre-code responses for cost reasons, imposed limits on the nature of the occupational classification which could be used. An approximate comparison can, however, be made with the general population of mothers and fathers of young children (at least one aged 4 years or less), as represented by the ESRI (1987) Survey of Income Distribution, Poverty and Usage of State Services. The summarised results are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 indicates that there are some differences between the occupational status of naionra parents living in the Galltacht and the Gaeltacht, as well as differences between naionra parents and population parents. Overall, naionra parents who live in the Gaeltacht appear to be somewhat more similar to the general population of parents in the ESRI sample than to Galltacht parents, apart from having a higher proportion of the self-employed. Gaeltacht fathers and mothers who choose to send their child to a naionra are also more likely to be self-employed than the general population of parents, and, in addition, they are more likely to have a non-manual occupation than either the general population of parents or the Gaeltacht naionra parents. Overall, this points to higher than average occupational status among Galltacht naionra parents, while Gaeltacht naionra
parents are more similar to the general population of parents, apart from higher levels of self-employment.

Table 3.4 Occupational status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>% Population fathers</th>
<th>% Náonra fathers</th>
<th>% Population mothers</th>
<th>% Náonra mothers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>44 32 42</td>
<td>29 21 29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-manual</td>
<td>35 46 28</td>
<td>68 73 62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-employed</td>
<td>11 16 18</td>
<td>1 5 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>11 6 12</td>
<td>2 1 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100 100 100</td>
<td>100 100 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


There are quite strong selection effects operating within particular non-manual occupational categories. For example, about 25% of all náonra fathers, and 10% of mothers describe their occupational grouping as being professional/managerial or higher civil service: this compares with about 10% of the general population of fathers and 2% of the general population of mothers. Similarly, about 5% of the náonra fathers and 9% of the náonra mothers are teachers, as against 2% of fathers and 4% of mothers in the general population. It would appear that parents in these higher occupational status groupings are significantly more likely to send their child to a náonra. Nevertheless, a substantial proportion (at least a third) of náonra children, both in the Gaeltacht and the Gaeltacht, come from homes in which the breadwinner or breadwinners are in manual occupations.

3.2.4 Educational Achievement

Parents were asked to report the highest educational qualification they had reached. These figures, reported in Table 3.5, can be compared with the distributions for the general population of mothers and fathers of pre-school children (i.e., those with at least one child aged 4 years or less) as represented by the relevant sub-group of the Economic and Social Research Institute's (ESRI) Living in Ireland Survey, 1994.

1 While this difference appears small it is significant, since it pertains to a small proportion of the overall, and consequently has a lower error of estimate.
Table 3.5 Parents' and population estimate of parental educational achievement

| With what qualification did you leave the education system? | Fathers | | | | Mothers | | | |
| | | Pop. | N-649 | Naíonra | % | N-364 | Naíonra | % | N-708 | | N-392 | Naíonra | % | N-392 | Naíonra |
| | | Gall | 1215 | | | Gaeil | 1196 | | | | | | | |
| No qualification beyond primary | 25 | 5 | 13 | 24 | 5 | 6 |
| Group or Inter Certificate | 34 | 32 | 38 | 25 | 23 | 25 |
| Leaving Certificate | 22 | 30 | 28 | 36 | 41 | 42 |
| Third-level (diploma/non-degree) | 7 | 16 | 13 | 8 | 20 | 18 |
| University degree | 7 | 12 | 6 | 5 | 9 | 7 |
| Master's degree or higher | 5 | 5 | 1 | 2 | 2 | 2 |
| Total | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 |


There is very little difference between the educational profile of naíonra mothers living in the Gaeltacht and the Gaeltacht, with the majority having at least Leaving Certificate. There are some differences between the fathers, with half as many again Gaeltacht naíonra fathers (33%) having third-level qualifications as Gaeltacht naíonra fathers (20%), and somewhat more Gaeltacht naíonra fathers (51%) having qualifications lower than the Leaving Certificate than Gaeltacht naíonra fathers (37%). However, the proportion of naíonra fathers in the Gaeltacht and Gaeltacht who had completed their Leaving Certificate was similar at about 29%, and slightly higher than the 22% of population fathers who had their Leaving Certificates.

The differences between the naíonra parents and the general population of parents are much larger than those between Gaeltacht and Gaeltacht naíonra parents. This comparison can be summed up as follows: overall, twice as many naíonra mothers had a third-level education (30%) as population mothers (15%), slightly more had their Leaving Certificate (41%) than population mothers (36%); while naíonra mothers were much less likely than those in the general population to have finished their education before Leaving Certificate level (29% as against 49%).

Similarly, more naíonra fathers had third-level education (30%) than population fathers (19%), slightly more naíonra fathers had their Leaving Certificate (29%) than population fathers (22%) and far fewer naíonra fathers had qualifications lower than Leaving Certificate (40%) than their counterparts in the general population (59%). Thus, it appears that highly educated parents are significantly better represented among those choosing naíonraíl than in the general population of parents.
Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin (1979) also noted that the parents of children attending all-Irish schools in Dublin had a higher proportion with third-level education than the estimate for an overall Dublin average. They found that 33% of fathers in their study had third-level education, and 17% of mothers, compared to an estimated Dublin average for that time (based on a wider age-group than a sample of parents of young children) of 7%. The larger proportion of mothers with third-level education in the naíonra study in 1993 probably reflects the social changes since 1979, such as the introduction of free second-level education and the lifting of the ban on married women in the public service. Another divergence from the All-Irish school parents in the 1979 study is that the numbers who left school without at least the Group or Intermediate Certificates is also much lower in the naíonra survey, at only 5% of mothers and 7% of fathers, compared to 19% and 22% respectively in the all-Irish school study in 1979.

It is clear that both the naíonra parents (in 1993) and the Dublin All-Irish school parents (in 1979) were, on average, significantly more likely to have a third-level education than the corresponding general populations. The educational profile for naíonra fathers living in the Gaeltacht appears quite similar to that of the Dublin All-Irish school fathers in 1979, and the Gaeltacht fathers occupy a middle position, being slightly lower than the Gaeltacht fathers, but higher than the general population of fathers.

Overall, the finding of significantly higher education standards among parents choosing Irish immersion than in the general population of parents is supported by this study. Nevertheless, it is important to stress that parents who choose a naíonra are not a homogenous educated elite, since over a third of Gaeltacht naíonra fathers, half of Gaeltacht naíonra fathers and almost a third of naíonra mothers in the Gaeltacht and Gaeltacht had left school before their Leaving Certificate.

3.3 Parents' Language Background
Several questions focused on parents' abilities in Irish, and their use of Irish in the home. The first question asked respondents to report the Irish ability of their own parents and that of their partner's parents; that is, the Irish ability of the grandparents of the children surveyed in the naíonrai. The majority of respondents and their partners in the Gaeltacht indicated that their own parents were not fluent Irish speakers, while about a fifth had at least one parent who was fluent. Among Gaeltacht respondents, two-thirds had at least one parent who was fluent in Irish.

However, parental ability is not equivalent to home language use, so the naíonra parents were asked about the language used in their own homes as they were growing up, in order to ascertain the proportions who were native speakers or bilingual from childhood. Table 3.6 shows that the majority of Gaeltacht naíonra parents grew up in homes where Irish was never used. The TIE 1993 National Survey on Languages offers some
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Table 3.6 Irish ability of respondents' parents, and respondents' own childhood language background

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parents of respondent/spouse¹</th>
<th>% Gaeltacht N=2399</th>
<th>% Gaeltacht N=823</th>
<th>% Overall² N=3222</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Both parents fluent</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One parent fluent</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither parent fluent</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Irish spoken in naionra parents' own home</th>
<th>% Gaeltacht N=2491</th>
<th>% Gaeltacht N=878</th>
<th>% Overall² N=3369</th>
<th>ITÉ '93³ N=326</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As a rule</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasionally</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Parents of respondent/spouse refers to the grandparents of the children attending the naionra.

² Data from respondents and their partners are merged here for the fullest coverage possible of language background on each side of the child’s family, and also for comparability with the mixed-sex ITÉ data.

³ Source: Special tabulations from ITÉ (1993) National Survey of Languages (O Rugáin & O Gliain 1994). These figures relate only to respondents aged less than 15 years, in order to match the age profile of the naionra parents. There were 536 respondents in this age-group in the ITÉ survey, comprising 53.9% of the total sample. The ITÉ survey categories were worded differently, and the categories “Irish mostly” and “Irish and English equally” were merged here for comparison with the category “frequently”. Mostly English was compared with “Occasionally” for comparability, non-applicable or missing responses are distributed proportionally.

Comparative data on language background. While the questions used differ, some comparison of respondents' childhood home language experience is possible. The ITÉ national sample had a higher proportion of respondents (92%) from a background in which only English was used, compared to only 68% of Gaeltacht naionra parents. This points to a higher probability of having heard some Irish in the home as a child among the Gaeltacht naionra parents than among the general population of under 45-year-olds. Nevertheless, a substantial majority of Gaeltacht naionra parents came from homes where only English was spoken. On the other hand, only a minority of Gaeltacht naionra parents (about a third) had no experience of Irish in their own childhood homes.

³ The ITÉ (1993) question asks about the frequency of Irish use between a respondent’s parents, between the respondent and each of his/her parents, and between the respondent and his/her siblings. The answers on each of these levels were found to be extremely similar, and in this comparison only figures relating to the use of Irish between the respondents’ parents are presented.
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It is noteworthy that less than a third (30%) of Gaeltacht naíonra parents reported that Irish had been used 'as a rule' in their own homes when they were growing up. Yet 42% of this group of respondents reported that both their parents were fluent Irish speakers. Thus, it appears that the grandparents of the Gaeltacht children in this naíonra survey who were both fluent Irish speakers had divided into those who used only Irish in their homes, and those who used Irish 'frequently' but not exclusively, showing a drift from exclusive home use of the language in the preceding generation.

Table 4.3 in the next chapter examines the naíonra parents' reported language use with their own children, and this also shows some decline (to 22%) among Gaeltacht naíonra parents who spoke only Irish to their own children. While it can be observed that this difference is less marked than in the preceding generation, this comparison can only be tentative since the categories used ('Irish spoken as a rule' and 'home language Irish only') differed. Nevertheless, it may be an indication of some continuing inter-generational drift in the use of Irish in Gaeltacht homes.

3.3.1 Medium of Instruction in Parents’ Schools

Respondents were asked about the type of school they and their spouse had attended, and also about the type of school they want for their children. The figures in Table 3.7 on parents’ own schooling show that only a minority of Gaeltacht naíonra parents and the comparable age-group from the ITÉ (1993) National Survey of Languages had attended an Irish-medium or part-Irish-medium primary or post-primary school, whereas the majority of Gaeltacht naíonra parents had. Naíonra parents in the Gaeltacht did not therefore experience a higher level of Irish-medium education themselves than did the general population of their peers. Gaeltacht naíonra parents, on the other hand, had mainly Irish-medium education, though it is interesting that a third of those presently living in the Gaeltacht had attended English-medium primary schools, and somewhat less than half had attended English-medium post-primary schools. The higher proportion for post-primary schools is linked to the fact that Irish-medium post-primary schools have always been less available than primaries. However, since Gaeltacht areas normally have and had access to Irish-medium primary schools, it is possible that many of the naíonra parents who attended English-medium primary schools were later in-migrants or returned migrants to the Gaeltacht.

With regard to their wishes for their own children, the majority of Gaeltacht naíonra parents, regardless of their own school experience, wish to have Irish-medium education for their children at primary and post-primary level, though there is some drift to English-medium and part-Irish at post-primary.

Among Gaeltacht naíonra parents there is strong demand for Irish-medium primary education, with almost two-fifths wishing to send their child to an all-Irish school, and another quarter wishing for partial immersion. This desire to send their children to Irish-immersion primary schools is slightly higher among naíonra parents (at 39%) than was noted in the ITÉ (1993) survey of the general population, at 30%. Only one third of these
respondents wish to send their child to a fully English-medium primary school. It is noteworthy that almost eight times as many of the Gaeltacht naíonra parents as had experience themselves of Irish-medium primary schools would choose to send their own child to such a primary school. This demand also illustrates the importance of a naíonra in drawing together interested parents who, after positive experience of the naíonra, may then become active in lobbying for the establishment of Irish-immersion schools in their area. The number of all-Irish schools in Gaeltacht areas has increased from 71 in 1992/3 to 95 in the 1995/6 school year.

Table 3.7 Parents' own school type, and school wished for naíonraí children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Primary School</th>
<th>% Naíonra parents'</th>
<th>% Naíonra respondents' wishes for</th>
<th>ITE 1993*</th>
<th>themselves attended</th>
<th>own child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall.</td>
<td>Gael</td>
<td>Gall.</td>
<td>Gael</td>
<td>N=2462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-Irish or Gaeltacht</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-Irish (more than 1 subject)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary national school (Eng.med)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Secondary School</th>
<th>% Naíonra parents'</th>
<th>% Naíonra respondents' wishes for</th>
<th>ITE 1993*</th>
<th>themselves attended</th>
<th>own child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall.</td>
<td>Gael</td>
<td>Gall.</td>
<td>Gael</td>
<td>N=2462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-Irish or Gaeltacht</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-Irish (more than 1 subject)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary school (Irish as subject)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. ITE (1993) figures relate only to respondents aged less than 45 years, in order to match the age profile of the naíonra parents. There were 526 respondents in this age-group in the ITE (1993) survey, comprising 53.9% of the total sample. The ITE categories were worded slightly differently, but were considered comparable. For comparability, non-applicable or missing responses are distributed proportionally. Source: Special tabulations from ITE (1993) National Survey of Language (O Riagáin and Ó Glaisín 1994).
2. Data on respondents and spouses are merged here, for comparability with the mixed-sex ITE sample.
3. Percentages shown in the table refer to the valid responses for each question.

Overall, 68% of respondents said there was an all-Irish primary school accessible to them, with 80% of these indicating that it was up to 2 miles away, 15% reporting such a school 3 to 6 miles from their home, and a minority indicating accessibility up to 26 miles. However, no data were collected on whether these parents were assured of a place for their child in their local all-Irish school, though a number of parents noted that they were doubtful about securing a place for their child, due to the pressure of demand on the school. Stiùr nóirí also commented in some cases that not all of the children from their groups could be accommodated in the local all-Irish school, and that in the past some parents had been forced to send their children to national (English-medium) schools.
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A quarter of Gaeltacht naionra parents and a half of Gaeltacht naionra parents would opt for Irish-medium secondary education for their children, with another third of each group indicating a preference for partial immersion at secondary level. However, the unavailability of Irish-medium secondary schools must play a role in parents’ response to this question. Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin (1979) also noted a lower interest in all-Irish secondary schooling than primary, with 50% of their (Gaeltacht) respondents indicating that they might not send their child to such a school. They found that the inaccessibility of such schools was the primary reason cited, but other reasons were also indicated, such as an attitude that children would have sufficient Irish after an all-Irish primary school. Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin comment:

Although the evidence is by no means conclusive, it would appear that many parents are satisfied if their children receive all-Irish education at the primary level only.....implying an important perceived role for all-Irish primary education in isolation.

Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin (1979:45)

This argument may also underlie Hindley’s (1990:166) contention that ‘when [Gaeltacht] parents have a choice [of post-primary school]...it is evident that many or most opt for the English-medium alternative’. Hindley claims that increasing the provision of Irish-medium post-primary schools will not solve this decline, which is connected to macro-level factors such as the changes in educational incentives and greater individual mobility.

However, among the naionra parents living in the Gaeltacht, a majority said they would choose full or partial Irish-medium post-primary education for their children, with 52% choosing a Gaeltacht/all-Irish post-primary school, and another 31% choosing a partial-immersion school. Only 17% of Gaeltacht naionra parents said they would choose an English-medium post-primary school, indicating that Hindley’s claim is not, in general, true of this group of Gaeltacht parents. Given the variation in local school provision, however, it is possible that some of those opting in the Gaeltacht for a ‘part-Irish’ secondary school would ultimately choose an English-medium school, if their operational choice was between an all-Irish and all-English school. Nevertheless, the majority of naionra parents in the Gaeltacht reported that they wished to have full or part Irish-medium education for their children at post-primary level.

Overall, however, it must be remembered that the wishes for post-primary schooling from a group of parents of pre-school children must be interpreted cautiously, since this question is asking them to project almost 10 years into the future, before many of them have had any experience even of primary education for their children. Cross-tabulations of choice of secondary school by respondents’ age showed no discernible age effect.
3.4 PARENTS' IRISH ABILITY

Parents were asked to assess their own and their spouse's ability in Irish speaking, understanding, writing and reading. It is of interest again to compare the results in Table 3.8 on part of these questions with the responses of a general sample of adults (aged 45 or less) in the ITÉ National Survey on Languages (1993) (Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin 1994) to a similar question. The latter is blank where such information was not comparable. Table 3.8 presents the overall results for naionra parents, while Table 3.9 presents a breakdown for Gaeltacht and Gaeltacht parents.

Table 3.8 Naionra parents' Irish ability (Valid Percent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding</th>
<th>% Fathers N=1586</th>
<th>% Mothers N=1748</th>
<th>% Parents N=3334</th>
<th>% ITÉ '93 N=526</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Irish</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few words</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple sentences</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts of conversations</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most conversations</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any conversation</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking N=1603</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Irish</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few words</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple sentences</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts of conversations</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most conversations</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any conversation</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading N=1563</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a word</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few words</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple sentences</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short article/letter/note</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A book</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing N=1568</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a word</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few words</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple sentences</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short article/letter/note</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A book</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Percentages shown in the table refer to the valid responses for each question.
2. Respondents to this questionnaire were mainly mothers, but they also supplied information about their partner, if they had one. Other variations in the number of cases are due to item non-response (2.5 to 3.5%, on own ability, and 3.5 to 7.5% for questions on spouse's abilities).
3. These data relate only to the 53.9% of the ITÉ (1993) survey, who were aged under 45 years at the time of the survey. The wording of some of the categories in the ITÉ survey was slightly different, but was judged to be comparable with the categories used in the naionra survey. Source: Special tabulations from ITÉ (1993) National Survey on Languages (Ó Riagáin & Ó Gliasáin 1994).
The Profile of the Parents

The overall results in Table 3.8 show a higher proportion of naíonna parents with fluency in Irish, and a lower proportion with no Irish than was found in the ITÉ sample of adults in the same age-group. In general, about a quarter of naíonna parents overall had moderate (point 5 on each scale) or native-like ability (point 6) in speaking Irish. The reported ability levels for Irish comprehension, reading and writing were higher than the speaking ability reported. Naíonna fathers and mothers did not differ significantly in their language competence.

Table 3.9 presents these results divided by Galltacht/Gaeltacht. In his study of the Corca Dhuibhne Gaeltacht Ó Riagáin (1992) used a similar rating scale, and he grouped the first four points on his scale as ‘weak/no Irish’, while point 5 (‘most conversations’) was deemed to represent ‘moderate Irish’ and the top point was judged to be ‘high ability in Irish’. In the discussion which follows, this categorisation is adopted, except that point 4 ‘parts of conversations’ is judged to represent ‘weak-moderate’ Irish.

Table 3.9 Parents’ ability to speak Irish by Galltacht/Gaeltacht

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Irish speaking ability</th>
<th>% Naíonna Fathers</th>
<th>% Naíonna Mothers</th>
<th>ITÉ 1993'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galltacht N=1228</td>
<td>Gaeltacht N=351</td>
<td>N=1335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a word</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few words</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple sentences</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts of conversations</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most conversations</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any conversation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Irish speaking ability</th>
<th>% Gaeltacht Naíonna Parents</th>
<th>% Gaeltacht Naíonna Parents</th>
<th>ITÉ '93</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=256;</td>
<td>N=744;</td>
<td>N=526;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a word</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few words</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple sentences</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts of conversations</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most conversations</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any conversation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. These data relate only to the 53.9% of the ITÉ (1993) survey who were aged 45 or less at the time of the survey. Source: Special tabulations, ITÉ (1993) National Survey of Languages (Ó Riagáin & Ó Gliasáin 1994).
Table 3.9 indicates that naíonra parents in the Gaeltacht are broadly similar to the ITÉ national sample of those aged between 20-45 years regarding ability in spoken Irish. A significantly greater proportion of Gaeltacht naíonra parents reported that they had high ability in Irish (6%) than in the ITÉ national sample (2%), and a larger proportion (37%) of them had weak-moderate (‘parts of conversations’) Irish than the ITÉ sample (27%). Almost half (45%) of Gaeltacht naíonra parents had either very weak or no Irish ability, compared to 59% of the ITÉ survey. Overall, it must be noted that about four-fifths of both the ITÉ sample and the Gaeltacht naíonra parents had weak-moderate, weak or no Irish, and only one-fifth of Gaeltacht naíonra parents and one-sixth of the ITÉ national sample had moderate or high ability in Irish. The comparative figures for the Gaeltacht show that over half (57%) of the Gaeltacht respondents and their spouses had moderate or fluent Irish, while 22% had weak-moderate Irish and 20% had weak or no spoken Irish.

It is of interest to note that the Ó Riagáin and Gliasáin (1979:28) study of the parents of children in all-Irish schools in Dublin city found a higher proportion (40%) of their respondents to be at the top two points on their six-point speaking ability scale (ranging from ‘no Irish’ to ‘native speaker ability’), compared to only 17% of Gaeltacht naíonra parents. This may point to a ‘leavening out’ of the parents with lower Irish ability by the decision to opt for all-Irish primary schooling. Thus, it may be that the Gaeltacht naíonra parents have a slightly larger proportion of fluent Irish speakers among them than the general population, but a lower proportion than the parents of all-Irish schools. However, this difference must be interpreted cautiously, given the differences between the two studies in terms of sample, sample size and methodology.

There are some differences between mothers and fathers in Table 3.9. More naíonra mothers in the Gaeltacht (42%) reported weak-moderate (parts of conversations) competence than Gaeltacht naíonra fathers (33%) or the ITÉ sample (27%). Conversely, more fathers in the Gaeltacht naíonra sample had high Irish ability (37%) than Gaeltacht mothers (28%) or the national sample.

Ó Riagáin (1992:51), in a study of the Corca Dhuibhne Gaeltacht (N=152) found that 25% of his respondents from that particular Gaeltacht fell into the four lowest levels of a similar scale. However, Table 3.9 shows that a significantly higher proportion of 42% of Gaeltacht naíonra parents rated themselves to be in the bottom four categories on the present, similar, scale. An analysis of the naíonra parents’ Irish ability which looked only at the higher of the ability levels reported for a household is presented in Table 3.10. Taking the first four categories to represent ‘Weak/None’ as in Ó Riagáin’s study, Table 3.10 indicates that in about 28% of the homes of naíonra children in the Gaeltacht, both parents have weak or no Irish. In another 27% of naíonra homes in the Gaeltacht there is at least one parent who has moderate Irish, and in the remaining 44% there is at least one who has fluent Irish.
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Table 3.10 ‘Better half’ ability to speak Irish by Gaeltacht/Gaeltacht

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Irish speaking ability of partner</th>
<th>Galítacht N=1342</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=394</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reported to have superior ability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in couple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a word</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few words</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple sentences</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts of conversations</td>
<td>43.7%</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most conversations</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>27.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any conversation</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ó Riagáin’s (1992) study indicated that there was a link between low levels of Irish ability in the Corca Dhuibhne Gaeltacht and in-migration. That is, respondents who were born outside of the Gaeltacht were more likely to have low Irish competence than non-inmigrants. Since 35% of the marriages which did not have high spoken Irish abilities in that Gaeltacht district included one or both in-migrants, and another 33% of this lower Irish ability group had one or both partners who had left the Gaeltacht and then returned. Ó Riagáin concluded that:

...both in-migration and return migration are associated with the decline in the percentage of marriages where both partners have high levels of ability in Irish...These processes have been increasing in importance in recent decades and we have no reason to suppose that these trends are likely to change in the near future.

Ó Riagáin (1992:137)

However, it is important to note that this study differs from Ó Riagáin’s both in the time of data collection (Ó Riagáin’s data were collected in 1983, 10 years before the naíonra data) and, more importantly, in the fact that the Gaeltacht sample in the naíonra study was not picked to be representative of the Gaeltacht.

Cross-tabulations between speaking ability and occupation showed that, among Gaeltacht naíonra parents, the distribution of Irish speaking ability was similar for each of the occupational categories manual, non-manual, self-employed and farmers. Among Gailltacht respondents, 13% of non-manual workers had high Irish ability, compared to only 5% of the other occupational groups. When moderate Irish ability was included, 32% of Gailltacht naíonra parents in non-manual occupations had at least moderate Irish speaking ability, compared to only 15% of the other occupational groups. Thus, as
expected, Galltacht naíonra parents showed a stronger link between occupation and Irish ability than did Gaeltacht naíonra parents.

3.5 Conclusions
The demographic profile shows that the naíonra parents differ as a group from comparable groups in the general population in their educational achievements, labour force status and occupation. While this indicates a greater take-up of naíonra provision among the better educated and better-off, it must be noted that there is a significant proportion of naíonra parents (roughly a third) who have low educational levels, having left school before the Leaving Certificate and who work in manual jobs. Similarly, while the naíonra parents include a higher proportion of those with high levels of ability in Irish than in the general population, nevertheless, over 80% of Galltacht respondents and 40% of Gaeltacht respondents reported that they had weak or no Irish. Thus, it would be inaccurate to claim that Galltacht and Gaeltacht naíonra parents represent two homogenous groups in terms of occupation, educational achievement or Irish ability, since there is considerable variation in each group.

This investigation of the Irish background of naíonra children’s parents and grandparents allows a broader perspective on the role of the naíonra. Lopez (1994) reiterates Paulston’s (1992) claims that research on bilingual education remains largely confined to narrow attempts to evaluate particular programme designs, without taking into account the societal factors which underlie the language outcomes of bilingual education. Ó Murchú (1980) has also argued that the results of bilingual education must be assessed in terms of its objectives, but also in terms of the many factors which influence the learner, such as the status and level of usage of the language in the community, the attitudes and policies of the State, and social pressures regarding language use. Thus, in examining the naíonra, it is imperative to take account of the child’s immediate community, the family, and to investigate what experiences of Irish education and socio-demographic factors have brought this family to choose a naíonra. Some of these issues are discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4

The Parents and the Naíonraí

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Parents are central to pre-primary education in lesser-used languages. As Ó Murchú (1987:20) noted they are ‘the motivating, initiating and driving force’. The importance of the parental role in intervention pre-schooling has been well attested in the literature (see, for example, Hohmann et al. 1979 for a discussion), and research also indicates that parents play a central role in early immersion education (Ó Murchú 1987, Lyon and Ellis 1991, Lyon, 1996 and van der Goot et al. 1994). However, this role is one which can be undervalued by parents themselves, many of whom believe that the ‘real work’ of language learning only happens within the naíonra itself, and who see their own function as providing more practical help only. Section 4.2 reports on parents’ reasons for choosing a naíonra, and Section 4.3 examines their satisfaction with the child’s progress. Section 4.4 looks at the children’s home language and Irish ability before entering the naíonra, while Section 4.5 looks at the effect of naíonra attendance on parents’ use of Irish in the home. Section 4.6 surveys parents’ involvement in the naíonra and Section 4.7 looks at the services parents would welcome regarding the naíonra.

4.2 REASONS FOR CHOOSING A NAÍONRA
Parents were asked about the factors which played a role in their decision to send their child to a naíonra. This question allowed respondents to select several reasons for choosing the naíonra and the numbers therefore do not add to 100%. These factors selected are ranked in Table 4.1 from the most often chosen to the least frequently cited, with the percentage of parents who selected each. The reason most frequently cited for sending a child to a naíonra was the parents’ desire that the child learn Irish. While this might appear obvious, it shows that parents do believe that attendance at a naíonra will significantly help their child to learn Irish. The second most frequent reason was the general reputation of a particular naíonra or Stiúrthóir, indicating that word-of-mouth plays a significant role in promoting the naíonra.

It was interesting that only a third of parents stated that their intention of sending their child on to all-Irish primary schooling later was one of their reasons for choosing a naíonra, although 44% reported in another question that they did so intend at that time.
and another 13% were considering it. Thus, it may be that when deciding to send a child to a naíonra, parents see the child's exposure to Irish there as beneficial in itself, without necessarily intending that they will go on to all-Irish immersion schools, either because they have not yet made up their minds, do not wish to opt for an all-Irish school, or because none is available to them.

Table 4.1 Reasons for choosing to send child to naíonra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons selected</th>
<th>% Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In order that child will learn Irish</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor's/local naíonra's reputation</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child to go to all-Irish school later</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only/most accessible pre-school in area</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naíonra has good facilities</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/sibling attended naíonra/AIS</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong recommendation by friend</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child knows some Irish from home</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child is an Irish native-speaker</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. (L) and (N) indicate language and non-language educational reasons respectively, a classification used in some later analyses.

Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin (1979) carried out a study of 110 mothers of children in Dublin all-Irish schools. They categorised the reasons given for choosing an all-Irish school into 'language only reasons', 'non-language/educational reasons' and 'both types of reason'. They found that about a third of those parents chose all-Irish primary schools for language only reasons, another third for non-language/educational reasons, and the remainder for a mixture of both types of reason. A similar exercise was carried out on the answers to this question in the naíonra survey, when the factors marked (L) in Table 4.1 were classed as 'language reasons' and those marked (N) as 'non-language/educational reasons'. The results are shown in Table 4.2, cross-tabulated by location.

Overall, it appears that the majority of naíonra parents choose to send their child to a naíonra for a mixture of language and non-language/educational reasons. However, roughly a fifth of parents in the Gaeltacht opt for a naíonra for language reasons only, and almost a fifth do so for non-language reasons only such as accessibility, facilities and general reputation. Fewer parents in the Gaeltacht (12%) make their choice for language reasons only. The higher proportion of those basing their decision on both language and non-language reasons in the naíonra survey than in the Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin survey of all-Irish school parents is probably due to the fact that people opting into non-compulsory pre-school education are more likely to include non-language/educational
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Table 4.2 Categorisation of reasons for choosing naionra by location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons for choosing a naionra</th>
<th>% Gailtacht N=1354</th>
<th>% Gaeltacht N=423</th>
<th>% Overall N=1779</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language reasons only</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-language/educational</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both language and educational</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Totals here and in many other tables do not sum to 100 due to rounding.

reasons in their decision process than those choosing between types of school in the compulsory school system.

When asked who first suggested sending their child to a naionra, 64% of respondents reported that it was they themselves, 13% indicated that it was neighbours with children attending the naionra, 9% said it was relatives or friends, 5% their partner, and 4% said it was the idea of both parents. Other sources of advice mentioned less frequently were the Stiúrthóir herself (2%), work-mates (1%) and others (2%).

Parents who said that they were considering sending a child to an all-Irish primary school were asked how important they judged Irish-medium pre-schooling to be. Only 75% of all respondents chose to answer this question, and 87% of these said that it was ‘very important’, 12% thought it ‘not very important’ and just 1% said that it was ‘not important at all’. These figures contrast significantly with the response of all-Irish school parents in Dublin in the Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin (1979) study, which found that only 28% of those parents thought that the provision of Irish-medium pre-schooling was important, and 36% thought it not at all important. Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin explained this low interest as representative of parents’ high levels of satisfaction with their all-Irish school and the child’s progress in Irish, even without pre-schooling through Irish. However, they added:

It is clear from our study of home bilingualism that the earlier in the family cycle that children acquire competence in Irish, the better are the possibilities for home use of Irish being established. As few parents appear able to do this by themselves, there would seem to be an a priori case for all-Irish pre-school units where there can be a follow-through to an all-Irish primary school.

Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin (1979:130)

It is interesting that the discussion about the value of early exposure to a language has now shifted to an even earlier age group, and that there exists in Wales a family project which aims to establish patterns of at least some Welsh use in the home with babies and very young children (Brooke 1992). There is also evidence of interest in a similar scheme
here, with the start of an Irish-medium Parent and Toddler group known as Na Mamailigh in Dublin. The subject of Parent and Toddler groups will be discussed in Section 4.7.1.

4.3 Satisfaction Level and Perception of Progress

Parents were overwhelmingly satisfied with their decision to choose a naíonra, with 96% reporting that they ‘would do the same again, with the same naíonra’. Another 3% said that they would choose the same naíonra, but wait until their child was older. Only 1% said they would prefer to send their child to an English-medium play-group. Overall, 96% of respondents felt that their child enjoyed the naíonra. There were no significant differences between Gaeltacht and Galltacht parents regarding satisfaction, except that marginally more Gaeltacht parents (5%) said they ‘would choose the same naíonra, but wait until child is older’ than Galltacht parents (2%).

Parents were asked to indicate how their child viewed the naíonra. Again, there were no significant differences between Gaeltacht and Galltacht parents, and overall 92% reported that their child enjoyed it, 7% said that their child was initially confused, but later settled in. Only 1.5% reported that their child was ‘still struggling, sometimes reluctant to go’ and 0.5% that their child was ‘very unhappy, always reluctant to go’.

92% of parents reported an increase in their child’s use of Irish after at least 2 terms in the naíonra (7% saw no change and 1% reported a decrease). Of those reporting an increase, almost 60% stated that this took the form of individual words or rhymes and songs which the child used ‘regularly’ at home, while another 25% stated that these were ‘sometimes’ used. Gaeltacht parents were more likely to report an increase in regular Irish conversation by the child (19%) than Galltacht parents (5%).

Most of this increased use of Irish was directed at parents (84%), grandparents (48%) and extended family (32%). Interestingly, 28% of parents reported that their child spoke Irish in play with dolls, cars and other toys. This supports Karniol’s (1990) observation that young children acquiring an L2 through immersion day-care practise their new L2 in doll play. Karniol commented that dolls were assigned the names of other children in the immersion situation and ‘reprimanded, changed, sung and ‘read’ to, danced with, fed and generally conversed with’ (p.159).

Parents’ perception of progress in their children was not confined to the increase they observed in their Irish. Over 80% also reported that their child:

- now knows colours, shapes and some letters
- can now count to a higher number than before
- now knows songs and rhymes in Irish

56% stated that they felt their child’s English skills had also improved, whereas only 1% felt that the child’s L1 English had fallen behind its peers.
4.4 **Children's Language Background**

Only 4% of parents in Table 4.1 cited as a reason for choosing a naionra the fact that their child was a native speaker of Irish, and a further 5% stated it was because their child knew some Irish from home. However, since parents were here responding to a question about why they had chosen to send their child to a naionra, their answers to that question should not be taken as strictly representative of their children’s language backgrounds. In response to another question, parents reported the language they had spoken to their child ‘as a baby and toddler’ and these data are presented in Figure 4.1. Almost three-quarters of all parents reported that they had spoken only English to their child as a baby and toddler, 21% said they had spoken English and Irish, 6% said they had spoken only Irish, and almost 1% overall stated they had spoken a language other than Irish or English.

![Chart showing language background in the Galtacht and Gaeltacht](image)

**Fig. 4.1** Children’s language background in the Galtacht and Gaeltacht
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Less than a quarter of Gaeltacht parents reported using 'Irish only' to their child. This is comparable with Harris and Murtagh's (1987) investigation of older Gaeltacht children's Irish competence. They found that 46% of Gaeltacht 2nd graders (aged eight to nine years) came from 'English only' homes, 34% came from 'English and Irish' homes, and only 20% from 'Irish only' homes. Thus, both among the sample of pre-schoolers who attend naionraí in the Gaeltacht and the older children in the Gaeltacht sample by Harris and Murtagh, only a minority come from Irish-only homes.

There is other evidence of low levels of Irish transmission in the Gaeltacht, for example, in Ó Gliasáin's (1990) study of the £10 grant. This grant is awarded to the parents of Gaeltacht children whose command of Irish is deemed to indicate that Irish is the normal language of their home. Only children aged six years and over may apply for this grant so it is not directly comparable with this study, but it is noteworthy that Ó Gliasáin found that only 41% of Gaeltacht-resident primary and secondary school children aged six years and over satisfied the more stringent requirements for this grant, compared to 83% of the same Gaeltacht cohort who were returned in the 1981 Census as being able to speak Irish. There is some effect of school-based acquisition of Irish among children aged six years; for example, Harris and Murtagh found that while only 20% of their 2nd graders reported that they came from 'Irish only' homes, 38% of them received the £10 grant, indicating that some of those from homes where English was spoken in addition to, or instead of, Irish, had advanced sufficiently by age 8-9 years to qualify.

Another question in the naionraí parents' survey asked them to estimate their child's knowledge of Irish before attending the naionraí. Table 4.3 summarises their response. It shows that 72% of children in the Galltacht fell into the categories of 'no Irish' or 'some understanding only' and another 26% had 'odd words and phrases' in Irish before beginning at the naionraí, summing to a total of 98% of Galltacht naionraí children with low or no competence in the language.

The situation reported for Gaeltacht children was that 40% had no Irish or at best some understanding only when beginning at the naionraí, with another 30% having only odd words or phrases in Irish, summing to a total of 70% of the Gaeltacht naionraí children with low or no competence in the language when they began attending the naionraí. Another 30% of parents reported that their child was at least able for a conversation in Irish at the start of their time in the naionraí.

Cross-tabulations with the question about language spoken to the child showed that 68% of the group of Gaeltacht parents whose children had 'no Irish' or 'some understanding only' before beginning at the naionraí stated that they had spoken 'English only' to their child as a baby or toddler, and a further 29% had spoken 'English and Irish'. Among the Gaeltacht parents of children who had at most 'odd words or phrases in Irish', 67% reported that they had spoken 'English and Irish' to their child (and another 30% had...
Table 4.3 Children’s knowledge of Irish before naionra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How much Irish do you estimate your child knew BEFORE beginning at the naionra?</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=1350</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=416</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Irish at all</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some understanding only</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odd words/phrases in Irish</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able for conversation in Irish</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish as good as/better than English</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish only</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

spoken ‘English only’) but with such levels of Irish competence as outcome, the balance would appear to have been in favour of English in these households.

Overall, only 22% of the Gaeltacht naionra parents reported that they had spoken ‘Irish only’ in their homes, a decrease from the figure given by Ní Dhorcháin (1986:38) of 28% (source not cited). She attributed this low representation to the following:

1. Many native-Irish speakers in the Gaeltacht do not see the value of pre-school education and do not send their children to naionra.
2. Many Gaeltacht naionra are not accessible to the parents of Irish-speaking children.
3. In-migration and return migration has resulted in a high proportion of households in which at least one parent is not a native speaker.

The last point has already been discussed in Chapter 3.4, relating to the proportion of Gaeltacht parents with low or no Irish competence.

Ní Dhorcháin’s point regarding the possible lower participation in the naionra of Irish-speaking families in the Gaeltacht is an important one, since it must be remembered that the Gaeltacht naionra parents were not selected as representative of all Gaeltacht families with young children, and that families who choose not to, or who are unable to send their child to a naionra in the Gaeltacht may possibly be more likely to speak Irish at home.

1Thus, the estimate by Stiúrthóirí that 23.3% of the children in Gaeltacht naionra came from ‘Irish only’ homes is an accurate one (although there was slightly more divergence between the Stiúrthóirí estimate of ‘English and Irish’ homes at 35% and the parents’ reports of such homes, at 41%). The sensitivity of such estimates will allow their use in the future to track developments in the Gaeltacht naionra regarding inter-generational transmission for Gaeltacht families with children in a naionra. It must be stressed, however, that this group was not intended to represent all Gaeltacht families with young children.
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For comparative purposes, Table 4.5 shows that in the national Census in 1991 (Central Statistics Office 1996), of a total of 2,786 three- to four-year-olds in officially designated Gaeltacht areas, 40% were judged by their head of household to be Irish speakers (this definition included both those returned as speakers of ‘Irish only’ and ‘Irish and English’). Comparison of Census results in the period 1961-1991 shows a decline in Irish speakers in this age group. Table 4.4 shows that, in the period 1961-1991, the proportion of Irish-speaking three- to four-year-olds in the Gaeltacht dropped by a third, from 65% to 40%.

Table 4.4 Comparison of National Census data and Naionra Census data on Irish ability in three- to four-year-olds in the Gaeltacht.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Census of population</th>
<th>Total in Gaeltacht</th>
<th>Number of Irish speakers aged 3-4 years in Gaeltacht</th>
<th>% Irish speakers aged 3-4 years in the Gaeltacht</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>2,976</td>
<td>1,944</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>2,488</td>
<td>1,490</td>
<td>59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>2,966</td>
<td>1,566</td>
<td>52.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>2,786</td>
<td>1,117</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Naionra Census 1993</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total in Naionra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish speakers in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeltacht Naionra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish speakers in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naionra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. For the Census of Population 'Irish-speakers' is based on those whom the head of household reported 'can speak Irish only' or 'can speak Irish and English'.
2. For comparability with the national Census, in the naionra Census the proportion whom Stiúrthóirí judged to have 'good competence' or to be 'native speakers' in the middle of the of third naionra term (for the majority) was computed from Table 2.6. While the naionra Census yielded 625 children in Gaeltacht naionræ, Stiúrthóir responses on this question covered only 588.
3. The parents of children attending Gaeltacht naionræ reported their children's Irish competence before starting in the naionra, and the figure reported here represents those reported as speaking 'Irish only' 'Irish as good as/better than English' or 'able for conversation in Irish', since the combination of these categories was thought to be closest to the national Census definition of 'speaker of Irish or Irish and English'.

In comparison with the Census of Population figures on all three- to four-year-olds in the Gaeltacht, the naionra Census in 1993 showed that there were 625 children attending Gaeltacht naionræ, which represents about a quarter of the three- to four-year-old age group in these districts. Of these, we have Stiúrthóir assessments of 588 children after about two terms in the naionra, showing that 41% of these had, by then, at least 'good competence' in the language. This indicates that the sample of children attending
Gaeltacht naionraí is, in fact, reasonably similar to the population of three- to four-year-olds in the Gaeltacht, as recorded in the 1991 national Census, although this must be interpreted cautiously, given the different questions posed in the Census and the Stiurthóirí assessments.

Parental questionnaire data reporting children’s Irish competence before beginning at the naionra are also available on 416 (67%) of the children attending Gaeltacht naionraí, and this indicates a lower proportion of Irish speakers among this group, at 36%, compared to 40% in the national Census. Again, these differences must be interpreted cautiously, given the differences in the questions on which they are based, differences in the average age of the children reported on, and the non-response rate. The parents’ questionnaire asked about the ability in Irish of children before they began at the naionra and therefore reports on a group which was, on average, somewhat younger than the population of three- to four-year-olds in the Census of Population and in the Naionra Census completed by the Stiurthóirí. Census of Population data show an increase in the proportion of children returned as Irish speakers as the children get older, from 40% at age three to four, to 66% at age five to nine years, showing the effect of schoo1 on Irish ability. Thus, the higher proportion of Irish speakers in the Naionraí Census than in the parents’ survey may be due in part to the effect of Irish learned in the naionraí, just as the Census of Population proportion may be due in part to the effect of some four-year-olds improving their Irish during Junior Infants in primary school.

Overall, Census data indicate that the proportion of three- to four-year-olds in the Gaeltacht with good competence in Irish has declined by about a third since 1971, while the total of three- to four-year-olds in the Gaeltacht has also declined. Only between 30-40% of Gaeltacht children entering naionraí in 1993 were competent Irish speakers. Evidence from the Gaeltacht naionraí parents’ survey indicates that, in fact, only about a quarter of naionraí children in the Gaeltacht come from Irish-only homes, and that, in the 40% of homes in which parents reported both Irish and English were used, there are, in fact, fairly low levels of Irish usage, since in the majority of cases they appear to be producing at most ‘odd words and phrases’ in Irish among these children.

Commins (1988) noted that, since the percentage of Irish-speakers among three- to four-years-olds can be assumed to indicate the extent of home-generated ability, the large proportion (now the majority) of Gaeltacht children who are not acquiring Irish at home is evidence of parents relying on the schools to transmit Irish to their children. Hindley (1990) also noted that Gaeltacht parents currently have a tendency to ‘leave Irish to the schools’ and he went on to claim that it is likely that the very existence of Gaeltacht naionraí allows parents to depend on them for the transmission of Irish, and thus that they ‘facilitate the drift [from Irish in the home] rather than halt it’ (Hindley 1990:216).\footnote{Hindley (1990: 213) quoted Ó Conchuir (1984) with reference to Egan’s (1981) result showing that the quality of Irish among Gaeltacht naionraí children was lower than that of children attending naionraí in the Galltacht. However, as Chapter 7 will show, this result was not replicated here, with}
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Hindley contends that Gaeltacht parents are not so much hostile to Irish as committed to the view that English has a higher priority, resulting in their use of English in the home and depending on the school system to teach Irish. However, it would be inaccurate to attribute the decline in the number of Gaeltacht three- to four-year-olds who are Irish-speaking since 1971 in Table 4.4 to the rise in the number of Gaeltacht naionraí, since this overlooks the widespread and powerful economic and social forces in operation against the language during this period. It is, however, possible that parents who have decided to ‘leave Irish to the school system’ view the naionraí as part of that school system already (despite the administrative differences and differences in approach), with the result that the initial decision to use English in the home may not be influenced by the availability of a naionraí per se, but rather by a reliance on systematic educational forces outside the home. It is relevant here that only 12% of Gaeltacht naionraí parents chose to send their child there for language reasons alone (a smaller proportion than among Galltacht parents), while two-thirds of Gaeltacht naionraí parents made their choice for both linguistic and educational reasons.

It may be that substantial proportions of Gaeltacht parents choose to use English in the home for economic and/or social reasons (discussed by Ó Tuathaigh 1990), and depend on the educational system to transmit Irish to their children in Irish-medium education. If so, then this makes it more important than ever that Gaeltacht children be given the best possible chance to acquire Irish during their pre-schooling, so that they are prepared adequately for Irish-medium schooling, and so that Gaeltacht primary schools can maintain their use of Irish as the medium of education. It is noteworthy that only about a quarter of the three- to four-year-olds in the Gaeltacht were attending naionraí in 19931. Taking an estimate that 60-70% of the remainder were mainly English speakers, this would mean that between 1,200 and 1,400 three- to four-year-olds in the Gaeltacht with weak or no Irish ability did not attend naionraí. Instead, it is likely that these children enrolled later in Gaeltacht primary schools which aim to be Irish-medium, but which must then have come under heavy pressure to use English to accommodate this large proportion of children with little or no experience of the language. An estimated further 600 to 800 children who were Irish-speakers from home also did not attend an Irish-medium pre-school. This shortfall may reflect practical problems such as the difficulty in providing pre-school services for children who are scattered over rural districts, as well as other difficulties in finding personnel and premises, but it points to a pressing need to consider ways of reaching the pre-school population in the Gaeltacht in the near future.

It is also important that any attempt to encourage the use of Irish in Gaeltacht homes should directly address parents’ concerns about their children’s acquisition of English.

1 A larger sample of Gaeltacht children; in fact, Gaeltacht children attending naionraí achieved higher Irish test scores than children from comparable language backgrounds in Galltacht naionraí, showing the advantage for Irish acquisition of residence in the Gaeltacht, whatever the language of the home.

This is based on the 1991 Census figure of 2,786 three- to four-year-olds in the Gaeltacht. Of the 625 children attending Gaeltacht naionraí in this study, almost 50% were aged 4 years.
Anxiety that children acquiring English as their second language might not become fully competent English users may discourage parents who are competent Irish speakers from using the language with their children. Information on early language learning, the effect of the pervasiveness of English on its acquisition as a second language, and the strategies to ensure that a high standard of spoken and written English is attained in school might help to alleviate such fears and encourage Irish use in the home. Where one parent is a fluent Irish speaker and one has weak or no Irish there is a need for information on the linguistic and cognitive benefits of early (simultaneous) bilingualism, and on the process of how children acquire two languages at the same time, with back-up and support for parents as their children develop. Misguided ‘folklinguistic’ beliefs about the danger of confusing children by using more than one language in the home, or about the absolute necessity of using a rigid one-parent-one-language policy, need to be addressed directly in order to promote Irish use in the homes of mixed-ability couples.

Overall, the data presented in Table 4.4 suggest quite a low level of inter-generational transmission of Irish in the Gaeltacht. In the context of the naíonraí, they point to the difficulties faced by Stiúrthóiri in Gaeltacht districts where the balance between native or competent Irish speakers and complete beginners is now frequently tilted towards the latter. Answering the needs of both beginners and native speakers of Irish in the naíonraí requires special planning. This issue will be examined in more detail in Hickey (forthcoming).

4.5 NAÍONRA EFFECT ON PARENTS’ USE OF IRISH

National surveys in the last twenty years (CLAR 1975; Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin 1984, 1994) have shown that in those samples, fewer than 21% of users claim to have used Irish ‘often’ or ‘several times’ since leaving school. This survey of naíonraí parents set out to assess how often parents had used Irish in the home before their child started attending the naíonraí, and afterwards also, to see if they perceived any change in their level of use. There was already some evidence from small-scale studies of the positive effect of naíonraí attendance on Irish use in the home (see Owens, 1992 and Mhic Mhathúna 1995) and this question in the parents’ questionnaire set out to establish how widespread the effect might be.

Table 4.5 shows that parents report substantial increases in their use of Irish in the home after a child has spent a year in the naíonraí. While there is no change in the percentage of parents who ‘always’ use Irish with their partner or children, there is more than a trebling of reported ‘regular’ use of Irish between the respondent (‘self’) and her/his children, and a trebling of regular Irish use between the partner and children, and among children in the same family.

Overall, parents report that their use of Irish with their child/ren increases after a child has begun attending the naíonraí, and only 8% report ‘never’ using Irish with their child/ren, compared to 40% before the child attended. In answer to another question,
Table 4.5 Home use of Irish before and after child attended naionra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>% Self and Partner Before</th>
<th>% Self and Partner After</th>
<th>% Partner and Children Before</th>
<th>% Partner and Children After</th>
<th>% Children with each other Before</th>
<th>% Children with each other After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularly</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.A./Missing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

81% of respondents reported that they perceived an increase in the frequency of Irish use in their home since their first child began attending a naionra.

A Sign-Rank test of these changes showed that there was a significant increase in home use of Irish in all four categories (self and partner, self and children, partner and children, children with each other) after a child began attending a naionra. Since normal interaction between parents and three-year-old children tends to involve frequent discussion of the child’s experiences and everyday activities, it is probable that talk about the child’s day in the naionra offers an opportunity for the use of Irish in the home.

Thus, discussion of the events of the child’s session in the naionra, and the use of naionra vocabulary to refer to similar home activities, may allow parents and children a valid communicative domain in which to use Irish, without its seeming too unnatural to the speakers. Parents were asked about which activities in the home were most likely to occasion the use of Irish, and their selection is outlined in Table 4.6.

Leaving aside the ‘always/mostly’ category, which may simply reflect a stable home use pattern for a rather small percentage of households, the activities which parents judged to elicit Irish use on a ‘regular’ or ‘occasional’ basis in both Gáilithe and Gaeltacht homes were:

- mealtimes (67% regular or occasional use overall)
- washing/dressing the child (61% regular or occasional use overall)
- on journeys (36% regular or occasional use overall)
- reading stories (52% regular or occasional use overall)
- doing housework and gardening (51% regular or occasional use overall)
- helping older children with homework (46% regular or occasional use overall)


THE PARENTS AND THE NAIONRAI

Table 4.6 Activities eliciting Irish use after naionra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Always/Mostly %</th>
<th>Regularly %</th>
<th>Occasionally %</th>
<th>Never %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall</td>
<td>Gaël</td>
<td>Gall</td>
<td>Gaël</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing/dressing</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mealtimes</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping homework</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading stories</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family prayer/church</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housework/garden</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journeys</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watching T.V.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Naionra children would be expected to have experience of activities such as having a meal, putting on their coats, washing their hands and playing with water, hearing stories read to them, and tidying up during the session, so they would have (comprehension and some productive use of) elements of the language used in these domains.

Family activities which were least likely to elicit Irish were: listening to the radio and watching T.V. (presumably linked to the very low provision of suitable Irish-medium programmes for this age-group before the advent of Teilifis na Gaeilge), prayer (family/church) in the Galltacht (probably because the majority of parents attend English-medium services, either by choice or due to the lack of an Irish-medium alternative in the Galltacht).

Parents were also asked about their involvement in Irish language activities and these are reported in Table 4.7. Cross-tabulations with home language showed that it was mainly 'Irish only' homes which reported 'always' or 'regular' participation in these activities. Looking therefore at the figures regarding occasional use (which are more indicative of the 'English only' and the 'English and Irish' homes) we see that almost half of Galltacht parents said that they watched An Nuaicht and other Irish programmes on television occasionally. One-third occasionally read Irish story-books to their children but only one-sixth read Irish books for themselves. One third listened to Irish programmes on national radio occasionally, but less than one sixth listened to Radio na Gaeltachta occasionally.

Only about a third of Gaeltacht naionra parents in homes which are predominantly English-speaking even occasionally watched (the then, relatively infrequent) Irish programmes on television or listened to Irish programmes on national radio. Among
Table 4.7 Parents’ Irish language activities by Galltacht/Gaeltacht

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>% Always/ Mostly</th>
<th>% Regularly</th>
<th>% Occasionally</th>
<th>% Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watch non-News T.V. in Irish</td>
<td>Gall</td>
<td>Gaol</td>
<td>Gall</td>
<td>Gaol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch An Nuacht</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen to Irish radio programs</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Irish books to children</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Irish articles in papers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Irish books</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen to Raidió na Gaeltachta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read all-Irish paper/periodical</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Gaeltacht, more than two-thirds of the naíonra parents never read Irish papers or periodicals and more than half never read Irish books or Irish articles in English-language papers. More than one-third never read Irish story-books to their children and never listened to Raidió na Gaeltachta.

Parents living outside of the Gaeltacht were also asked if they had visited the Gaeltacht in the last 4 years, and 42% indicated that they had. Table 4.8 presents the results of their participation in Irish-language activities since their child began at a naíonra. The most significant difference, numerically, between the groups concerned the level of participation in Irish social activities, which, as might be expected, was almost three times higher in the Gaeltacht than in the Galltacht; over a third of Gaeltacht naíonra parents took part in Irish-medium social events, compared to less than one-third of

---

1 The cross-tabulated results showed that 57% of 'Irish only' homes listen to Raidió na Gaeltachta 'often', and another 23% 'regularly' (N = 105), compared to only 17% in each for 'English and Irish' homes (N = 375).
Table 4.8 Parents’ participation in Irish events since child began at naionra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Since your child began at a naionra, have you participated in any of the following?</th>
<th>Galltacht N=1354</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=423</th>
<th>Overall N=1779</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irish language class</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish-lang. social group/organisation</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish-lang. social events (e.g. quiz, etc.)</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish cultural activities (e.g. dancing)</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Galltacht naionra parents. Overall, 11% reported that they had attended an Irish class since their child began at a naionra. 3% said they had participated in an Irish language organisation, and 18% said they had taken part in Irish cultural activities. Regarding Irish classes, it is likely that a course which included the register and vocabulary needed for talking to young children (with advice on activities such as how to read story-books in Irish) would be most effective and satisfying for naionra parents. This will be discussed further in Chapter 8.

4.6 Levels of Involvement in the Naionra

Since research shows that the role of parents in pre-school education and in early immersion is central, it was considered important to ascertain how involved parents felt with the naionra. Only 44% of respondents, and 15% of their partners, had attended an introductory meeting before their child began at the naionra. This low turn-out is regrettable, since the introductory meeting provides valuable information on the approach adopted in the naionra and the importance of home support for the child’s learning. Chapter 8 will look at some ways of increasing attendance at such meetings, as well as at other ways of disseminating this information to parents.

Regarding ongoing involvement, parents were asked about how often they and their partner engaged in a range of activities centred on the naionra. Table 4.9 presents the reported involvement of respondents and their partners in naionra-related activities: cross-tabulations by Galltacht/Gaeltacht showed only a small number of differences, which will be discussed below.

The most frequent contact for parents, particularly respondents (the majority of whom are mothers) is the necessary one of dropping off and collecting their young child (frequency categories are merged here for ease of reporting). After this, the majority of parents check on their child’s progress and discuss the naionra at home with their child at least monthly.
ONLY 6% OF PARENTS HELP IN THEIR NAIONRA REGULARLY, AND GAELTACHT RESPONDENTS WERE THREE TIMES MORE LIKELY (9%) TO DO SO AT LEAST WEEKLY THAN GALLTACHT RESPONDENTS (3%). GAELTACHT RESPONDENTS WERE THREE TIMES MORE LIKELY TO HELP WITH MANAGEMENT OR FUND-RAISING AT LEAST EVERY MONTH (17%) THAN GALLTACHT PARENTS (6%).

Finally, almost 80% of respondents and 90% of their partners reported that they ‘rarely’ or ‘never’ used naionra books or tapes at home. It is not clear whether this is because they are unaware of what is available, or are unable or unwilling to use them. This will be discussed further in relation to parents’ requirements below.

**Table 4.9 Participation in naionra-related activities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How often do you engage in the following?</th>
<th>% Self (N=1779)</th>
<th>% Partner (N=1648)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At least</td>
<td>Rarely/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropping and collecting child</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking on child’s progress</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussing naionra with child</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home use of naionra books/tapes</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending drama/outings</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management/fund-raising</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping in naionra</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Respondents indicated that in their contact with the naionra, a minority (13%) spoke Irish only, half spoke Irish and English, and over a third (37%) spoke English only. This level of Irish use matches quite well with parents’ report of their Irish ability in Chapter 3.

60% of parents reported that they were satisfied with their overall level of involvement with the naionra, but 39% said they felt it was too low. Of the latter, 40% cited insufficient Irish as one reason for their low level of involvement, but practical considerations play the major role, since 75% indicated that it was their domestic or work arrangement which most depressed their involvement. Only 2% said they were not more actively involved because they felt unwelcome.

**4.7 Parents’ Requirements**

Parents were asked about the information the naionra provides for them, and asked which services they would find helpful. There were very few differences between Gaeltacht and Gaeltacht parents with regard to the services or help offered to them and their requirements. Table 4.10 indicates that almost half of the respondents wanted copies of
the rhymes and songs the children learned in the naionra, although another quarter said they already had these supplied. Between 30-40% wanted samples of the phrases learned, and help in using Irish at home. While there is some help already available in the form of a booklet of Irish words and phrases for parents of naionra children (Basic Irish for Parents, Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann agus An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta, 1989), and in the form of posters, books and tapes (An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta, Catalóg) they appear not to be aware of this. Thus, it is important that the aids already available should be brought to parents’ attention, ideally with some discussion at a parents’ evening on how best to use them. Recommendations regarding marketing of the materials currently available for pre-school children in Irish are included in Chapter 8.

Dissemination of a video to parents showing scenes from a typical naionra might also be worth considering (copies of this could be made available to each naionra for parents to borrow). This could illustrate children using common phrases such as cuirfiú tháinig mar ghrá go dtí dom sa chlár, and tá ocras orm, is lionsa é etc., with information on the video about the value of practising Irish with their child and suggestions for using such phrases naturally at home.

Table 4.10 Services provided by naionra to parents - or services requested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% 'Already Provided'</th>
<th>% 'I would like this'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copies of rhymes/songs</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples of phrases learned</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help on using Irish at home</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent &amp; Toddler group</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help with selecting Irish books/tapes</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular information on activities</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social events for parents in Irish</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish conversation group for parents</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish class/information on Irish classes</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Almost a third of respondents in both Ghaeltacht and Gaeltacht areas would like to attend an Irish-speaking ‘Parent and Toddler’ group, constituting half of the respondents with child(ren) younger than the naionra child. Almost a third of parents would like help with selecting Irish books and tapes, and difficulties in the choice of such materials may contribute to their infrequent use in the home, as reported in the previous table. These issues will be discussed further below in Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2.
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4.7.1 Parent and Toddler Groups in Irish

The advantages of an ancillary service which would provide some experience of an Irish-language environment even before the naionrai have been discussed in *Seal le Chéile* (Bord na Gaeilge, no author given) a document describing a pilot programme organised by Bord na Gaeilge in 1992. This programme, and the longer and wider experience of the *Kohanga reo* (Maori groups in New Zealand) and *Cylch Mam a'i Phlentyn* in Wales, have illustrated the benefits of offering parents and children an opportunity to learn and speak a second language at a very young age, before they are even aware that what they are hearing is another language. Ó Riagáin and Ó Gliasáin’s (1979) study of all-Irish schools in Dublin is also pertinent here. They argued that establishing Irish use in the home is easier earlier rather than later in the family cycle. In Wales there is provision for children under two and a half years to participate with their parents in groups called *Cylch Ti a Fi*, and children over two and a half years are involved in *Cylch Meithrin* groups. In the former (*Welsh for the Family*), bilingual leaflets are provided, with suggested activities for the groups, but also with aims for Welsh use at home (e.g. *Sing several [Welsh] songs with your child every day. Read at least one Welsh story with your child every day*). Dr. Anne Brooke reports (personal communication, May 1995) that over 400 such groups now exist in Wales, catering for children up to about two and a half years, and the aim is to have one for each Welsh-medium play-group, about 600 in all. The Welsh Family Project has now received a grant from the Welsh Language Board to fund organisers to assist with the expansion of these groups.

Allowing parents to remain with their toddlers ensures that children feel supported and relaxed, and involves parents directly in the child’s learning, thus promoting use of the language at home also. Parents are given an opportunity to improve their own Irish through conversation with other adults and through the learning of specific vocabulary.

However, it should be noted in this regard that the majority of Stiurthoirí (60%) indicated that they were unwilling to start such Parent and Toddler groups, while only 18% expressed interest (there was a non-response rate of 22% on this question to Stiurthoirí). Presumably this indicates that Stiurthoirí feel that they are already fully occupied running their naionrai. Thus, parents may need to be helped to organise such groups themselves. The location of a suitable venue (hall, room in a school) presents the major difficulty, but if it were possible for Stiurthoirí or An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta to locate suitable venues near naionrai for some such groups, parents might be induced to form self-sufficient committees to handle the running of the group.

An alternative, workable model for the provision of such Parent and Toddler groups comes from Ballinteer in Dublin, where a group of parents founded a co-operative movement called *Na Mamailínigh*. (A similar scheme is also operated by *Mónitearas* in Connemara.) Small groups of no more than six parents and their children meet in each other’s homes once a week for about two hours, and engage in activities such as painting, water-play, reading/telling stories, playing games, singing songs etc. through Irish. No special premises are required, and typically normal household insurance cover is deemed
sufficient, provided that it is not a profit-making enterprise, but rather a social visit rather like a birthday party. Thus, such groups are an option for any small group of parents who are willing to organise themselves. Children attending can be aged from several months only up to about three years, and the Welsh experience has shown that these groups are very effective at promoting language learning at this age. Such young children, who feel happy and safe while with their parent present, are extremely accomplished learners with few inhibitions about producing what they know and adding to it. After a period in such a group a child can begin attending a naionra already with some comprehension of Irish, and a knowledge of phrases, songs and rhymes, which increases the level of Irish use in the naionra and provides a most effective model for other children who have not been exposed to Irish.

For such groups to be maximally effective it is necessary that parents and local organisers be provided with suitable guidelines regarding the principles of the approach and suggestions for activities. A ‘starter pack’ along the lines of the Welsh Family Project materials would greatly assist with the expansion of such groups, and allow them to be more effective than if simply working alone. An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta is currently investigating the provision of support to such Parent and Toddler groups.

4.8 CONCLUSIONS
Parents who choose to send their child to a naionra base their decision on a range of factors, some of which relate to language learning, and some to general or educational factors. They evince a high level of satisfaction with their choice and are satisfied that their child has made significant progress, not only in Irish, but in general development also. Overall, the majority of children in both Galtacht and Gaeltacht naionrai are from English-speaking homes, but parents reported significant increases in their home use of Irish after their child began attending the naionra. Parents are generally satisfied with their level of involvement in the naionra, and tend in the main to be ‘door-step’ visitors rather than participants in the naionra, but there is scope for informing them more of the language and activities used in the naionra, and encouraging them to extend Irish use into the home. The indications of interest in Parent and Toddler groups among this population (about half of those with children younger than the child in the naionra said they would like such a group in their area) point to another area of development for the naionra movement.
Chapter 5

Survey of Stiúrthóirí

5.1 INTRODUCTION
The role of the Stiúrthóirí is a demanding one. As outlined by Ó Murchú (1985:46), the ideal Stiúrthóirí has native-speaker-like competence in Irish, and a range of other characteristics such as: an open personality, patience, a sense of humour, sensitivity with strength, diligence, practicality, good health, and good interpersonal skills. Sylva et al. (1980:225) agree that personality traits such as warmth, zestfulness, a fondness for talking with and listening to children and sharing in their play are important, and to these they add their observation that the best practitioners in their study had a self-confidence that allowed them to be aware of their limitations and willing to learn to improve any deficiencies. However, they point out that suitable personality traits are necessary but not sufficient for the ideal practitioner, since they must be allied with challenging materials, exciting activities and well-planned routine. To prepare for this role Stiúrthóirí need high quality pre-service and in-service training (Ó Murchú 1985). Snow (1987) comments that immersion teaching involves more than simply taking the standard curriculum and teaching it in another language, and therefore it is imperative that those involved in immersion education be adequately prepared and trained. Some of these requirements and issues are discussed in this chapter.

Section 5.2 presents data on the naíonraí, supplied by the Stiúrthóirí themselves. Section 5.3 details the qualifications, experience and Irish competence of the Stiúrthóirí. Section 5.4 examines the range of activities offered in naíonraí. Section 5.5 looks at the organisation of work in the naíonra and Section 5.6 discusses in-service training and the types of courses desired. Section 5.7 looks at the more general types of help which Stiúrthóirí indicate would be most beneficial. Section 5.8 details an assessment of the naíonraí by Comhairle Chóirí.

A questionnaire was sent to the 167 Stiúrthóirí covered by the naíonra Census. The response was excellent, with 162, or 97% of returning the questionnaire. This can be taken as an indication of the high level of commitment of these Stiúrthóirí and their willingness to make their views known. They supplied data regarding the naíonra itself (such as its type of venue and fees), about themselves (such as their qualifications and experience),
their methods and requirements, and their contact with parents and with schools in their
neighbourhood.

5.2 Naionraí
Egan (1981) found that the type of venue in which a naionra was held had a significant
effect on children’s scores on a test of Irish production. The comparison of the Census
results with Egan’s (1981) sample of 20 test naionraí regarding the distribution across
venues shows that in 1993 a slightly smaller proportion (28%) of naionra sessions were
located in private homes than in Egan’s study (31%), slightly more naionraí were located
in schools (25% compared to 20% in Egan’s data) and the remainder were located in
halls and other public buildings.

The results of the children’s tests presented in Chapter 7 (Section 7.5.7) will show that
the location of the naionra did exert a significant influence on children’s production
scores. The effect of location will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7. Egan’s study also
found that the permanence of the naionra was a significant variable in predicting
children’s Irish test results. Some naionraí must remove all equipment and pictures etc. at
the end of each session because the venue is used for other purposes. Sylva (1995,
Dublin public lecture) commented that in her experience of evaluating pre-schools and
play-groups, having to clean up each morning after the activities of other groups the night
before, having to remove all evidence of a play-group each day, and having no
opportunity to hang children’s equipment and art work on the walls seriously affected
the quality of the children’s experience in that setting. In this survey, as many as 20% of
Stiúrthóirí in 1993 had to remove their equipment every day, and another 8% had to do
so every few days. The influence of this factor on the test children’s scores is
investigated in Chapter 7.

5.2.1 Fees and Subsidies
Analysis of fees and subsidies was undertaken using data supplied by An Comhchoiste
Réamhscolaithe, supplemented by information supplied by Stiúrthóirí themselves. The
records of An Comhchoiste show that about one-third of naionraí receive a subsidy from
Údarás na Gaeltachta. Information from Stiúrthóirí suggests that a somewhat higher
proportion (43%) receive some form of subsidy, either from Údarás, or from other
bodies, such as regional health boards or Conradh na Gaeilge (in the form of rent-free
accommodation or insurance subsidy).

Most naionraí (about 80%) quote fees on a weekly basis, with a further 14% quoting fees
on a monthly basis; the remaining 6% about equally quote rates per day or per term.
Converting all these figures to a weekly basis shows that fees charged to parents ranged
from £2 to £12.50 per child per week. The average fee was about £7 per child per week.
There were, however, significant differences in fees charged by those operating with and
without the subsidy from Údarás na Gaeltachta, as shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Naionra fees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weekly charge</th>
<th>% Without Udáras subsidy</th>
<th>% With Udáras subsidy</th>
<th>All %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£2 up to £5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£5 up to £10</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£10 to £12.50</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Almost 80% of naionrai operating with the subsidy had fees of less than £5 per child per week, with none having fees of over £10 per week. By contrast, more than 90% of those operating without a subsidy had fees of £5 per week or more, with about 10% having fees of over £10 per week. The average fee for naionrai operating with the subsidy was about £5 per week, as against an average of about £8 per week for those operating without a subsidy. These figures appear to be roughly in line with the average fee for play-groups (IPPA, personal communication, August 1996), but lower than many Montessori preschools, which charge up to about £20 per week. The issue of fees and subsidies will be considered more generally in Chapter 8.

5.3 STIÚRTHÓIRÍ

5.3.1 Qualifications

Stiúrthóirí were asked to select which of a list of qualifications applied to them (more than one could be selected). Figure 5.1 presents these results. The importance of training for pre-school educators has long been recognised (see Ó Murchú 1985 and Goutard 1980 for a discussion). The intensive preparatory course offered by An Comhchoiste is compulsory for all intending Stiúrthóirí, but its take-up as reported by this group is less than 100% because some Stiúrthóirí were running naionrai before the course became available. This course is currently in two parts: the first part is of one week’s duration, full-time, and takes place in the Spring of each year. The second part is a two-day (weekend) course which is held in the following autumn. The course comprises a basic introduction to pre-school education and deals in particular with second language acquisition. There was an attendance of 46 at the course in 1992 and 57 in 1993. In addition to the course itself, Comhairleoirí organise a practicum for trainee Stiúrthóirí attending the preparatory course. The length of this work practice varies between organisers, from one day up to 2 weeks duration, and can be in one or in several naionrai. An Comhchoiste Ríamhscoiliochta, through its Comhairleoirí, also offers a number of in-service courses to practising Stiúrthóirí. These are discussed in Section 5.6.
Apart from skills acquired on such courses, Stiúrthóirí bring a range of skills to the naíonraí. Most Stiúrthóirí (77%) also have personal experience of children of their own, which can be expected to contribute to their skills in interacting with, and supervising young children. Over half of the Stiúrthóirí reported that they had raised their children as Irish speakers; this figure may cover both those who spoke Irish exclusively to their children, and those who used both English and Irish to their children. Even if there was not exclusive use of their own children, they would nevertheless have gained experience in the use of this particular register of Irish with young children. However, as INTO (1995) points out, experience gained from parenting is not sufficient training for early childhood educators, for whom specialist training is essential. About a sixth of Stiúrthóirí have professional teaching qualifications (including Montessori and Froebel)
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qualifications) though only those with the latter types of qualification would have specialist training in dealing with pre-school children. When invited to state whether they had any other qualifications, 5% reported that they were nurses and about 10% reported that they had also completed Irish Pre-school Playgroup Association (IPPA) courses.

Clearly, the training course run by An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta is of crucial importance in preparing Stiúrthóirí since this is the most specialised or the only training received by the vast majority of Stiúrthóirí. Ó Murchú (1985), referring to the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Pre-school Training suggested that a full-time one-year course is necessary for student Stiúrthóirí. She recommended that such a course include basic linguistic training, including sections on first language acquisition and bilingualism, with training in methodology arising from them. She saw the value of making this a general course aimed at all those intending to work with pre-school children, with particular parts directed at those wishing to work in nádonna.

A general course does now exist, offered by the Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT), leading to a Certificate in Early Childhood Care and Education. This is a two-year full-time course, and graduates can proceed to an in-service part-time Diploma in Early Childhood Care and Education qualification. Such fully recognised pre-service and in-service training in this field is a very positive development. The National Council for Vocational Awards (NCVA) also offers modules in Early Childhood Education and Child Development (in Marino College of Education) as part of their Community and Health Services Childcare (Level 2) Award. The advent of recognised qualifications is most welcome in providing more comprehensive training for childcare workers, and such qualifications will, in turn, lead to an improvement in the services to children and, hopefully, to the status of workers in this field.

However, neither the DIT or NCVA courses deal with early immersion pre-schooling. An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta reports that it is currently investigating the possibility of gaining recognition from the National Council for Vocational Awards (NCVA) or the National Council for Educational Awards (NCEA) for its pre-service course through the medium of Irish. Such certification and the expansion of the pre-service course to cover more material on child development and pedagogy would undoubtedly enhance the skills and status of nádonna leaders. However, it is essential that the particular requirements of immersion pre-schooling be considered in relation to every aspect of the preparatory training for Stiúrthóirí, rather than as a single additional course. Since, without such a bottom-up approach, immersion pre-schooling will be less effective (Snow 1987). It is also important that courses in Irish and in the teaching of Irish as a first and second language, plus a residential stay in the Gaeltacht, should be included in the training for Stiúrthóirí, given the importance of establishing high levels of Irish competence. These issues regarding training and Irish ability will be considered further in Section 5.4 in relation to the organisation of activities in the nádonna. Other issues concerning training and recognition of experience are discussed in Chapter 8.
Recent proposals (INTO, 1995) for the training of primary teachers involved in early education are also relevant here. The Irish National Teachers' Organisation (1995:157) recommends that the content and structures of primary teacher education be reviewed, that postgraduate certification in early education be instituted and that the Department of Education should fund in-service courses on early education. Only 22% of respondents to an INTO survey in 1995 of Junior Infants teachers reported that they had specialised to some degree in infant/early education, while 39% felt that their pre-service training did not prepare them adequately for infant teaching.

Clearly, many of those working with young children, both in and outside of the State system, would benefit from further specialised training and certification. It would appear that developments in pre-service and in-service training for all those working in early education are needed, and would improve the service provided to children.

5.3.2 Experience

Stiúrthóirí were asked to indicate how many years they had been running a naíonra. The results are summarised in Fig. 5.2.

![Experience in years](image)

Almost half of Stiúrthóirí have between 5 and 10 years' experience in running a naíonra, and 24% have more than 10 years' experience, representing a significant pool of experience. This indicates that the level of attrition among Stiúrthóirí is fairly low, with 73% continuing for at least as long as 5 years. Thus, it would appear that investment in
training Stiúrthóiri would be rewarded, since there is a reasonably low turnover in personnel and evidence of commitment to this occupation.

At present the majority of Stiúrthóiri see little professional advancement, with only a very small number becoming Comhairleoirí or contributing to executive committees. The establishment of a 'Sár-Stiúrthóir' rank might be considered for experienced Stiúrthóiri, possibly linked with qualifications such as the Certificate and Diploma in Child-Care. This would allow those who have a certain number of years' experience and have, in addition, attained further qualifications, to achieve some recognition within the naíonra system of their professional advancement. Such a grade could also facilitate pairing arrangements between new Stiúrthóiri and 'Sár-Stiúrthóirí' within an area, to allow the skills of the latter to be made available to newcomers in an informal mentor-type relationship.

5.3.3 Irish Competence and Input
As part of the profile of the Stiúrthóiri, the ratings of the Comhairleoirí of the Irish competence of each Stiúrthóir and Stiúrthóir Cúnta in her area are given in Figure 5.3. Over half of Stiúrthóiri have native speaker or native speaker-like competence in Irish. Another 30% are rated as having 'good' competence. However, 18% of Stiúrthóiri and as many as 44% of Stiúrthóiri Cúnta have lower levels of competence. There is evidence in the analysis of the children's test scores (Chapter 7) that children with Stiúrthóiri who have Irish rated as satisfactory ('sásúil') or weak ('lag') tend to perform less well on Irish production, as measured by the test. This points to the importance of ensuring that all Stiúrthóiri and their assistants have an adequate level of Irish competence, through the targeting of appropriate Irish language training on this group. This issue will be discussed in Chapter 8.

The level of Irish competence among Stiúrthóiri inevitably influences the type and amount of Irish input children receive in the naíonra. While the question of the importance of input remains a controversial one in second language acquisition, Ellis (1994) pointed out that all theories of L2 acquisition acknowledge the need for input. Long (1985) detailed how speakers adjust their input to L2 learners, in order to make it comprehensible and appropriate and claimed that these adjustments, such as greater regularity and context-dependence, more repetition and expansion, restricted vocabulary and more use of questions, positively influence acquisition. A number of similarities have been noted between 'teacher talk' (Chaudron 1988) and speech directed at young children acquiring their first language. Hatch (1983) found that the latter is pitched higher, louder and slower, thereby directing the child's attention to it. Snow and Hoefnagel-Höhle (1982) and Chaudron (1988) noted that speech directed at young L2 learners is simpler, slower, more correct and more redundant than speech directed at other adults, with more repetition and other interactional modifications as well. Krashen (1985) stressed the centrality of such comprehensible input, based on context and current activities, leading to interaction, which in turn provides more (appropriate) input, leading
to output and learning by the L2 learner. Devitt (1989) and Wagner Gough (1975) explored the way in which children learning a second language build parts of the input into their own output in the early stages of acquisition. Ó Murchú (1985) also emphasised the importance of input in the naonra, stating children's need to hear Irish input "de shior" (continuously). It is reasonable to assume that Stiúrthóirí who have weaker levels of competence would be less able to provide the appropriate and accurate input required to optimise L2 acquisition.

Snow and Hoefnagels-Hâle (1982) found that the younger subjects (aged 3-5 years, attending kindergarten) in their sample appeared to be more dependent on hearing L2 speech directed specifically at them in the classroom than older learners. They observed that in kindergarten classes which had frequent individual and small group activity and resulting high noise levels, relatively few utterances directed at L2 learners in one group were comprehensible to those in another. They noted (p. 425) that those Kindergarteners
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who received the fewest directly addressed utterances made little progress in acquiring the L2.

There is some debate among researchers (e.g. Swain 1985; Day, 1985) about the relationship between the amount and directedness of L2 input and L2 learning. Some of the doubts about this relationship may be more pertinent to older L2 learners, but it is of interest to note Swain's claim that input alone is insufficient, and that immersion pupils need to be given ample opportunities to produce comprehensible output also, in order to focus their attention on aspects of the language they hear in input, in addition to being pushed towards comprehensibility and accuracy in later grades. Despite the fact that input alone is insufficient to bring about L2 acquisition, its necessity is accepted, and it is widely acknowledged that comprehensible, context-based input plays a critical role in L2 acquisition, particularly for very young learners. However, it is important to note Kleifgen's (1985) warning that, while input is a necessary condition for second language acquisition, it needs to be understood not just as simplified input, but as the negotiation of mutual understanding between participants.

To maximise such appropriate Irish input in the naionra and to facilitate and respond optimally to learners' early attempts at comprehensible output, it is likely that Stiúrthóirí need to have at least good fluency in the language. Only this level of fluency is likely to allow the necessary modifications, such as the need for a high degree of regularity in the language used, the importance of repetition with variation, and language 'scaffolding'. Such modifications were, in fact, noted by Mhic Mhathúna (1993:188) in her study of two naionraí in which the Stiúrthóirí had good fluency. For Stiúrthóirí dealing with a group which has a range of Irish ability, Kleifgen (1985:59) noted the importance of being able to adapt the input and interactional adjustments to individual children's degree of proficiency. The fact that 82% of Stiúrthóirí were considered to have at least good fluency is very positive. However, it would appear to be a high priority to raise the Irish competence of the remaining 18% of Stiúrthóirí and the 44% of Stiúrthóirí Cúnta who have lower levels of Irish fluency. Unless each of the adults in the naionra is capable of providing optimal Irish input to the children, then larger groups will be at a disadvantage, despite their seemingly acceptable pupil-teacher ratio. The language input issue will be discussed further below, with regard to the range of activities offered, and later in relation to the test results in Chapter 7.

5.4 Range of Activities
Stiúrthóirí were asked about the range of activities they provide regularly in the naionra. The list of activities provided was selected by experienced naionra personnel. Table 5.2 presents the results. Over 80% of respondents reported that in the final term the average child plays in the home corner, does puzzles and plays with blocks every day. Douglas (1993) also found these activities to be available and used with high frequency in most of his sample of 12 community play-groups and 22 home play-groups in the Republic of Ireland.
Stiúrthóirí were also asked to indicate which of these activities they would rate as among their five most effective activities for promoting Irish in the naíonra. The five activities selected by the majority were: songs and rhymes (83%), story-telling (71%), home corner (58%) group games (45%) and card-matching (33%). However, as Table 5.2 shows, these activities did not always occur every day in naíonra.

Table 5.2 Range and frequency of activities in the naíonra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Every day %</th>
<th>Once or twice a week %</th>
<th>&amp; once a week %</th>
<th>Not done %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home corner</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jigsaws</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bricks &amp; building materials</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Songs &amp; rhymes</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalk &amp; crayons</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painting</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story-telling</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group games</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card-matching</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dough</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor play</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of scissors</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puppets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More Stiúrthóirí selected rhymes and songs than any other activity as an effective means of promoting Irish in the naíonra, with 83% of them picking it as one of their five most effective activities. Materials from An Comhchoiste Réamhscolácha emphasise the value of building rhymes and songs into other common daily activities such as hand-washing or eating (see, for example, Ni Ailpin 1985:20, Ó Murchú, 1985:43). Thus, it is somewhat surprising that these were not more frequent activities for all children, with only 67% reporting daily use by the average child, and 32% reporting use only once or twice a week.
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It is possible that this relatively low use among some Stiúrthóirí may be an indication of the frequency only of more formal song or rhyme sessions, rather than informal presentation of an appropriate rhyme as a child is doing some activity. Research on informal second language learning among young children (e.g. Wong Fillmore 1976, Vesterbacka 1991, Mhic Mhathúna 1995) has shown the importance of formulas or phrases which are tied to a particular activity, and short rhymes and songs appear to be particularly good candidates, with built-in rhythm or a tune to aid memory. Ní Ailpín (1985), in Láimhleabhar do Stiúrthóirí Náonraí (Handbook for Stiúrthóirí) points out that songs and rhymes can be tied to every activity of the naonra and serve as a strong support for language learning, with rhythm, music, movement, meaning and pleasure contributing to the child’s acquisition. Ó Murchú (1985:44) points to a further advantage of rhymes and songs in allowing frequent but meaningful exact repetition when tied to an activity, thus facilitating their take-up by the child. Peters (1983), Lightbown and d’Anglejan (1985), Hickey (1993) and Karniol (1990) argued that children in first and second language acquisition may more easily be able to decode or analyse the language components of such phrases after learning the entire phrase as a unit first, rather than trying to analyse completely new language items. Given these indications of the value of knitting rhymes and songs into as many naonra activities as possible, some support and promotion of this concept might be beneficial for the group which reports fairly infrequent use of rhymes and songs.

However, it should be noted that Weber and Jardí’s (1991) study sounded a warning about the efficacy of songs for language learning. They accepted that songs could be motivating and help comprehension and fluency as well as accent, but they found that phrases learned in songs did not transfer to spoken language, and this they attributed to the highly context-dependent nature of children’s language use. Thus, it is important that phrases learned in songs especially, but also in rhymes, should be extended, with substitution of particular words, and used in a range of appropriate contexts rather than becoming fossilised.

Only two tús of Stiúrthóirí reported that the average child took part in group games every day. Hatcher (1983) discussed the benefits for language learning of the ritualised responses or formulas required in games, which are repeated constantly and easily imitated. These correspond to the highly predictable contexts discussed by Wong Fillmore (1985), in which children are helped to make sense of the language heard through its regularity and its dependence on a familiar context. This also links to the research noted in relation to songs and rhymes on the importance of formulas for providing children with ready-made appropriate output in addition to data for later analysis. Mhic Mhathúna (1993) noted instances of children predicting the Stiúrthóir’s next question when playing games, and this prediction was the more obvious because in some cases the Stiúrthóir in question ‘broke the rules’ by deviating from the regular pattern of questions. She found that children playing card games, for example, showed themselves to be able to construct comprehensible output in the form of two and three turns in Irish from the formulas they had learned to be appropriate for the game. Thus,
the highly predictable sequences in games offer good opportunities for children to take the first steps into L2 production.

Only 42% of Stiúrthóirí reported that story-telling was an everyday activity for the average child in their group, although it occurred a couple of times a week for another 49%, and just once a week for 5%. Somewhat at odds with this relatively low frequency was the rating of story-telling as being among the most effective language teaching activities in the naíonra, with 71% of Stiúrthóirí selecting it as one of the five most important activities for promoting Irish in the naíonra. This disparity between the rating of storytelling and its actual use with each child may reflect organisational and practical difficulties where naíonra size is quite large, or where there is no assistant. However, research (for example Wells, 1983) has shown that reading aloud to pre-school children repays special effort, since it was the activity most strongly associated with their later reading achievement at age seven. Similarly, research which looked at the benefits of reading aloud in children's second language (for example Romney, Romney and Braun, 1989) showed that reading aloud for 30 minutes each day to seven-year-olds over a period of 3 months results in improved receptive vocabulary and ability to communicate in their L2 compared to a control group who were not read to. Romney et al. recommend that reading aloud should commence in the kindergarten in early immersion, and should ideally be carried out with small groups of children. Of course the attention span of three- and four-year-olds is likely to be considerably shorter than that of seven-year-olds, but, suitably adapted (with a high degree of dramatic liveliness in the telling, and with non-verbal support in the form of actions, facial signals and props where appropriate, as well as illustrations) story-telling is an extremely valuable activity in early immersion.¹

While the range of books in Irish suitable for the three-year-old is not as large as that in English, it is nevertheless sufficient to allow for reading for short periods each day, either to the whole group, or to small groups. The number of books available is less important than their quality, since it is crucial that the same story be repeated frequently, allowing children time to benefit from their deductions regarding meaning, and to pay attention to the language once they comprehend the story, so that they can begin to play the role of some characters in the story by imitating short utterances which recur.

¹ It is of interest to note here that while observation schedules such as that developed by Sylva et al. (1980), and used by Douglas (1993), M. Horgan (1987) and S. Horgan (1995), treat activities such as story-telling and the use of rhymes as being of 'inscrutable' level of cognitive challenge, the INTO (1995) argues that this underestimates the importance of these activities. It notes, with regard to its survey of Junior Infant classes,

That much valuable story-telling takes place in infant classrooms is undeniable, that it is accomplished successfully in whole class situations and that it contributes to linguistic and cognitive development needs to be acknowledged.
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The home corner\(^1\) or cúinne baile is a very popular activity, with 82% respondents saying that children engaged in it every day, and a further 13% once or twice a week. This activity was the third most frequently selected activity for its effectiveness in language teaching, with 58% placing it among their top five language activities. This type of imaginative play has many benefits, such as promoting emotional and social development and increasing self-esteem and knowledge of the world. In addition, it allows children to use the language which they hear modelled to them, in the context of everyday activities, in an enjoyable context. However, unless an adult participates in home corner this activity is likely to result in high usage of English in the many naionraí which have a majority of children from English-only backgrounds, since this open situation demands a productive ability which most naionraí children lack. It is of interest to note that Price (1968:50), in an early study of bilingual education for four-year-olds in Wales, listed 'house play' among activities least conducive to second language learning, for the reasons given above.

Children with low levels of Irish competence need to hear the maximum amount of Irish, providing them with comprehensible input in all of the contexts in which they engage. This points to the need to use home corner differently in the naionraí which has a majority of children from English-only homes, with the Stiúrthóir participating actively with a small group to model and elicit Irish use. The data gathered for this study do not provide detail on the level of involvement of Stiúrthóirí in home corner. This issue will be investigated further in relation to an observational study of 60 children (Hickey, in preparation). The example of home corner highlights the need for adaptation of the activities normally available in a pre-school or play-group to the requirements of the immersion situation. Thus, home corner is an activity which must be adapted in the naionraí if it is to promote use of Irish by the children as well as achieve its broader social and emotional objectives.

Only 31% of Stiúrthóirí reported that children engaged in activities with puppets at least once or twice a week, and 28% said they never used them\(^2\). Weber and Tardif (1991) found that they could use puppets in a French-immersion kindergarten in Canada to create a playful language situation that naturally invited children’s participation and elicited language effectively from them. Children were told that the puppet was younger than they were, and very shy. Since the researchers were using the puppet for assessment they had it speak English, asking the child how to say particular things in French. However, this method could also prove effective even if the puppet were Irish-speaking, since children appear to treat puppets as peer interlocutors rather than as adults.

---

\(^1\) In home corner children can usually dress-up, play with dolls and play, e.g. ‘house’ or ‘shop’.

\(^2\) However, as Table 4.5 shows, 57% of Stiúrthóirí reported that they wanted in-service training in the use of drama and puppets, indicating that they were unsure of how best to provide these activities.
Similarly, language rehearsal with dolls has been shown to be an important strategy in early second language acquisition (Karniol 1990), allowing children to take the role of adult to use some of the language which has been directed at them by adults in immersion. This may explain in part the attraction for children of the *cúime baile* and the fact that Stiúrthóirí rate it as an effective language promoting activity, but clearly this activity must be monitored to adapt it to early second language learning.

It is interesting to compare the range of activities in daily use in the naionraí with the data from the INTO (1995) survey of 295 teachers of Junior Infants classes in primary schools (in which children are usually aged between 4 and 5 years). This showed that jigsaws and building blocks were in daily use in just over half of those classes, while ‘play house’ and ‘dressing up clothes’ were available in less than a third, and used less frequently where available. In general, the INTO survey (1995:127) showed a higher use of books (67% daily usage), crayons (92%) and pencils (96%), pre-reading materials (56%) pre-mathematics materials (46%) and puppets (18%) and lower daily use of construction materials (57%), sand (26%) and water (18%). The commentary on that survey (p.128) points out that the frequency of usage of equipment is influenced by classroom organisation such as multi-grade classrooms and large class sizes. However, the equipment and activities p. 128 also illustrate the different aims and curricula in operation. It is of great benefit that naionraí provide experiences with materials which are less available in Junior Infants classes, but it is also important that these activities be accompanied by the maximum opportunities to hear and speak Irish.

5.4.1 Input, Interaction and Activities

Table 5.3 presents the mean rating by Stiúrthóirí of each activity for its effectiveness in promoting Irish, compared with the reported frequency of daily use for each activity. It shows that of the seven activities which could be classified as language-centred, only two were actually engaged in by more than half of the children on a daily basis. In contrast, of the eleven activities which could be classified as object- or activity-centred, five were engaged in each day by more than half of the children. Of course, the division into language- versus object-centred activities is something of an artificial one, since any activity can be used to promote language by skilled Stiúrthóirí. The naionra handbook (*Lámhleabhar do Stiúrthóirí*) stresses the need to link every activity with the maximum amount of relevant comprehensible input. However, it is certainly the case that in some activities, such as story-telling, language is more central to the whole activity. It is therefore of some concern that such activities do not occur more often for all children.

It is of interest to note that there are some parallels between Table 5.3 and Price’s (1968) early study which divided activities into those which are most and least conducive to second language learning. One difference was in the rating of home corner, as already discussed. Also of interest was Price’s observation that jigsaws, water, sand and doll play could be effective SLA activities when directed, but were ineffective when undirected. Price explained this as being the result of more predictable and context-dependent input being supplied in the directed situations. Mair Mhathúna (1993), in her observation
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of two naíonraí, asserted that the activities which elicited most talk from the children in general were: card-games, lunch-time and story-telling. She noted that, in her test naíonraí, there was relatively little talk while children were occupied with building or art materials, whereas these were activities which Sylva et al. (1980) found to promote talk between children and between children and adults.

Table 5.3 Mean rating for language-teaching effectiveness and reported daily use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'Language-centred'</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Daily Use</th>
<th>'Object/Activity-centred'</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Daily Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Songs &amp; rhymes</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Jigsaw</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story-telling</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Paint</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home corner</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Dough</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group games</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Bricks</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card-matching</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Crayon</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puppets</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Outdoor play</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use of scissors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The issue of Irish input and interaction is central to the organisation of activities in the naíonraí. The naíonra handbook (Láthairrthóirí) states that Irish input should not take the form of a continuous monologue to silent children, but should instead allow for a high level of interaction between Stiúrthóir and children. This emphasis on input and interaction in the immersion classroom supports observational studies of naíonraí (Mhic Mhathúna 1993 and Hickey, in preparation) which suggest that the level of child-adult interaction in naíonraí may be higher than in the pre-schools in Britain observed by Sylva et al. (1980), in which children spent only 5% of their time in dialogue with an adult, and a further 15% with other children. Douglas (1993) found similarly low levels of talk in the mother-tongue pre-schools he studied in Ireland.

While this study does not set out to measure input and interaction in the naíonraí, some indications can be seen in data from Comhairleoirí (presented in Tables 5.10 and 5.11 later in this chapter) which show that they judged that a quarter of Stiúrthóirí achieved

---

1 It is of interest in this regard to note that S. Horgan's (1995) observational study of 50 children in 5 Junior Infants classes in Irish-medium primary schools showed that they spoke to their teacher on average three times more often than the sample of children in English-medium classes observed by M. Horgan (1987) or Montessori play groups, observed by Dunlea (1990). (See INTO 1995.71).
‘excellent’ use of Irish in interacting with the children, and a further 52% were considered ‘good’. Fewer Stiúrthóirí (14%) were considered to be ‘excellent’ in their reinforcement of language through activities, and 41% were ‘good’. Conversely, however, Comhaireoirí reported that almost a tenth of Stiúrthóirí had, at best, ‘weak’ Irish in interaction with the children, and up to a fifth were, at best, ‘weak’ in their use of activities to reinforce language acquisition. The reports on the use of Irish with children by Stiúrthóirí Cúnta were lower, with a fifth being, at best, ‘weak’. Thus, there is a clear need to improve the Irish competence of those Stiúrthóirí and Stiúrthóirí Cúnta, and to facilitate their provision of Irish input, interaction and reinforcement. In addition there is a need to plan and adapt activities and teaching styles, with the twin aims of fostering general development and promoting Irish acquisition. These issues will require detailed consideration in future training.

5.4.2 Classroom Organisation
Wong Fillmore (1982, 1985) noted, in her study of 30 classes in the U.S. (ranging from Kindergarten to grade 5), that the more structured classes, which often involved group activities in which the teacher participated, were more successful in terms of L2 learning than unstructured ones based on individual play. Wong Fillmore attributed this to the children’s dependence on the teacher as the sole source of input in the L2, which meant that children who were less accomplished at getting the teacher’s attention in the unstructured class (which had heavy use of solo activity) simply did not receive much L2 input. She found that a compromise between a structured approach, using some group work and some individual work appeared to be most successful, in conjunction with activities which provided the most appropriate and regular input. Wong Fillmore found that the most successful language-teaching exercises gave as many as possible the chance to pick up input from the teacher, their L2 model, and to produce output in the L2 in interaction with her. Classes organised mainly around individual work provided fewer chances for either L2 input or output. Wong Fillmore found that organising children in groups facilitated L2 acquisition through increasing comprehensible input to them. A further disadvantage of individual and group work in which the teacher does not participate was noted by Hirvonen (1985), who showed that it invariably resulted in children using their L1 rather than the target language.

Saville-Troike (1983) claimed that small groups were the most likely setting for providing the greatest quantity and quality of personalised L2 teacher input. Mhic Mhathúna (1995) also noted, in her study of two naíonnaí, that the majority of children received most appropriate input when interacting in small groups with the Stiúrthóirí. However, not only was the amount of language input critical, but also the way in which the language was used in that input. She found that activities which worked well for language learning were quite formal and scheduled, with clear boundaries. This meant that, over time, children learned what to expect regarding the format of this activity, and learned the rather formulaic, consistent language which accompanied it. Such consistency of format, as already discussed in relation to games and rhymes, helps children’s comprehension by orienting them to the task, and allows them to direct their
attention fully to the new items or material being presented. Wong Fillmore (1985:38) noted that the teachers in the successful kindergarten classes in her study not only made repeated use of familiar language patterns and routines, but included high levels of repetition with minor modification. Such repetition with variation is emphasised in the training of Stiúrthóirí and their Handbook, and is built into the songs and rhymes recommended for frequent use by An Comhchoiste Réamhshcolaithe, such as:

\[
\begin{align*}
Bainfidh mé diom mo hatá x 3 \text{ (I will take off my hat) - on arrival at naíonna} \\
\text{tra la la la la la la}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Bainfidh mé diom mo chóta x 3 \text{ (I will take off my coat)} \\
\text{tra la la la la la la}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Cuírfidh mé orm mo hatá x 3 \text{ (I will put on my hat) - at going home time} \\
\text{tra la la la la la la}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Cuírfidh mé orm mo chóta x 3 \text{ (I will put on my coat)} \\
\text{tra la la la la la la}
\end{align*}
\]

Substitutions in familiar sentence frames seem to alert learners to word boundaries and word classes, helping them to learn what types of words can be substituted within phrases they already know. Overall, Wong Fillmore found that the teachers of the most successful classes in her study used language which was rich and sometimes playful, with well-contextualised expanded vocabulary, and with rhymes and songs to illustrate particular linguistic points. This is in line with the approach advocated in the naíonna handbook (Lámhteabhar do Stiúrthóirí) but it is likely that only Stiúrthóirí with at least good fluency in Irish and adequate training in L.2 teaching skills would be able to put this into practice with ease. As Table 5.10 will show later in this chapter, while Comhairleoirí rated more than three-quarters of Stiúrthóirí as ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ at presenting Irish in a way that facilitated its acquisition, almost a quarter of Stiúrthóirí (24%), and more than half of their Assistants were at best ‘satisfactory’ in their use of Irish with children.

Wong Fillmore (1991) stressed the importance of taking into account the language balance within a particular group. She argued that, where the majority of children speak a language other than the target language to each other (as was the case in the majority of naíonna in this study and in Mhic Mhathúna’s 1993 study of two naíonna), there is a need to maximise the input to them from the teacher, through more verbal interaction between the teacher and the children, and, in the naíonna context, with some more group activities such as story-telling, games, singing and morning and lunch-time discussions. On the other hand, she observed that a group which has sufficient competence in the target language to use it among themselves may have a different balance between group and individual activities. Such a group is also more likely to be able to play in the home corner independently of the Stiúrthóir than a group with very low competence in Irish. Thus, the mix of children’s ability in Irish must be taken into account in organising activities and in striving to achieve optimal levels of Irish input.
The range of activities provided each day in naonraí shows the range of skills which are being promoted, and the commitment to fostering children’s overall development as well as purely linguistic skills. Thus, play with bricks, jigsaws, sand, water, paint and dough provides important experience of different textures and substances, allowing stimulating solitary exploration, imaginative play and the development of basic number skills at different stages. However, given the naonraí context, it is important that the linguistic element in every activity should also be highlighted, by providing children with the simple vocabulary they need to comment on their actions. Naonraí should not be expected to do everything that is done in mother-tongue pre-schools or play-groups in exactly the same way, as though the use of what is a second language for the majority of children as a medium were merely an additional factor added to mother-tongue pre-schooling. Instead, the methodology and balance of activities needs to reflect the twin aims of fostering children’s overall development and their acquisition of Irish as L2 or L1, with the Stiúrthóirí in the majority of cases acting as the sole speaker of Irish in the child’s daily life. Thus, the methodology used in non-immersion play-groups needs to be re-assessed in the immersion situation, in order to maximise target-language input and interaction, with a compromise. As in the Wong Fillmore study, between child-centred activities and teacher-led ones with small or large groups, which allow Irish input to be offered to as many children as possible in the context. What is needed is a re-evaluation of the balance between the types of activities engaged in by children each day, with a good representation of language-centred activities. It is also necessary to ensure that, when children are engaged in more object-centred activities, they nevertheless receive ample Irish input and opportunities to interact with the Stiúrthóirí.

It is important that this should not be interpreted as a call for a formal ‘teaching’ approach, and in this regard the High/Scope approach is relevant to Irish early immersion. Nabuco and Sylva (1995) compared children in three pre-school settings in Portugal: a High/Scope pre-school, a Formal Skills pre-school and an unstructured play-group. They found that children in the High/Scope approach had a balance of free and guided choice, while those in the formal approach had no choice and those in the unstructured play-group had almost unlimited choice. Children in the High/Scope setting spent only about 10% of their time working alone, with about half of their time in small group work and the remainder in larger groups, engaged in stories, rhymes and songs; children in the Formal Skills setting spent about the same amount of time in adult-led groups, but engaged in school-like activities, and the children in the unstructured setting spent most of their time playing alone or in pairs. Adults in the High/Scope setting were judged to extend children’s activities, whereas those in the Formal skills setting taught and those in the unstructured group cored for and helped children. The Nabuco and Sylva evaluation (in a follow-up nine months after leaving pre-school) showed that the High/Scope children showed a subsequent superiority in reading and writing and a greater sense of their own competence and likeability, whereas children from the Formal Skills approach did less well on reading and felt less positively about their competence and likeability, and the children from the unstructured approach did less well on reading and writing, though they felt quite positively about themselves.
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Brown (1990) and O'Flaherty (1995) describe the High/Scope approach as having the following routine: circle time, planning work, working, clean-up time, reviewing and small-group time. O'Flaherty (1995) notes the stress on a consistent daily routine, with circle time as an important part of that routine, when the whole group of children and adult(s) sing together, take part in action songs, move to music, play games, listen to stories and discuss upcoming events. Children may plan and carry out work either alone or in pairs or small groups. Reviewing work may be done by individual children with an adult, or by small groups of five to eight children plus an adult, with children recalling and reviewing their activities, often during their snack. Thus, Browne shows that a full range of teaching styles is required, and the ability to manage various groupings from individual work, pairs, small groups and whole class.

What makes the High/Scope approach particularly relevant to early immersion is its emphasis on the need for talk about every activity, including clean-up time and outdoor play, just as is stressed in the naíonra handbook (Láthasaíbhar do Stiurthóirí) and in preservice training for Stiurthóirí. For example, at circle time children develop skills in talking and listening, facilitated by the adult and they build up a store of stories, songs and rhymes. When children are planning their activities they need to ask questions or state intentions, listen to the plans of others, think through possible sequences and learn specific vocabulary and linguistic forms such as the future tense. During work-time the adult works with groups and individuals, and children are encouraged to use language in action, using the present tense, and to seek help from adults and peers. At clean-up time they hear songs and rhymes and they are encouraged to ask questions or describe their actions. During review time they report their actions to a small group of children and an adult, ask questions about the activities of others, listen to others, use the past tense of verbs and identify how problems were solved. During small group time they discuss with the adult and other children the task in hand, collaborate on specific projects, and ask and answer questions.

The High/Scope approach is one which has been evaluated extensively, and it is described here to show that, in high quality pre-schooling which is child-centred, the language skills needed for work-planning and collaboration with children and adults can be emphasised. An Comhchoiste Réamhshcolaithe has already provided some in-service training in the adaptation of the High/Scope approach to the naíonraí in recent years, and further exploration, with continued back-up for those applying this approach, appears warranted. An adoption of this approach on a wider scale could have benefits both for facilitating Irish acquisition and promoting general cognitive and social development.

The High/Scope approach shares some features with a pre-school whose primary aim is to develop language skills, the Language Acquisition Preschool (LAP) at the University of Kansas (Rice 1991, Rice and Wilcox, 1995, Bunce 1995). This pre-school caters for normally developing children as well as those who are language-impaired or learning through their second language. It strongly emphasises language development throughout the curriculum by providing rich opportunities for language use and interaction, by
developing routines to help children connect events and language, and by stimulating social interaction between children. Tabor and Snow (1994), in reviewing the research concerning the most effective type of pre-school for second language learning, included many of these features, such as a routine and consistent organisational structure in which activities happen at regular intervals and in predictable ways, and a language-rich environment in which teachers use language that encourages both comprehension and production skills. Discussion of the adaptation of programmes such as High/Scope and LAP to the naíonraí might be considered on pre-service and in-service training courses.

In conclusion, it appears that the majority of naíonraí provide children with a wide range of beneficial activities in pursuit of the objectives of promoting children’s overall development and fostering their acquisition and development of Irish. It is of great importance that children in naíonraí should have access to a wide range of activities, but this cannot be achieved in the immersion situation by using the same approach as is found in mother-tongue play-groups, with the L2 simply added ‘on top’ of that framework. Instead, early immersion requires a re-organisation, from the bottom up, to ensure a careful balance between language- and object- or activity-centred activities and a methodology which ensures that, no matter what activity they are engaged in, the maximum possible number of children receive comprehensible Irish input and opportunities to interact in the language.

5.5 Organisation of Work

This survey attempted to collect some information about the organisation of work in naíonraí, along guidelines issued by An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláfochtta. Training courses emphasise the benefit of a yearly, term and weekly work plan, and the use of other language teaching foci such as té ama na seachtaine (theme of the week) and poínte suime na maidine (morning discussion topic). Stiúrthóir responses to these questions are given in Tables 5.4 and 5.5.

The high non-response rates on these questions were unusual in this survey, and probably indicate that many of the non-responders do not operate this system of yearly and term planning, but are aware that An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláfochtta advises it. The relatively low figure for the yearly work plan points to the need for further assistance regarding longer-term planning in training and in-service courses. Raising the level of term planning might be a more feasible objective initially for this group of Stiúrthóirí. The high level of weekly planning indicates that Stiúrthóirí find such short-term planning easiest to use. However, such short-term planning is likely to lack direction, and to be less effective in promoting language development.

These responses in regard to planning point again to a need for longer and more comprehensive training. The differences and benefits of the longer-term plans,
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Table 5.4 Work plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do you use the following?</th>
<th>% Yes</th>
<th>% No</th>
<th>% No response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yearly work plan</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term work plan</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly work plan</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

implemented in conjunction with weekly plans, need to be fully explored. The benefits of such planning for second language acquisition are likely to be significant, in allowing Stiúrthóiri more easily to plan activities around the introduction, reinforcement and use of particular vocabulary and phrases, so that there is constant review as well as new material. Such planning would therefore facilitate the achievement of particular language objectives, as well as the assessment of the children’s progress in Irish over time.

Regarding the questions on téama na seachtaine (‘theme of the week’) and pointe suime na maidine (‘morning discussion topic’) considerable differences in the frequency of use of these strategies were reported (see Table 5.5). Over half of Stiúrthóiri reported that they use these language teaching practices at least usually, but a substantial proportion did so only from time to time, and about 10% never used them.

Table 5.5 Téama na seachtaine & Pointe suime na maidine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do you use the following?</th>
<th>% Téama na seachtaine</th>
<th>% Pointe suime na maidine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usually</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There appear to be difficulties with the implementation of these strategies by a substantial proportion of Stiúrthóiri, and a need for greater training in their use. It is noteworthy that in the discussion in the next section of topics on which Stiúrthóiri would like to attend courses, over half reported that they would like in-service training on work organisation and planning. These results indicate a need to give a high priority to this issue.
5.6 IN-SERVICE TRAINING

Cónhaisleoirí offer on average one short in-service course (day or half-day) per term to Stiúrthóiri in their district. Stiúrthóiri were asked about their attendance at in-service training courses. The results are presented in Fig. 5.4. Almost half of Stiúrthóiri attend every course available in their area, and most of the remainder attend frequently. Only a minority of about 15% of Stiúrthóiri ‘rarely’ or ‘never’ attend courses. This is a satisfactory result overall and indicates a very high level of commitment and interest on the part of Stiúrthóiri.

Fig. 5.4 In-service training

It is possible that some Stiúrthóiri attend infrequently because of home duties or because they are caring for their own children. Others may believe that the courses on offer in their area are not suitable or attractive to them. Ní Mhi (1986) surveyed 10 Stiúrthóiri, and found that 7 attended in-service courses rarely, citing as reasons for non-attendance: that they were not aware courses were being run (2); that the dates of courses did not suit them (3); and that they found courses through the medium of Irish too difficult and too theoretical to understand (3). All of Ní Mhi’s 10 respondents reported that they preferred practical to theoretical courses.

It is, of course, difficult to organise in-service courses on topics which interest all Stiúrthóiri in a particular region, or to choose dates which are convenient for all. Since it is essential to maintain some training contact with those Stiúrthóiri who rarely attend in-service courses, an Comhléas Réamhscoláideacha might consider sending brief up-date sheets or pamphlets to all Stiúrthóiri on certain topics.
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In 1993, the year of this study, 19 courses were offered in 10 locations around the country on the following topics:

- Art for children and equipment in the naionra
- Setting up a naionra
- The special needs of children with a handicap in the naionra
- Drama and play therapy
- Workshop on story-telling
- Using puppets in the naionra
- Story-telling
- Handicrafts for pre-school children
- Games with music in the naionra
- Problems in the naionra
- New perspectives on using puppets
- Management in the naionra
- Health and safety in the naionra
- Working with very young children in the naionra
- Planning and work organisation in the double naionra

These courses show the breadth of concerns targeted. The inclusion of courses dealing with language-centred activities such as story-telling and the use of puppets and music is noteworthy in reflecting the attempt by Comhairleoirí to encourage frequent use of such activities. The next section looks at the types of courses desired by Stiùrthóirí.

5.6.1 Types of In-Service Courses Desired

Stiùrthóirí were asked about the types of in-service courses they would most like to attend. From a range of options suggested, they indicated the preferences given in Table 5.6 (numbers do not add to 100% as respondents could select more than one).

This indication of Stiùrthóirí preferences should prove useful to An Comhdhóiste Réamhscolaiotaíochta in the planning of courses in the future. However, it is important that in-service training should not operate in a piecemeal way, going from very brief discussions of one topic to another, but should be planned so as to address over a longer period some of the central issues of early immersion education, with feedback on and review of the concepts introduced in earlier courses.

International research on in-service training for teachers has pointed to basic problems with the concept as it often operates. Brine and Shapson (1989), reviewing earlier research by Fulan (1982) and Hunter (1985) pointed to inadequacies in planning time, teacher input, follow-through and support, as well as to ad hoc programmes which create a patchwork effect which is unable to effect educational change. Fulan (1982) outlines seven causes of failure by in-service programmes and these are listed below (in quotes) and discussed. However, it must be stressed that they are included here in order to illustrate some of the widespread problems regarding in-service training in general and
offer possible suggestions for overcoming such problems, rather than pointing to specific failings of in-service training offered to Stiúrthóirí of naonraí.

Table 5.6 In-service course topics desired

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course area</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts and crafts</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama and puppets</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning &amp; organising work in the naonra</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health issues</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using music, rhymes and tapes</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second language acquisition</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art - painting, clay etc.</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. 'One-shot workshops are widespread but ineffective.' Fullan stressed that time is needed for participants to understand fully the information presented, integrate it, analyse it, practise it and finally implement new skills. If short periods of time are the only opportunities available for in-service, it might be beneficial to organise a series over a period on the same theme, allowing more time for reflection on new practices and support for attempts to implement them.

2. 'Topics are frequently selected by people other than those for whom the in-service is intended.' Fullan pointed out that effective course design requires input from participants as well as feedback.

3. 'Follow-up support for ideas and practices introduced in in-service programs occurs in only a very small number of cases.' The implementation of new skills needs particular follow-up and observation, rather than being subsumed in general issues.

4. 'Follow-up evaluation occurs infrequently.' Ideally, such follow-up would take place in an atmosphere of respect and constructive criticism. Brine and Shapson (1989) trained their trainees to observe, analyse and provide feedback to each other, which may be less threatening than follow-up from an outside source.

5. 'In-service rarely addresses individual needs and concerns.' Participants may be reluctant to admit their greatest concerns because of the fear that they will be considered incompetent by the group or trainers. Some in-service trainers begin courses with a session when teachers can talk about general concerns rather than the topic of the course only (for example, O Laoire, Autonomous Language Learning Project, personal communication, May 1995).

6. 'The majority of programs involve teachers from many different schools and/or school districts, but there is not recognition of the differential impact of positive
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and negative factors within the systems to which they must return. In the case of naionraí, courses which are locally organised by Conhailireoirí have the merit of facilitating consideration of local factors, but such consideration is easier in small districts than in the larger city areas comprising, for example, both middle-class and working-class areas.

7. 'There is a profound lack of any conceptual basis in the planning and implementation of in-service programs that would ensure their effectiveness.' Brine and Shapson (1989) stress the need to draw on research on in-service education and change theory (e.g. Joyce and Showers 1980) and immersion teacher education (Obadia 1984, Tardif 1985).

In addition to the foregoing, Brine and Shapson (1989:475) claim that the two characteristics of effective in-service training can be described as follows:

- professional development must focus on a need and
- teachers must have the opportunity to interact with each other, share ideas, and help one another, and must have some external assistance.

Thus, the issues in providing in-service training to educators, including Stiúrthóirí, are broader ones than the selection of a topic and a speaker. Ideally, series of in-service courses would be directed at general issues as well as at specific needs of Stiúrthóirí, with follow-up in the form of feedback from Conhailireoirí on the implementation of new skills, but also with peer interaction and opportunities for further discussion and refining of those skills. It would also be beneficial to target some courses at those who need to develop or improve particular skills. It is such training which will contribute most to the effectiveness of the naionraí.

5.7 HELP DESIRED

Stiúrthóirí were asked what help from a range of options supplied would be most beneficial. Their responses are summarised in Table 5.7, in order of frequency of selection (numbers do not add to 100, since respondents could select more than one):

Over half of all the respondents expressed an interest in visiting other naionraí. This may be difficult to organise for Stiúrthóirí who are some distance from another naionra or for those who are engaged in their own naionra every day. However, in-service training might be able to address this need through the use of video-taped excerpts from a range of naionraí, with Stiúrthóirí being encouraged to discuss and comment on the differences from their own practice and experience.

A desire to visit other naionraí is also linked to a desire for more contact with other Stiúrthóirí, selected by almost a third of respondents. While the Conhailireoirí provide advice and guidance, Stiúrthóirí may feel isolated from their colleagues and in need of a peer relationship. Almost one third of naionraí are located in private homes, and about half of all naionraí do not employ an Assistant because they are small. These factors, in
conjunction with the 65% of respondents who reported that there is no other naíonra in their area, mean that a number of Stiúrthóirí have no easy access to others engaged in the same work. Visits from Comhairleoirí are a valuable aid in counteracting this isolation and linking with the broader context of the naíonra movement, but they provide a different type of support than is available from peers. Osborn and Milbank (1987) in their study of early education in the UK, also noted the isolation of the nursery class teacher from others teaching the same age-group, and claimed that ‘the support and sharing of ideas with others [teaching the same age-group]...are...essential for sustaining enthusiastic and lively classroom practice’ (p.219).

Table 5.7 Most effective help

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What type of help do you think you most need?</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity to visit other naíonraí</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New equipment</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More contact with other Stiúrthóirí</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to attend courses already on offer</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New courses</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish courses for parents</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition from local primary school</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish course for self or assistant</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More contact with nearest all-Irish school</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More support from parents</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition from local all-Irish school</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More contact with parents</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More contact with Comhairleoirí</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the 69% of Stiúrthóirí who reported that there is an all-Irish or Gaeltacht school in their area, over a quarter (27%) said that their naíonra was attached to it, and almost a third (31%) said that they have regular contact with the school. However, over a quarter (26%) of those who do have access to an all-Irish school reported that they have very little contact with it, and a further 8% said that they had none at all.

Table 5.8 presents the level of satisfaction reported regarding contact with local schools. Only a minority (12%) of those with an all-Irish school in their area were unhappy with their level of contact, while about a quarter (28%) of those with an English-medium school in their area were dissatisfied. Almost a quarter (23%) of all respondents reported that they would find it helpful to receive recognition from their local primary school, and this further expresses the isolation of some Stiúrthóirí. Overall, the majority of Stiúrthóirí are satisfied with their contact with their local all-Irish or national school, although there is a slightly higher level of dissatisfaction regarding contact with national than with all-Irish schools.
Table 5.8 Satisfaction with contact with local schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of satisfaction regarding contact with local all-Irish or Gaeltacht primary school (if there is one) and with local primary school (if there is one)</th>
<th>% Local all-Irish/Gaeltacht school N=113</th>
<th>% Local English-medium school N=131</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very satisfied</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very dissatisfied</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9 details the type of contact with local schools. Unsurprisingly, respondents report more frequent contact with local all-Irish schools than with local English-medium primary schools, since it is likely that more children go on to the Irish-medium school when it is available. Apparently some Stiúrthóirí are satisfied to have no contact with their local school(s). Nevertheless, it seems regrettable that as many as 66% of Stiúrthóirí have little or no contact with their local national school when it is possible that at least some of their children may attend that school, and that as many as 34% have little or no contact with their local all-Irish school. The facilitation of contact with local schools, initially perhaps through formal meetings of the Stiúrthóir and her Comhairleoir with the Principal and the infant class teacher, might begin to address this gap, in focusing on the children’s achievements and in reporting on individual children’s skills about the time of their transition to that school. Overall, however, the question of recognition officially and by local schools is a contentious one, which has its source in the official lack of recognition for the value of pre-school education for all children, and this will need to be addressed at that level also.

Given the risk for Stiúrthóirí of professional isolation, a pairing arrangement between Stiúrthóirí might help to overcome the sense of isolation from peers, if they could meet informally or at least have telephone contact at intervals. At present 35% reported that there is another naónra in their area and of these, 67% reported that they have some level of contact with each other. However, Comhairleoirí might be able to co-ordinate and encourage such contact among the other 65% of Stiúrthóirí who are not close enough to make such contact themselves informally, suggesting that they meet, telephone or write to some individuals at regular intervals, possibly giving some topics to facilitate such contacts. In addition, 73% of respondents reported that there was an English-medium play-group in their area, but only 21% of these had any contact with such play-groups. It might be beneficial to explore the possibilities for contact between Stiúrthóirí and
playgroup leaders on an informal level, though of course issues of competition for children might militate against such contact in some cases.

Almost half of the Stiúrthóirí indicated that they would like new equipment. New naonraí receive a kit worth about £300, but after this start-up provision, Stiúrthóirí and their management committees must raise their own funds for additional or replacement equipment and toys. As a result, many Stiúrthóirí and parents spend a great deal of time and energy in fund-raising. It should also be noted that this is not simply a question of funds, since it is also the case that there are relatively fewer teaching aids available for an Irish immersion play-group than for an English-medium group, although An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláfochtta and other organisations have been attempting to remedy this situation in recent years.

In addition to the review of what Stiúrthóirí would like to change, it is also interesting to look in Table 5.7 at what Stiúrthóirí do not wish to change. Since only 3% indicated that they would like more contact with their Comhairleoir, it can be concluded that they find the present level of contact about every month, to be satisfactory or sufficient. Only 4% wanted more contact with parents, and 50% of them reported that they spoke to parents more than once a week, and a further 29% once a week. However, the parents' responses showed that 39% of them desired more involvement in the naíonra. Table 5.10 summarises the preferences of Stiúrthóirí with regard to parents.

A majority of Stiúrthóirí say that they welcome parents as helpers sometimes, but this may depend on the parents' taking the initiative and offering help. Twenty-one per cent of Stiúrthóirí said that they would like to have parents in the naíonra more often, but 18% said that they would prefer not, indicating a divergence of opinion on the subject which may be dependent on the level of Irish competence within a group of parents. A quarter of Stiúrthóirí would like parents to help more with fund-raising, but there is a clear
Table 5.10 Desires of Stiúrthóirí with regard to parents’ involvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item selected</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If a parent wants to help in the naíonna sometimes, I welcome him/her</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to have parents in the naíonna more often</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would prefer to keep parents outside the naíonna</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like parents to take a more active part in fund-raising</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like more support from parents</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like more contact with parents</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I encourage parents to do Irish courses</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like more Irish courses for parents</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to start a social group for parents</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents already have a social group</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents operate an Irish-medium ‘parents and toddlers’ group</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

reluctance on the part of parents to do so, since over 90% of parents reported that they never helped with fund-raising and management issues.

Stiúrthóirí appear to focus mainly on parents’ Irish, with 55% encouraging parents to attend courses, and 27% wanting more such courses. Interestingly, 18% of parents also wanted Irish courses, and about a fifth of parents desired an Irish conversation group. It is probably an accurate perception that parental support in the home for the child’s newly learned Irish words and phrases constitutes significant support for the work of the Stiúrthóir, hence the emphasis on their levels of Irish.

5.8 ASSESSMENT BY COMHAIRLEOIRÍ

Stiúrthóirí helpfully provided answers to detailed questions about their naíonna, but, for some objective comparisons between naíonna, Comhairleoirí were asked to complete a general evaluation on each naíonna in their area, giving a broader perspective on their functioning. Comhairleoirí all have experience working with naíonna, and this, in conjunction with their monthly visits to the naíonna in their district, makes their assessment a valuable one. They were asked to rate each naíonna under 9 headings on a five-point scale, from ‘misheasúr’ (unsatisfactory) to ‘ar fhéabhas’ (excellent). The results of some of these ratings are provided in Table 5.11.

Comhairleoirí were asked to rate the Stiúrthóir and her Stiúrthóir Cúnta/Comhstíúrthóir with regard to their use of Irish in dealing with the children. This is therefore not an estimate of the Irish competence of the person involved, but an assessment of her ability to present the language in a way which facilitates its acquisition. Comhairleoirí also rated
the quality of the interaction between Stiúrthóiri and children. The results of these ratings are presented in Table 5.11.

Table 5.11 Comhairleoir rating of child-appropriate register and interaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use of Irish with children</th>
<th>Interaction with children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Stiúrthóiri</td>
<td>% Assistants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=162</td>
<td>N=84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsatisfactory</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As already discussed, a quarter of Stiúrthóiri were considered excellent, and the majority of both Stiúrthóiri and their co-workers were considered to be at least satisfactory in their use of Irish with the children, but 7% of Stiúrthóiri and as many as 20% of their assistants are considered by Comhairleoirí to be weak or unsatisfactory in their use of Irish to the children. This is, of course, tied to Irish competence in general, since as already reported in Fig. 5.3, 18% of Stiúrthóiri and as many as 43% of the Stiúrthóiri Cúnta/Comhstíurthóiri were judged to have at best 'satisfactory' Irish.

Almost a third of Stiúrthóiri were considered to have excellent interpersonal skills with children, and only 2% of Stiúrthóiri and their assistants were judged to be weak on this measure. This of course reflects the fact that the people who choose to work with young children generally relate well to them. Nevertheless, about a fifth of all Stiúrthóiri and their assistants show room for improvement in their personal dealings with the children, and might be helped by in-service training.

Comhairleoirí were asked to evaluate the range of activities provided in each naíonra, and the organisation of activities. Their ratings are presented in Table 5.12. A sixth of naíonraí were considered by Comhairleoirí to have an excellent range and organisation of activities. However, a tenth were judged to be at best weak on this item, and over a quarter only satisfactory. This may, of course, partly reflect a resources problem, since it is difficult to provide a wide range of activities without adequate funding.

Utilisation of the range of activities to promote language learning and use was considered by Comhairleoirí to be at least good in over half of naíonraí, but it was only satisfactory in another quarter, and at best weak in the remainder. Thus, it would appear that there is
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room for improvement in about half of naíonraí to optimise children’s language learning and use through all of the activities they engage in during their time in the naíonraí.

Table 5.12 Range and organisation of activities (Comhairleoir rating).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Range of activities</th>
<th>Organisation of activities</th>
<th>Reinforcement of language through activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsatisfactory</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the atmosphere in the naíonraí, Comhairleoirí judged that about three-quarters had a pleasant atmosphere which promoted development, with ‘controlled freedom’. Children were judged to be at ease in 90% of naíonraí, and two-thirds of naíonraí were judged to offer a lot of variety. Comhairleoirí considered that 16% of naíonraí were too noisy while another 5% were too quiet; 12% showed a lack of discipline while 7% showed an excess of discipline, with a school-like atmosphere.

Comhairleoirí noted whether individual Stiúrthóirí had special skills in particular areas. Almost half of all Stiúrthóirí were judged to be highly skilled in story-telling, use of rhymes, music and crafts, while less than a third were highly skilled in art or drama.

In response to a general evaluative overview, Comhairleoirí were asked whether they thought that individual Stiúrthóirí made economical use of the time available in the naíonraí to promote the child’s overall development, and 19% were judged to be excellent, 42% good, and 29% satisfactory. However, a minority, 10%, were considered to be at best weak in this regard.

The picture that emerges from this assessment is of a distribution of naíonraí which is tilted towards excellence, with about 20% performing excellently, and about 70% performing well or satisfactorily, but with about 10% performing weakly. The first priority, therefore, is to raise the level of performance of the weaker group. To this end, there might be consideration of targeted re-training for those who are performing least well, with, in addition (or as an alternative for those who are reluctant to attend) a targeting of information up-dates and some resources. A pairing arrangement between
Stiúrthóirí who are judged to be performing effectively with those who are less experienced might also provide a relatively unthreatening means of assisting these Stiúrthóirí to develop professionally. Finally, a longer-stay language course in the Gaeltacht with some parts focusing on interacting through Irish with young children might be the most important type of support which could be provided for those performing weakly, though this would require commitment from the individual Stiúrthóiri and Stiúrthóiri Cúnta involved, and encouragement or incentives from An Comhchoiste Réamhscoltaíochta.

5.9 CONCLUSIONS
The assessment by Comhairleoirí indicates that the majority of Stiúrthóirí perform their complex task either well or optimally, with only a minority in need of additional training or re-training. Responses from the Stiúrthóirí show that they are, in general, a group of highly committed and experienced workers with particular needs regarding training and equipment which must be addressed. The preparatory training course run by An Comhchoiste Réamhscoltaíochta is of vital importance, since this is the only, or the most specialised training, received by the majority of Stiúrthóirí. Current proposals to extend and develop this training course and gain official recognition for this qualification are welcomed. There is also a need to assign a high priority to the improvement of Irish skills in Stiúrthóiri and Assistants with lower levels of competence. These two central questions of training and Irish competence in Stiúrthóiri are discussed in Chapter 8.

The need for more resources for naionrái are well recognised, but less attention has been given to the need for Stiúrthóirí to interact with their peers and observe other naionrái. Issues such as low pay and lack of professional recognition and advancement are also serious ones, and need to be addressed in order to maintain commitment and increase effectiveness.

Regarding activities, it is clear that most Stiúrthóirí provide a wide range of activities for the children in their naionrái, aimed at benefiting their physical, cognitive, emotional and social development, as well as their second language learning. However, the most successful naionrái utilise all of these activities for advancing the children’s Irish in the process of developing other skills. Early immersion requires an adaptation of the methodology in use in mother-tongue pre-schooling, and a careful balance of activities and groupings to ensure that children receive the maximum amount of Irish input and opportunities to interact in the language. Such work planning and organisation requires detailed and comprehensive training if it is to be implemented most effectively.

Stiúrthóiri face a most demanding task, but it is important that their dual objectives of fostering general development and Irish acquisition are not submerged in a need either simply to keep children busy, or to teach them in a formal way, as Geutard (1980) outlined. Instead they need to steer a course between both extremes, with constant review of the level of Irish input received by each child in the course of a session’s activities.
Chapter 6

Measuring Irish Achievement in the Naíonra

6.1 INTRODUCTION
A key aim of the research strategy was to obtain an objective assessment of the Irish achievement of a representative sample of naïonra children. These data on achievement can be linked to information supplied by the parents, Stiúrthóirí and Comhairleoirí, allowing an analysis of the range of factors which contributes to the child’s experience of the naïonra.

In this chapter, the process of test development is outlined (Section 6.2): the tests for comprehension, production and imitation of Irish, and the test of general cognitive ability (administered in each child’s mother tongue) are described (Section 6.3). Section 6.4 deals with the selection of naïonra and of children for testing. A key feature of this process was that naïonrai were stratified according to the areas allocated to each of the ten Comhairleoirí: within each Comhairleoirí’s area, every naïonra had an equal probability of selection, and within each chosen naïonra every child had an equal probability of selection. This allows the construction of weights so that results for the 225 children actually selected for testing can be generalised to the total population of naïonra children from which they were drawn. The reliability and validity of the tests are discussed in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 describes the overall levels of proficiency attained by naïonra pupils in Irish comprehension and production, and the accuracy of their imitation of Irish utterances, and it outlines the inter-relationships between scores on these tests, as well as the test of general cognitive ability. The final section gives an overview of what the test results indicate about the children’s knowledge of Irish. Chapter 7 will then go on to consider the factors which exert the greatest influence on the children’s Irish test results.

6.2 TEST DEVELOPMENT
Three instruments were used to measure different aspects of the child’s development and achievement:

1. an objective Irish test of the children’s comprehension, production and imitation in Irish, administered entirely through Irish, but with many examples
and checks completed to ensure that the child understood the task to be performed;
2. a test of general cognitive development which was administered in the child’s native language, English or Irish; and
3. an assessment of the child’s overall development in terms of linguistic, social and physical skills by the Stiúrthóir.

All tests were administered to the children individually. The tests were devised by researcher, in consultation with experienced Stiúrthóirí and members of An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta. Egan’s (1981) test of Irish achievement in the naonra was used as a guideline, but the methodology had to be adapted to suit the change in sample size and test situation. Given the limited time possible for the testing of each child, by non-psychologists, it was decided to develop short tests which could be administered by the Comhairleoiri. It was necessary that the test of general cognitive ability be supplied both in Irish and English, so that every child could be tested in his/her mother-tongue. Both the tests of the children’s Irish and the test of General Cognitive Ability were based on:

a) detailed prior observations of naonra activities;
b) the recommendations of experienced naonra personnel; and
c) adaptations of items from commercially available tests of pre-school children, comprising the Keele Pre-school Assessment Guide (Tyler 1980), the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts (Psychological Corporation 1986), the Rhode Island Profile of Early Learning Behavior (Novack et al. 1982) and the Pre-school Language Assessment Instrument (Blank et al. 1978).

The testing of children who are aged only 3-4 years obviously challenges the test developer to keep the test enjoyable and non-intimidating, and yet objective and probing. Since the children sampled were required to undergo tests both of their Irish proficiency and of general cognitive development, and since the attention span of three-year-old children is not long, there were also time constraints imposed on the length of any one test. The tests were piloted on a group of 30 children in February 1993, and revised in the light of those findings.

In the field, the tests of Irish achievement and General Cognitive Ability were administered by the Comhairleoiri of An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta. They are experienced naonrai personnel who were familiar to the sampled children from monthly visits to the naonraí in their individual districts. They participated in a short training course on administering the test. This course used taped examples of children’s responses from the pilot to give them experience of the types of responses they could expect, and guidance in dealing with any problems. They committed themselves to making the testing as enjoyable and unthreatening as possible for the children, while maintaining an objective and impartial position with regard to test outcome. Tribute is paid here to their professionalism and commitment to this endeavour, which would not have been possible without them.
6.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTS

6.3.1 The Irish Test

The test of the children's Irish achievement is of interest for several reasons. This is the first time that an objective test of three- to four-year-old children's Irish has been administered to such a large sample of children. This test attempts to establish a baseline of what children know after one year in an Irish-medium play-group and formalises the knowledge which Stiúrthóirí and naíonraí personnel have of the extent of the children's achievement. This is valuable, since it will help teachers in primary schools, and others, to know what to expect from naíonnaí pupils. Thus, it is hoped that this study will contribute to a better awareness of the achievement of children in the naíonnaí, enabling teachers to build on the foundations already laid down.

The Irish tests comprised tests on comprehension, production and imitation. Because the majority of the children in the naíonnaí are experiencing their first exposure to Irish they were expected to have better comprehension than production of the language at this stage. Therefore, in order to capture the greater spread of abilities, there were more items in the comprehension test than in the production test. The language items in each test were drawn from several domains such as colours, parts of the body, shapes, common actions, children's possessions, relevant adjectives, and phrases which relate to common naíonnaí activities and experiences such as eating, distribution of coats etc. The Irish test developed as part of this project is a research instrument, with potential application in further studies of the naíonnaí. It cannot, at present, be made available for general perusal or use, in order to safeguard its future potential as a validated research instrument.

6.3.2 The Irish Comprehension Test

The comprehension test contained 36 items. After several sample items which ensured that children understood the task required of them (i.e. point to the object requested), they proceeded to the test items. In 36 items children were presented with three pictures, and asked to choose a particular item to show that they had understood which item the tester had asked for, e.g. *cú bhiail an módra?* (where is the dog?). The remaining six items in this test consisted of requests that the child carry out certain actions such as *ulmáidh dao shíne* (close your eyes).

6.3.3 The Irish Production Test

The majority of the children in the test sample had experienced only two and a half term's exposure to Irish (amounting to about 30 weeks' attendance, with 10-15 hours each week) and their production of the language was still very restricted. Many children at this stage of second language acquisition are reluctant to speak the language, in fact, and manifest a 'silent period' (Tabors and Snow 1994, Saville-Troike 1988, Krashen, 1985, Hakuta, 1976) although their comprehension may be quite good. In her study of one child's acquisition of Irish in the naíonnaí, Owens (1992) began collecting data only in the child’s second year in the naíonnaí. In devising the Irish production test, it was considered important to tap into the children's productive abilities as far as was possible, but it was
recognised that, given the restrictions in time and the difficulty in eliciting language from young learners, the test would have to be realistic in the demands it placed on the children. For that reason it was kept quite short, but it allowed an opportunity for greater productivity on two picture description items.

The production test contained 21 items. The tester pointed to objects, pictures or body-parts, and asked the child to name them or say their colour. In the case of four items the children were shown one picture which was described by the tester, and then another picture was shown containing the antonym of the first descriptor, which the tester tried to elicit by pointing and saying, for example, tá sé seo mór, tá sé seo -? (this is big, this is--?). Two items consisted of free description of two scenes which related to naionra activities. It was considered necessary to use such naionra-related scenes in order to provide children who had no experience of Irish at home with a context for their spoken Irish, and to facilitate vocabulary. The children were initially shown a sample picture, which the tester described by saying: Féach ar an bhpiiciúr seo. Tá ráid ag an bhuainn. Féach na bríosaí agus an bhaile. Tá an buachaill sin dánta (Look at this picture. They are eating lunch. Look at the biscuits and milk. That boy is naughty). The tester evaluated the children’s output for fluency and comprehensiveness, on a six-point scale, ranging from ‘no response’, ‘English only’ (despite prompts) ‘a few words in Irish’, ‘Irish phrases or broken sentences’, ‘one or two sentences and some words in Irish’ and ‘3 Irish sentences or more’. Testers were instructed to begin with a general prompt: cad tá sa piiciúr seo? (what is in this picture?) and then to pause for at least 10 seconds. If the child remained silent they were instructed to point to a child in the picture and say cad tá sé sí sin a dhéanamh? (what is he/she doing?). If the child still remained silent or spoke in English only, after a further pause, the testers were instructed to point to items in the picture, pause at each one and ask féach air seo - cad e seo? (look at this - what is this?). Thus, children were encouraged initially to give a general description of the picture, but after being given a reasonable opportunity for this, they were prompted to describe an action element of the picture, and finally, if no response was forthcoming, they were encouraged to describe or name items in the picture, in an attempt to elicit the highest level of spontaneous production in Irish that the child was capable of. It was not considered feasible to tape and transcribe the children’s production on these items in this study, and instead it was decided to concentrate on their general level of Irish fluency in a description of the naionra scenes.

6.3.4 The Irish Imitation Test
The accuracy of the children’s imitation of Irish phrases was measured, in order to test the link between imitative ability and second language acquisition skills. While it is accepted that imitation alone cannot capture the complex process of language acquisition, it has long been accepted (see Ervin-Tripp 1970, Slovin and Welsh 1975) that children’s imitative ability provides information on their ability to perceive speech and store it in short-term memory, before organising output. It was decided to test the children’s imitation of a number of sentences which were similar in vocabulary and construction to the type of language heard in the naionra. The tester was instructed to say
the test sentence naturally, neither too quickly nor too slowly, and once only. The children were given an example, and if they failed this example the tester gave them further help until she was sure that they understood the task. The imitation test items ranged from a sentence containing only two syllables to one containing ten syllables. The testers were instructed in how to mark as 'hits' the syllables which the children repeated, and 'misses' those which they did not.

6.3.5 The General Cognitive Ability Test: Native Language
This test was administered only in the child's native language, and two equivalent versions were therefore prepared, one in Irish and one in English. The tester was instructed to consult with the Stiurthóir prior to testing regarding the child's dominant language, as well as making her own judgement on the matter. Both the English and the Irish versions of the test were included in the test booklet.

This test was based on several instruments for pre-school assessment (listed in Section 6.2), but had to be much shorter than any already available since this test needed to be carried out after the Irish tests. Therefore it is, of necessity, less narrowly focused than the Irish language tests, but it was considered to be a useful measure for the purposes of this research of the children's general cognitive ability. The test aimed to assess children's knowledge of personal details (e.g. name, address, sex), memory (repetition of numbers, order of appearance of various items), time concepts (days of the week, understanding of ‘today’ and ‘tomorrow’), and number concepts (counting blocks), first language skills (knowledge of various nursery rhymes, ability to recite a story, understanding of complex prepositions, ability to follow a three-part instruction, and ability to list differences between, for example, a bird and a dog).

6.3.6 Stiurthóir Assessment of Child
In addition to the individual tests of Irish and General Cognitive Ability administered by the Comhairleoir, additional information on the tested children was collected from their Stiurthóirí. They were asked to assess each child on a scale of leg (weak), sásúil (satisfactory), go maith (good), an-whelth (very good), ar fheabhas (excellent) under the following headings (based on the Keene Pre-school Assessment Instrument): Neamhspleáchas (independence), Forbairt Shóisialta (social development), Líneocht (drawing), Scileanna Láimhscíla, (manual skills), Ghnúiseacht (mobility), Scéalaitoche (story-telling and story-comprehension), Ceol agus Rainn (music and rhymes), Cumas Teanga Dhéilthe (first language skills), Scileanna Seachtí on Dorn Teanga (second language acquisition skills). Examples of each category were given to Stiurthóirí. For present purposes, these ratings are averaged to give an overall Stiurthóir rating for each child, excluding the rating for handedness and second language acquisition skills. This rating is called the 'Stiurthóir Assessment'.
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6.4 SAMPLING AND WEIGHTING

The census of children in naionraí in February 1993 was used as a sampling frame in selecting the children to be tested. The 182 naionraí sessions in the Census were stratified according to the areas allocated to each of the ten Comhairleoirí, since it was they, as familiar visitors to their districts' naionraí, who would conduct the testing, and it was important to try to spread the considerable workload between them. Two sessions were chosen in each Comhairleoir's area. A third randomly selected session was also included for each of the three Comhairleoirí dealing with Dublin, which contains a greater density of naionraí. An additional randomly selected session was also included in two other areas, in order to ensure adequate representation of Gaeltacht naionraí, giving a total of 25 sampled naionraí.

Within each Comhairleoir's area, every naionraí session had an equal probability of selection. Within each chosen naionraí every child had an equal probability of selection. When a naionraí was randomly sampled, 10 children from that naionraí's roll were, in turn, randomly selected, with two substitutes to allow for children missing through illness etc. on the days of testing. When naionraí with fewer than 10 children were selected, all of the children on their roll were tested. A random sample of 225 children was finally drawn from the 25 sampled naionraí and each child was tested individually. Of this sample of 225, 167 children were in Galltaí naionraí, and 58 were in Gaeltacht naionraí.

However, the result of this process was that overall, some children and some naionraí were more likely than others to be selected for the test sample. Although the naionraí selected in a given Comhairleoir's district had an equal probability of selection, some Comhairleoirí had fewer naionraí in their districts than others, so that the naionraí nationwide did not all have an equal probability of appearing in the final sample. Children served by the Comhairleoirí with fewest naionraí in their care had a better chance of having their naionraí selected in the first instance, and, once their naionraí was selected, children in smaller naionraí were more likely to be selected subsequently for testing. In fact, they were certain to be selected if the naionraí had only 10 pupils or fewer.

These small differences can easily be calculated and the results adjusted to be what they would have been had the sample been on a nationally randomised basis, rather than randomly within districts. Weights can be constructed corresponding to the inverse of the probability of selection. In this way, naionraí and children who are under-represented in the sample can be given a higher weight in the analysis, and naionraí which are over-

---

1As indicated earlier, the probability of selection for a given naionraí depends simply on the ratio between the number of naionraí selected and the total number of naionraí in the relevant Comhairleoirí's area; and the probability of selection for each child depends on the ratio between the number of children selected (usually, 10 or, in smaller naionraí, simply the number of pupils in the naionraí) and the number of children in the naionraí.
represented can be given a lower weight to arrive at results which are representative of the situation for all children in all naionra.

While weights which simply correct for the probability of selection give a sample which is generally representative of the national situation, there is additional information on the population under study (all children in all naionra) which can be used to ensure greater accuracy in certain aspects. The information on home language, obtained from parents and Stiurthóirí, was used to derive adjusted weights, which ensure that weighted analyses will accurately reflect the linguistic background of the total population of naionra children. The adjustment was made using a crosstabulation of children's home language background (English, Irish or a mixture) and Gaeltacht/Gaeltacht location from the naionra Census statistics and from the test sample, weighted using inverse of probability of selection. The adjustment is derived by taking the ratio of the population in each cell to the numbers in the test sample in the same cell.¹

Table 6.1 shows some basic statistics on age and sex for the population of naionra pupils, the selected sample, and the weighted sample.

Table 6.1 Distribution of children by age and sex: population and test sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Naionra Census</th>
<th>Unweighted test sample</th>
<th>Weighted test sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=2,487</td>
<td>N=225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion female</td>
<td>49.3%</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
<td>49.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of age</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The children in the test sample are, on average, about 1 month older than the average in the total population, even when weighting is taken into account. The somewhat lower standard deviation of age in the test sample is largely due to some under-representation in the lowest age groups (aged under 3) – a small group in the population, and an even smaller one in the sample. This also contributes to the gap in average ages. Overall, however, the age and sex distributions of the population and the weighted test sample are very similar.

¹The main effect of this adjustment is on children within Gaeltacht areas, where naionra Census statistics indicate that the test sample under-represented children with a home background described as English speaking, and over-represents those with a home background described as a mixture of English and Irish.
About 63% of the children tested had English as their home language, 32% heard some Irish as well as English at home, and 5% had Irish as the home language; this compares with figures of 73%, 21% and 6% for the total population. The weighted analyses correct for this difference, as indicated in Table 6.2, which shows the distribution of children across home language backgrounds within the Gaeltacht and Galltacht, in the population and in the test sample.

Table 6.2 Distribution of children by Galltacht/Gaeltacht and home language background and test sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Naionra Census population</th>
<th>Unweighted test sample</th>
<th>Weighted test sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=2,487</td>
<td>N=225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion in Galltacht</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with home language:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish and English</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>84.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion in Gaeltacht</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with home language:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish and English</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The weighting procedure, as described earlier, incorporates an adjustment to ensure that the analyses are representative of the naionra population in terms of these key characteristics, so that the distribution for the weighted sample matches closely that of the naionra Census population. The minor remaining differences arise from the fact that the test sample does not include any children in whose homes languages other than Irish or English were spoken; this small fraction of the population cannot therefore be represented by the test sample.
6.5 ASSESSMENT OF THE TEST INSTRUMENTS

6.5.1 Validity
A test is considered to have content validity if its items are a balanced and adequate sampling of the course or curriculum it is designed to cover. No formal course or curriculum is laid down for the naonraí, but objectives were identified in discussion with experienced personnel in An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaiochta, and from observations of naonraí sessions. Thus, in developing this test, content validity was safeguarded by eliciting item types and language elements to be tested from experienced Stiúrthóirí, observing a number of naonraí sessions, and examining the teaching materials, books and rhymes used currently in the naonraí. This process indicated that, for the majority of children who enter the naonraí with little or no Irish, the first aim is to develop comprehension, with particular emphasis both on single-word vocabulary and on the acquisition of multi-morphemic phrases or formulas, such as cé leis é seo? (whose is this?). (For a discussion of formulas see Hickey 1993: Mhic Mhathúna 1995). For children who already have moderate or high proficiency in Irish, the objective is language enrichment, through vocabulary development and the promotion of better communicative competence in their use of Irish. It must be emphasised that the Irish tests focused only on the children’s Irish achievement, and did not attempt to evaluate children’s progress regarding the range of other educational and social objectives in operation in naonraí.

The test of General Cognitive Ability was based on internationally recognised tests for pre-school children\(^1\), adapted for Irish children. Its purpose here is to provide a benchmark of the children’s general ability, so that their achievement in Irish can be placed in the context, not only of their home language background, but also of their general ability. Since time and funding constraints did not allow children to be tested at the beginning of their period in the naonraí, the results of this general test cannot be used to evaluate their progress on the wider objectives of the naonraí, but only allow for comparison between children of different levels of cognitive ability with regard to their acquisition of Irish.

After the items had been written they were revised in consultation with experienced naonraí personnel. This revised test was then piloted on almost 30 children, when some clarification of examples and testers' prompts were added. The test was considered to have adequate content validity following these clarifications.

6.5.2 Statistical Properties of the Tests: Reliability
A test must be a reliable and consistent measure of a particular skill if it is to be interpreted with confidence. There are several methods of estimating reliability. Under the test-retest method, the same test is applied to the same subjects on two distinct

---

\(^1\) Keele Pre-school Assessment Guide (Tyler 1980), the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts (Psychological Corporation 1986), the Rhode Island Profile of Early Learning Behavior (Novack et al. 1982) and the Pre-school Language Assessment Instrument (Blank et al. 1978).
occasions, with the correlation between individual scores on each occasion used as an estimate of the reliability coefficient. The split-halves method, by contrast, relies on one administration of a test, but forms two sub-tests by splitting this test into two half-tests (often odd vs. even items). The alternative-form method combines elements of these two approaches: an alternative form of the test (covering all the same areas, but with alternative items) is administered a short time after the first test. The test-retest method has the inherent difficulty that experience with the first test may influence responses to the second; results based on split halves can depend on which of the many ways of splitting a test into two halves is chosen; and alternative forms of a test which are suitable for reliability measurement can be difficult to construct.

For these reasons, Carmines and Zeller (1994) recommend the use of Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach, 1951), which is the most commonly used measure of the internal consistency of a test. It is closely related to the reliability coefficients calculated by splitting the test into two halves: Cronbach's alpha is the average value of the reliability coefficients obtained for all possible 'split-halves' of the test items. It can also be interpreted as the expected correlation between an actual test and a hypothetical alternative form. It represents a generalisation of the Kuder-Richardson formula (KR20) for tests involving only dichotomous items. Table 6.3 shows estimates of the reliability of each of the sub-tests based on Cronbach's alpha.

### Table 6.3 Reliability coefficients: Cronbach's alpha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation</td>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Cognitive Ability</td>
<td>Native language</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stíthfhóir Assessment</td>
<td>Irish and native language</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimated reliability coefficients for the different tests, lying between 0.86 and 0.95, are considered satisfactory for the purposes of the present study.\(^1\) This indicates that the test can be used repeatedly in relatively unchanging situations and will produce consistent or nearly consistent results.

\(^1\)Carmines and Zeller (1994) indicate that, while it is difficult to specify a minimum value of reliability which should apply in all situations, their belief is that reliabilities 'should not be below 0.80 for widely used scales'.
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The results on the Irish tests are used for two distinct purposes. The first, as indicated in Section 6.2, was to assess the degree to which children achieved the basic objectives of the naíonrái as regards the comprehension, imitation and production of simple utterances. This is dealt with mainly in Section 6.6 below. The second purpose was to provide a scale which offered good discrimination between individuals, in order to assess the influence of different home background and naíonra factors on Irish achievement (Chapter 7). In this context, a brief summary of the item difficulty and discrimination statistics is of interest.¹

The distributions of item difficulty statistics (measured as the proportion of children passing a (dichotomous) item for each test) was calculated. The comprehension test was the least difficult, with most items being passed by over 60% of pupils, yielding a mean item difficulty of 68.8%. However, the production test, which is the one mainly used in the analysis in Chapter 7, has a mean item difficulty of just over 50%, close to the theoretical ideal for a test of individual differences, and a relatively even spread of item difficulty in the range 20% to 80%. The imitation test had a mean item difficulty of 62%, while the general cognitive ability test had a mean item difficulty of 58%.

The discrimination index for an item measures how well it discriminates between those with above average and below average scores on the relevant test. The distributions of item discrimination indices for each test are based on the biserial correlation between performance on the item and performance on the test.² These statistics indicate that for the production and imitation tests, all items exceed the 0.59 discrimination level. At least 77% of the items in each of the other tests (comprehension and general cognitive ability) had discrimination levels above 0.40 and at least 87% of the items had discrimination levels above 0.30.

6.6 INTER-TEST CORRELATIONS

The children’s scores on the tests were found to be significant; they correlated, as is shown in Table 6.4. The high correlation between Irish comprehension and Irish production indicates that the two tests are tapping into a common core of language learning. Irish imitation was found to correlate in a relatively stable manner with the two other Irish tests, and it may offer a useful tool to Stiúrthóiri in estimating children’s progress informally. We recall that the rating by Stiúrthóiri of the test children in their naíonra takes account of their estimates of social and motor development as well as their

¹As Martin (1990) indicates, these properties are of less interest in the context of ‘criterion-referenced’ tests, when priority is accorded to the inclusion of items representing all relevant domains of knowledge, rather than the statistical properties described below.

²Technically, the biserial correlation can be defined as the ‘product-moment correlation between a normally distributed latent variable underlying the right-wrong dichotomy and the criterion measure’ (Millman and Greene, 1989, p. 360). Less formally, it is a correlation which takes into account the fact that one of the variables in question is a dichotomy (takes on either a value of 0 or of 1) and the other can be regarded as continuous.
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Table 6.4 Correlations between tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Imitation</th>
<th>GCA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production (Irish)</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation (Irish)</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Cognitive Ability</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stùurthoir Assessment (n=207)</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: All correlations are significantly different from zero (p < .001).*

Language skills (see Section 6.3 above), Table 6.4 above shows that these ratings correlate significantly with the Irish and general cognitive ability tests. The test of general cognitive ability correlates less highly, although still positively and significantly, with comprehension and production. This is most likely due to the fact that it tested a broader range of skills, since in addition to children's use of their native language, it also tested their memory, concepts of space, time and number.

6.7 WHAT THE CHILDREN KNOW: AN OVERVIEW

6.7.1 Mastery Scores

This study looked at the outcome of the second language acquisition process, rather than the process, as was reviewed by Tabor and Snow (1994) and by Owens (1992) in a case study of one child acquiring Irish as L2 and Siencyn (1983) for 41 children acquiring Welsh. Tabor and Snow noted that minority language children initially went through a period of using only their home language in the L2 pre-school, followed by a non-verbal period when they were engaged in trying to crack the code of the L2 in order to comprehend it. When they begin to use the L2, it tends to be telegraphic or formulaic, until finally children begin to use their L2 productively.

Owens (1992) found that her daughter Eithne had, at the end of one year in the naionra, quite advanced comprehension skills, with a considerable but more limited productive vocabulary, a store of rhymes and songs and a few phrases. It was not until her second year in the naionra that Eithne showed more rapid progress in Irish production. This fits with the research evidence that young L2 learners may initially go through a 'silent period' of perhaps several months, when they are reluctant to speak any of the L2, although they may appear to comprehend quite well (Tabor and Snow, 1994; Hakuta, 1976; Hatch, 1974).

The process observed by Siencyn was that, by the end of the third term in the Welsh-medium play-group over half of the children had 'some Welsh understanding', while about a quarter had 'a considerable amount of Welsh understanding'. There was a fairly
similar distribution for ability to speak Welsh at that visit. However, by the following November (after most of the subjects had started primary school) a larger gap between comprehension and production had opened up, with Welsh production lagging behind comprehension.

In this study, the Irish test was designed to show whether individual pupils or groups of pupils had reached particular levels of Irish proficiency. The level of success expected was judged by experienced naíonra personnel familiar with children's progress in the naíonra. Generally, children doing a test are not expected to succeed on every item and when the tests were being constructed it was decided that a success rate of about 75% on each test would indicate mastery of the language objectives for the majority of naíonra children. Children who achieved a success rate of at least 40% were judged to have made minimal progress (see Harris, 1984). The children's levels of achievement on the tests are summarised in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 Achievement on the Irish tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Section</th>
<th>% Reaching 40% success on test</th>
<th>% Reaching 75% success on test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galltacht N=167</td>
<td>Gaeltacht N=58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Analyses weighted, as described in Section 6.4 to arrive at results which are representative of all children in all naíonra.

In the case of the naíonra children there was evidence of a larger gap than in Siencyn's subjects between comprehension and production, with more children reaching a higher score on the comprehension test than on production. Almost all of the children made at least minimal progress in comprehension, indicating worthwhile development, especially among children who had entered the naíonra with no Irish at all. Overall then, over 40% of children leaving the naíonra can be said to have significant skills in Irish comprehension (scoring 75% or more), and 95% have made at least minimal progress in Irish comprehension (scoring 40% or more).

Regarding production, about half of Galltacht children and three-quarters of Gaeltacht children made at least minimal progress (scoring 40% or more). However, it is not surprising that, at this very early stage of second language acquisition, a far lower proportion reached the higher mastery level score of 75% on the production test. Over one-third of Gaeltacht children reached this mastery level compared to only 7% of Galltacht children.
Personality factors play a role in early L2 production, such as the child's temperament and willingness to take risks with the words and phrases that have been acquired. Wong Fillmore (1976) showed the variability between young Spanish-speaking learners of English is their use of formulas and phrases: one child was a risk taker who was prepared to use her small store of English words and formulas at every opportunity, while another seemed to adopt a more analytic strategy, building up from single words. Not all formulas facilitate language learning; it has been demonstrated that some language learned as chunks becomes fossilised, resisting segmentation. However, another type of formula, given the appropriate stimulus and scaffolding, is segmented and analysed before it is fossilised, and allows the child to progress from ‘item learning’ in Cruttenden’s (1981) terms, to ‘system learning’. Mhic Mhathúna (1995) commented that the crucial phase in L2 learning among the four children in the naionra she observed came when they began to use their formulas in novel contexts as well as in their original contexts, which coincided with the beginnings of more creative speech.

On the imitation test, more than 90% of the children could accurately imitate a two-syllable sentence, e.g. Né déan (don’t). However, in a five-syllable sentence, the majority of children could imitate only the last two syllables. This pattern of echoic imitation was also noted in other studies of language acquisition (e.g. Slobin and Welsh 1973) and probably reflects a strategy of seizing only what remains of uncomprehended utterances in short-term memory. The advantage shown by Gàilteacht children on this test compared to Gaeltacht children is an interesting one. It is possible that Gaeltacht children, with better comprehension of the test sentences than Gàilteacht children, were trying to ‘answer’ them in ways other than by imitation. It is also possible that Gàilteacht naionra children have more practice with directed imitation of this sort than Gaeltacht children. For the purposes of the analyses in Chapter 7, the comprehension and production test results were, in the main, considered to be the most useful.

Overall, it was found that the children scored better on comprehension and imitation than on production. This is the expected pattern of development, with better ability in the early stages of acquisition to imitate and understand, before children become adept at productive use of the second language.

Table 6.6 looks at the effect of home language on the test results. This table shows that almost all children, regardless of their home language, could answer 40% of the comprehension test correctly, but whereas all of the Irish native-speakers could pass most of the items (at 75%) only about one-third of the children from English-only homes had reached this level. The production scores were more discriminating, and only half of children who heard no Irish at home, and two-thirds of those who heard some, had made at least minimal progress in production. Only a small minority of children from English-only homes, and about a quarter from homes where some Irish was used had reached mastery on the Irish production test, in passing 75% of items. Of course it must be remembered that in all groups children may not have performed up to their true
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Table 6.6 Test scores by home language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home language</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Initiation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% reaching</td>
<td>% reaching</td>
<td>% reaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English-only</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N=142)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish and English</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N=71)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish only (N=12)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ability as a result of test anxiety, but every care possible was taken to ensure that children were comfortable and that they heard the dialect that was most familiar to them during testing. Nevertheless, it is accepted that testing a group of children who are as young as 7 years is difficult and will produce some performance errors. While a majority of the children from Irish-only homes reached mastery levels on production, about a quarter scored somewhere between 40% and 75% on this test. Again, some children’s score may have been depressed by unfamiliarity with the test situation, and the production test which required more volunteering of information than the more structured comprehension test, allowed for a greater influence of personal/emotional factors.

It was possible to map a field of salience for the children in the language items comprehended and produced, with the more salient vocabulary and sentences for life in the naionra being comprehended or produced by more children. There is a cluster of items which were correctly answered by over 70% of children, while another group of items was answered correctly by only 40%. The children did well on commands and sentences which are part of naionra routine or games, such as *sul sios* (sit down), *seasfas* (stand up), *is liomsa é!* (it’s mine), *tá d’fhéag an doire* (there’s someone at the door); these may well be formulas for the children, or unanalysed wholes which they did not use productively (Hickey 1993, Mhic Mhathúna 1993). Some items which score well come from rhymes and songs. Others refer to body parts and this was vocabulary which the majority could produce. It is noteworthy that the central features *sín* (eye), *sírín* (nose) and *díol* (mouth) scored significantly more highly than the more peripheral *gruaig* (hair) and *clusas* (ear), which appear to be less salient and were known by few.

1 It should be noted that this does not represent chance, since most items in the production test were open-ended.
2 Examples of specific items here must be limited, since it is important to preserve the integrity of the test for future use.
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children. Similarly in colours, the more vibrant painting and colouring terms *dearg* (red) and *bui* (yellow) were acquired by more children than *dubh* (black). Overall, those items which described naionra objects, events or experiences which were likely to be of greater personal interest to children scored more highly, with, for example, *is liomao é* (it’s mine) being answered correctly more often than the corresponding question *cé leis é seo?* (whose is this?), and *bróga* (shoes) and *madra* (dog) scoring more highly than *gealach* (moon) or *bosca* (box).

6.7.2 General Cognitive Ability
Analysis of the scores on general cognitive ability indicated a distribution skewed towards higher ability on this test among this group. Forty-one percent of the sample scored in the top third, and 50% scored between 33% and 66%. Only 8% of the sample scored in the bottom third on this test of general cognitive ability. While it is not possible to compare these scores with those for children in other pre-school models, it is likely that they indicate some level of selection in operation, with parents being more likely to choose Irish immersion pre-schooling over mother-tongue pre-schooling if they perceive their child to be very able. The effect of general cognitive ability on progress in immersion education will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

6.8 CONCLUSION
This chapter outlined the tests developed and used in this project. Tests of Irish comprehension, production and imitation were designed. In addition, a short test of general cognitive ability was developed, complemented by a social/developmental rating by the Stiúrthóir, based on her extensive experience with the children. The sample of children was described, along with the system of weights used to ensure that the results are representative for all children in all naionraí. Data from parents and Stiúrthóirí regarding home language also allowed the construction of weights which ensured that the weighted analyses accurately reflect the language background of all naionrai children, not just those drawn in the sample.

The tests were found to be valid, and the reliability coefficients were found to be satisfactory. The overall results on the Irish tests showed that about half of the children answered most of the comprehension test correctly, and 95% had made at least minimal progress in comprehension (answering at least 40% of those items correctly). As expected, the children’s production of Irish lagged behind their comprehension, and only 14% could accurately answer most of the production test items. Nevertheless, almost 60% had made minimal progress in Irish production. These results show that the children’s Irish achievement in the naionra is appreciable, with the overwhelming majority developing basic comprehension, and more than half having relatively advanced comprehension and a limited ability to express themselves in Irish. It is worth remembering here that these children therefore begin primary school having made significant progress in Irish acquisition already, unlike their peers who have not attended early Irish immersion.
Chapter 7

Influences on Irish Achievement

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the influences on children's Irish achievement in comprehension and production as measured by their test scores are investigated using a number of different statistical methods. Children's measured achievement would be expected to depend to some extent on their own general cognitive skills, on the language environment in their home and community, and on the particular language environment provided by the naíonra itself. Thus, the roles of individual child-level characteristics, family background and naíonra-level characteristics are explored in this chapter.

Section 7.2 shows the results of some 'bivariate' analyses, which allow for the effect of one independent variable (such as Gaeltacht/Galltacht location) on the dependent variable (e.g., production score) to be assessed. This provides some basic information on certain key determinants of test scores. It also allows comparisons with the results from Egan's (1981) study of 76 children attending naíonraí. While this information is useful in establishing a preliminary view of the influences, there are inherent limitations in bivariate analyses, because they do not take into account the interaction between independent variables. The inter-correlations between independent variables and the test scores are set out in Section 7.3.

Multivariate methods are needed in order to model more accurately the complex processes which underlie the variation in Irish achievement shown by the test scores. In Section 7.4, a number of multivariate methods are used to provide a more comprehensive view of the influences on children's production scores. The choice of production scores as the dependent variable was based on the evidence in Chapter 6, which indicated that the production score was the measure of Irish achievement which offers the best discrimination between high and low achievers. A hierarchical regression analysis, based on a logical ordering of the variables, is used to examine the relative role of key variables at child, family and naíonra-level. Some lines of inquiry suggested by this analysis are pursued using multiple regression analyses in which all variables are entered simultaneously. The structure of the data set, which is based on a sample of children drawn from 25 naíonraí, imposes particular limitations on the investigation of 'naíonra-level' effects. These limitations are investigated using a 'multi-level model', which takes explicit account of the different units of analysis involved (child and naíonra-levels). The
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The final section (7.5) discusses these results in the light of other research and draws together the conclusions from the analyses contained in the chapter.

7.2 BIVARIATE ANALYSES
A simple indication of the influence of a given variable on children’s test scores can be gained by focusing simply on the mean scores for children with different values of that variable. For example, consider the distinction between three-year olds and four-year-olds. In order to answer the question, ‘Do older children score better in the tests than younger children?’, one could simply compare the average score for the older group with that of younger children. The mean scores, as set out in Table 7.1 below, show that older children do indeed score higher than younger children, on average. A t-test of the differences between the mean scores indicates that, taking into account the sample sizes for the two sub-groups, a difference of this size would only arise by chance on fewer than 1 in 1000 occasions if the true, but unobserved means were in fact equal. Technically, this is expressed by saying that the significance level is ‘less than 0.001’, or $p < 0.001$. A smaller difference in means (or smaller sample sizes) might result in a difference which would not be regarded as statistically significant - the usual cut-off being a significance level of 5% (.05). Thus, if the difference could emerge by chance on more than 5 in every 100 occasions, it is not regarded as statistically significant.

Egan (1981) performed t-tests of this type in examining the impact of a number of different influences. For comparative purposes, we re-examine these findings here. As explained in Chapter 6, the sample for the present study was drawn in such a way that it could be weighted to be representative of the population of naíonra children: these weights are used in the bivariate analyses undertaken in the present section. It is of particular interest to know whether the results found in Egan’s survey are confirmed or contradicted by those based on the more systematic and representative sample of naíonraí used in this study; although it is also possible that differences in results may arise because of changes in the population of children attending naíonraí between 1981 and 1993.

One further statistical point merits attention before turning to the results of these bivariate analyses. Given the use of a 5% significance level to indicate statistical significance, the laws of probability suggest that one may find approximately 5 ‘significant’ results (or ‘false positives’) in a series of 100 t-tests. No correction for this is applied here, but the point should be borne in mind. However, it is one of the reasons for carrying out multivariate analyses (reported later in this chapter), which have the merit of taking more than two variables into account at a time.

7.2.1 Age
Egan (1981) noted that the older children in her sample had significantly more correct responses in her tests of Irish achievement. Table 7.1 shows that, in the present study,
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Table 7.1 Relationship between age and comprehension and production scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Scores (%)</th>
<th>3-year-olds (N=81)</th>
<th>4-year-olds (N=137)</th>
<th>2-tail significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four-year-olds also scored significantly higher than three-year-olds, both on the comprehension and production tests. Daniels (1995:169) noted that ‘there is a great deal of research to suggest that older children produce higher test results than younger children in the same class’. Bell and Daniels (1990) noted that this may be confounded with length of schooling, but they claim that their analysis showed that it is the age position of the child within the class which was the main explanatory factor for this performance difference. In the present study, both age-groups had higher comprehension test scores than production scores, and older children scored higher on both comprehension and production than younger children. This result points to older children’s greater maturational development, and their increased metalinguistic skills, which aid second language acquisition. It is also the case that four-year-olds are more likely to be able to perform to the best of their ability in a test situation than three-year-olds, who are likely to be more dependent on communicative context and less comfortable in a test. Age itself is highly correlated with another maturational variable, general cognitive ability, and, in fact, the multivariate statistical analysis reported in Section 7.4 shows that the age effect does not remain significant when other factors, including general cognitive ability, are entered into the equation. This result will be discussed in the light of the regression analysis.

7.2.2. Sex

Table 7.2 presents the t-test for sex differences.

Table 7.2 Relationship between sex and comprehension and production scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Scores (%)</th>
<th>Boys N=113</th>
<th>Girls N=112</th>
<th>2-tail significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The girls in the sample were found to score significantly higher on the comprehension test than did the boys. However, there was no significant difference in production scores. The multivariate analysis found that there was no significant effect for sex when other factors were controlled for. Therefore this marginal advantage for the girls should not be over-interpreted.

7.2.3 General Cognitive Ability
Although Egan (1981) collected questionnaire evidence of children's social, motor and cognitive development, it is not possible to compare our data on general cognitive ability and competence in Irish with the Egan survey because she did not directly measure the effect of differences in general ability on children's Irish achievement. Figure 7.1 suggests that the effect of general ability is more evident on production scores than on comprehension. The multivariate analyses indicated that general cognitive ability was strongly predictive of success on the production test, and that result will be discussed further in Section 7.5.

Figure 7.1 General cognitive ability and comprehension and production scores

7.2.4 Gaeltacht/Gaeltacht
Table 7.3 presents the t-test result on the relationship between residence in the Gaeltacht or Gailtacht and Irish test scores, in order to replicate Egan's test for this effect. These results, which are illustrated in Figure 7.2, are in line with the expectation that Gaeltacht
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children would be at an advantage compared to Gaeltacht children as a result of their greater exposure to Irish in their homes and community.

Table 7.3 Relationship between Gaeltacht/Gaeltacht residence and Irish tests scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Scores (%)</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=167</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=58</th>
<th>2-tail significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lack of a significant difference in the comprehension scores of Gaeltacht and Gaeltacht children (although there was a non-significant tendency for higher Gaeltacht scores) suggests considerable gains even by children in English-speaking areas in their understanding of Irish in the náisiúin, but may also point to a "ceiling effect" operating on the comprehension test. This arises because the comprehension test was constructed more with the L2 learner in mind, in order to obtain data about the most likely progress this group would make in acquiring the language. For this reason, it contained a relatively small number of more difficult items (the average score being 69%). Thus, it may have been difficult for the Gaeltacht children to display their superiority in comprehension, which might emerge in a test which included a greater number of relatively difficult items.

Figure 7.2 Gaeltacht/Gaeltacht residence and comprehension and production scores
The results show a significant advantage in production scores for the children in Gaeltacht naonraí compared to those in English-speaking districts. Egan (1981) found instead that the 49 children she tested in Galltacht naonraí had more correct Irish responses and fewer error responses than her sample of 27 Gaeltacht children. However, this may have been the result of a sampling bias in her study, whereby the relatively small number of Gaeltacht children tested were by chance not as good as the general population of Gaeltacht children. The results of the present study, showing that the children in Gaeltacht naonraí had significantly higher production scores than those in Galltacht naonraí, are in line with the expectation that exposure to community use of the language is beneficial.

It must be remembered that not all children attending Gaeltacht naonraí come from Irish-speaking homes. In fact, as Fig. 4.1 showed, over one-third of children attending Gaeltacht naonraí come from English-speaking homes, and a further two-fifths from Irish and English homes. Bivariate analyses of home language were carried out to assess the effect of these variables. Figure 7.3 shows the effect of home language on the children’s Irish test scores.

Figure 7.3 Home language and comprehension and production scores

T-tests showed that children from Irish-only and bilingual homes scored significantly higher than those from English-only homes on the production test (p<.001 for the former and p<.004 for the latter). Children from Irish-speaking homes also had significantly higher comprehension scores than those from English-speaking homes (p<.001). Children from Irish-medium homes had significantly higher comprehension (p<.001)
and production scores ($p<.001$) than children from bilingual homes. Thus, these results are in line with expectations, with evidence of a continuum of advantage in terms of Irish test scores for children from Irish-medium to bilingual homes over children from English-medium homes. Egan’s (1981) results were less clear-cut, with children from Irish-speaking homes doing no better on some measures than bilingual children, although, in terms of correct spoken responses the trend in her results, as in the present study, was for children from bilingual homes to achieve higher scores than those from English-only homes, and children from Irish-only homes to achieve higher scores than those from bilingual homes. 

It is of interest to examine the effect of home language on the children’s production of picture descriptions. The results from one such item are presented in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4 Home language and children’s language use in picture description

![Chart showing the mean percentage of responses by home language for different categories of picture description: No response, English only, Some Irish words, 1-2 Irish phrases, 3+ Irish sentences. Languages shown: English only, Irish & English, Irish.]

Fig. 7.4 shows that only about a third of the children from English-speaking homes responded to the request to describe a picture of a naionra-like scene, with some Irish in their response; about two-thirds produced English only or remained silent; about a quarter produced a few Irish words; less than a tenth were able to produce some Irish phrases or broken sentences and only a small minority could produce some Irish sentences and a list of words.
In contrast, over half of the responses of the children from bilingual homes were in Irish and showed a wider spread of Irish response types; roughly a third used a few words of Irish; about a tenth produced some Irish phrases and more than a tenth were able to produce a couple of Irish sentences and a list of words.

Finally, all the children from Irish-only homes produced Irish responses to the task; almost three-quarters of these children could describe the picture using Irish sentences, while the remainder produced only a few words in Irish, but none used English or gave no response. It must be expected that with children as young as 3 or 4 years, some reluctance and test-shyness could depress results, particularly on an item which requires more output from the child. Thus, a proportion of the responses which fell into the three lowest categories in particular (‘no response’ ‘English only’ and ‘some Irish words’) should be interpreted as reflecting the child’s preferred mode of dealing with the task, and may therefore underestimate those children’s Irish ability. This problem holds for any test of young children, where test anxiety may cause children to under-perform. Nevertheless, the evidence of an advantage for bilinguals over children from English homes is clear, and the advantage for children from Irish-speaking homes over both bilinguals and English speakers in even more pronounced.

7.2.5 Home Language by Galltacht/Gaeltacht
Egan went on to look at the interaction of home language with Galltacht/Gaeltacht location. This provides some information on the effect of community language, while controlling for the impact of home language, and is therefore of interest. Table 7.4 presents the two-way analyses of these results, using the weighted sample.

Table 7.4 shows that children from English-only homes in the Gaeltacht had significantly higher scores in the Irish production test than those from English-only homes living in English-speaking districts, although there was no significant difference between the groups on the Irish comprehension test. This result was replicated for children from homes in which English and Irish were spoken, with the bilingual children in the Gaeltacht having significantly higher production scores, though their comprehension scores did not differ significantly from the Galltacht children’s. Comparisons between children from Irish-only homes in the Galltacht and Gaeltacht were not possible, because of the very low number in this category for the Galltacht, as in Egan’s study.

These results point to the beneficial effect of exposure to Irish in the Gaeltacht community even for children whose home language is English only, as well as for children from bilingual homes. This effect may be a simple input frequency effect with residence in the Gaeltacht increasing input and affording opportunities to speak the language, but alongside input frequency and usage goes the fact that the language has a visibly higher status in the Gaeltacht than in the Galltacht, which is likely also to affect motivation. These results differ from Egan’s, who found an unexpected advantage for Galltacht English-speakers over Gaeltacht children from English-only homes. Given the differences in sampling procedures and sample sizes, the results in the present
Table 7.4 Relationship between home language, community language and Irish scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home Language</th>
<th>Gallacht/Gaeltacht</th>
<th>Comprehension (Mean %)</th>
<th>Production (Mean %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English only</td>
<td>Gallacht (N=142)¹</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gaeltacht (N=23)</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>52.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-tailed significance</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish and English</td>
<td>Gallacht (N=23)</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gaeltacht (N=23)</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-tailed significance</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish only</td>
<td>Gallacht (N=1)</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gaeltacht (N=12)</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>87.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-tailed significance</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Weighted test sample.

study, showing a positive effect on Irish production of Gaeltacht residence for children of all language backgrounds, are more likely to be representative.

7.2.6 Stiúrthóir’s Irish

Egan found that children in a naionra with a Stiúrthóir who was not a native speaker of Irish out-performed those with a native speaker Stiúrthóir. In the present study there was no significant difference between the scores of children who had a native or a non-native speaker Stiúrthóir. A re-analysis which grouped ‘native speaker’ with ‘native-speaker-like’ found that the children who had Stiúrthóirí at this higher level of Irish competence had significantly higher production scores. The effect of this variable was tested initially by t-test, as is presented in the ‘Full sample’ section of Table 7.5.

An examination of the effect of Stiúrthóir’s Irish by Gallacht/Gaeltacht location found that in Gaeltacht naonráí, the children with a native speaker Stiúrthóir or a Stiúrthóir with native-speaker-like competence had significantly higher comprehension scores. There was a tendency for these children also to have higher production scores, but this result was not found to be statistically significant. In Gaeltacht naonráí there was no effect of differences in the Irish competence of Stiúrthóirí, because all Gaeltacht Stiúrthóirí in the sample had at least native-speaker-like competence in Irish.

Overall, these results emphasise that the important distinction is not between native speakers and the rest, but between Stiúrthóirí with high levels of competence and those with moderate or lower levels of competence. Thus, the children whose Stiúrthóir has native-like competence in Irish have the same advantage as those whose Stiúrthóir is a native speaker. In practical terms this means that all Stiúrthóirí, whether native speakers
Table 7.5 Irish competence in Stíúrthoir and comprehension and production scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full sample (N=25)</th>
<th>Gallacht only (N=17)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Native-like (N=15)</td>
<td>Non-native-like (N=10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>65.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or not, can aspire to the highest levels of Irish achievement among the children in their naionraí, provided that they themselves have reached a high level of Irish competence.

7.2.7 Location
Table 7.6 presents the mean scores for children from naionraí in different locations.

Table 7.6 Naionra location and comprehension and production scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Naionra located in:</th>
<th>Comprehension mean scores</th>
<th>Production mean scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>private house (N=6)</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>62.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hall/public building (N=8)</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>62.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordinary school (N=4)</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other (N=1)</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all-Irish/Gaeltacht school (N=6)</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bivariate analyses found that there was a significant effect of location on comprehension scores only between naionraí located in ordinary schools and all other locations. Thus, it appears that children in naionraí located in ordinary schools in the sample performed significantly less well on the comprehension test than all other locations for naionraí. This can be summarised as follows:
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| Average comprehension score for naíonraí in: |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| homes           | >               |
| halls           | all-Irish/Gaeltacht schools |
| ordinary schools|                 |

With regard to production scores, it was found that the scores of children in naíonraí located in ordinary schools and all-Irish/Gaeltacht schools did not differ significantly, but there was a significant difference between these groups and the home- and hall-based naíonraí attenders. This is summarised as follows:

| Average production score for naíonraí in: |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| private homes   | >               |
| halls           | ordinary schools |
|                 | and             |
|                 | all-Irish/Gaeltacht |

There was no significant difference between children in naíonraí located in ordinary schools and in all-Irish/Gaeltacht schools on production, but all other locations had significantly higher production scores than the naíonraí in schools.

Overall, then the outcome of the t-tests showed that naíonraí in private homes and halls or other public buildings had higher scores on comprehension and production than those in ordinary schools. Naíonraí located in all-Irish/Gaeltacht schools occupied a middle position, in having comprehension results which were on a par with the home and hall naíonraí and better than those located in ordinary schools, but in having production scores which did not differ significantly from those located in ordinary schools and which were lower than the production scores for home- and hall-based naíonraí.

Egan (1981) found that the children in naíonraí in private homes had higher scores than those in all-Irish schools, who in turn did better than those in naíonraí held in halls, who, in turn, did better than children in naíonraí in hotels, and finally hotel naíonraí attenders did better than those attending a naíonraí in an ordinary school. However, Egan’s study had only had 2 naíonraí in some of those categories. The results in this study partly replicate Egan’s, in finding that children in naíonraí in ordinary schools performed significantly less well than those in other locations. However, in the present case there was no clear advantage for home-based naíonraí over other locations, but an indication that school-based naíonraí do appear to be at a disadvantage compared to other locations in terms of Irish production scores. This immediately raises the question of a possible interaction with class size, since, as the next section shows, children in larger naíonraí perform less well on the tests. Another interaction would be with Gaeltacht/Gaeltacht residence, since we know that Gaeltacht naíonraí are smaller on average than those in the Gaeltacht. This interaction of naíonraí location with class size and other variables will be
controlled for in the regression analysis and the effect of this variable will be discussed in light of those results.

7.2.8 Class Size
The effect of class size on children’s Irish scores is illustrated in Figure 7.5. There is some evidence from the literature that the total class size has as important an influence on children’s achievement as the pupil-teacher ratio (e.g. Howes, Phillips and Whitebrook (1990), Blatchford and Mortimore (1994)). According to Howes et al. (1990), the Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements (FIDCR) specify that class sizes for pre-school children aged between 37 and 54 months years should be no more than 18, and pupil-teacher ratios should be no more than 3:1 (in fact, the California licensing standard (CA) for pre-school-age children specifies a more stringent ratio of no more than 8:1). Thus, tests of the relationship between class size and Irish achievement were also carried out. Naionrai were categorised as ‘small’ for this analysis if they contained up to 15 children, and ‘large’ if they contained 16 or more children.

Fig. 7.5 Class size and mean comprehension and production scores (full sample)

Children in naionrai which had more than 16 children did significantly less well (p<.001) on the test of Irish production, compared to children in groups of up to 15 children. Since larger groups are more likely to be found in Gaeltacht rather than Gaeltacht areas (and all the ‘large’ groups in the sample were in the Gaeltacht) a further test was carried out to investigate the differential effect of class size within Gaeltacht naionrai only, as is shown in Table 7.7. Both comprehension and production scores were significantly lower in large naionrai of more than 16 children in the Gaeltacht. However, since the overall size
Table 7.7 Relationship between class size and mean Irish scores in Galltacht naionrai

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Irish test</th>
<th>Class size</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Small’ naionra (low-15) (N=9)</td>
<td>‘Large’ naionra (16-21) (N=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>62.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

may be offset by having adult assistants in larger naionrai, the relationship between pupil-teacher ratio and Irish achievement was also examined in the bivariate analyses. In addition, the multivariate analyses reported in Section 7.5.8 allow us to assess the effect of class size while other variables such as pupil-teacher ratio are controlled for.

7.2.9 Pupil-Teacher Ratio
The relationship between pupil-teacher ratio and Irish achievement was analysed first by t-tests for comparability with Egan’s results. Egan found that children in naionrai with small pupil-teacher ratios (from 6:1 to 10:1) did not differ significantly from those with large ratios (11:1 to 17:1) in terms of their number of correct and correct responses on her Irish tests. However, she found that children in small ratio naionrai produced significantly more Irish responses than those in large ratio groups.

In the present study pupil-teacher ratio was split into ‘low’, defined as ‘up to and including 10 children per adult’ and ‘high’, defined as ‘more than 10’. Eighteen of the 25 test naionrai were found to have ‘low’ pupil-teacher ratios, while 7 had ‘high’. The results presented in Table 7.8 overleaf show that, while there was a tendency for children in naionrai with high pupil-teacher ratios to have lower scores, these differences were not significant, either in comprehension or production.

Since there are more naionrai with higher pupil-teacher ratios in the Galltacht than in the Gaeltacht, analysis of the test naionrai in the Galltacht was carried out separately. Again, a tendency was found for children in groups with larger pupil-teacher ratios to have lower scores, but these differences were not statistically significant.

Taking these results on class size and pupil-teacher ratios together, it would appear from the bivariate analyses that there is a significant relationship between class size per se and children’s production scores, and that this negative relationship is apparently not offset by improving the pupil-teacher ratio in the group. However, only multivariate analysis controlling for other variables which may interact with class size and pupil-teacher ratio can fully assess their relationship with the children’s Irish scores. This issue is investigated further using such multivariate techniques in Section 7.4.
Table 7.8 Relationship between pupil-teacher ratio and Irish scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Irish test</th>
<th>'Low' (up to 10) (N=18)</th>
<th>'High' (over 10) (N=7)</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.10 Number of Supervisors in Naíonra

Egan examined the effect of having more than one Stiúrthóir in a naíonra, in addition to looking at pupil-teacher ratio. She found that children in groups which had only one Stiúrthóir gave significantly more spoken Irish responses and fewer English responses than those in groups with more than one. For the sake of comparability with Egan’s study, therefore, this variable is also investigated in the bivariate analysis (although it was found to be too closely linked to pupil-teacher ratio to be included in the multivariate analysis). In their questionnaire Stiúrthóirí were asked to indicate whether they had an assistant (entitled either ‘Comhstírthóir’ or ‘Stiúrthóir Cúnta’). In the test sample, 13 naíonraí had two Stiúrthóirí, or one Stiúrthóir and an Assistant, while 12 had only one Stiúrthóir. The results of the t-test on the children’s comprehension and production scores in one-Stiúrthóir and two-Stiúrthóir groups are illustrated in Figure 7.6. The results show that children in a naíonra with only one Stiúrthóir had significantly higher (p<.01) production scores than those with a Stiúrthóir and an assistant, or two co-leaders.

In discussing her results on this variable Egan (1981) cited Tizard, Philips and Plewis’s (1976) suggestion that two supervisors may spend a proportion of their time talking to each other rather than to the children, thus lessening their input to the children. Mhic Mhathúna (1993) also noted that not all of the conversations between Stiúrthóirí was available to children. Smith et al. (1989) found that increasing the number of adults can lead to more talk among adults than talk to children. This is of particular importance in early immersion education: when children depend on the adult in the naíonra to provide them with L2 input, then adult-adult interactions substituted for adult-child interactions may constitute a reduction in valuable L2 input to the children.

A further factor of relevance in assessing the impact of more than one Stiúrthóir in a naíonra is the level of Irish competence of the co-worker. As Table 5.3 showed, Comhährleoirí assessed the Irish competence of Stiúrthóirí cúnta and reported that a substantial proportion of assistants (29%) had Irish which rated as ‘weak’ or ‘improving’ only, and a further 14% rated as ‘satisfactory’. Thus, almost half of all assistants had Irish which rated lower than ‘good’.
Egan (1981) suggested that in some cases, Stiúrthóiri and their co-workers might be resorting to English, because of these lower levels of Irish competence. This would have the effect, not only of reducing the amount of Irish heard in the children’s environment (even if not directed at them), but also of providing children with a model of code-switching to English. While there is no direct evidence of this in the present data set, the proportion of assistants with weak Irish competence would suggest that English might have to be used occasionally between adults, at least for some managerial interactions.

Overall, therefore, it cannot be assumed that employing another adult in the naíonra is a simple remedy for large groups, since there remains the problem of the Irish competence of the assistant. The possible connection between having an assistant and the negative impact of large class sizes must be acknowledged, and this connection is controlled for in the multivariate analyses later in this chapter. The result which emerges is that improving the pupil-teacher ratio by the addition of another adult does not counteract the negative relationship between large groups and Irish production test scores.

7.2.11 Permanence of Location
Not all naíonráí are located in dedicated premises, with the result that some Stiúrthóiri have to remove their materials and equipment regularly to make way for other groups. Almost 20% of Stiúrthóiri have to remove evidence of the naíonra each day, and a further 8% must do so every few days. In the test sample, 21 naíonráí were in permanent, dedicated locations, while the remaining 4 were non-permanent. While there was a
tendency for children in permanent locations to have higher production and comprehension scores than those in non-permanent locations, this difference did not reach statistical significance. This result differs from Egan’s who found an advantage for permanent naíonraí in her 1981 study. However, given that the number in the non-
permanent category in the present sample was small (and may have been low also in Egan’s study, although no cell numbers were given for non-permanent locations in her sample), this result should be interpreted cautiously. Undoubtedly, Stiúrthóirí would prefer to have a permanent setting for their naíonra, but those who cannot find such a setting need not, on the basis of this preliminary analysis of this factor, be unduly concerned about the impact of their non-permanence on the children’s progress.

7.3 CORRELATION MATRIX
Table 7.9 presents first-order Pearson product-moment correlations between achievement on the Irish tests and a number of predictor variables which relate to the children’s language background, age, sex, general cognitive ability scores, and a range of naíonra-
level factors such as the Stiúrthóir’s Irish, and the number of children in the naíonra. Any
coefficient of correlation that is not zero and that is also statistically significant denotes
some degree of relationship between two variables. The weights described in Chapter 6
were used in computing these calculations, to ensure that the figures presented here
represent, as fully as possible, the relations between the variables which pertain to the
population of naíonra children.

While the set of variables included in the analysis covers a wide range of possible
influences on children’s Irish achievement, there are a number of other variables which
could potentially be relevant, particularly at naíonra-level, such as details of the activities
and teaching methods used in the naíonrai. There are, however, severe limitations on the
number of effects that a data set of this type can reasonably be expected to identify. The
total number of naíonrai included in the test sample is 25, which may be sufficient to
identify four or five naíonra-level effects; the inclusion of more variables than this is
likely to lead to results which are highly distorted, as the naíonra-level coefficients can
then be highly sensitive to one or two observations. For this reason, the multivariate
analysis of naíonra-level effects concentrates on a small number of key variables
(Gaeltacht/Gaeltacht location, Stiúrthóir’s Irish ability, an indicator for naíonrai located
in schools, the number of children in the session, and the pupil/teacher ratio). As the
analysis will show, these variables can, in any event, account for a very high proportion
of the variance in test scores at naíonra-level.

Table 7.9 shows the correlations between scores on the Irish tests and various other
variables relating to the child (e.g. age, sex), the child’s home (e.g. parents’ Irish ability,
Irish use in home, number of children in home who had previously or were
contemporaneously attending a naíonra/all-Irish school), and the particular naíonra
attended (e.g. Stiúrthóir’s Irish, its location, number of children in session and PTR).
Table 7.9 Pearson's product-moment correlations between Irish achievement and a number of predictor variables relating to background

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 Product</th>
<th>2 Comprehension</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Comprehension</td>
<td>77**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Imitation</td>
<td>54**</td>
<td>60**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Adv</td>
<td>21**</td>
<td>23**</td>
<td>22**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Sex</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>14*</td>
<td>18**</td>
<td>-06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 General Cognitive Ability</td>
<td>32**</td>
<td>29**</td>
<td>.49**</td>
<td>.34**</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Parents' Irish ability</td>
<td>32**</td>
<td>38**</td>
<td>.21**</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>16*</td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 No siblings Irish med ed</td>
<td>32**</td>
<td>26**</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-18*</td>
<td>38**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Home language Irish</td>
<td>30**</td>
<td>24**</td>
<td>24**</td>
<td>-03</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>-17**</td>
<td>35**</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Home lang. Irish &amp; Eng</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>16*</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td>.16*</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Current Irish use</td>
<td>36**</td>
<td>32**</td>
<td>18**</td>
<td>-03</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td>.17*</td>
<td>.57**</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Period in naonad</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>.26**</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>-18*</td>
<td>-08</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Gaeltacht</td>
<td>5**</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-16*</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>.44**</td>
<td>.27**</td>
<td>.31**</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 StManth's Irish</td>
<td>3**</td>
<td>55**</td>
<td>18**</td>
<td>-04</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>.27**</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>.15*</td>
<td>.21**</td>
<td>.29**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 School Location</td>
<td>-5**</td>
<td>-42**</td>
<td>-14*</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-08</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-17*</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.17**</td>
<td>.43**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 No childen in session</td>
<td>-5**</td>
<td>-33**</td>
<td>-07</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>-22**</td>
<td>-26**</td>
<td>-21**</td>
<td>-18**</td>
<td>-.29**</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-62**</td>
<td>-47**</td>
<td>.53**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Pupil-teacher ratio</td>
<td>-5**</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-14*</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-15*</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>-.29**</td>
<td>.29**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** = significant at .01 level or below  * = significant at .05 level or below
Concentrating on the scores in the children's Irish production test, (column 1), which appears to be the most discriminating index of the children's Irish achievement, we see that all of the variables listed are significantly correlated with production, with the exception of sex, home language Irish/English and period in naionra. The factors which were most significantly correlated with production were (listed in order of appearance in Table 7.11):

Comprehension, Imitation, Age, General cognitive ability, Parents' Irish ability, Number of children in family who had previously or were contemporaneously attending a naionra or all-Irish school, Irish as home language\(^1\), Current use of Irish in the home\(^2\), Gaeltacht location, Stiúrthóir’s Irish, Location (negative correlation with school location), Number of children in the naionra session, Pupil-teacher ratio.

To summarise these correlation results: children who scored highly on the production test tended to have high scores on:

**Child-level variables**
- Comprehension \((r = .77**)\)
- Imitation \((r = .54**)\)
- General cognitive ability \((r = .32**)\)
- Age \((r = .21**)\)

**Home-level variables**
- Parents with high Irish ability \((r = .32**)\)
- Irish as home language \((r = .39**)\)
- More frequent current use of Irish in home \((r = .36**)\)
- Siblings attending a naionra or all-Irish school \((r = .32**)\)

**Naionra-level variables**
- Stiúrthóir with good or native-like competence in Irish \((r = .47**)\)
- Naionra based in location other than a school \((r = .55**)\)
- Smaller naionra \((r = .50**)\)
- Naionra with a lower PTR \((r = .25**)\)
- Gaeltacht naionra \((r = .37**)\)

Table 7.9 also showed, as would be expected, that general cognitive ability scores correlate \((.34**)\) with age (i.e. older children do better on this test). Parents' socio-

---

\(^1\) 'Irish as home language' was based on parents' answers to the question 'what language(s) were mainly spoken to this child as a baby and toddler?' in their questionnaire wherever possible, but when this was unavailable (when parents did not complete their questionnaire) this was based on the Stiúrthóir's report on the home language of each child in the Census. When both were available, there was a high correspondence between the parents' and Stiúrthóir's report.

\(^2\) 'Current use in home' was a scaled variable from the parents' questionnaire, which asked: 'Now, how often is Irish used between yourself and your children?' The categories were: 'always,' 'regularly,' 'sometimes' and 'never.'
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economic status has been found in other research (e.g. Osborn and Milbank 1987:103) to explain a significant amount of variance in children's cognitive and educational test scores, with a tendency for parents with higher educational levels and socio-economic status to have children with higher general ability. The low negative correlation between general cognitive ability and 'home language Irish' may, therefore, be due to the lower average socio-economic status of rural Gaeltacht residents. The negative relationship between number of siblings and general cognitive ability has also been noted in international research (e.g. Osborn and Milbank 1987:208).

As anticipated, 'home language Irish' was significantly correlated with Gaeltacht residence ($r=0.37**$) and it was also negatively correlated with naíonra size and with location in a school. Similarly, 'home language Irish and English' was also significantly associated with Gaeltacht residence. The significant negative correlations between the number of children in the session and Irish as home language points to the tendency for Gaeltacht naíonraí to be smaller. Larger naíonraí were also less likely to have a native speaker Stiúrthóir. Gaeltacht naíonraí in this sample were significantly associated with high Irish ability among Stiúrthóirí, and were less likely than Galltacht naíonraí to be located in a school, have large numbers of children or a high PTR. Children repeating a year in the naíonra were less likely to have a Stiúrthóir with native-like Irish competence.

Parents' reports of Irish use in the home correlates significantly with Parents' Irish ability and with the number of siblings in Irish-medium education. Parental ability also correlated, as expected, with Gaeltacht residence.

The complex pattern of significant intercorrelations between the predictor (independent) variables clearly indicate the limitations of the bivariate analysis in Section 7.2, which, while useful in pointing out individual effects, cannot control for these intercorrelations. This problem underlines the need for multivariate analyses, to which we now turn.

7.4 REGRESSION ANALYSES AND MULTI-LEVEL MODELLING
This section will present the multivariate analyses of the influences on children's production test scores. Three main methods of analysis are used: hierarchical regression, simultaneous multiple regression, and a multi-level model.¹ In this sub-section, the rationale underlying these methods is set out briefly. The results of each method are presented in turn in each of the following sub-sections. Section 7.5 goes on to discuss the results in a more general way, noting links to relevant findings from other research.

Multiple regression analysis was developed for the behavioural sciences around the turn of the century to allow the study of natural covariation of observed characteristics of

¹ While arguments can be made in favour of either unweighted or weighted regressions in a case such as this, the use of unweighted data is preferred on balance, as the interest is in a structural relationship, which would not be affected by the use of weights.
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samples of subjects. Cohen and Cohen (1975) define multiple regression/correlation (MRC) analysis as:

a highly general and therefore very flexible data-analytic system that may be used whenever a quantitative variable (the dependent variable) is to be studied as a function of, or in relationship to, any factors of interest (expressed as independent variables). . . . The greatest virtue of the MRC system is its capacity to mirror, with high fidelity, the complexity of the relationships that characterise the behavioral sciences.

Cohen and Cohen (1975: 5-7)

As noted in the discussion of the bivariate analyses, the advantage of regression analysis is that, unlike the Pearson product moment correlation coefficients in Table 7.9, it takes account of the relationships between predictors. There are various types of multiple regression analysis. In the simultaneous model, all the independent variables are entered into the equation at the same time, on the assumption that no variable has any logical priority over another, either in terms of a hypothetical causal structure of the data, or in terms of its relevance to the research goals. An alternative strategy is one in which the independent variables are entered cumulatively according to some specified hierarchy which is dictated in advance by the logic of the research. Once the order of entry has been determined, this allows for a partitioning of the total variance accounted for by the variables entered. Hierarchical regression therefore allows us to assess the successive effects of the different predictors on the dependent variable. The increase in R² as each variable is entered in the equation can be interpreted in terms of the additional criterion variance which can be accounted for after the effects of the previously entered variables have been removed. This deals with the problem of interconnections between variables, which means that the variance explained by each predictor is unlikely to be unique.

Since the increment in the explained variance attributed to a particular variable may change, depending on its position in the hierarchy of variables, the basis on which the hierarchy is determined is therefore of great importance. Cohen and Cohen (1975:98) suggest several different rationales, but note that these may be combined in determining the order of independent variables in actual research. They state that the most straightforward use of the hierarchical model is when a logically determined causal priority can be assigned, such as sex coming before an attitudinal variable. Another method is to use correlation coefficients to determine the order of variable entry. In the hierarchical regression reported below, logical considerations determine the order of entry, with variables considered logically prior, such as ‘child-level’ factors like age and sex, being entered before ‘naionra-level’ factors such as number of children in the group.

Multi-level models are a more recent development. They can be regarded as a form of regression which is tailored to deal with data sets such as the current one, where the independent variables arise from different units or ‘levels’ of analysis. Home level variables affect each child individually, but naionra-level variables, such as class size, affect the group of children from each naionra.
7.4.1 Hierarchical Regression Analysis

The order of entry of variables into the hierarchical regression equation was determined by logical considerations. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 7.10. A key consideration in the research is whether a variable is measured at 'child-level', so that it can vary across children within the same naíonra, or at 'naíonra-level' so that it is the same for all children in the group. All child-level variables are entered before naíonra-level variables. This procedure can be seen as attempting to explain differences in children's results first on the basis of 'child-level' characteristics, and only then to look for 'naíonra-level' effects - which will tend, if anything, to err on the conservative side in apportioning explanatory power to 'naíonra-level' variables.

At child-level, age, sex and general cognitive ability have a clear claim to logical priority before the other variables. In terms of linguistic input, parental ability in Irish can be seen as something essentially determined before the arrival of the child. The numbers of siblings attending all-Irish schools and naíonraí can also be seen as logically preceding the linguistic input to the child under consideration. The language mainly spoken to the child as a baby and toddler enters next: the baseline is that only English was spoken, and separate dummy variables measure the impact of speaking mainly Irish, or a mixture of Irish and English. Current use of Irish in the home is a consideration which arises later in time, and correspondingly enterers later into the regression. The final 'child-level' variable simply measures whether the child is in his or her first or second year in the naíonra.

Naíonra-level variables are then entered. The first of these is whether the naíonra is located in a Gaeilge or Gaeltacht area - a distinction which can be expected to pick up not only effects which arise within the naíonra, but also the effects of the child's broader linguistic community. A measure of the Irish ability of the Stiúrthóir is entered next, as this is logically a key determinant of the linguistic environment provided by the naíonra. In some preliminary estimation a three-way classification was used, but since coefficients for Stiúrthóirí with 'good' Irish did not differ significantly from those who were native speakers or had native-speaker competence, these categories were merged, and contrasted with those whose Irish was classified as 'weak' or 'satisfactory'.

Finally, three other naíonra characteristics suggested by previous research, and the findings of Section 7.2, are entered. The first of these simply indicates whether the naíonra is located in a school (ordinary or all-Irish/Gaeltacht). The second is the number of children in the naíonra session; and the third is the pupil-teacher ratio in the session, which takes into account the presence or absence of a Stiúrthóir Cúnta. (Permutations of the order of entry of the last three variables, for which logical considerations are less clear-cut, make no major difference to the conclusions drawn here: the particular order of entry reflects the relative strength of the first-order correlations between these 3 independent variables and the dependent variable).
Table 7.10: Hierarchical regression of a measure of children’s Irish production on child, background, family, naíonra and Stírthóir variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Variables</th>
<th>Multiple R</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>R² Change</th>
<th>F Change</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Signif. level for F change</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.219</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>2,187</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>.227</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>3,186</td>
<td>.409</td>
<td>-.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Cognitive Ability</td>
<td>.369</td>
<td>.136</td>
<td>.122</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>17.20</td>
<td>4,185</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.407**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents’ Irish ability</td>
<td>.510</td>
<td>.260</td>
<td>.243</td>
<td>.123</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>5,184</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of siblings in all-Irish education</td>
<td>.539</td>
<td>.291</td>
<td>.270</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>6,183</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home lang. Irish (Irish to child as baby &amp; toddler)</td>
<td>.628</td>
<td>.394</td>
<td>.373</td>
<td>.104</td>
<td>29.40</td>
<td>7,182</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.250**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home lang. Irish English (Ir &amp; Eng as baby, toddler)</td>
<td>.646</td>
<td>.417</td>
<td>.393</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>8,181</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Irish use in home</td>
<td>.661</td>
<td>.438</td>
<td>.411</td>
<td>.021</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>9,180</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.116*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period in naíonra</td>
<td>.662</td>
<td>.438</td>
<td>.408</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>10,179</td>
<td>.784</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeltacht dweller</td>
<td>.684</td>
<td>.468</td>
<td>.437</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>11,178</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stírthóir’s Irish ability</td>
<td>.724</td>
<td>.524</td>
<td>.493</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>12,177</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.120*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naíonra located in school</td>
<td>.788</td>
<td>.621</td>
<td>.593</td>
<td>.096</td>
<td>42.10</td>
<td>13,176</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-.290**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children in naíonra session</td>
<td>.795</td>
<td>.632</td>
<td>.604</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>14,175</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>-.159**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupil-teacher ratio</td>
<td>.795</td>
<td>.633</td>
<td>.601</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>15,174</td>
<td>.775</td>
<td>.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = p<.05 or below  ** = p<.01 or below
7.4.2 Discussion of Hierarchical Regression Results
In total, the set of 14 variables included in the hierarchical regression can account for 63% of the variance in the test score, a very high proportion indeed. Child-level variables account for almost seven-tenths of the explained variance, with naíonra-level variables contributing the other three-tenths. Of course, this analysis measures the effect of variation between naíonraí on children's Irish test scores, not the total impact of naíonra attendance on Irish performance. This broader task would require information on a control group of children from different language backgrounds who did not attend naíonraí, which could not be obtained within the framework of the present study. Each variable, other than sex, the length of time spent in the naíonra and the pupil-teacher ratio, can be seen as contributing a significant addition to the explained variance, within the logic of the hierarchical regression approach. Particularly large additions are made by the measure of general cognitive ability (just over 8 percentage points, or about 13% of the total explained variance); by the variable indicating that Irish was used as the main language to the child as a baby and toddler (just over 10 percentage points, or about 16% of the total explained variance); and by parental speaking ability in the Irish language (just over 12 percentage points, or almost 20% of the total explained variance). At naíonra-level, the largest contributions are made by the measure of Stiúrthóir's Irish competence (about 9% of the explained variance) and the indicator for naíonraí located in schools (about 15% of the explained variance). In terms of the logic of the hierarchical regression, these 5 variables can be seen as accounting for almost three-quarters of the explained variance.

The beta coefficient estimates from the final hierarchical regression are given in the last column of Table 7.10. It can be seen that while 11 variables are judged by the hierarchical method as providing a significant contribution towards the explained variance, only 6 are judged as having coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5% level. This contrast arises because of the complex links between the explanatory variables. For example, age is entered first, as logic demands; and makes a clear contribution towards the explanation of test scores. But the effect of age on test scores operates mainly through its impact on the child's cognitive ability. Thus, when a direct measure of cognitive ability is included in the equation, the coefficient on age is no longer significantly different from zero.

7.4.3 Simultaneous Regression Estimates
While the inclusion of regressors (such as age) which have coefficients close to zero does not bias the estimates of other coefficients, it does tend to reduce the precision of the estimates. For this reason, it is of interest to examine a more parsimonious set of regressors, which may be expected to explain a similar proportion of the variance, and for which more precise estimates will be possible. This was done by a systematic backward elimination from the final hierarchical regression equation, eliminating the 'least significant' variables, provided that they were not significantly different from zero at the 10% level. The results of this procedure are reported in Table 7.11, which, for
comprehensiveness, also includes the results of a full and parsimonious regression for Gaeltacht children only (the sample size is insufficient to allow for similar estimates for Gaeltacht children only). The final results of the full hierarchical regression for the full sample are repeated (rounded to 2 decimal places) in column (1), allowing a comparison with the results for the parsimonious specification in column (2). The first point to note is that the parsimonious specification does indeed explain a similar proportion of the variance in test scores - 62% or more (see $R^2$ at bottom of table in column (4)). In general, the beta coefficients in the parsimonious specification are not very different from those in the more general specification. But a combination of some differences in the coefficient estimates for parental Irish ability and Gaeltacht location, coupled with the greater degree of precision of the estimates, means that the coefficients for 7 variables are found to be significantly different from zero (rather than 5 when the full set of regressors is included).

The relative size of the beta coefficients gives an alternative perspective on the relative impact of the different variables on production test scores. The beta coefficients show the

Table 7.11: Alternative regression estimates: full sample and Gaeltacht only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Galltacht</th>
<th>Galltacht</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Parsimonious</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Parsimonious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>( N=178 )</td>
<td>( N=178 )</td>
<td>( N=124 )</td>
<td>( N=124 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Cognitive Ability</td>
<td>0.41**</td>
<td>0.42**</td>
<td>0.45**</td>
<td>0.48**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents’ Irish ability</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of siblings in all-Irish education</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home language: Irish</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>0.23**</td>
<td>0.14*</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home language: Irish and English</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Irish use in home</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period in naíonra</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeltacht dweller (1=yes)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15*</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiurthóir’s Irish ability</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
<td>0.19**</td>
<td>0.21**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naíonra located in school</td>
<td>-0.29**</td>
<td>-0.17**</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number children in session</td>
<td>-0.16*</td>
<td>-0.13*</td>
<td>-0.37**</td>
<td>-0.44**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupil-teacher ratio</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted ( R^2 )</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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change that can be expected in the dependent variable for an increase in the independent variable of one standard deviation. This goes some way towards indicating the relative impact of each variable, though it should be noted that dichotomous variables (such as home language Irish) cannot in fact increase by one standard deviation: they can only take on the value 0 (for those who were not raised through Irish) or 1 (for those who were).

Looking at the results of the parsimonious specification for the full sample (Column 2), it can be seen that the largest beta coefficient is associated with general cognitive ability - its value of 0.42 is almost twice that of the next highest coefficient. This suggests that the impact of an increase in this variable is particularly strong. The next highest beta coefficient is the value of 0.23 on the variable indicating Irish was the main home language spoken to the child as a baby and toddler. Other beta coefficients are between 0.11 and 0.17.

The sample size is not sufficient to allow a formal test of whether or not the estimated relationship holds equally for Gaeltacht and Galloway areas. However, it is possible to estimate the relationship separately for the Galloway naonrai, and compare the coefficients with those for the overall relationship. This can give some informal indication of the extent to which Gaeltacht/Galloway differences may be influencing the overall estimates. For example, one may wish to know whether the estimated coefficient on the number of children in a session is being influenced by the smaller session sizes observed in Gaeltacht areas (where, for other reasons, higher test scores are also observed).

Broadly speaking, the results for Galloway areas are similar to those for the full sample. Again, over 60% of the variance in production test scores can be explained either by the full set of regressors, or by the more parsimonious specification. The pattern of beta coefficients found in the Galloway area regressions is similar to that in the corresponding overall regressions. The main differences between the Galloway and the overall results are a somewhat greater role for the variable measuring the Irish ability of Stiurthoirí in the Galloway sample; a less negative impact of school location (not significantly different from zero in the Galloway); and a stronger (i.e., more negative) impact from class size. The latter change is the most striking one. It clearly indicates that the negative coefficient on class size in the overall regression is not simply due to the coincidence that class sizes tend to be smaller in Gaeltacht areas: the effect of class size on production test scores is found to be even greater when attention is focused solely on the Gaeltacht naonrai.

7.4.4 Multi-level Modelling
Methods for dealing with data sets combining information from different levels or units of analysis have developed rapidly in recent years. Developments have been particularly rapid in the area of educational research, where identification of effects at child, class and school level can be of particular interest. Regression analyses undertaken at child-level, but including 'class-' or 'school-level' variables, may be likely to overestimate the
significance of school level effects. In order to examine the sensitivity of the regression results reported above to such considerations, a multi-level analysis of the data was undertaken, using the ML3E package developed by Goldstein et al. For a full discussion of multi-level modelling see Goldstein (1995) and Bryk and Raudenbusch (1988).

The model which is estimated is based on the parsimonious regression specification for the full sample. Multilevel models begin by establishing the extent of variation in the dependent variable at each level of analysis. This is done in column (1) of Table 7.12 below, which shows that just over half of the variation in production test scores was at naionra-level, with the remainder being at child-level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>(1) Null</th>
<th>(2) Child level variables</th>
<th>(3) Child and naionra-level variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.820*</td>
<td>0.244*</td>
<td>0.289*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Cognitive Ability</td>
<td>0.616*</td>
<td>0.625*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents' Irish ability</td>
<td>0.028*</td>
<td>0.025*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home language: Irish</td>
<td>0.319*</td>
<td>0.293*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Irish use</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeltacht residence</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.108*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiúrthóir's Irish ability</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naionra in school</td>
<td>-0.201*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N children in session</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance at naionra-level</td>
<td>0.04068</td>
<td>0.02616</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance at child-level</td>
<td>0.03451</td>
<td>0.02035</td>
<td>0.02045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Variance explained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naionra-level</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child-level</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of remaining variance at:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naionra-level</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child-level</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Column (2) shows that child-level variables explain over one-third of the variance in average test scores across naionrai, as well as explaining over 40% of the variance between children within naionraí. Thus, a substantial part of the difference
average scores for naíonraí reflects differences in the characteristics of the children, such as their home language or general cognitive ability. Column (3) shows that naíonra-level variables bring the proportion of inter-naíonra variance accounted for up to 80%. This high degree of explanation of the inter-naíonra variance is achieved with only four child-level and four naíonra-level variables. The coefficient estimates in the final multi-level model in column 3 are in fact very similar to those produced by the regression methods. The multi-level estimates take account of the lower degrees of freedom relevant to naíonra-level effects (there being only 25 naíonra, as against about 180 children in most of the regression results). This results in higher standard errors, and accounts for the fact that two of the naíonra-level variables have multi-level coefficients which are not significantly different from zero. These results indicate the difficulty of identifying naíonra-level effects with the current data set. The regression estimates should therefore be treated with some caution; but the lack of significance of some naíonra-level coefficients in the multi-level estimates should not be interpreted as establishing firmly that the corresponding effects do not exist. A more realistic interpretation would be that they cannot be identified with a high degree of statistical precision using the current data set, which has only 25 naíonraí. In the next section, therefore, we discuss the key variables identified by the regression estimates, in the light of other research findings from the literature.

7.5 Discussion
The regression analyses reported in Section 7.4 suggest that the following variables play a key role in influencing children's Irish achievement, as measured by the scores on the production test:

- General cognitive ability
- Parents' Irish ability
- Irish spoken to the child as a baby and toddler
- Current frequency of Irish use at home
- Gaeltacht location
- Stiúrthóir's Irish ability
- Naíonra located in a school
- Number of children in the naíonra session (class size)

Thus, all other things being equal, a child's production score could be expected to be higher if he or she had an above average score in the general cognitive ability test; had at least one parent with moderate or high ability in Irish; had Irish spoken to him or her as a baby and toddler; had at least some Irish spoken in the home currently; lived in the Gaeltacht; had a Stiúrthóir with a good to fluent knowledge of Irish; attended a naíonra

---

1The simple regression coefficients on which this statement are based are not those reported in Table 7.11 earlier: the figures in Table 7.11 are beta coefficients, which are not directly comparable with the estimates produced by the multi-level methods.
which was not located in a school; and attended a relatively small naonra. Each of these factors is now discussed in turn.

7.5.1 General Cognitive Ability
General cognitive ability was found to be a highly significant predictor of children’s production scores in Irish, accounting for over 13% of the total explained variance in the hierarchical regression. There is an enduring controversy about the relationship between general intelligence, language proficiency and language aptitude. Gardner (1985) has claimed that language aptitude is unrelated to intelligence. Carroll (1983), while accepting that intelligence and language proficiency are closely connected, argued against their equivalence. On the other hand, other theorists (e.g. Pimsleur and Quinn 1971; Oller and Perkins 1978) claimed that intelligence and language proficiency are virtually equivalent, and that intelligence is an important component of language aptitude (which also includes variables such as motivation). Oller (1979) claimed that the equivalence of general intelligence and language proficiency holds for both first and second language proficiency. Boyle (1987) argued against the theory that intelligence and language proficiency are indistinguishable, but he concluded that they are connected. Skehan (1990) found significant correlations between scores on a verbal intelligence test and a test of foreign language proficiency and postulated that, while basic interpersonal communication skills (Cummins 1983) may not be strongly related to general intelligence, cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP in Cummins’s terms) is. Genesee (1976) found a strong link between intelligence and the development of academic L2 skills such as grammar, vocabulary and reading, but not oral productive skills. Harris and Murtagh (1991) found that general verbal intelligence was a significant predictor of Irish achievement among their sample of sixth grade pupils.

Cummins (1984) addressed the issue of whether some children might be more likely to experience learning difficulties in immersion than they would if attending a non-immersion school. Since general intelligence is predictive of success in any school programme, the critical question is whether lower ability students do worse in immersion than in ordinary schools. Citing Genesee (1976) and Bruck (1982), he argued that IQ measures and L1 cognitive/academic ability are strongly related to pupils’ academic performance in immersion and regular schools, but do not have a differential effect across school type. He claimed that low academic ability pupils did no worse in immersion than in non-immersion schools. He concluded that:

..immersion programmes, properly understood and implemented, appear to represent an appropriate form of enrichment bilingual education for all students, majority and minority, learning ‘disabled’ and non-disabled. Such programmes result in additive bilingualism at no apparent cost to children’s personal or academic development.

Cummins 1984:177.
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Cummins also argued that, while IQ scores predict academic performance in French and English in Canadian immersion schools, they have weaker links with French conversational skills. Thus, even lower ability pupils can acquire good levels of conversational fluency in their L2, just as they can in their L1. Similarly, Swain and Lapkin (1982), in longitudinal research on larger immersion populations also found that low IQ students were not ultimately at a disadvantage in French immersion in terms of their language outcome.

In the present study it should be noted that even children who were classified as having 'low' general cognitive ability test scores made substantial gains in Irish comprehension (average scores of about 53% compared to about 73% for high ability children), indicating that their rate of L2 learning is slower, but not that their overall ability to learn the language is inadequate. Since for both high and lower ability pupils this would also be influenced by other factors such as motivation, exposure to the language, parental ability and current use in the home. It is also worth noting that, since general cognitive ability rises with age, then Stíúrthóiri will see it mediated through age (elder children having higher ability), even though the variable age itself did not prove to be significant in the multivariate analyses.

7.5.2 Parents' Irish Ability

Parents' Irish ability accounted for almost 20% of the total explained variance in the children's production scores in the hierarchical regression. This variable accounted for a larger proportion of the explained variance than any other child-level variable. The multivariate model results indicated that parents' Irish ability remained a significant factor in the overall production scores.

Parents' Irish ability was found in Table 7.11 to be significantly correlated with home language Irish and home language Irish/English, current use of Irish in the home, number of siblings in Irish-medium education, and residence in the Gaeltacht. However, it is important to remember that the effect of parents' Irish ability, shown by the multivariate statistics is not simply due to this correlation with other variables, such as living in the Gaeltacht, since in the multivariate analysis other variables are controlled for in assessing the impact of an individual variable. Thus, while we expect that parents' Irish ability is linked to residence in the Gaeltacht and to speaking Irish to their child in the home, nevertheless, it remains significant even when these variables are controlled for by the statistical analysis.

It is true, of course, that higher parental ability in Irish is also associated with higher educational qualifications and higher occupational status. Research by Ó Riagáin (1997) has indicated the link between Irish ability, educational attainment and occupational status. Similar links are to be found among parents of naónra children. This raises the issue of whether the positive influence found for parental Irish ability may reflect a socio-economic advantage for these children. Some additional analysis was undertaken to investigate this issue. A variable measuring the highest educational qualification attained
by either parent was constructed; two variables based on this, one indicating Leaving Certificate qualifications and another qualification beyond Leaving Certificate, were included in a hierarchical regression analysis. These additional variables were entered as the first of the home-level variables, in advance of parental Irish ability, in order to allow maximum scope for their impact. The results indicated that these additional variables made no significant contribution to the explanation of production test scores, while parental ability in Irish remained significant. Thus, it seems that the link between parental Irish ability and children’s production test scores is a genuine one, rather than a proxy for socio-economic advantages.

The role of parents in immersion education has not received a great deal of attention in international research, which tends to focus more on class- and school-programme-level variables than on home and community ones. However, it is worth remembering that in Canada, as in Ireland, immersion schools were, and are, most often founded at the suggestion and insistence of parents, rather than educators. Parents in Canada in 1977 formed an organisation called ‘Canadian Parents for French’ (CPF) with the aim of supporting and improving French second-language learning opportunities. This acts both as a pressure group and as an informational resource for parents considering immersion. Similarly, the initiative to form naíonraí and all-Irish schools is generally parent-led also. Some information of the type supplied by CPF (in a booklet reviewing research for parents considering early immersion, and another for already-involved parents, entitled How to be an Immersion Parent) is made available to Irish parents by Na Naíonraí Gaeilacha in the booklet An Tuismitheoir agus an Naíonra (Na Naíonraí Gaeilacha 1994). The Welsh immersion movement also seeks to involve parents in Welsh activities and classes, and provides them with guidance in leaflets and booklets.

Gibson (1984), in discussing the role of parents in immersion, noted that having children in immersion has motivated many parents to try to improve their competence in the target language in order to be able to participate more or help children with homework. The link between parental ability and Irish production scores points to the value of offering Irish classes to parents. However, it is worth noting that such classes might be of greater benefit, and have higher take-up among parents, if they were more focused on the language being learned and used by their children in immersion, rather than using the format of Irish classes offered to the general public. In this regard the ITÉ booklet BimGhaeilge do Thuismitheoirí (Basic Irish for Parents) is suitable in that it is directed at the kind of vocabulary and phrases used in the naíonraí, and could form the basis of a course specifically for parents. In addition, it is important to encourage parents to use their growing ability in Irish at every opportunity with their children, and practical suggestions about how to increase Irish use in the home would be most likely to have the desired effect. This issue is discussed further in Chapter 8.

7.5.3 Home Language Irish and Home Language Irish and English
The variable ‘only Irish spoken to child as baby and toddler’, accounts for 16% of the total explained variance in the hierarchical regression. It is to be expected that this
variable, which pinpoints the native Irish speakers among the test children, should account for a large proportion of the explained variance in production scores. Children whose home language was Irish did significantly better on both comprehension and production than children from bilingual or English-only homes, indicating that the test did pinpoint language skills, rather than more global test-taking skills.

However, Table 7.10 showed that in the hierarchical regression the variable ‘Irish and English spoken to child as baby and toddler’ (otherwise described as ‘home language Irish and English’) did provide a significant contribution towards the explained variance, accounting for about 4% of that variance. Figure 7.3 illustrated the effect of the home language variable in isolation, and showed the faster progress made in production by children from bilingual homes than those from English-only homes.

Overall then, home language made a significant difference in Irish production scores, with children from Irish-only homes scoring significantly higher than children from other home language backgrounds, while children from bilingual homes scored significantly higher than those from English-only homes. The children from English-only backgrounds reached quite a high level of Irish comprehension within a year in the naíonra, and their score on the comprehension test did not differ significantly from the children with mixed English-Irish at home. Nevertheless, their progress on production was not as swift. Children who heard some Irish at home did significantly better on the production test than children with only English as home language. Having at least some exposure to Irish at home may give children time to become comfortable with using the Irish they know, and enable them to move from the ‘silent phase’ of language learning to the stage of attempting to communicate with whatever words or phrases they have at their disposal.

7.5.4 Current Irish Use in Home
This variable was based on parents’ reports of how much Irish they used with their children ‘now’, that is, after the child had spent a period in the naíonra (at least 2 terms by the time of data collection from parents). Parents noted whether they spoke Irish ‘always’, ‘regularly’, ‘sometimes’ or ‘never’. While parents who had ‘always’ spoken Irish to their child prior to the naíonra showed no change, there were significant increases in use among other parents (see Table 4.5) in their level of Irish use ‘sometimes’ and ‘regularly’, and a decrease in those who ‘never’ spoke Irish to their children. The effect of this usage was found to contribute significantly to the explained variance in the hierarchical regression (p<.014) although this variable was dropped from the parsimonious specification for the simultaneous regression, and was not found to be significant in the multi-level model. Given that the regression results control for home language and parental ability, it is not surprising that there should be some difficulty in identifying an independent effect of current Irish use on children’s production test scores. But taking all these together, the results point to the role of continuing home support for the language learned, and the importance of encouraging parents to use the Irish available to them as often as possible.
7.5.5 Gaeltacht
Gaeltacht residence was found to exert a significant influence on children’s production scores by the simultaneous regression model as well as the multi-level model. This effect must be interpreted separately from home language, which was examined in the variables already discussed, and therefore points to the influence of community use of Irish on children’s production. It therefore disagrees with Egan’s (1981:51) finding of ‘an overall negative correlation between the Gaeltacht....and the achievement of the children in Irish’. Hindley (1990) quotes Conchúir’s citation of this result, and claims that:

A chapter could be written on the implications of this quotation, from conflicting viewpoints, but no interpretation of it can be held to augur well for native Irish, whatever else one chooses to make of the position where the children of urban learners now speak ‘better’ Irish than those from a rural native Irish background - or are regarded as doing so.

Hindley (1990:213)

Hindley cited this result in support of his claim that the Irish language is in terminal difficulties in the Gaeltacht, but in this case the claim is based on an inadequately supported conclusion. Egan’s conclusion was presented tentatively, since she was aware of the pilot nature of her study, which depended on a small sample and bivariate analyses which could not control for the effect of home language.

Instead, the present study shows that children attending naíonraí in the Gaeltacht had significantly higher production scores in Irish than those in the Galtacht, when other variables such as general cognitive ability, home language, parental Irish ability etc. were controlled for. This points to a clear and significant community language effect which operates independently of the other variables already discussed. While Hindley’s overall conclusion of a decline in the use of Irish in the Gaeltacht may be supported by other sources, it is not supported here by any observed inferiority of Irish production scores among Gaeltacht naíonraí attenders. On the contrary, Gaeltacht children consistently out-performed Galtacht children on the measure of Irish production.

7.5.6 Irish Competence of Stíurthóiri
The hierarchical regression showed that the Irish ability of Stíurthóiri accounted for about 9% of the total explained variance. The parsimonious simultaneous regression showed that the Stíurthóirí’s Irish competence exerted an even stronger effect in Galtacht naíonraí. This significant effect points to the centrality of the Stíurthóirí as the main

---

1The Irish competence of each Stíurthóir was rated by her Comhailteoir, who was a regular visitor, on a five-point scale from ‘lag/ug dul i bhfeabhas’, ‘sásúil’, ‘maith’, ‘cumais cainteoir dóchaí’ and ‘cainteoir dóchaí’. Stíurthóiri also rated their own competence on the same scale in their questionnaire, and in fact there were very few differences between the self-assessment and the Comhairleoir assessment. However, it was decided to use the Comhairleoir rating for this variable, for greater objectivity.
source of Irish input. The regression showed that Stiúrthóirí who were native speakers, or who had native-speaker-like or good competence in Irish had in their naionra children with significantly higher production scores than those whose Irish was weak or only satisfactory. Overall, 18% of Stiúrthóirí fall into these lower categories of Irish competence (and as many as 43% of Stiúrthóirí Cúnta). These results clearly point to the benefit to be gained by attempting to raise the standard of these Stiúrthóirí at least to the intermediate level.

The issue of teachers’ language competence is not one which has attracted much research within the immersion literature, although there is an extensive literature on the role of teachers as sole input in the target language. There is, however, occasional comment on teachers’ fluency in relation to the shortage of immersion teachers. Lapkin, Swain and Shapson (1990) placed investigation of the role of the immersion teacher at the top of the French immersion research agenda for the nineties. Majhanovich and Gray (1992) focused on the importance of the practicum in immersion teacher education for primary level. They identified student teachers’ language fluency as a major concern in their study, even after an initial screening to ensure that all participants ‘had a sufficient knowledge of French to cope in a French immersion environment’ (p.685). Brine and Shapson (1989) outlined a re-training course aimed at practising teachers wishing to move into immersion, and a major component of this was a period of 6 weeks spent in an entirely Francophone environment, with additional French tuition throughout a full academic year. In the case of the naionrai, consideration could be given to adding a similar course in advanced Irish to the basic training for Stiúrthóirí who are not native speakers, if possible in the Gaeltacht.

The lack of a distinction between native-speakers or near-natives and those with a ‘good’ level of competence suggests that, for the children’s production scores at least, native-like competence is not essential (although highly desirable) but that a good level of Irish competence is. This is probably linked to the fact that the majority of children in the naionrai are at the very earliest stages of learning Irish, requiring large amounts of input which is comprehensible, contextualised, appropriate and accurate. Such learners need a fluent Stiúrthóir who is sufficiently confident in her Irish to speak it confidently and freely to them, rather than hesitantly or reluctantly. Thus, it would be beneficial if this intermediate level of Irish competence were considered the required minimum competence level for those setting up naionrai, and if already practising Stiúrthóirí were given every encouragement to improve their standard at least to this level, and preferably beyond it.

The Irish ability of the naionra assistants also requires greater consideration in order to improve the profile of competence among this group. While it may be difficult to find assistants in a particular locality who meet the other criteria for pre-school education and have a good standard of Irish, it is clear that the role of Stiúrthóirí and their assistants as the main providers of Irish input to a large proportion of children requires that Irish competence be given a high priority in selecting naionra personnel. Potential Stiúrthóirí
or assistants who do not have sufficient fluency in the language should be helped to improve their Irish competence in their training course before beginning operation. Given the centrality of the Stiúrthóir’s fluency in fulfilling the objectives of the naíonra, An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaithe may need to consider postponing official recognition of those Stiúrthóirí whose Irish does not meet this minimum standard.

7.5.7 Location
The multivariate analyses indicated that location exerts a significant influence on children’s progress in the naíonra, since children attending a naíonra in a school (either an ordinary or an all-Irish school) scored lower on average on the production test than those attending a home or hall-based naíonra. School location emerged as a negative influence on children’s production scores in the hierarchical regression, the simultaneous regression on the full specification and in the multi-level model (in which analyses other variables such as class size were controlled for). These results raise interesting questions about the nature of the association between location in a school, naíonra efficacy and children’s test results. It may be that locating a naíonra in a school influences the nature of the activity in the naíonra, for example, for practical reasons such as noise reduction or administrative convenience, or that young children are less comfortable in the formal atmosphere of a school. The data set gathered here is not well suited to further analysis of these questions, but points to their possible importance.

Some relevant evidence on the general effects of location in a school for pre-school efficacy is provided by Osborn and Milbank’s (1987) study. They also noted that school-based play-groups were among the least effective pre-school locations in their sample. In their study of a range of pre-school provision in Britain they found that the relative advantage of home-based play-groups was related to their small size, and that conversely, the poorer performance of children from pre-schools in schools was linked to their larger size. However, in this study of the naíonraí, the significant negative effect of school location holds even when class size is controlled for in the multivariate analyses.

Osborn and Milbank found that children in local authority nursery classes, located in primary schools which cater for children aged 5 and over, performed about on a par with children who did not attend any form of pre-school, and in the follow-up study were indistinguishable. However, children who attended Local Education Authority nursery schools, which are in self-contained nursery premises (catering only for very young children) and staffed by teachers with nursery or primary school qualifications, had enhanced performance compared to children in nursery classes (located in primary schools) and non-attenders. They postulated that pre-school education within a primary school resembles infant reception classes in some respects, and cite as evidence for this the finding that child-adult ratios of more than 10:1 occurred in over a third of these groups based within primary schools, compared with only 3% in specialist nursery schools. They concluded:
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We suggest on the basis of these results that some children in our sample were attending nursery classes that were run more on the line of an infant reception class than a class in a nursery school.

Osborn and Milbank (1987:219)

It may also be the case that a school classroom, with its functional furniture and larger space, may be intimidating to young children, and the added hustle and bustle of a number of older pupils’ comings and goings may also be unsettling or threatening to pre-schoolers. It is possible that the location effect also arises from an interaction with teaching style. School location may influence teaching style simply by association, with a tendency to emulate the more formal style of older classes within the naionra, and a desire to reduce noise levels or freedom of movement in order not to impinge on the learning environment of the older pupils. On the other hand, it is possible that the school classroom and materials may allow more activities and options for individual play, with a consequent decrease in the amount of Irish input available to all children at all times. This effect has been discussed in Chapter 5 under the heading of ‘daily activities’.

Sylva et al. (1980:130) noted the evidence that the nature of an institution has a direct impact on the behaviour of the children inside it, with children’s behaviour mirroring the organisation of the pre-school centre. They noted that, in their study, home-based play-groups operated like extensions of the home, while nursery classes in primary schools operated more like ‘proper’ school classes. Overall, they observed that children in the pre-schools they studied spent only about 5% of their time in dialogue with an adult, and only about 15% of their time in conversation with another child. They argue that this scarcity of dialogue is not due to poor conversational skills at this age, but due to limitations imposed by the setting and size of the group:

The typical pre-school does not nurture dialogue, whereas other (see the work of Garvey, 1977) out-of-home settings do. Such ‘dialogue inducing’ settings are small, quiet rooms, with two or three children in them, and furnished like a home rather than a school.

Sylva, Roy and Painter (1980:82)

Thus, they argue that type of setting as well as number of children in the group affects the frequency and richness of the language used by children in the pre-school. This is of great relevance to the naionraí, since a central aim is the fostering of 1.2 skills. Further qualitative work is now being undertaken (Hickey, in preparation) to evaluate the frequency and type of language used in a sub-sample of naionraí.

Osborn and Milbank also claimed that nursery teachers in primary schools are frequently accorded lower status than teachers of infant children and may be less well resourced, with consequent lower morale for these teachers than nursery teachers who operate independently or in nursery schools. However, it is unlikely that school-based naionraí would have significantly inferior resourcing than non-school-based ones. Nevertheless, it
may be that comparison with the position and resourcing of primary schools and teachers has a negative effect on the morale of Síathóirí who are based in schools, but have to operate independently of them. On the other hand, it might have been expected that school location would counteract the isolation experienced by many Síathóirí (discussed in Chapter 5). However, if this is the case, it does not appear to translate into higher scores for the children attending these naíonraí.

It must be remembered that the effect of location noted here was based on a small sample of naíonraí (N=25, school-based naíonraí N=10) in which 225 children were tested. Therefore, the conclusions for location effects must remain tentative. However, the fact that this finding supports Egan's earlier result of lower Irish scores from children in school-based naíonraí, and is also supported by Osborn and Milbank's larger study and observations by Sylva et al. (1980) provides some external corroboration. There is a clear need to further monitor the effect of location in a school or children's success in the naíonraí in future research. In the meantime, it is recommended that naíonraí located in schools attempt to make their setting and interaction-styles as home-like or intimate as possible, and resist the influence of the surrounding school environment. Sylva et al. (1980) noted that it is possible for larger pre-school centres to create an atmosphere of intimacy, but 'this feat requires careful planning of programme and arranging of space' (p. 165). On the basis of the present study, it is also suggested that the possible advantage for Irish acquisition afforded by a home- or hall-based location be borne in mind in promoting the setting up of new naíonraí. This may require some monitoring and re-evaluation of a recent policy change by An Comhlacht Réamhshcolaíochta to encourage new naíonraí to choose public venues (such as schools and halls) rather than private homes. This policy aims to highlight the role of the naíonraí in the community and help maintain its continuity, but discouraging home-based naíonraí would appear, on the basis of these results, to lead to a regrettable decline in one of the most appropriate settings for young children's learning, and a possible increase in what may, on the face of this evidence, be a less appropriate setting for naíonraí. It is recognised that the implementation of the Child Care Act may make the establishment of naíonraí in private homes and other venues which are not purpose-built somewhat more difficult, given the need to satisfy regulations regarding fire and safety, for example. However, these results point in general to the value of locating naíonraí in non-school environments where possible, and if naíonraí are located in schools, to the need to operate them in as informal or home-like a fashion as possible.

7.5.8 Class Size and Pupil-Teacher Ratio
The regression results suggested that overall class size exerted a significant effect on children's production scores, while the pupil-teacher ratio did not. The negative effect of class size was found to be greatest in the Gaeltacht, where most large naíonraí are clustered. The multi-level results suggest that the overall result must be treated with some caution, though it seems likely that at least within the Gaeltacht, larger naíonraí tend to depress children's Irish production scores. The Census results (Table 2.2) showed that over a third of naíonraí (36.3%) had 16 or more children. In the light of the findings on
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the effects of class size, it would appear to be worthwhile to reduce the number of large naíonraí where possible, and to aim to keep naíonraí below a maximum of 15 children.

There have been many reasons suggested for the negative effect of class size operating independently of pupil-teacher ratio. Howes, Phillips and Whitebrook (1990), in a large study of children in a range of day-care situations, found that group size was negatively associated with developmentally appropriate activities; they found that children in groups larger than 18 experienced lower levels of appropriate care-giving and developmentally appropriate activities than children in smaller groups. Only 46% of their sample in groups larger than 18 were rated as receiving ‘good’ or ‘very good’ care-giving and only 16% were judged to engage in ‘good’ or ‘very good’ developmentally appropriate activities. Conversely, these figures for children in groups smaller than 18 were 73% for care-giving and 74% for appropriate activities. This significant link between smaller groups and the provision of developmentally appropriate activities was explained by the authors as evidence of the ability of teachers of smaller groups to individualise care, allow children to move around more freely, and maintain an orderliness which allows children not to be interrupted as they engaged in activities. Sylva et al. (1980) also noted that children in smaller groups engaged in more challenging activities and had more social interaction than those in larger groups. They observed that the intimacy which fosters social interaction and challenging activities is easier to achieve with fewer children on the roll.

While it is clearly a worthwhile objective to keep naíonraí size and ratios small, it is worth noting, to emphasise the value of pre-schooling in general, that many of the 56% (Dept. of Education Statistics 1992-1993:3) of all four-year-olds who start school at the optional age of 4 years are in classes of more than 30 children to one adult, and the ratio in Junior Infants in some ordinary and all-Irish schools is the maximum of 35:1. Educational statistics for the year 1992-1993 show that 49% of children in Junior Infants and 54% of children in Senior Infants in that year were in classes of 30 or more. Perhaps even more relevant to the comparison with pre-schools in general is the fact that only 6% of Junior Infants classes in this period had fewer than 19 children, and only 5% of Senior Infants. (For some discussion of the lack of continuity of provision between pre-schools and schools in Ireland see Ó Murchú 1984-5; Gilligan 1991; and Hayes 1992). This issue will be considered in the concluding chapter.

Blatchford and Mortimore (1994) list a number of processes which they believe may explain the link between smaller classes for young children and better educational outcome. Among those they list, which appear to be relevant to the naíonraí, are:

1. Individualisation. (Galton et al. 1980, Shapson et al. 1980, Pate-Bain et al. 1992)
2. Better quality of teaching. Just as Howes et al. (1990) found that smaller classes were associated with better provision of developmentally appropriate activities, so too did Glass et al. (1982) find that smaller classes were associated with better use of teaching materials, classroom organisation, variety and imagination in activities and pupil assessment.
4. Better pupil and teacher morale. Robinson and Wittebols (1986) found that pupils in smaller classes had more positive attitudes, especially in kindergarten to grade 3 classes. Turner (1990) claimed that pupils' self-esteem can be enhanced more effectively in smaller classes than in larger ones. Glass and Smith (1979) found that teacher morale was higher in smaller classes.
5. Improved pupil-pupil relations. Smaller classes are linked to less aggression and more co-operation between pupils (Bain and Achilles 1986).
6. More time and space for the planning and organisation of activities (Clarke 1981).

Most of the research on class size comments on or manipulates pupil-teacher ratios also. In discussing such ratios, Lewis (1993) argues that the ratio of pupils to teachers should ideally be no larger than 10 to 1. Indeed, Howes et al. (1990) noted in their study 'the California standard of 8:1 for pre-schoolers was associated with higher levels of appropriate care-giving than the FIDCR 9:1 standard' (p.23). They argue, therefore, that decreasing PTR even by one child can make a difference to the quality of child-care provided. They found that only 42% of the sampled children in groups with PTRs of more than 8:1 received care-giving rated as 'good' or 'very good', while only 12% of such children were engaged in 'good' (and none received 'very good') developmentally appropriate activities. Sylva et al. (1980) also found that their results supported the principle of 'the more adults, the better'.

However, PTR was found not to be a significant variable in the hierarchical regression in this study and it was therefore excluded from the parsimonious specification of the simultaneous regression and the multi-level model. The conclusion drawn from this analysis is that manipulating PTR is not sufficient to provide children in large groups with similar access to an adult as those in a small group, since there appears to be an overall effect for class size, regardless of PTR.

Over a fifth (22.5%) of all naíonraí in the 1993 Census had ratios of more than 10 children per adult and almost a third (30.5%) of Gaeltacht naïonraí (with a second adult on call for emergencies), though insurance requirements now necessitate a ratio of no more than 10:1. The Child Care Act now also stipulates a maximum class size of 20 and a maximum ratio of 10 children per adult for sessional care, with a second adult available on the premises. However, from the point of view of naïonra objectives, it would appear to be a more effective strategy to aim to keep class sizes below at least 15, than to attempt to decrease the pupil-teacher ratio alone, since PTR does not appear to counteract the negative effect of class size, which persists even when the ratio is controlled for in the statistical tests. The STAR project (Achilles et al. 1993) also found that improving PTR did not overcome the effect of larger class size in their group of children from kindergarten up to age 8. They found that children in groups of 13-17 did significantly better at reading and mathematics than children in regular classes of 22-25, or children in a regular class (22-25) who also had a full-time teacher's assistant. Similarly, Sylva et al. (1980:165) concluded that 'the child under five thrives in small groups', where there is
less general hubbub, allowing children to focus on their play. While the international research on class size is not unambiguous, there is new evidence that, in the early years in particular, and for children with lower academic ability, small classes significantly improve later achievement in reading and mathematics. In the naíonra, as was already discussed, a further complication is that the Irish competence of the Assistant may not be sufficient to allow this person to interact comfortably in Irish with the children, resulting most probably in decreased or inappropriate input to children who rely on this adult’s competence to offset the effect of the large group in which they find themselves.

7.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter began by comparing some of the results of this study with Egan’s (1981) study of the naíonra. However, it was emphasised that the results of this bivariate analysis were inconclusive, and that fuller investigation of these effects required multivariate analysis, which takes account of the relationship between predictor variables. The following variables were found to play a key role in influencing children’s achievement of the Irish production test:

- general cognitive ability,
- parents’ Irish ability,
- home language Irish,
- current frequency of Irish use in the home,
- Gaeltacht location,
- Irish ability of Stiúrthóiri,
- naíonra located in school and number of children per session.

These variables were discussed in turn. Higher general cognitive ability is likely to speed children’s progress in production in their L2, but lower ability children do still make significant gains in comprehension in their period in the naíonra. Parents’ Irish ability affects the choice of language in the home, and is also linked to parents’ socio-economic status and educational level, but it was found to have a significant effect alone, even when other variables were controlled for. The effect of having Irish as home language pinpoints the native Irish speakers among the children, but there was also evidence of an advantage for children from bilingual homes in production and comprehension results. The effect of current frequency of Irish use in the home points to the need to encourage parents to support their child’s Irish acquisition in the naíonra as much as they can, through increasing their Irish use at home. The positive effect of Gaeltacht location, when other variables such as home language are controlled for, indicates the abiding influence of community use of the language. The influence of the Irish competence of Stiúrthóiri on the children’s production scores highlights the need to bring all Stiúrthóiri and their assistants to at least an intermediate level of Irish competence as the required minimum, and preferably to higher levels of competence. The negative effect of school location on children’s Irish production scores suggests that consideration be given to the possible advantages afforded by other locations in the setting up of new naíonra, as well as consideration of ways to make school-based naíonra more intimate both in appearance and in practice when no other venue is available. Finally, the negative effect of class size indicates that this factor cannot be overcome simply by increasing the number of adults in the class, but that ideally, consideration should be given to keeping naíonra size small.
Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusions

8.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter initially reviews each chapter of this study, and summarises some of the principal findings. Sections 8.9 onward discuss these findings in relation to the future operation of the naionraí, with suggestions for facilitating their success. Section 8.9 looks at the needs of parents in relation to their children’s attendance at naionraí and Section 8.10 focuses on the role of the Stiúrthóirí. Section 8.11 examines the priorities for future development of the naionraí, looking at the role in the optimal functioning of the naionraí of the parents, the Stiúrthóirí and An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta, and also considering the operation of the naionraí in the context of the work of other organisations. Section 8.12 considers the future impact of some social and legal changes on naionraí and Section 8.13 notes research projects which would be of benefit. Section 8.14 presents some of the conclusions of this study.

This report makes clear that children attending naionraí in Ireland are, in general, given access to a wide range of age-appropriate and stimulating activities in a supportive environment. In the majority of cases they are given their first exposure to Irish as their L2, and the progress they make in Irish comprehension and production in the naionraí bears witness to the commitment and diligence of their Stiúrthóirí. Parents are also shown to be supportive of their children’s Irish acquisition and report that they use Irish more frequently in their home after their child has begun attending a naionra. Overall, it appears that the naionraí provide a valuable service to children whose parents wish them to acquire or develop further their Irish competence at an early age, and they do so while providing an environment and activities which also aim to stimulate children’s cognitive, social and emotional development. This option of immersion pre-schooling is regrettably not available to all children whose parents would choose it for them, but future investment in the naionra service could allow more children to attend high quality early immersion, and would allow the committed workers involved in this service to continue and to develop their skills in the context of greater support from state education and Irish language bodies.
8.2 PRE-SCHOOLING IN IRELAND AND EARLY IMMERSION (CHAPTER 1)

Chapter 1 showed that there is a strong demand for pre-schooling services in the state, arising from societal changes such as the increased participation of women in the workforce, and a greater public awareness of the benefits of pre-schooling. However, the services currently provided for the majority of children are privately organised and funded, with relatively little state input in terms of planning or monitoring of standards. Recent changes in legislation will help to clarify the situation, but are unlikely to alter it fundamentally.

The success of immersion programmes internationally supports the parent-led demand for Irish-medium pre-schooling and primary schooling. The pedagogical approach advocated for the naíonraí emphasises the importance of play, with a range of developmentally appropriate activities which are accompanied always by the Irish needed to describe the child’s needs, wants and actions. The philosophy underlying the naíonraí is, therefore, that the child’s overall social, cognitive, motor, and personal skills should be promoted while they are being helped to acquire Irish. English is the home language for the majority of children attending naíonraí, and they are therefore at the very earliest stages of L2 acquisition. However, there are also children who have some exposure to Irish in their homes, and others who speak only Irish at home, both in the Gaeltacht and Galltacht, and for these children the naíonraí need to provide enrichment of their first language, at a level which is appropriate to their differing levels of Irish competence.

International research points to as many differences as similarities between the experience of immersion in different countries. However, it would be of benefit to build on the similarities that do exist in order to gain further from the experience of countries such as New Zealand and Catalonia, as well as Canada and Wales, in attempting to meet the needs of children, parents and teachers in Irish-medium pre-schools and schools. To this end, there is a need to foster communication with other early immersion systems, as well as local links between Irish-medium pre-schools and schools. Many of the problems facing early immersion in Ireland are experienced elsewhere, such as the training and in-service needs of teachers, the difficulty in finding appropriate teaching materials, and strategies for including parents. Continued communication with other systems, particularly those within the European Union, could increase the effectiveness of the solutions proposed.

8.3 CENSUS OF THE NAÍONRAÍ (CHAPTER 2)

The Census of the naíonraí showed that about 2,600 children attended 190 naíonraí sessions in the year 1992-93, run by 174 Stiúrthóirí (some of whom operated more than one session per day) and 90 assistants. Most naíonraí were located in halls and other public buildings, with a little over a quarter in private homes, and a quarter in schools. Almost two-thirds of all naíonraí in the year 1992-93 had 15 children or fewer, but the remaining third had 16 children or more. About three-quarters had pupil-teacher ratios of up to 10 children per adult at that time, and the remainder had ratios of more than ten.
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children per adult (with a second adult on call in case of emergencies, a system which is now no longer possible due to a change in insurance requirements. In addition, the implementation of the Child Care Act now requires a maximum ratio of ten children to each adult, with a second adult on the premises).

The Census showed that the majority of children attending the naíonraí were from English-only homes, while only about a quarter of Gaeltacht children were reported to come from Irish-only homes. Approximately one-third of Gaeltacht children attending naíonraí and one-sixth of Galltacht children were judged by Stiúrthóiri to come from homes in which both English and Irish were used.

After about two terms in the naíonra for the majority of children (and up to 5 terms for 19% who were spending a second year in the naíonra), Stiúrthóiri estimated the Irish skills of over 2,000 children in the naíonra Census. They reported (Table 2.6) that 14% of naíonra children in the Galltacht and 41% of naíonra children in the Gaeltacht had at least a 'good competence' in Irish; almost half of Galltacht naíonra children, and almost a third of Gaeltacht naíonra children could produce only some Irish phrases. Most of the remaining third of Galltacht naíonra children could produce only a few Irish words, and a minority had only comprehension of Irish.

The aims of this study included an assessment of the achievement in Irish comprehension and production of a sample of 225 children and the major factors which influenced that achievement. Other aims were an analysis of the profile of naíonra parents from their questionnaire, and an evaluation of the needs and strategies of Stiúrthóiri.

8.4 THE PROFILE OF NAÍONRA PARENTS (CHAPTER 3)
Parents are recognised as playing a pivotal role in revitalisation movements, in initiating immersion programmes and in extending use of the target language. Questionnaires from over 1,800 households provided demographic information on both parents where appropriate, their occupational groupings and educational levels, and their Irish competence and language background. About a quarter of respondents were living in the Gaeltacht, and the remainder in the Galltacht.

Most Galltacht parents with children attending a naíonra reside in urban areas, while the majority of Gaeltacht naíonra parents reside in rural areas, as might be expected. Almost half of naíonra mothers work outside of the home (either full time or part-time) which is twice as high as the proportion of working mothers among a sample representative of the general population of mothers of young children (as represented by the relevant sub-group of the ESRI 1987 national survey). Both fathers and mothers who choose to send their children to a Galltacht naíonra are more likely to have a non-manual occupation or be self-employed than the Gaeltacht or general population of fathers and mothers. Naíonra parents are significantly more likely to work in the professional/managerial or higher civil service sector than the ESRI sample of parents of pre-school children in the general
population, indicating that parents in higher occupational status groupings are more likely to send their child to a naíonra. Nevertheless, up to a third of naíonra fathers, and almost a quarter of naíonra mothers are in manual occupations outside of farming.

Educational data also show that significantly more naíonra parents than parents of preschool children in the general population have a Leaving Certificate qualification, and more naíonra parents have a third-level education. Thus, more highly educated parents are significantly better represented among those choosing to send their child to a naíonra than among the general population of parents. However, they are not simply an educated elite, since over a quarter of naíonra mothers and two-fifths of naíonra fathers had not reached their Leaving Certificate.

High levels of competence in Irish are significantly more frequent among naíonra parents than among the general population of adults represented by the ITE (1993) language survey. Gaeltacht parents who choose to send their child to a naíonra are somewhat more likely than the general population to have a good or native-like ability in Irish themselves. However, those with moderate or high Irish ability are still in a minority of about a quarter overall among naíonra parents (only about one-sixth of naíonra parents in the Gaeltacht have moderate to high ability in Irish, and over half of Gaeltacht naíonra parents). Over a third of Gaeltacht naíonra parents and one-fifth of Gaeltacht naíonra parents had weak-moderate competence in Irish at best (could participate in ‘parts of conversations’ in Irish) while almost half of Gaeltacht naíonra parents and one-fifth of Gaeltacht naíonra parents had either weak Irish competence or none at all. Thus, the overwhelming majority of Gaeltacht parents who chose a naíonra for their child had weak-moderate, weak or no Irish ability, indicating that even parents who do not have high levels of Irish competence themselves view attendance at a naíonra as a worthwhile and valuable experience for their children.

A majority of Gaeltacht naíonra parents grew up in homes where no Irish was used, while only about a third of Gaeltacht naíonra parents were from homes where Irish had always been used. Overall, more than half of naíonra parents themselves grew up in homes where only English was spoken. Most Gaeltacht naíonra parents had attended English-medium primary and secondary schools, while the majority of Gaeltacht naíonra parents had attended Irish-medium or part-Irish-medium primary schools, though this proportion dropped for secondary education to about two-fifths. The majority of Gaeltacht naíonra parents and about two-fifths of Gaeltacht naíonra parents wished to send their own child to an all-Irish primary school, while another quarter of each group would opt for schools where more than one subject was taught through Irish.

8.5 The Parents and the Naíonraí (Chapter 4)
Parents' reasons for choosing a naíonra for their child, and their contact with the naíonra were investigated in Chapter 4. Most parents chose to send their child to a naíonra for a combination of language and educational reasons, but over a fifth of Gaeltacht naíonra
parents decided on language grounds only (compared to about a tenth of Gaeltacht naionra parents), and a fifth of all parents decided on a naionra for non-language/educational reasons only. Most parents thought that Irish-medium pre-schooling was very important for a child whose parents were considering sending him/her to an Irish-medium primary school.

Parents reported that only about 1% of Gaeltacht children and less than a quarter of Gaeltacht children attending a naionra had Irish as their only home language, although about another sixth of Gaeltacht and two-fifths of Gaeltacht children in the naionra had heard English and Irish in their homes. Parents reported that less than a third of the Gaeltacht naionra children were at least able for a conversation in Irish before they began attending the naionra, indicating that in the mixed language homes, many children did not get enough exposure to Irish to be able to use the language productively.

Parents were overwhelmingly satisfied with their decision to send their child to a naionra, and the majority of children were reported to be happy there. More than half of all parents found that children began to use Irish words, rhymes or songs at home on a regular basis, and Gaeltacht parents in particular noted an increase in Irish conversation by their child. This increase in the children's Irish use at home was reflected in substantial increases in parents' own use. Parents were three times more likely to use Irish regularly with their child after the child began attending the naionra than they had been before attendance, and there was a very significant decrease in those who never spoke Irish to their children at home.

Naionra parents in English-only or bilingual households in general reported low involvement in Irish language activities such as listening to Raidió na Gaeltachta, or watching An Nuacht, reading Irish-language columns in national papers, or reading Irish story-books to their children. Less than a fifth of Gaeltacht naionra parents had participated in Irish classes, Irish social events or Irish cultural activities, which may, in some part, be due to the lack of availability or accessibility of such activities and events, as well as to 'life-cycle' factors, since organising attendance at such activities can be particularly difficult for parents of young children.

Parents' involvement in the naionra was in general fairly low, and this is likely to be linked to low Irish competence in a large proportion, as well as to the other family and work commitments of parents. Only about half of parents reported that they or their partner had attended an introductory meeting about the work of the naionra. The main contact for parents was dropping off and collecting the child each day, and in checking on the child's progress at least monthly. The majority of parents never used naionra books or tapes at home. Parents outlined their requirements to improve their contact with the naionra and use of Irish at home, and these will be discussed further below.
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8.6 SURVEY OF STÍÚRTHÓIRÍ (CHAPTER 5)
The survey of Stíúrthóirí elicited information on the organisation of naíonraí, and details on the qualifications, experience and Irish competence of the Stíúrthóirí. The information on fees supplied indicated that almost a third of all naíonraí receive subsidies from Údarás na Gaeltachta. Fees per child for most of these naíonraí were less than £5 per week, while for unsubsidised naíonraí the weekly fees were on average £8 per week.

Stíúrthóirí come from a range of backgrounds, and up to a sixth are qualified as teachers, but the majority rely on the preparatory training course organised by An Comhracht Réamhscolaíochta for professional training. About half of Stíúrthóirí had between five and ten years’ experience, and another quarter had more than 11 years’ experience, indicating quite a low attrition rate. More than half of all Stíúrthóirí had native- or near-native-speaker Irish ability, but almost one-fifth had Irish which was described as ‘satisfactory’ at best by Comhairleoirí. Over two-fifths of the Assistants (Stíúrthóirí Cúnta) were reported to have ‘weak’ or, at best, ‘satisfactory’ Irish.

Stíúrthóirí appear, in general, to be a highly committed group, with a large proportion attending in-service courses frequently. They evinced a high level of interest in practical courses, but also in broader areas such as health issues and psychology. What is most desired by Stíúrthóirí is the opportunity to visit other naíonraí, and assistance to purchase new equipment. Up to a quarter of Stíúrthóirí were dissatisfied with the level of contact with their local primary schools, although there was higher satisfaction with the contact with local all-Irish schools. A majority of Stíúrthóirí reported that they would welcome parents who wished to help in the naíonra.

In terms of organisation of work, most Stíúrthóirí reported that they had a weekly and term plan, but less than half had a yearly plan. The activities most commonly available to each child every day in the final term were reported to be: home corner, jigsaws and building blocks. The average child engaged in story-telling and group games every day in fewer than half of all naíonraí. Comhairleoirí judged that a sixth of naíonraí offered an excellent choice and organisation of activities, and the majority were at least considered ‘good’, but about one-tenth had a poor range of activities, and up to a fifth were judged to be making poor use of activities to reinforce language use. Overall, Comhairleoirí indicated that about 20% of Stíúrthóirí were performing excellently, and 70% well or satisfactorily, with only about 10% performing weakly.

8.7 MEASURING IRISH ACHIEVEMENT IN THE NAÍONRA (CHAPTER 6)
Tests were developed to assess the Irish achievement of children in the naíonraí. These comprised tests of Irish comprehension, production and imitation. In addition, a test of general cognitive ability was devised. From the total population of children in the census of naíonraí in February 1993 a sample of 225 children was drawn, and this sample was weighted to ensure that it was representative of all naíonraí and children in this population. These tests were considered to be valid and reliable instruments.
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Mastery scores showed that almost all children were judged to have made at least minimal progress in Irish comprehension, while about half had made significant progress. Production scores were lower, with over half of the sample making at least minimal progress on this test, and less than a sixth making substantial progress. Overall scores on these tests showed the expected pattern of development, with the sampled children’s Irish comprehension and imitation scores in advance of their Irish production. Home language also influenced scores in the expected direction, with a clear superiority of scores for children from Irish-only homes over those from homes where English and Irish were spoken, who in turn had higher scores than children from English-only homes.

8.6 Statistical Analysis of Influences on Irish Achievement (Chapter 7)

Bivariate analysis indicated a number of factors which influenced test results. For example, such analyses showed that older children and those with higher general cognitive ability scores had significantly higher Irish production scores. Bivariate analyses also showed that residence in the Gaeltacht favourably influenced Irish production scores, and that use of Irish in the home resulted in higher Irish production scores (with children from all-Irish homes having an advantage over children from bilingual homes, who in turn, had an advantage over children from English-only homes). This effect of home language interacted with Gaeltacht residence, with Gaeltacht children scoring higher in each case than children from language-equivalent homes in the Gaeltacht.

Looking at naionra-level factors, bivariate analyses indicated that, where Stiurthóirí had native or near-native Irish competence, children had higher comprehension scores. It was also found that children in naionrai located in private homes and halls had significantly higher Irish production scores than those located in schools, and children in naionrai with 15 children or fewer also had higher Irish production scores than those in larger naionraf. Bivariate analyses showed no significant effect on Irish scores for children in naionrai with lower pupil-teacher ratios.

However, such analyses look at the effect of only one variable on the Irish scores at a time, whereas more sophisticated statistical analyses can take a number of variables into account at the same time. Multivariate analyses showed that the most reliably influential factors, when interactions between different factors were taken into account, could be divided into different groups, at child-, home- and naionra-level. Most of the explained variance was accounted for at child- and home-level, with naionra-level variables accounting for about a third of the explained variance. These multivariate analyses showed that, all other things being equal, a child’s Irish production score could be expected to be higher if he or she had:

- an above average score in the General Cognitive Ability test;
- at least one parent with moderate or high ability in Irish;
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- had Irish spoken to him or her as a baby and toddler;
- at least some Irish used currently in his or her home;
- lived in the Gaeltacht;
- had a Stiurthoir with a good to fluent knowledge of Irish;
- attended a naionra which was not located in a school; and
- attended a relatively small naionra.

8.9 ASSISTING PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

Clark (1989:55) noted that the term ‘parental involvement’ may be used to describe very different levels of participation in pre-school education, ranging from non-participation, through support without involvement, to participation in the work of the unit either directly in the unit or at home, through partnership in management and control of the pre-school unit. Intervention studies have shown the efficacy of involving parents in promoting first language skills, usually through some targeted daily activities like reading to children and playing with them in the home, for a minimum time each day. In the case of the naionraí, the statistical results show that it is the parents who are supplying Irish input to their children who are best supporting the children’s Irish acquisition in the naionra, and it would be beneficial to involve all parents in some Irish use at home to this end. Some strategies for achieving this wider support for Irish use at home are outlined below.

8.9.1 Irish Classes and Irish Materials for Parents

The effect of current use of Irish in the home, and parents’ ability in Irish were noted as strong positive influences on children’s Irish production scores in the analyses. The differences in the levels of Irish competence among parents requires naionraí to cater for a range of children, from those who have very little or no Irish input at home, up to and including those who have exclusive Irish input. The policy of some naionraí of offering Irish classes to parents, or at least information about classes, reflects this awareness of the benefits of improving parents’ Irish competence, since they are significant players in their children’s acquisition.

Irish Courses for Naionra Parents

Clearly, parents with low levels of Irish ability have great difficulty in supporting their child’s newly-learned Irish. However, only 11% of parents reported that they had attended an Irish class since their child began attending the naionra. It must be noted that the period of having young children is not the life-stage most conducive to attending classes regularly in any subject, and this undoubtedly decreases the number of parents who can attend Irish classes. In addition, it is possible that parents find that the types of courses available for adult learners do not adequately meet their need to communicate in Irish with their young children.
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It may be necessary, in order to reach this group, to look both at the suitability of what is taught in adult Irish classes, and also at the format in which it is taught. Regarding the material taught, it is possible that ordinary adult Irish classes are insufficiently focused for náonra parents whose aim is to be able to discuss náonra activities with their child at home. Such classes are likely to have a dearth of child-directed language and could therefore suffer from a de-motivating time-lag before parents see any benefit, in terms of being able to interact in Irish with their child.

'Self-Help' Irish Materials
Given this dual problem regarding course content and low rates of attendance, it might be worthwhile to explore other approaches. A first step would be to bring to parents' attention the self-teaching Irish aids already available. One useful aid already prepared by An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta, in conjunction with Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann, is the phrase-book Bunscolaíge do Thuismitheoirí/Basic Irish for Parents. However, many parents appear not to be aware of this booklet (40% said that they would like 'samples of the phrases the children learn'). This booklet is supplied with a tape, which allows for use in the home and car, and could be an invaluable aid for parents who previously had good competence in Irish and need only to have their memory refreshed.

However, the disadvantage is that this is a phrase-book rather than a 'teach yourself' course, and it therefore lacks the role-play and repetition which would assist parents who have very low levels of competence. A more focused self-help book for parents based on the language listed in this phrase-book would be useful, if scenarios based on parent-child interaction were provided to illustrate the material presented, as well as language-learning exercises and repetition. This would have the added benefit of modelling the use of Irish in the home, which many parents may be reluctant to try because it feels unnatural. It would also be helpful if Stiúrthóirí could encourage parents to establish ciorcail chainte (conversation groups, already operating in some náonraí and desired by a further fifth of parents), which would allow Irish learners to meet informally from time to time and interact with more proficient speakers with whom they have a common interest.

Information Packs
The parents of young children often feel under great time-pressure as they try to balance the needs of pre-school children with those of toddler or school-age siblings and, in many cases, their commitments outside of the home. In trying to reach this group, therefore, it is important that the demands made on them in terms of time and scheduling are realistic. It might also be effective to develop short information packs for them, as an alternative for those who cannot enrol in classes or longer ‘teach yourself’ projects. Thus, the 48% of parents who said that they wanted copies of the rhymes and songs learned by the children could be accommodated relatively easily, through the provision of a small number of pages of such material, distributed by Stiúrthóirí (as occurs already in some cases). Some parents would also benefit from very brief information sheets listing greetings, simple phrases, and a number of rhymes; again these could be distributed by
the Stiurthóir to those who request them. More detailed collections of rhymes and songs are contained in the tapes and booklets already available from An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaiochta, but again, it appears that many parents are unaware of their availability.

Parents might benefit from a general booklet of advice about how best to facilitate their child’s learning, with information about what the child is learning and detailed suggestions regarding activities such as singing, playing and reading for parent and pre-naonra or naonra children, and specific examples of suitable material. Given the pivotal role of the home in supporting children’s learning, and the reported increase in Irish use in the home after a child begins attending a naonra, it would be most beneficial to draw parents into the process, through, for example, some of the following:

- informing them of and encouraging them to use simple phrases which are used in the naonra (through video, booklet, fact-sheet and newsletter suggestions for Irish in specific contexts);

- encouraging them to play tapes (at home or in the car) of Irish rhymes and songs which the child is learning;

- encouraging them to read simple Irish books to the child at home, and assisting parents to choose suitable books; and

- developing a range of taped children’s books in Irish as a support for parents with low levels of Irish ability.

Such information is provided in the ‘Welsh for the Family’ project (Brooke, 1992) in which the Welsh phrases and vocabulary needed in a range of situations appropriate to young children are presented attractively with pictures, and with English translations. Illustrations have items labelled in Welsh, so that a parent has the term available to draw it to the child’s attention. Tapes and activity books are also available to reinforce the language learned by child and parent.

Taped Children’s Books

Over half of Galltacht respondents in the parents’ survey stated that they never read Irish story-books to their children, and a further third said they did so only occasionally. This may be linked to parents’ feeling that their Irish is inadequate for the task of reading even a simple story in Irish. The use of taped story-books has also been shown to be a significant support for parent and child alike (see Hickey 1991 for a discussion), with exposure to native-speaker pronunciation, music and choruses to get children’s attention, and the option of multiple repetition which has proved so beneficial (and enjoyable) for young learners. The numbers of such taped books in Irish is small at present, and it is imperative that this need be addressed in the near future. In the meantime, Stiurthóirí might like to offer parents the opportunity of borrowing a selection of taped books which
they had themselves spoken onto tape. The advantage of having a familiar voice on tape, reading a story familiar from the naionra, would be a very positive feature, and the objective of increasing Irish reading in the home is worthy of this effort until commercial suppliers answer this need.

Parents’ Newsletter
Even where excellent Irish materials are already available from An Comhchoiste Réanhscolaíochta, An Gúm and other sources, parents appear in many cases to be unaware of them. Over 80% of parents reported that they rarely or never used naionra books or tapes at home. Lack of awareness of what is available is compounded by the poor chances of seeing any Irish materials displayed in the average bookshop, and this therefore requires some action. To this end, it is recommended that An Comhchoiste revive their newsletter, on a different basis, by directing it at parents once per term. This could be distributed in batches to naionrai, allowing each child to take one home to his/her parent(s). Such a newsletter, which would need to be bilingual, could contain a list of some of the materials such as books, tapes of songs and taped books available in Irish, together with a few sentences describing each, with suggestions for their use.
Letters could be solicited from parents who already use some Irish at home, to illustrate possibilities and phrases to parents new to using Irish with their children. A Stiúrthóir could outline some of the seasonal language which is likely to arise in each term, and present some of the relevant rhymes and phrases accompanying particular activities. It would also be of benefit to emphasise the value Stiúrthóiri place on parental support for Irish in the home, so that parents do not feel that they ‘should leave that to the naionra’.

Almost 40% of parents surveyed felt that their involvement with the naionra was too low, but noted that this was mostly due to their domestic or work arrangements. Thus, the best way of communicating with this group would appear to be through a newsletter. Such material sent to parents, which they can read at their own convenience, and keep for future reference, might go some way to overcome the lack of awareness of what resources are available, and illustrate the benefits of their using as much Irish informally at home as possible. A newsletter would also address the need identified by the third of parents who said that they require assistance in selecting books and tapes in Irish for use at home, and the supply of such information to the remainder might encourage them to consider using some materials. Parents’ newsletters have been found to be a successful way of imparting information about methods, activities and materials in many settings such as music and drama schools, and centralised preparation and batch delivery to naionrai would keep costs down. Parents reported that their child’s attendance at a naionra significantly increased the amount of Irish used in the home. Therefore, any approach which aims at increasing Irish use in the home by the parents of young children, and further supporting the Irish acquisition of the children themselves, is one which should rightly claim support from Irish language organisations charged with promoting Irish use, since this parent-child nexus is acknowledged to be crucial in fostering bilingualism.
Children's Programmes in Irish

The provision of children's T.V. programmes in Irish on the new Telefís na Gaeilge channel adds another focus for Irish use in the home between parents and children, allowing them to see Irish used in a recreational context together (initially in the programmes Boisini and Bouli). However, to maximise their effectiveness, some of the programmes aimed at the pre-school age-group need to allow for the fact that even in the Gaeltacht, as well as elsewhere, a large proportion of these children are second language learners, and require a slower pace of presentation, a greater clarity of enunciation and a greater simplicity of language than is necessary for native-language speakers of Irish. These requirements make dubbed programmes less suitable for this age group, unless the original has been deliberately made slower than usual, such as the video series MuZZy. The value of repetition for language learning in young children and the pleasure they derive from repetition of the familiar, makes the provision of such programmes as Boisini on video a high priority, to add to the small supply which already exists of Irish videos for children. The naíonra could play a central role in alerting parents to those children's programmes in Irish on TnáG as well as a number already broadcast on RTÉ, and to the availability of some videos of cartoons (e.g. Bouli agus a Chairde, Bouli Arís, Réaltóig).

The change in the broadcast time of pre-school programmes by TnáG, from their original slot at 12.30 p.m. to a new slot at 2.00 p.m., is welcomed. Naíonra census figures of 1993 showed that 46 naíonraí only finished at 12.30 p.m., while another 30 naíonraí were still in operation between 12.40 and 2.15 p.m. (having begun late in the morning), usually without access to a television. In addition, many English-medium play-groups and Montessori pre-schools are either just finishing or still running at 12.30, while many Infant classes in primary schools do not finish until 1.30 p.m. Thus, the shift to 2.00 p.m. is very important in making these programmes available to more young children. Overall, these programmes make an important contribution to raising the status of Irish among these children, and allowing them to have pleasant experiences of the language at home, where parents may join in watching with them. It is hoped that the range of programmes for young children will continue to be developed and that more broadcast time and resources can be devoted to this sector in the future.

Parents Participating in the Naíonra

Only a very small minority of parents help in the naíonra, and there may be a low ceiling on this type of involvement as a result of parents' other commitments and low levels of Irish competence. However, over two-thirds of Stiúrthóirí reported that they would welcome involvement from parents who wish to help, although only about one-fifth of Stiúrthóirí would themselves seek out such parental involvement, which may again be influenced by the fact that many parents have low Irish ability. It is suggested that those Stiúrthóirí who would welcome parents' visits to the naíonra should bring this to their attention as an open invitation, and suggest a rota of visits (at intervals convenient for the Stiúrthóirí), since parents might otherwise be reluctant to ask for permission to participate. Even intermittent participation in the naíonra would give such parents a new perspective on the work there and the methods used, and would allow children to see
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adults other than their Stiúrthóir or Stiúrthóir Cúnta using Irish. However, such involvement would only be successful if individual Stiúrthóirí were at ease with the practice and initiated it voluntarily, and if the parents involved had sufficiently fluent Irish to be able to participate fully in activities.

Improving Attendance at Introductory Meetings
A major contact point between Stiúrthóirí and parents is the introductory meeting. However, only about half of respondents or their partners had attended such a meeting. This fairly low attendance points again to the need to communicate through written materials with the group which does not attend meetings. In addition, however, it might be possible to persuade parents who did not attend the introductory meeting to attend a meeting organised several weeks after their child had begun at the naíonra, when the issue of what was being learned, and how, might appear less abstract. While this would impose a burden on Stiúrthóirí and Comhairleoirí, who normally attend and speak at such meetings, it might be worth trying on an experimental basis.

8.9.2 Parent and Toddler Groups
The advantages of an ancillary service which would provide some experience of an Irish-language environment even before the naíonra has been discussed in Seáil Le Chéile, (no author) a document describing a pilot ‘parent and child’ programme organised by Bor do Gaeilge in 1992. This experience and the longer and wider experience of the Kohanga reo (Maori groups in New Zealand) and Cyfch Mam a’i Phlentyn in Wales have illustrated the benefits of offering parents and children an opportunity to learn and speak a second language at a very young age, before they are even aware that what they are hearing is another language. In Wales there is provision for children under two and a half years to participate with their parents in groups called Cyfch Ti a Fi, and children over two and a half years are involved in Cyfch Meithrin groups. In the former (‘Welsh for the Family’) bilingual leaflets are provided with suggested activities for the groups, but also with aims for Welsh use at home e.g.:

Goal: Learn to sing and read stories with your child at home

Sing: Song X (reference to book and cassette)
 Practise singing 3 new songs every week. (from illustrated song-book)
  1. Look at each picture and say the words aloud together.
  2. Read the words of each song aloud.
  3. Sing the song together (with the actions). Then sing it again!

Read: 6 Mabon and Mahli stories (series, accompanied by free cassette tapes)
 Practise reading one new story every week.
  1. Your teacher reads a sentence aloud and tells you what it means.
  2. Everyone reads the sentence aloud together before moving on to the next one.
  3. If you want some extra practice, read the story again with a friend.
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Sing with the Children (babies and all)
1. Sing and move (vigorously!) with the children at the end of the session.
2. Help your child with the actions - that’s how they learn what the song means!
3. Sing Song X last of all, while walking in a circle.

At Home
1. Sing several songs with your child every day. First look at the picture together and then sing the song (with the actions).
2. Read at least one Welsh story with your child every day.
3. Read each new story EVERY day during the first week.

Such detailed instructions, which ask for a small daily time commitment in the home, are more likely to be successful than general instructions which do not specify regular activities. With regard to the meetings themselves, allowing parents to remain with their toddlers ensures that children feel supported and relaxed, and involves parents directly in the child’s learning, thus promoting use of the language at home also. Parents are given an opportunity to improve their own Welsh through conversation with other adults and through the learning of specific vocabulary.

One workable model for the provision of such parent and toddler groups comes from Ballinteer in Dublin, where a group of parents founded a co-operative movement called Na Mamailinigh. A voluntary co-ordinator helps to put parents in contact with each other and organises small groups of no more than six parents and their children. These meet in each other’s homes (on a rota) once a week for about two hours, and engage in activities such as painting, water-play, reading/telling stories, playing games, singing songs etc. through Irish. No special premises are required, and such groups are therefore an option for any small group or even two parents who are willing to organise themselves. Children attending can be aged from several months only up to about three years, and at this age are extraordinarily open to language learning. Such young children who feel happy and safe while with their parent are extremely accomplished learners with few inhibitions about producing what they know, and adding to it. After a period in such a group a child can begin attending a naionra already with some comprehension of Irish, and a quite sizeable productive vocabulary of words and phrases which increases the level of Irish use in the naionra and provides a most effective model for other children who have not been exposed to Irish. Just as importantly, parents who have participated in such groups already understand the importance of their own role in fostering the child’s language acquisition, so they are less likely to retreat to the sidelines of low involvement in the work of the naionra.

To function most effectively, parents considering setting up such a group would benefit from a ‘starter pack’, presenting information bilingually on the aims of such a mother and toddler Irish group, with detailed suggestions for activities and a range of plans for the meetings. This pack would also supply the text of rhymes and songs and full instructions on the actions to accompany them. Recommended vocabulary and suggestions for
introducing it could also be included, with information for parents about the type of language required, including, for example, *Bunghaelge do Thuismitheoirí.* Finally, it would be important to include a list of books in Irish for this age group, and suggestions regarding how to present them, with an explanation of the vocabulary used. Some centralised co-ordination would contribute significantly to the success of such efforts, in helping to get groups going, and in keeping them focused and effective.

**8.9.3 Parents' Expectations and Objectives**

There is a need for parents, in particular, to have realistic expectations regarding the outcome of a period in a naíonra for children from each of the typical language backgrounds. A year in a naíonra is likely to give a child from an English-only background a good comprehension of the Irish used in the naíonra and an ability to produce a small amount of Irish, some of which may not be fully productive as yet. A child from a home in which at least some Irish is used is likely to show better productive skills, as well as more advanced comprehension. Children from Irish-only homes are likely to show improvement in their production, with increased Irish vocabulary; they may, in addition, acquire some English from other children attending.

Krashen (1985:66) described immersion as ‘the most successful program ever recorded in the professional language teaching literature’. There are, in general, very high expectations for children’s L2 language learning in immersion situations, with a widespread belief that children emerge from such schools after a number of years with native-like competence in the language, at no cost to their mother tongue development or their academic achievement. In fact, however, it has been recognised by some immersion researchers that this is not the case. Instead, as Cohen (1982:105) noted, results as early as the mid- to late 1970s, from Spanish immersion in the US and French immersion in Canada showed that children in these programmes did not achieve native-like mastery of the second language. In fact, they reached a very satisfactory level of communicative ability, which is, nevertheless, an interlanguage, showing the effects of interference from their native language and inconsistent L2 rule application. Safiy (1989:551), in describing high-school graduates of immersion programmes, commented on their spontaneous, natural communication and ‘charmingly self-asserted and oblivious attitudes toward their mistakes’. He stressed that the communicative approach used in immersion education is bound to achieve this result, since it emphasises what is being said, rather than how it is being said. Cohen explains the entrenched grammatical errors of immersion students as resulting from the fact that they spend most of their time listening to other learners, who reinforce each other’s second language errors.

Safiy argues that the most effective remedy for entrenched grammatical errors in older immersion pupils is high quality input, with weekly group practice on the correct form of structures which have a high error rate in the group. Stúrthóirí are trained in this strategy in their preparatory course. Regarding pre-school children in immersion, the issue of quality and quantity of Irish input is one which needs to be stressed, as was discussed in Chapter 5, with a subtle shift in the balance of activities towards those that maximise...
Irish input from the Stiúrthóir. Saftly also proposes that socio-cultural exchanges with native speakers of the language should be promoted in order to increase quality input. In the case of naíonra children living in the Gaeltacht this would be very difficult. One answer might be to encourage parents to bring their children on visits to the Gaeltacht. In the parents’ survey it was found that less than half of the Gaeltacht parents had visited the Gaeltacht in the preceding 4 years. However, it must be remembered that, regardless of the community involved, visitors usually find it extremely difficult to make contact with local people, particularly where another language is involved, and this is as true of visitors to the Gaeltacht who do not have family or friends resident there as it is true of holiday-makers around the world. For this reason, more organised schemes such as that run by Cumann an Phiarsaigh in Donegal may be most effective. Cumann an Phiarsaigh now offers one-week holiday/Irish-courses for entire families, where parents have the opportunity to attend Irish classes while babies are cared for in a crèche, pre-schoolers in a naíonra, and children up to ten years of age attend age-appropriate classes. Parents and children stay in the college, and sight-seeing trips, amusements, céilí-dancing and Irish music events are organised for leisure activities.

Such short holidays in the Gaeltacht allow young children to spend a couple of hours each day with a Stiúrthóir, and experience life in a Gaeltacht area. Some wider experience of the use of Irish in the Gaeltacht might be gained, through, for example, visits to a local shop where Irish is spoken, or a visit from a mother with her toddler who is acquiring Irish. Parents can avail of this time to improve their Irish ability and gain enjoyment from Irish cultural activities, as well as have a pleasant visit to a Gaeltacht with their children enjoyably occupied. If, in addition to these activities, there was an attempt by the organisers to facilitate interaction with Gaeltacht parents, as well as to encourage visitors to speak Irish when taking their children to any local amenities such as a craft-shop, then the basis might also be laid down for future independent visits to the Gaeltacht. The development of this initiative is greatly to be welcomed, and it is hoped that other options, such as shorter (3-day) courses might be added in the future, for example at Easter or half-term breaks, in a range of venues and Gaeltacht areas.

8.9.4 Practical Facilitation of Naíonra Attendance
This study showed that naíonra mothers are twice as likely to be engaged in work outside the home as the general population of mothers of young children. Of the approximate 50% of naíonra mothers who participate in the labour force, half were engaged in part-time work. Given this feature of naíonra parents, and the wider trend towards women’s increased participation in the labour market, parents’ needs will, in the future, require some consideration. Parents may have to consider the hours of naíonra operation in their decision-making process regarding the type of pre-schooling for their child. It would be most unfortunate if naíonrai, which at present attract about half of their children from homes where both parents work full- or part-time outside the home, were to exclude the children of some working parents because of practical problems such as difficulties with their hours of operation. Almost half the naíonrai (17%) in the naíonra census finished at or before 12.00 noon. Such closing times may pose difficulties even for part-time
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workers, since they often work either for full mornings or afternoons and would not therefore be able to collect children before their work period ends. Similarly, only 21% of naíonraí in the census opened at or before 9.15 a.m., which may again pose problems for working parents whose jobs require them to be in work for office hours. It appears that the current hours of naíonra operation depend on the availability of a parent or child-carer in the home, and may exclude a group of parents who would like to choose a naíonra for their child, and could afford to pay for it, but have difficulty organising childcare to accommodate the naíonra hours, even when one parent is working only part-time. Even parents who are full-time home-makers may experience difficulties due to the lack of co-ordination between naíonra opening and closing times and the times of the school which other children in the family attend.

It is accepted that young children become tired after their session in a challenging environment. Nevertheless naíonraí in some areas might consider adding an optional (and paid) extra period of after-náíonra care (of up to one hour's duration), with suitable and less challenging activities, to make the option of a naíonra available to parents who cannot arrange to have children collected mid-morning. According to the Child Care (Pre-school Services) Regulations 1996, sessional pre-school services may be up to three and a half hours in duration per session. In this regard, it is noteworthy that some Montessori pre-schools already operate for longer periods of up to three and a half hours, and some individual groups offer after-care up to 2 p.m. or full day-care after a Montessori session in the morning, indicating that even young children can be happily accommodated for somewhat longer periods, provided that activities are varied, suitable, and paced over the morning. Consideration of such extra periods of care would, of course, raise practical issues such as insurance cover and would depend on local demand. However, the fact that not all parents need or want to avail of such an option should not rule out local provision where it is desired, especially in urban areas. The current situation in which some parents may rule out sending their child to a naíonra because of difficulties with naíonra hours of operation is unsatisfactory. The option of having children attend both sessions of a two-session naíonra (because of difficulties in arranging to have the child collected or of organising childcare after naíonra hours) is also not ideal. Attending two naíonra sessions is likely to be much more taxing than attending a slower-paced single session over a similar time-span.

It is relevant that Basque and Cañada immersion pre-schools operate from 9.00 a.m.-12.00 p.m., with a break for lunch, and a rest during which the child may be collected and brought home, or may stay in the pre-school, resuming at 3.00 p.m. until 5.00 p.m. This is not simply the effect of Mediterranean daily cycles, since in Finland, Swedish-immersion pre-schools operate to the same schedule, with a long lunch-break and rest followed by resumed 'classes'. The growth in the number of women participating in the labour force in Ireland has been discussed already in Chapter 1, and it is important that some awareness of the constraints of parents who work outside the home or of those caring for other children should be considered in the future by the naíonraí. At present, those who require longer hours of care for their children are being given the option only.
of English-medium child-care, which has expanded greatly in recent years. It is, therefore, important that in coming years consideration should be given, where possible, to the provision of short after-naíonra care programmes through Irish, in order to ensure that the naíonra option is available to the children of all parents. Further consideration of these issues is recommended in the future, so that the best compromise can be reached between children’s needs and the constraints under which parents (e.g., those working outside the home or those at home with other children) operate.

8.10 Support for Stiúrthóirí
Stiúrthóirí in naíonraí fulfil a demanding role, generally with great zeal and commitment, for low remuneration. They require a range of personal and inter-personal skills, but in addition they require high quality pre-service and in-service training. These and other requirements of Stiúrthóirí are discussed below. Some of these issues have been discussed at length in previous chapters, and will not be examined in depth again here.

8.10.1 Irish Competence
Stiúrthóirí and their Assistants are, in many cases, the only source of Irish input for children, and their fluency in expressing themselves in Irish in the naíonra situation can, therefore, be a critical factor in influencing the children’s rate of progress in acquiring Irish. The results of the statistical analysis suggest that children whose Stiúrthóirí have ‘weak’ or ‘satisfactory’ Irish have significantly lower Irish Production scores that those in naíonraí where the Stiúrthóirí’s Irish is rated as ‘good’ or (as good as) that of a native speaker. This suggests that an intermediate level of competence in Irish be established as a minimum required level of Irish competence by An Comhchoiste Réamhshcoláiochta for those setting up naíonraí. This would represent an attainable target for the 18% of Stiúrthóirí already practising whose Irish falls below this level, and it is recommended that they be given every encouragement and practical support to improve their standard to this level, and preferably beyond it. Similarly, it is recommended that prospective Assistants in the future should have reached the minimum standard before they are employed, and that the two-fifths of already employed Assistants who have weak Irish be offered short intensive courses to raise their standard of Irish above its present low level.

8.10.2 Location
It is acknowledged that there are many difficulties in finding suitable premises for naíonraí. The implementation of the Child Care (Pre-School Services) Regulations 1996 has added to these difficulties, although the improvement in overall standards of safety is to be welcomed. The decline in the cohort of children attending schools in some areas means that classrooms in schools may be the most easily available location for a naíonraí (about a quarter of naíonraí in 1993 were located in schools). Children in such naíonraí in the sub-sample were found to have lower production scores than those in naíonraí located in private homes and halls. The disadvantage for school-based naíonraí may arise from children feeling somewhat overawed by the school atmosphere and the hustle and bustle
of being in the vicinity of older children, but the location effect may also influence teaching style or the range of activities provided in a subtle way. While the negative result of school location must be interpreted cautiously, given that it was based on a relatively small sample, it is supported by Osborn and Milbank’s (1987) study of preschool effectiveness, and this points to the need for further monitoring of the effect. Naonraí currently operating in schools need to be aware of the need to operate in as ‘home-like’ a manner as possible, rather than in the manner of infant reception classes. In the meantime, it is recommended that the advantage attested to by the results of this study of locating in premises other than schools be considered in promoting the setting up of new naonraí. The difficulty in finding suitable premises is likely to be a major factor in constricting the growth of naonraí in the future, and the adaptation of premises to make them suitable for naonraí will require additional resources if the naonraí option is to be more widely available.

8.10.3 Class Size and Pupil-Teacher Ratio
The statistical analysis showed that overall class size was inversely related to children’s Irish production scores, independently of pupil-teacher ratio, which did not have a significant effect. Multivariate analyses showed that the negative effect of larger class sizes (despite a lower pupil-teacher ratio in most such classes), was found to be greatest in the Gaeltacht, where it seems that larger naonraí depress children’s Irish Production scores. Over a third of all naonraí contained 16 children or more in 1993 and these results point to the value of seeking to reduce the number of large naonraí where possible, and to aim in general to keep naonraí below a maximum of 15 children.

There are, of course, practical difficulties in keeping naonraí small, but these results suggest that including an adult assistant does not compensate for the overall negative effect of larger class size. Thus, the phasing in by An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláide of a maximum naonra size of 15 children (in addition to its current maximum pupil-teacher ratio) by a particular time would be worth considering. After that point, all naonraí would be expected to operate within that maximum. Naonraí which currently contain more than this number could avail of the intervening period to establish another session, run by the same Stúrthóir or another one, and either in the same premises at a different time, or in new premises at the same time. Clearly there are difficulties in some areas in answering the demand for naonra places, but if the service to be provided to children is to be of the highest quality, then these results indicate the value of keeping the overall naonra size down to no more than 15 children (with two adults, in consequence of the maximum 10:1 rule now operating).

8.10.4 Fees and Subsidies
At present, Gaeltacht naonraí receive a subsidy from Údarás na Gaeltachta, which keeps the fees charged to parents at a lower level, provided they maintain a pupil-teacher ratio of no more than 10:1. Gaeltacht naonraí do not receive such a subsidy, and the average fee paid per child per week in 1993 was £8, compared to an average of £5 per week in the
Gaeltacht. With the current level of fees, most Stiúrthóirí are left with very low wages after paying their costs. Looking to the future, two factors can be identified which will raise costs and/or reduce the income of Stiúrthóirí. The Child Care (Pre-school Services) Regulations now impose welcome but expensive safety requirements which may need investment to adapt premises. Similarly, a decrease in the number of children catered for would reduce income. Unless these factors are offset by measures to raise revenue or reduce costs, an undesirable reduction in the number of naíonra places could occur.

Ó Muirtheile (Irish Times, 29 February 1996) pointed out that Irish-medium pre-schooling is the Irish language activity which receives most finance from individual members of the public, in the form of fees paid by parents, yet has relatively low levels of state support in the Gaeltacht. One option would be the provision of a subsidy to Gaeltacht naíonraí to help them to function at their optimal level with smaller groups, along the lines of the subsidy received by naíonraí in Gaeltacht areas from Udarás na Gaeltachta. Extending the capitation fee which currently applies to children in Gaeltacht naíonraí to Gaeltacht naíonraí would provide improved services such as allowing smaller classes, but would also have the benefit of regularising the employment conditions of Stiúrthóirí, with increased security and higher morale. While there are clearly many competing demands on state-sponsored bodies charged with promoting Irish, the evidence suggests that the naíonraí have considerable potential, not only for improving the learning of Irish by children, but also for promoting greater family use of Irish. An extension of the subsidy received by Gaeltacht naíonraí to all naíonraí would offer very good returns in terms of promoting Irish, not only among the children attending, but also among their parents.

Some parents, too, could be expected to pay more, particularly if naíonraí hours were extended and if the training of Stiúrthóirí were extended and accredited. Current naíonraí fees are relatively low compared to other child-care options (for example, five days’ half-day care would cost in the region of £30 per week in a crèche or with many child-minders). Thus, some increase in fees could be justified, on a commercial basis. Of course, measures would need to be taken to safeguard the ethos of equality of accessibility to naíonraí places for all socio-economic groups. To this end, the public subsidy discussed above might be used to establish a proportion of “assisted places” in Gaeltacht naíonraí. This maintenance of low fees for families with lower incomes, but with a public subsidy, combined with some increase in fees for those with higher incomes, would go some way towards improving the position of naíonraí and their Stiúrthóirí. Improving terms of pay and conditions for Stiúrthóirí is likely to lead to an increase in the overall number of naíonraí places available, thereby helping to make naíonraí an option which is available to more children.

8.10.5 Pre-Service Training
At present, An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta is endeavouring to gain recognition from the National Council for Vocational Awards (NCVA) or the National Council for Educational Awards (NCEA) for a pre-service course for naíonraí leaders through the
medium of Irish. The brevity of the current preparatory course is a cause for some concern, given the large amount of information to be conveyed. Ó Murchú (1985) has already suggested that a one-year full-time course would be desirable for prospective Stíúrthóirí, and this report concurs with the recommendation that pre-service training be extended and developed. However, given the difficulties this would pose for those wishing to become Stíúrthóirí, especially those who do not have easy access to educational institutions, the option of distance-learning needs to be explored for at least some modules of such a course, so that Stíúrthóirí in rural areas are not disadvantaged. One possibility is that the completion of a core of modules, including some attendance at tutorials and group meetings (as in the distance-learning framework) might be recognised for certification.

Recent developments seeking to establish common accreditation for those already working in early child-care are likely to be of great benefit to Stíúrthóirí. The OMNA project, operating under the aegis of the Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT), with funding from New Opportunities for Women (NOW), aims to reach common agreement between the accrediting bodies and training organisations involved in early childhood training. It is claimed that a ‘ladder’ of national accreditation will offer greater flexibility both in access to, and progress through, early childhood training, with opportunities to enter employment at different levels. Such flexibility might offer the option of combining specialist training courses in early Irish immersion and Irish language skills with more general courses on, for example, child development or safety. However, it is important that training for Stíúrthóirí should stress the specific and fundamental needs of early immersion, rather than presenting it as an optional extra to be added to mother-tongue pre-schooling.

Other recent developments regarding the recognition of the experience of those already working as Stíúrthóirí are most welcome, and will ultimately improve their status. The Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) scheme was set up by the OMNA project to try to assess and give credit for the knowledge, experience and skills of existing practitioners. The OMNA project also aims to develop alternative learning methods such as distance-learning and media-based learning to assist in training, as well as extended work experience programmes. Proposals for training Stíúrthóirí in the distance-learning format are also being considered by Udarás na Gaeltachta, and such schemes would be most effective in providing further training leading to certification.

8.10.6 In-Service Training

In their survey, Stíúrthóirí reported that they would welcome some very practical courses, such as on handcrafts and the use of puppets, but significant proportions of respondents also indicated that broader areas such as health issues and psychology are of interest to them. It is notable that many of the subjects on which courses are desired relate to general pre-schooling activities, rather than dealing directly with the issue of immersion pre-schooling. However, it is of great importance that in-service courses on these topics should include consideration of the possibilities for language learning in
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every activity, so that the children's exposure to natural but contextualised use of the language can be maximised.

In-service training is organised on a divisional basis by each Comhairleoir in the ten districts in the Republic as well as in Northern Ireland, in order to provide training as locally as possible. However, this may make it difficult to offer courses on specific topics when the most interested participants are scattered throughout the country, rather than being located within one Comhairleoir's district. Given this problem, and the burden of preparing in-service training which falls on individual Comhairleoirí in addition to their other duties, it might be worth considering whether some courses at least could be centrally organised, but provided locally at dates and venues organised by Comhairleoirí. Thus, if An Comhdhálaísté Réamhscoláidhe were to organise speakers and materials for a small number of in-service training courses on topics requested by a proportion of Stiúrthóirí throughout the country, they could be provided in different locations, thereby combining some of the benefits of regionalisation with some of the economies of scale of centralised planning. A range of videos dealing with at least some of the topics Stiúrthóirí request for training courses would greatly facilitate the organisation of in-service courses in all districts, particularly when used in conjunction with experienced Stiúrthóirí or visiting speakers acting as discussants, and would also allow greater ease in the repetition of courses for new Stiúrthóirí.

This study will allow the more detailed requirements of Stiúrthóirí regarding in-service training to be taken into account in future planning, in order to build most usefully on their experience. With regard to their future training needs, particularly for the 10% who are judged by Comhairleoirí to be performing poorly in specific areas, it should be noted that international research on in-service training for teachers (discussed in Chapter 5) has highlighted some basic problems with the concept as it often operates, and proposed measures to make it more effective. Consideration of all these factors is required to ensure that the Stiúrthóirí, particularly those in need of re-training or additional training, receive the most appropriate in-service training possible in the future. It is such training which will contribute most to the effectiveness of the náisiúin and produce the best results.

It should be noted that 30% of the Stiúrthóirí respondents indicated that they found it difficult to attend in-service courses due to time pressures. Again, this points to the need to reach Stiúrthóirí by a combination of methods, through the provision of written materials and the establishment of a library of videotapes, as well as the current type of courses. Overall, the 28% who responded that they would find new training courses helpful and the 53% who said they wished to visit other náisiúin are pointing to a need which in-service training could profitably address.

8.10.7 Professional Isolation
As noted above, over half of Stiúrthóirí expressed an interest in visiting other náisiúin, and a third wished for more contact with other Stiúrthóirí. Isolation from other náisiúin
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may make the job of running a naíonra more difficult. While visits from Comhailteoirí are a resource in providing contact with the central organisation, they cannot substitute for peer contact. International research on in-service training (Brine and Shapson, 1989) has shown that opportunities to interact with peers and share ideas and help are of great importance. Given the risk of professional isolation for Stiúrthóirí, a pairing arrangement between Stiúrthóirí, as discussed in Section 5.5, might help to overcome the sense of isolation from peers, if they could meet informally or at least have telephone contact at intervals.

Another form of professional contact is with local primary and all-Irish schools. It is regrettable that as many as two-thirds of Stiúrthóirí have little or no contact at all with their local English-medium school and one-third have little or no contact with their local all-Irish school. Since some children attending a naíonra may go on to attend a local primary school, the facilitation of communication between Stiúrthóirí and infant class teachers would be beneficial for the child. It is suggested that Comhailteoirí assist Stiúrthóirí in setting up meetings with the infant teacher and school principal initially, in order to improve communication and, where appropriate, arrange reciprocal visits with the Junior Infants’ teacher.

Overall, however, the issue of recognition by schools is a contentious one, which is based on the marginalisation of pre-school education by the educational system, and it can only be fully addressed by seeking official recognition of the rights of all children to high quality pre-schooling services. Ultimately, recognition for immersion pre-schooling is likely to require extension and certification of pre-service training for Stiúrthóirí and a regularisation of their employment conditions.

8.10.8 Equipment

New equipment occurs second on the ‘wish list’ of Stiúrthóirí. New naíonraí receive a kit worth about £300, but additional or replacement equipment and toys must be sourced by the naíonra. The money received by naíonraí from parents’ fees and grants (generally in the case of Gaeltacht naíonraí) from other bodies must therefore cover rent, insurance, heat, light and equipment, as well as salary, and Stiúrthóirí are forced to forego items which they think would make their naíonra more effective and enjoyable. The result is that many Stiúrthóirí and parents are obliged to expend a great deal of energy on fund-raising, and the constant under-resourcing highlights the absence of official support for pre-schooling. In addition to the lack of money for necessary equipment it must be noted that there are also fewer appropriate teaching aids available for an Irish-medium preschool than for their English-medium counterparts. Bodies such as An Comhlacht Róamhscolaíochta and An Gúm have helped to redress this situation to some extent through the provision of a number of appropriate books, wall-friezes, posters and tapes. However, further resources are required to enable Stiúrthóirí to purchase a range of such materials for naíonraí and to update and extend these materials each year.
8.10.9 Irish Input: Teaching Strategies and Children’s Activities

The range of activities provided each day in naíonra (see Chapter 5) shows the range of skills which are being promoted, quite apart from purely linguistic skills. Snow (1987) pointed out that immersion teaching is not simply a question of taking the standard curriculum and teaching it through another language. Instead it would appear to necessitate a bottom-up change in teaching strategy, so that all activities, whether focusing on manual, motor or social skills, are adapted to maximise their effectiveness for exposing children to the target language. The intention would not be to discard less language-centred activities, but to ensure a balance between the different types of activities engaged in by each child over the course of a session. As Section 5.4 showed, it is advisable that the linguistic return on the common activities of the naíonra be considered in the planning and organisation of work. Thus, instead of aiming to be identical to a mother-tongue play-group or pre-school (except for the fact that it uses what is the L2 of the majority as its medium) the ideal naíonra would seek to balance activities, groupings and teaching strategies in order to maximise Irish input and opportunities to use the language learned.

It is now almost a folklinguistic belief that young children acquire a second language more easily than older children or adults, but this has contributed to the belief that their learning occurs so ‘naturally’ that it requires little special provision. This belief in the naturalness of the young child’s acquisition rests of course, on observation of young children acquiring their first language. However, there are large differences between the concentrated input received by the L1 learner, surrounded by native speakers of the target language who focus large amounts of time and attention on that child, and the pre-school L2 learner in a group with other learners, with input usually from one or, at most, two adults, who must divide their time not only between a number of children, but also between educational and maintenance activities. This raises the question of what proportion of time in the naíonra supplies comprehensible Irish input directed to children and what are the opportunities for children to interact in Irish. Only an observational study can shed light on how much Irish input is available to individual children as they participate in the activities of the naíonra. Hickey (in preparation) will examine this issue with observational data.

Stiúrthóirí in the present study were asked to report on the range of activities available to the average child in a normal session during the third term. The results indicate that Stiúrthóirí, in general, make every effort to make children’s experience of the naíonra as stimulating and enjoyable as possible, by providing a wide range of activities in a supportive environment. However, the issue of the type and amount of Irish input and opportunities to interact in Irish which accompany each activity may be critical to the successful implementation of Irish-medium pre-schooling, particularly where, as in the majority of naíonrai, the Stiúrthóir is the only source of Irish input.
8.11 Priorities
The following sections outline some of the main suggestions arising from this report, categorised according to the relevant organisations or groups. These suggestions are made within the context of the organisations and structures currently in operation, although it is accepted that organisational changes would create other possibilities. Such suggestions are given under specific headings for the sake of clarity, although it is acknowledged that the organisations involved may have other priorities in some cases. The implementation of these suggestions would require extra funding and resources but what this study shows is that such additional investment would pay dividends in terms of assisting Irish learning among young children and promoting use of Irish in the home.

An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaiochta
• It is suggested that An Comhchoiste consider establishing a required level of Irish competence for Stiúrthóirí and their Assistants, to be implemented immediately for all new candidates, and phased in for current personnel, with the provision of support to enable them to raise their level of Irish at least to this required competence level. An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaiochta is currently considering a proposal regarding the provision of suitable courses in Irish to Stiúrthóirí during short stays in the Gaeltacht, and this proposal is welcomed. It is suggested that funds be sought for a number of scholarships for Stiúrthóirí and Assistants to attend such courses each year, allowing those who fall below the minimum Irish competence level to improve their Irish sufficiently. This would make a significant contribution to the overall effectiveness of the naionraí.

• The current attempts by An Comhchoiste to establish a longer and more comprehensive pre-service course, with accreditation from a national educational award body is a welcome and necessary development. Given the rural location and family commitments of many of those interested in becoming Stiúrthóirí, it is suggested that this new course allow the option of completing at least some modules by distance-learning (i.e. in an open university-type context). The OMNA project’s attempt to establish common accreditation for early childhood training and flexible approaches to learning accords with these objectives, and it is suggested that An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaiochta continue to explore these new avenues. Similarly, the APL initiative to recognise the prior learning of practitioners is a welcome development and it is hoped that it will be applied to Stiúrthóirí, so that they have their professional skills recognised. It is vital that a significant proportion of pre-service training should deal specifically, and at length, with the methodology and strategies needed for immersion pre-schooling, as well as assisting students to acquire at least the necessary standard of Irish ability. However, some courses on wider issues such as health and safety, or management, which are common to all types of pre-schooling, could be shared with those training for English-medium pre-schools.

• Immersion pre-schooling imposes particular demands regarding the teaching strategies used, and the activities offered to children, and it is, therefore, of great
importance that both pre- and in-service training emphasises the desirability of maintaining a balance between different types of activities and groupings in order to maximise input in Irish to the children in the naíonra. The aim of providing as much appropriate Irish input as possible requires planning from the bottom-up in organising activities, rather than a top-down approach of adding Irish to the normal activities of an L1 play-group. The balance achieved must be sensitive to the language mix within particular groups, the social dynamic among the children, and the range of other needs being met in the naíonra. Such a complex issue requires longer pre-service training than is currently available, plus regular support from in-service training.

- It is suggested that the in-service training offered at present would benefit from some centralised organisation of particular courses, which could then be offered in different regions. This might allow the diverse needs of Stiúrthóirí to be addressed more efficiently. The provision of videotaped information is also recommended, given the difficulties some Stiúrthóirí have in attending courses, and such videos could also be used in conjunction with guest speakers, and/or commented on by Stiúrthóirí at in-service courses. Further exploration of distance-learning and multi-media-based learning would also benefit in-service training.

- Over half the Stiúrthóirí would like to visit other naíonraí. Videos of different groups in operation, with discussion afterwards among a group of Stiúrthóirí might address this need, where actual visits cannot be arranged for practical reasons.

- Given the effect of class size on the children’s Irish scores, it is suggested that priority be given to reducing naíonraí size to a maximum of 15, in addition to the current move to reduce pupil-teacher ratios.

- The results of this study (supported by related research by Osborn and Milbank, 1987) suggest that there may be some disadvantages related to locating naíonraí in schools. Further research is needed on this topic, but, in the meantime, the current policy of discouraging location in private homes and encouraging location in schools needs to be reconsidered and monitored in light of these possible disadvantages. Stiúrthóirí of naíonraí already located in schools might consider ways of making the naíonraí more home-like, both in physical appearance and in work organisation and activities. The Regulations of the Child Care Act require naíonraí to meet new safety and other operating standards. It would be most regrettable if the result were a reduction in the number of naíonraí operating from private homes, given their favourable results in this and other studies. Some form of subsidy to allow for the adaptation of existing premises is recommended, in order to maintain and develop the pool of naíonraí.

- Many naíonraí, especially those in the Gaeltacht, have children from a mixture of language backgrounds (such as those from Irish-only, or Irish and English homes, mixed in with those from English-only homes). It is suggested that An Comhdháileoireachta consider extending the in-service training in language enrichment to meet the more advanced language needs of children who are native-speakers of Irish as L1, or early
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simultaneous bilinguals. Such enrichment could be provided in time s. aside before the start, or at the end of the náonra session each day or several days a week. Alternatively, if an Assistant is available, then it could involve taking such children in a group for a short time during the normal session.

- Opportunities for professional advancement are, at present, highly restricted among Stiúrthóiri, and the establishment of a mentor system with a Sár-Stíúrthóir grade among the more experienced and effective Stiúrthóiri (perhaps in conjunction with the APL initiative) would provide both recognition of their skills and some sought-after interaction with other Stiúrthóiri, likely to be of particular benefit for newer Stiúrthóiri. There is a pressing need to accord higher status and pay to Stiúrthóiri in general, but it is likely that this will be achieved only slowly, and will require the new pre-service training courses with accreditation currently being considered and greater involvement by the state in pre-school education. However, reconsideration of the terms of employment of Stiúrthóiri, following notification under the Child Care (Pre-school Services) Regulations, would greatly benefit the circumstances and morale of those involved in providing this service.

- Comhairleoirí provide a very useful and effective voluntary service in acting as a resource for Stiúrthóiri through their monthly visits, providing in-service courses, helping the establishment of new náonraí and liaising with parents, Stiúrthóiri and An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta. This group of experienced and committed early educators offers a range of skills to Stiúrthóiri in their area, and they are a vital aid in combating the professional isolation of Stiúrthóiri and in promoting high standards. It is recommended that Comhairleoirí continue to foster formal and informal peer contact between Stiúrthóiri. It is suggested that the Comhairleoirí system be maintained and developed, through the provision of training for trainers and opportunities for Comhairleoirí to visit and discuss náonraí in districts other than their own, the better to implement common objectives.

- The support of parents for the work of the náonraí is very desirable. It is suggested that An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta prepare a bilingual newsletter each term for parents, containing information on what Irish resources (friezes, books, tapes, taped-books, rhyme- and song-books, videos) are available from them and other sources, and with information about the activities and language likely to be used each term in the náonra. Short contributions by other parents on how they use Irish in their homes would also present a model for some Irish interaction between parents and children. Such a newsletter could be distributed in batches to each náonra and then brought home by individual children, to minimize costs.

- It is suggested that An Comhchoiste consider commissioning ‘teach yourself’ Irish materials (in addition to the phrase-book already available) targeting parents who have very weak competence in Irish, with the aim of enabling parents to discuss in Irish their child’s interests and activities. Classes with this as their objective might also be provided by interested Stiúrthóiri, rather than ordinary Irish classes with more
generalised objectives for adults. It is further suggested that other methods of facilitating parents be considered, such as the provision of “information packs” on particular topics, and a videotape showing parents using Irish at home with children.

- Almost a fifth of parents reported that they would like to attend Irish conversation groups. The informality of such groups might attract some parents more than classes, and would help those who had been fluent to retrieve that Irish fluency. It is recommended that An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta liaise with other Irish-language organisations such as Coaradh na Gaeilge, to try to promote the establishment of such groups during naíonra hours for parents who work in the home, or in the evenings for parents who work outside the home. Small groups of parents could meet either in each other’s homes or in public venues where such are available. There are likely to be advantages in focusing some conversation groups on naíonra or all-Irish school parents only, giving them a common interest, and helping naíonra parents to learn about later progress in all-Irish schools.

- The preparation and dissemination of more audio-tapes of children’s Irish stories and songs is urgently required to support the use of Irish at home. There is a particular lack of modestly-priced collections focused on lullabies in Irish, like the lullaby collections available in English. This is regrettable, since many parents first sing to their infants in order to lull them to sleep, and might be encouraged to introduce Irish lullabies if a tape (with booklet) were available to help them to learn them. Such support for parents in introducing even some Irish in the home from their child’s earliest infancy could help to establish more positive attitudes to later Irish use with that child, in addition to providing welcome aid for those parents who have already chosen to speak Irish to their children.

- Exploration of the benefits of reaching children even younger than those in naíonra through Parent and Toddler groups is recommended. Almost a third of naíonra parents said that they would like to attend such groups, and it is suggested that they be facilitated through the provision of detailed guidance materials about how to organise and operate such groups through Irish. It might be beneficial to build a parents’ conversation group into such meetings, if a rota of parents looked after the children while the rest of the adults had a short break and a chance to speak Irish to each other.

- Consideration of ways of bringing parents and young children into contact with native speakers in the Gaeltacht is worthy of exploration, and could be encouraged from those already involved in Gaeltacht tourism. Short courses for parents either in Irish or other activities (such as pottery, hill-walking, painting) through the medium of Irish could be combined with naíonra-like activities for children, along the lines developed by Cumann an Phíarsaigh in Donegal, which also provides a number of activities in which both parents and children can participate together. Such short Gaeltacht breaks could be brought to the attention of naíonra parents through the parents’ newsletter and could prove an attractive option for many. Consideration would need to be given to providing a number of scholarships to assist parents of lower means to make such
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Gaeilge visits. In general, it could be said that the recognition of the parents of children in naíonraí and all-Irish schools as a significant market would improve the provision of services to them by commercial operators.

- The hours of naíonraí operation need to be reviewed in light of the constraints operating on parents, if some prospective naíonraí parents are not to be forced to select English-medium pre-schooling. It is recommended that consideration be given to extending the hours of operation of some naíonraí (with consequent adaptation of the pacing of activities for children) to three and a half hours of sessional care, and/or providing an optional after-naíonraí service through Irish in areas where that appears to be warranted.

Na Naíonraí Gaelachá
- Na Naíonraí Gaelachá is the voluntary body of Stiúrthóirí which represents the views of Stiúrthóirí in the operation of An Comhlachtaí Ráthaíochta. It offers members a forum in which to meet and interact, as well as annual outings and events such as Lá na Naíonraí (day of the naíonraí). It is suggested that the needs expressed by Stiúrthóirí for more contact with their peers and for opportunities to visit other naíonraí might be addressed directly by Na Naíonraí Gaelachá. The system already in place, whereby a Stiúrthóir is selected to represent each area, might be used to establish a contact network for each locality, with some regular local meetings, as already occurs in some districts during in-service training.

- The constitution of Na Naíonraí Gaelachá notes that one of their aims is to promote awareness of immersion pre-schooling in the community. It is important that all parents be made aware of the value of early Irish immersion in the naíonraí, including those from lower socio-economic groups. Na Naíonraí Gaelachá can play a valuable role in promoting awareness of this service among all parents and ensuring that it is not perceived to be suitable only for more advantaged groups.

- It is suggested that this organisation might discuss practical ways of involving parents more in the work of naíonraí (either in the naíonra itself or at home) where that is possible and appropriate. It is likely that parents need Stiúrthóirí to take the lead in initiating and delineating such involvement, rather than waiting for parents to offer such help.

- The parents reported that their attendance at the introductory meetings organised by Stiúrthóirí is quite low, and it is suggested that parents who do not attend the first meeting be offered a chance to attend a later meeting after their child has begun attending. This might be more interested or committed. It is important that parents with very low levels of Irish be made aware that they will be welcomed and catered for in English at such meetings.

- It is suggested that Na Naíonraí Gaelachá, in conjunction with Stiúrthóirí and Comhairleoirí, continue to liaise with local primary and all-Irish schools, with the aim...
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of further promoting communication between them and ensuring a smooth transition from naíonra to the reception class.

While these are the bodies most directly involved in the naíonraí, there are other organisations such as Irish language publishers, public libraries and Bord na Gaeilge who support or contribute to their work, and some of the ways in which this contribution could be made most effective are considered below.

Other Organisations
Less than a third of Gaeltacht parents and less than a sixth of Galltacht parents reported that they read to their children in Irish regularly or often. It would be helpful to add a logo showing an adult and child reading together to the cover of young children’s Irish books, to emphasise the need for parental involvement. In addition, a short preface could be added inside each cover describing strategies for reading in Irish with young children, and translation of terms used in the book, as in the Welsh series Twm a Cadi a Fi. A third of all parents would like help with selecting books and tapes for their naíonra child. Children’s books in Irish are mainly published by An Gúm, but smaller numbers are also published by private companies such as Cló Iar-Chonnacht, An Cló Chomhhar and Gill and MacMillan. There is a particular difficulty with the marketing of books in Irish, since many bookshops do not carry a good range of them because of low sales, and buyers are then restricted to a handful of specialist outlets. An overall review of the problems of reaching potential buyers of Irish materials would be beneficial. At present AIS must advise parents to order books in Irish through their local bookshop, but such a strategy (which involves the customer seeking the product) may depress sales of books in Irish in face of the competition from the range of books in English freely on display. To order a book, parents need information on which to base their choice, and many in this study reported that lacked this information. The option of distributing catalogues (containing illustrations of books and summaries in Irish and English) to parents through the naíonra is worth considering, in order to bring these materials directly to parents’ attention.

Some publishers of children’s materials in English use the agent system in Ireland to provide book displays, for example at Parent and Toddler groups or coffee mornings. These events allow parents to examine books and buy them on the spot if they wish. If similar displays of Irish books could be organised at the introductory meeting for naíonra parents, or later in the naíonra year, or at fund-raisers and social gatherings, they would be most useful for parents and Stiúrthóirí alike. It is particularly important that such small book displays would be made available to parents in the Galltacht and Gaeltacht alike, to ensure that they are fully aware of the supports for the language which are currently available. Of course it would be important that no Stiúrthóir or parent would feel under any pressure to buy in such an arrangement, but that parents who wished to could be informed of the range available, and helped to select suitable items.
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It is relevant here to note that research has shown (Hickey 1991) that taped books encourage children to read L2 books significantly more often. In addition, taped books act as resources for parents who may be unsure of pronunciation or phrasing, and non-verbal cues also help with comprehension. The provision of tapes to accompany books in Irish (with a slow or moderately-paced reading of the text, appropriate sound-effects and music) is urgently required.

Parents also need to be informed of the service provided in their local libraries regarding books in Irish. It is essential that public libraries stock as wide a range of children’s books in Irish as possible. It is suggested that the Children’s and School’s Sections of the local authority libraries liaise with An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláíochta to establish which library branches serve areas which have a naíonra, so that branches in which there is likely to be a take-up of books in Irish for young children can be targeted. It would then be most effective if libraries could draw books in Irish to the attention of parents and children, for example, through special displays and book readings.

It should also be noted that Stiúrthóirí are entitled to request a range of suitable books in Irish from their local Branch Librarian, and they then should encourage parents to request and borrow these books regularly, thereby creating a demand to which libraries strive to respond. In addition, in areas which do not have easy access to a library, there is a system whereby an individual, such as a Stiúrthóir, can request a block loan of a large number of books for a period of 3 months. These books can be used in the naíonra and displayed to parents, to alert them to what is available, either on loan from the library or to buy.

The remit of Bord na Gaeilge is to promote the use of Irish in the community, and it would therefore appear that the effects of naíonra attendance on increasing Irish use in the home, and increasing the pool of Irish speakers among younger generations, makes this a vitally important area for support. The present study indicates a need to maintain and improve the quality of the network of existing naíonraí, in addition to promoting the establishment of new naíonraí. At present, the annual funding of the naíonraí network, through An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláíochta, is quite modest (£81,500 in 1995), when compared to funding for other Irish language activities. This level of funding may underestimate the ‘ripple’ effect of naíonra attendance on the families and communities of the individual children who attend. It is suggested that consideration be given to extending the subsidy provided for children attending naíonraí in the Gaeltacht to all naíonraí. This, combined with some increase in fees for naíonraí parents of higher means, would facilitate greater overall provision of naíonraí places, by making the terms and conditions of Stiúrthóirí more attractive, while safeguarding the quality of access to low-income children. Further resourcing of An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláíochta would also contribute to the effectiveness of the service in maintaining standards and developing new naíonraí. Such additional investment in the naíonraí would be most helpful in contributing to the expansion of naíonraí places, while allowing individual naíonraí to function most effectively and with small numbers.
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There is also a need to provide practical supports for the parents of naíonra children, such as materials aimed at increasing Irish use in the home. Foremost among such materials would be a regular newsletter to all naíonra parents, giving them information on typical events in the naíonra, the general course of second language acquisition, and ways of supporting that acquisition in the home. Bord na Gaeilge publishes a quarterly magazine entitled An Léithseoir, and it would be most helpful if an issue of this were regularly devoted to An Léithseoir Óg agus a Thuismitheoirí (perhaps in co-operation with a book club), describing the books available in Irish for young children, with some information in English and Irish on their content, as well as some reviews. Such an issue could then be distributed to parents through the naíonrai.

Finally, Bord na Gaeilge has already run a pilot Parents and Toddlers scheme in Irish and it is suggested that it now consult with An Comhcheiste Réamhseolaíochta and other groups currently operating similar schemes, with a view to developing materials which would assist interested parents, and to promoting the establishment of such groups around the country. Other materials (modelled on those available in Welsh, which aim to set realistic targets for what parents can do in Irish each week with young children and babies) could be distributed to naíonra parents, many of whom also have children younger than the child in the naíonra, with the intention of encouraging them to use more Irish at home with their young children or in small Parent and Toddler groups.

8.12 THE NAÍONRAÍ AND THE FUTURE

As the movement to provide Irish-medium pre-schooling approaches a new century, new demands will be placed upon it. The most immediate of these demands centre on the implementation of relevant sections of the Child Care Act 1991, from the end of 1996. The Child Care (Pre-School Services) Regulations require the, all those involved in catering for pre-school children should notify their local health board that they are providing such a service. Health boards, in consultation with the Department of Education will be required to inspect pre-school services. New regulations regarding the requirements for premises are now in effect, particularly in relation to heating, cleanliness, fire safety, repair and maintenance, as well as equipment and facilities. A maximum ratio of 10 children to one adult has been set, but with a second adult available on the premises, and an overall maximum size of 20 children per group. These requirements will affect how naíonraí are operated, and will pose particular problems for those Stiúrthóirí whose premises need to be adapted or whose intake of children needs to be modified in order to comply with the regulations. It is desirable that there be some support made available to help Stiúrthóirí to fulfil these requirements. Overall, however, since this legislation entails greater recognition of the importance of work with young children and represents an attempt to provide higher standards for their care, it is to be welcomed.

Another challenge which faces naíonraí concerns the changes in Irish society since they began almost 30 years ago. The 1996 Labour Force Survey showed a sharp increase in the number of women in paid employment to 38% of the labour force. Between 1995 and
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1996 the Labour Force Survey showed a drop of 47,000 women engaged in home duties. There has also been growth in the number of lone parent families. These trends are likely to continue in the immediate future and to pose a challenge for child-care provision. At present there appear to be no crèches or nurseries offering full-time Irish-medium child-care; nor do there appear to be registered after-school services provided through Irish, although both are available through English in larger towns and cities. While the demand for such services is more scattered than for English-medium services, it is possible that enough interest could be found in districts with an all-Irish school to make them viable. Regarding the naíonraí, there will be a need to consider whether parents are precluded from sending their child to a naíonra because of the difficulty of accommodating their work or other child-care requirements with the hours of operation of their local naíonra.

Naíonraí will continue to play an important role in Gaeltacht areas in the future. They are important, firstly, because they provide pre-schooling to Gaeltacht children, and secondly, because they contribute to the Irish competence of non-Irish speaking children in the Gaeltacht before they begin school. The challenge for the future will be the encouragement of the use of Irish in the home by Gaeltacht parents before and after children begin in the naíonraí. To this end there is a need to inform parents of the benefits of bilingualism, and of the various models of bilingualism (from the exclusive use of a minority language in the home, through the ‘one parent one language’ model to ‘shared modelling’ where both parents use both languages in different situations). Gaeltacht parents also need to be assured that their children will have fluent spoken and written English (the dominant language of the wider Irish community) on leaving school, and given information on the advantages of hearing Irish at home.

This survey showed that over 70% of children in Gaeltacht naíonraí had at least one parent who could take part in ‘most conversations’ in Irish, and there is a clear need to encourage these parents who have fluency to speak Irish to their child in the home, rather than have the entire household use only English. It would also be beneficial to promote contact with Gaeltacht parents even before their children begin attending the naíonra at age 3. Such contact might take the form of organised Parent and Toddler groups, or visits at intervals from another parent of older children, as in the ‘community mother’ scheme in Dublin. Such meetings would allow the encouragement of Irish use by at least one Gaeltacht parent or even partial use of Irish by one or both parents in the home from the outset. The Gaeltacht Stiúrthóiri might be well placed to organise such contacts with parents in order to promote the use of Irish in the home, provided they are given the resources and the materials needed for such an enterprise.

The discussion in Section 4.4 showed that there is a need to extend the naíonraí in the Gaeltacht in order to provide Irish-medium pre-schooling to the large proportion (about three-quarters) of three- and four-year-olds there who do not at present attend a naíonra. Meeting the needs of a rural population may require some flexibility and adaptation, for example through the provision of transport to bring children together, or adjusting the
hours of operation to suit local needs. If such efforts resulted in more Gaeltacht children beginning school with higher levels of Irish competence, they would be most worthwhile.

8.13 FUTURE RESEARCH

- There is a need to define more fully the objectives of the naionraí, so that they can be evaluated objectively on an ongoing basis, by Stiùrthóirí and Comhairleoirí, according to detailed criteria. This would facilitate the provision of assistance and guidance on specific topics for Stiùrthóirí deemed not to be performing at the highest level.
- This study conducted tests on 225 children from 25 naionraí. Attempts to examine class (i.e. naionra) effects in greater detail, for example, looking at the differential effects of a range of teaching styles or strategies, would require a larger sample of naionraí and children.
- Further qualitative study of children in Gaeltacht naionraí is currently underway, in co-operation with Údarás na Gaeltachta and the European Commission. This will allow examination of the interaction patterns between the Stiùrthóir and children in Gaeltacht naionraí of varying levels of Irish competence. This observational study will also facilitate an assessment of the methodology used and the activities which are engaged in by a sample of children in a number of Gaeltacht naionraí. Individual children experience the naionra differently, depending on a range of social, linguistic and general ability factors, as well as organisational factors, and an observational study will help to analyse the impact of these factors, and provide information on how to deal with the differing needs of those attending naionraí.
- A longitudinal study would allow an assessment of the impact of naionra attendance on children’s progress and attitudes to Irish as they go through both all-Irish and ordinary schools.
- The graduates of the early naionraí are now of child-bearing age, and it would be of great interest to conduct some follow-up studies to learn about their history following the naionraí, and the cumulative effects of those experiences on their Irish attitudes and use with their own children.

8.14 CONCLUSIONS

Naionraí provide many children with a positive experience of pre-schooling, in which their general development is stimulated through play and a range of activities, and their social development is fostered through experience of a group of peers and co-operation with other children. In addition, they also acquire skills in Irish competence and production. It is important to remember that the level of Irish ability gained in the naionra is substantially greater than is found in any other type of pre-schooling currently available, and this Irish ability can only be advantageous when children proceed to primary school, whether English- or Irish-medium.

Hayes (1995) noted that children have the right to access to high quality pre-school education which is suitable to their age and needs. A bilingual state should also offer parents the option of selecting Irish-medium pre-schooling for their children if they so
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wish. It is desirable that immersion pre-schooling should be available to all, rather than only to those lucky enough to live near the relatively small number of existing naonraí. It must be remembered that the experience of attending a naonra affects not only the individual child, but also his or her parents and siblings, and therefore, to some extent affects language use and language attitudes in the wider community. Thus, it is important that the contribution of the naonraí be properly recognised and supported, despite the tendency in our society to under-resource activities revolving around young children.

Fishman (1991), reviewing the naonraí in the context of the movement to reverse language shift, noted that children in naonraí acquire proficiency in both comprehension and production, and acquire strongly positive attitudes towards Irish. In addition, he claimed that naonraí foster positive attitudes among parents and lead to growth in the demand for and establishment of, all-Irish primary schools. This study confirms the positive association between naonraí attendance and increased home use of Irish. While such increases in home use are unlikely to constitute total shifts from English to Irish in the majority of homes, they result in a more supportive environment for children’s continuing Irish learning, and, in conjunction with later attendance at all-Irish schools, may influence transmission to younger siblings. This study showed that children’s learning was positively influenced by hearing even some Irish at home, and parents therefore need to be encouraged to speak Irish to their children even in a small number of contexts such as book-reading, washing, or dressing. Overall, it appears that the naonraí play a very valuable role in helping to carry Irish into the home, at a time when children are happy to display their newly-learned skills and are keen to involve their parents in this new interest, and parents still feel they can make a contribution to their children’s Irish learning, even when their own competence is fairly low.

Another significant result of naonraí attendance is the provision to children and their parents of the style of child-centred language which is commonly missing among L2 language learners, but which every L1 speaker knows from their own childhood. A knowledge of nursery rhymes, action songs and games, and the vocabulary to discuss the feelings, interests and physical and intellectual needs of very young children is imperative in promoting intergenerational transmission, and naonraí can provide parents and children with this register which is not usually learned in the formal school system.

Crucially, what the naonraí do is bring the acquisition of Irish a step closer to the home, or to the ‘intergenerational nexus’ as Fishman (1991:413) describes it, since they work with very young children and encourage parental involvement in the present, and may facilitate transmission by those children in the future to their own offspring. In effect, naonraí function as a bridge between the school system and the home, by targeting children at an age when parents accept that they need to be involved in their children’s educational activities, and by emphasising the importance of parents’ contribution to the children’s learning of Irish. It is for this reason that the naonraí can be considered to be a vital link in the chain of language revitalisation, and it is a link which will reward greater institutional and financial support in the future.
Glossary of terms

An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta A joint committee composed of representatives of Bord na Gaeilge and Na Naionraí Gaelacha which co-ordinates the naíonraí already established and facilitates the founding of new naíonraí. It also facilitates other groups or individuals wishing to use Irish with young children. It is funded by Bord na Gaeilge as well as receiving administrative support from that body.

An Gúm The Irish publications branch of the Department of Education. An Gúm publishes textbooks in Irish for primary, post-primary and third-level students, as well as Irish books for children, teenagers and adults, dictionaries and reference works.

An Nuacht Broadcast news bulletins in Irish.

APL Accreditation for Prior Learning (see OMNA)

Bord na Gaeilge The State body set up in 1978 to promote the Irish language as an everyday means of communication. The Bord works closely with the state sector on the development and implementation of policies for Irish. Other work includes community development projects and book distribution. The Bord receives an annual grant-in-aid from the Department of Arts, Culture and the Gaeltacht.

Comhairleoir ‘Advisor’. An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta organises itself by districts, each of which has its own Comhairleoir who visits the naíonraí in her area once a month and runs in-service courses for Stiúrthóirí, as well as attending parents’ meetings and engaging in other liaison work.

Comhar na Múinteoirí Gaeilge The voluntary association of teachers of Irish (including those who teach through Irish) at all levels of the educational system.

Comhdháil Náisiúnta na Gaeilge The Central Steering Council of the Irish language organisations. It is the forum through which Irish language organisations and community groups ensure positive action for the Irish language. The objective of Comhdháil Náisiúnta na Gaeilge is to strengthen and consolidate goodwill and support for the Irish language and its usage as a living language, so that it may be used freely and widely in all aspects of Irish life.

Conradh na Gaeilge A voluntary organisation, with 259 branches in Ireland and abroad, devoted to the revival of Irish. This body was founded in 1893 and now organises a range of activities to encourage the use of Irish, such as Irish classes, Seachtain na Gaeilge (Irish week) and the publication of Irish materials. It also aims to assist parents who wish to set up naíonraí or all-Irish schools. This body supported the setting up of the first naíonraí and continues to provide support to naíonraí and Na Naionraí Gaelacha.
Cumann an Phiarsaigh Summer Irish college in Co. Donegal which began in 1996 to offer week-long courses for families. While parents attend morning classes, babies and children under 10 accompanying their parents are offered age-appropriate care through Irish.

Cyllch Ti a Fi Welsh-medium parent and child group. These groups make provision for children under three years to participate in activities through Welsh, accompanied by parents. They are supported by Mudiad Ysgolion Meithrin.

Cyllch Meithrin Welsh-medium nursery group. Such groups are run by local voluntary committees and receive financial support and advice from the parent organisation, Mudiad Ysgolion Meithrin.

Gaelscoileanna National organisation for all-Irish schools. This organisation assists parents in the setting up of Irish-medium schools, and provides services such as in-service training, advice and assistance to existing schools.

Gaeltacht Areas which are officially designated as Irish-speaking. These are mainly located on the western seaboard, apart from small districts in Waterford, Cork and Meath.

Galltacht Areas in which the community language is English. This comprises most of the Republic of Ireland, including the major metropolitan areas. (See Gaeltacht).

Glór na nGael Organisers of a competition each year to encourage communities to promote Irish culture, and, especially, the use of Irish as a spoken language.

Grúpa Tuismitheoirí agus Tachrán Irish-medium Parent and Toddler group.

Immersion education. The use of the child’s non-native language as the medium of instruction, in a context where there is strong societal support for the maintenance of the child’s mother-tongue.

Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann (ITÉ) (The Linguistics Institute of Ireland) ITÉ was established in 1972 as a national centre for the study of state language policy. It provides research and consultancy services to all agencies whose activities involve them with language issues. The teaching of Irish and Modern Languages in the schools is a special concern.

IPPA Irish Pre-school Playgroups Association. IPPA supports parents and playleaders, helping them to understand and provide for the needs of young children.

Kohanga Reo 'Language nests'. Maori-medium pre-schools in New Zealand.

Naíonra A naíonra is an Irish-medium pre-school. The term 'pre-school' is used generally throughout the English version of this report. It is important that some of the negative connotations of this term, such as its links with formal teaching, children sitting at desks, and a traditional school atmosphere, should not be associated with the naíonraí. This English term has been chosen in preference to 'play-group', which has its own set of often inaccurate associations, in order to counteract the assumption that what happens before the beginning of formal education is unimportant and is 'only play'. O Murchú (1979:12) noted that the term naíonra was itself coined in order to avoid the negative connotations of naíseoil and grúpa sáithrithe and to indicate a blend of the most positive aspects
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of the ordered atmosphere of a pre-school with the freedom and self-direction of a play group

Na Mamailinigh Voluntary scheme operating in Ballinteer, Co. Dublin, which helps parents to organise into small groups of about six, so that parents, toddlers and babies can meet once a week in each other’s homes, in order to play and socialise through Irish.

Na Naionrai Gaelacha Organisation of Stiurthóirí which aims to promote the establishment of naionrai, foster support for Irish-medium education in the community, and educate its members regarding early immersion.

National Council for Educational Awards (NCEA) The NCEA is the state agency responsible for the co-ordination, development and promotion of technical, industrial, scientific, technological and commercial education, and education in art and design outside the universities. It gives effect to these responsibilities through the approval of courses of high standard, and the granting and conferring of degrees, diplomas, certificates and other educational awards.

National Council for Vocational Awards (NCVA) The NCVA was established to develop a national certification system for vocational training programmes at second level. The Council structures courses on a modular basis, with appropriate levels of qualification. It develops national assessment criteria and provides a certificate based on trainees’ performance as assessed in accordance with those criteria.

OMNA The Dublin Institute of Technology/New Opportunities for Women Childcare Project, was set up to try to establish means of gaining a common mutually recognised system of accreditation for early childhood care and education training in Ireland. Its aims include: 1) Common accreditation; 2) APL (Accreditation for Prior Learning); 3) Flexible approaches to learning; and 4) Work experience mentors. It is based in the Dublin Institute of Technology.

Parvulari Catalan-medium kindergartens for children aged between three and five years.

Raidió na Gaeltachta Established in 1972 to provide a full radio service to Irish speakers in the Gaeltacht and outside the Gaeltacht. It includes news, current affairs, sport, music and other programmes and it has studios in the three major Gaeltacht areas.

RTÉ (Radio Teilifís Éireann) RTÉ is the national broadcasting organisation, which provides radio and television services throughout the country, including Raidió na Gaeltachta.

Stiurthóir Cúnta/Comhstiuirthóir ‘Assistant Leader’ or ‘Co-Leader’

Stiurthóir ‘Leader’ Naionrai personnel are called Stiurthóiri to emphasise their role in steering children’s learning in an informal way, rather than through formal teaching. The term ‘Conductor’ might best express this co-ordination of children’s self-directed learning, but because that term has other connotations in English, the translation ‘Leader’ will be used here when required, but, in general, the Irish term Stiurthóir will be retained.
Teilifís na Gaeilge The state Irish-language T.V. channel, which began broadcasting for several hours each day in October 1996. Programmes for children make up a substantial proportion of its broadcasts.

Údarás na Gaeltachta The objectives of Údarás na Gaeltachta are to encourage the preservation and extension of the Irish language as the everyday language of the Gaeltacht communities and to establish and develop job-creating industries and services in the Gaeltacht regions. It co-operates with other Irish language bodies, including Bord na Gaeilge, An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláideachta and Glór na nGael. Údarás na Gaeltachta provides grants to support naionraí in the Gaeltacht, as well as assisting local youth groups and offering Irish-language courses in the Gaeltacht.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Questionnaire for Parents
Appendix B: Questionnaire for Stiúrthóirí
Appendix C: Questionnaire for Stiúrthóirí Cúnta
Dear Parent(s)

Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann, in cooperation with An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta, the umbrella body of naíonraí, is carrying out a survey of families with children attending a naíonra. We are very interested in the factors which lead parents to choose a naíonra, and the effects of this decision. We hope that you will tell us about your experience so that we can better understand how to continue improving naíonraí for both children and parents. EITHER PARENT may answer the questionnaire. We would greatly appreciate your cooperation in answering these questions.

All of your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence - only the research team will see your questionnaire. Naíonraí staff will not see your questionnaire. Each questionnaire has a code-number, and this code-number will be used in order to ensure total confidentiality.

You may return this questionnaire in the pre-paid envelope provided. Alternatively, if you prefer, you may return the questionnaire sealed in its envelope to the Stiúrthóir, who will forward it unopened.

Thank you for your assistance.

Is mise, le meas

[Signature]

Dr. Tina Hickey
Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann

Má tá leagan Gaeilge den cheistneoir seo uait, cas an leabhráin bun os cionn, agus oscail ar leathanach 1 é.
Parents' Questionnaire

1. Do you live:
in the Gaeilge □, outside of the Gaeilge □.

2. What language(s) were mainly spoken to this child as a baby and toddler?
   English only □, English and Irish □, Irish only □, Other (specify) □.

3. How much Irish do you estimate your child knew BEFORE beginning at the naionra? (Please tick ONE only)
   none at all □, Irish as good as English □, some understanding only □, Irish better than English □, odd words/phrases □, Irish only □, able for conversation in Irish □.

4. Have you noticed any change in this child's use of Irish SINCE beginning at the naionra? (Tick ONE only)
   Decrease □, No change □, Increase □.
   Go to Q7

   If there was a DECREASE in your child's use of Irish since starting at the naionra, to what do you attribute it?
   majority of other children in naionra speak only English □, child is now more self-conscious about speaking Irish □, child has become aware of differences between Irish and English □, Státhúch's Irish is very different from that used at home □, other □.
   Go to Q7

5. If there was an INCREASE, did it take the form of: (Tick ALL that apply)
   Used Regularly Sometimes
   individual words □, □, phrases □, □, rhymes/songs/prayers □, □, conversations □, □.
   P5_1 P5_2 P5_3 P5_4

6. If there has been an increase in the child's Irish use, to whom in the family is it directed? (Tick ALL that apply)
   parent(s) □, □, aunts/uncles/cousins □, □, brothers/sisters □, □, play with dolls/cars/other toys □, □, grandparents □, □.
   P6_1 P6_2 P6_3 P6_4 P6_5
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7. Can you remember if your child already knew any of the following BEFORE beginning at the naíonra? (Please tick ALL that apply)

knew the names of colours □ English □ Irish
knew some numbers □ English □ Irish
knew some letters □ English □ Irish
knew 3 rhymes/songs □ English □ Irish
knew more than 3 rhymes/songs □ English □ Irish
could recognize own name (written) □ English □ Irish
could write own name □ English □ Irish

8. SINCE attending the naíonra, what general changes are you most aware of in your child? (Please tick ALL that apply)

now knows colours, shapes, some letters □
can now count to higher number than before □
now knows songs and rhymes in Irish □
Irish is significantly better □
English skills have improved □
more reluctant to speak Irish □
English skills have fallen behind for age □
Irish has disimproved □

9. How would you describe your child NOW? (Circle the point on the scale from 1-5 which you think is appropriate)

Behind Average Advanced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

10. Who first suggested sending your child to a naíonra? (Tick ONE only)

self □
spouse □
naíonra supervisor □
relatives/friends □
workmate/colleague □
other □
neighbours with children attending □

11. Why did you choose to send your child to a naíonra? (Tick all that apply)

it was the only/most accessible pre-school in our area □
naíonra has good physical facilities □
naíonra leader’s/particular naíonra’s general reputation □
wanted child to learn Irish □
wanted to have child go to an all-Irish school later □
child is already bilingual from home □
child is already an Irish native-sounder □
strong recommendation by friend □
parent/older child attended a naíonra/an all-Irish school □
other (specify) □
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12. If you had to decide again about sending your child to the naíonra, would you: (Please tick ONE box only)
   - do the same again, same naíonra
   - choose the same naíonra, but wait until child is older
   - choose another naíonra
   - choose an English-speaking playgroup
   - not send child to pre-school of any kind

13. How do you think your child feels about the naíonra? (Tick ONE only)
   - child enjoys it
   - child was initially confused, now settled
   - child is still struggling, sometimes reluctant to go
   - child is very unhappy, always reluctant to go

14. Since your child began at the naíonra, have you participated in any of the following? (Please tick as many as apply)
   - an Irish-language class
   - an Irish-language social group/irish-language organisation e.g.
     Conradh na Gaeilge, Glór na nGael
   - Irish-language social events e.g. table quiz, concert,
     fund-raising for naíonra
   - other Irish cultural activities e.g. Irish music, dancing

15. How would describe yourself?
   - married/living with spouse
   - widowed
   - separated or divorced
   - lone parent

   If you are married/living with a spouse, please answer the parts of the following questions which ask about your spouse/partner as well as about yourself.

   Otherwise, please fill in the details about yourself only.

16. If you live outside the Gaeltacht:
   Have you and/or your spouse visited the Gaeltacht in the last 4 years?
   - Self: Yes
   - Spouse: Yes

17. Did you or your spouse attend an introductory meeting before your child began at the naíonra?
   - Self: Yes
   - Spouse: Yes
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18a. How often do you engage in the following activities?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weekly</th>
<th>Monthly</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dropping off/collecting child</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checking on child's progress</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>using naionra books/tapes at home</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussing naionra activities with child</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attending dramas/outings etc.</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management/fundraising</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helping in naionra</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18b. If living with a spouse, how often does he/she engage in the following?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weekly</th>
<th>Monthly</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dropping off/collecting child</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checking on child's progress</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>using naionra books/tapes at home</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussing naionra activities with child</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attending dramas/outings etc.</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management/fundraising</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helping in naionra</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. What language is used by you and your spouse on these occasions?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self</th>
<th>Irish only ☐</th>
<th>Some Irish ☐</th>
<th>English only ☒</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Irish only ☐</td>
<td>Some Irish ☐</td>
<td>English only ☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20. How do you feel about your level of involvement in the naionra?

- too little ☐ 
- about right ☒ 
- too much ☐

What prevented you from being more involved? (Tick all that apply)

- insufficient Irish ☐
- domestic/work arrangements ☐
- feeling of not being welcome ☐
- other (specify) ☐

21. Does your naionra provide any of the following, and if not, would you like any to be provided?  Already provided I would like this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>regular information on activities</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samples of phrases child learned</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copies of rhymes/songs</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>help with selecting Irish books/tapes</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>help on using Irish at home</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class/information on classes in Irish</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish conversation group for parents</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social events for parents in Irish</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a Parents and Toddlers' group</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
22. Are either of the following accessible to you?
   all-Irish Primary school  Yes ☐, No ☐.
   school with some subjects through Irish  Yes ☐, No ☐.
   If yes, approximate distance from your home ___ miles

23. When you enrolled your child at a naíonra, did you intend to send him/her later to an all-Irish/Gaeltacht school?
   Yes ☐, No ☐. Was considering it ☐.
   Now that your child has spent some time in a naíonra, have you decided what type of school to send him/her to?
   all-Irish school ☐, English-medium school ☐, some subjects through Irish ☐, still undecided ☐.

24. For parents considering sending their child to an all-Irish primary school would you say that pre-school education through Irish is: very important ☐, not very important ☐, not important at all ☐.

25a. How much Irish was spoken in your OWN home and school?
   Irish was spoken at home : Primary school
   always ☐, frequently ☐, occasionally ☐, never ☐.
   Your own parents’ ability : Post-primary school
   both parents fluent Irish ☐, all-Irish/Gaeltacht ☐, one parent fluent ☐, part-Irish ☐, neither ☐, ordinary school ☐.

25b. How much Irish was spoken in your spouse’s home and school?
   Irish was spoken at home : Primary school
   always ☐, frequently ☐, occasionally ☐, never ☐.
   Parents’ ability : Post-primary school
   both parents fluent Irish ☐, all-Irish/Gaeltacht ☐, one parent fluent ☐, part-Irish ☐, neither ☐, ordinary school ☐.

25c. What experience of Irish do you want for your children?
   Irish spoken at home : Primary school
   always ☐, frequently ☐, occasionally ☐, never ☐.
   Post-primary school :
   all-Irish/Gaeltacht ☐, part-Irish ☐, ordinary school ☐.
26. How would you assess your own and your spouse's ability in Irish:
(Tick ONE from each section only for yourself and spouse)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaking</th>
<th>Self</th>
<th>Spouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>not a word</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a few words</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short sentences</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bits of conversations</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>most conversations</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>any conversation</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding</th>
<th>Self</th>
<th>Spouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>not a word</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a few words</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short sentences</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bits of conversations</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>most conversations</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>any conversation</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>Self</th>
<th>Spouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>not a word</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a few words</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short sentences</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a short article/letter/note</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>any document</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Self</th>
<th>Spouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>not a word</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a few words</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short sentences</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a short article/letter/note</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a book</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

27. Before you first sent a child to the naíonra, how often was Irish used between: (Please tick ONE for each line)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Regularly</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Not applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>self and spouse</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self and children</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spouse and children</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>children with each other</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Did this use of Irish consist mainly of: (Please tick ONE for each line)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>odd words</th>
<th>some phrases</th>
<th>short conversations</th>
<th>all conversations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to spouse</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to children</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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28. NOW, how often is Irish used between: (Please tick ONE on each line)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Regularly</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Not applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>self and spouse</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self and child/ren</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spouse and child/ren</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>children with each other</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Go to Q 29

Does this use of Irish consist mainly of: (Please tick ONE for each line)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>odd words</th>
<th>some phrases</th>
<th>short conversations</th>
<th>all conversations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to spouse</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to child(ren)</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When and how often is Irish NOW used by either parent with child(ren): (Tick ONE on each line)

- **Always**
- **Mostly**
- **Regularly**
- **Occasionally**
- **Never**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>activity</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Mostly</th>
<th>Regularly</th>
<th>Occasionally</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>washing/dressing child</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at mealtimes</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helping with homework</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading/telling stories</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at family prayer/church</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doing housework/gardening</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on journeys</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>while watching TV</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listening to radio</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

29. Do you engage in the following activities?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>activity</th>
<th>Often</th>
<th>Regularly</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>watch Nuacht on TV</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watch other TV programmes in Irish</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listen to Raidió na Gaeltachta</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listen to Irish programmes on RTÉ</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read Irish storybooks for children</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read Irish pieces in newspapers</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read all-Irish newspapers/magazines</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read Irish books</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

30. In general then, would you say that there has been a change in the FREQUENCY of Irish use in your home since your first child began attending a naíonra?

- [ ] no change
- [ ] increase
- [ ] decrease

31. Who now mainly looks after your child outside of naíonra hours?

(Please tick ONE only)

- [ ] mother/father
- [ ] other person

Go to Q 32

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Is Irish ever spoken to the child by this caregiver?</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Frequently</th>
<th>Occasionally</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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32. What age was this child when she began attending the naíonra?
- less than 3 years □
- 3 years-6 months - 4 years □
- 4 years - 6 years 6 months □
- more than 4 years 6 months □

33a. How many children do you have in your family? ____________

33b. Where does the child whose first name is on this form come in your family? (write, for example, 1 for a first child, 3 for a third) ____________

34. Do you have other children who are at present attending or have previously attended a naíonra? Yes □, No □.
- If yes, how many? ____________

35a. Do you have other children who are at present attending or have previously attended an All-Irish/Gaeltacht school? Yes □, No □.
- If yes, how many? ____________

35b. How many of your children are now in Primary school? ____________
- How many of your children are now in Second Level Schools? ____________

The following questions require some personal details. Again, these are totally confidential.

36a. Are you: male □, female □.

36b. What is your age now?
- less than 25 □, 36-45 □, 55+ □.
- 25-35 □, 40-54 □.

37. Do you live:
- in a city □, in a village □.
- in a town □, in the country □.

38. How would you describe yourself as regards employment?
- working full-time for pay or profit □,
- working part-time for pay or profit □,
- not in paid employment □.

If not in paid employment, would you describe yourself as:
- full-time homemaker □,
- unemployed/looking for work □,
- other (specify) □.
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39 Thinking of your present job, or your last job (if not currently in paid employment) would you describe it as: (Please tick one)

- manual (e.g. cleaner, labourer) □
- semi-skilled manual (e.g. milkman, postman, machinist) □
- skilled manual (e.g. bricklayer, fitter, lorry driver) □
- clerical □
- teaching □
- nursing □
- professional managerial/higher civil service □
- self-employed □
- farmer □

40. If living with a spouse, how would you describe your spouse's present job, or his/her last job, if not presently in paid employment?

- manual (e.g. cleaner, labourer) □
- semi-skilled manual (e.g. milkman, postman, machinist) □
- skilled manual (e.g. bricklayer, fitter, lorry driver) □
- clerical □
- teaching □
- nursing □
- professional managerial/higher civil service □
- self-employed □
- farmer □

41. How far did you and your spouse go in school?  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Self</th>
<th>Spouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary school</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group or Inter Cert</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaving Cert</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third level (diploma/honours degree qualification)</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Teacher</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third level (university degree)</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master's degree or higher</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other - specify</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Thank you for your time and effort in answering this questionnaire. We greatly appreciate your cooperation.

Please seal the questionnaire in the accompanying pre-paid envelope and post it as soon as possible.
Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann
An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta

Ceistneoir do na tuismitheoirí

A Thuismitheoir, a chara

Tá beartaithe ag Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann agus ag Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta suirbhé a dhéanamh ar na teaghláigh a bhfuil páistí leo ag freastal ar naionrai. Is é an Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta an t-eagrás a thugann tacaíocht do na naionrai uile. Is diol spéis na toscail is bun le roghnú naionra (seachas réamhscoil eile). Tá síl againn go roinnfidh tú do chuid taithí leo agus na toirthí a d' eagras a chun gcinneadh a rinne tú comh maith, i gcónaí go dtuigfear nios fearr cé mar is féidir feabhas a chur ar eispeíreas naionra ar mhaithe leis na páistí agus na tuismitheoirí ar aon. Tug le creachtaí den bheirt thuismitheoirí an ceistneoir a chomhlánú. Bheanfrais fiorbhuioch diot as na ceisteaná atá ann a threagairt.

Coimeádfar na freagrí oibre #ann rún. An lucht taighde amháin a fhéicfeas na ceistneoirí. Ní fhéicfidh foireann an naionra iad. Códaíodh gach ceistneoir agus bainfear leas as an gcóid seo amháin chun críche rúndaízta.

Tig leat an foírm seo a sheoladh díreach chun na hoifige sa chlúdaí ach na híomháidh. Ní bheidh do chlúdaigh a thabhairt don stiúrthóir naionra - ní osléafar na clúdaigh ach seoladh díreach chun na hoifige i mBaile Átha Cliath iad. Is mó againn d'oibríobhru.

Is mise, le meas

Tina Hickey
Dr Tina Hickey
Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann

If you wish to answer an English version of this questionnaire, please turn the booklet over.
Ceisteacha do na turasóirí

1. An bhfuil conaí ort:
   sa Ghaeltacht  □, taobh amuigh den Ghaeltacht □.

2. Cé na teangacha is mó a isbhreithidh leis an bpáiste seo agus éithe ina naionán?
   Béarla amháin □, Gaeilge agus Béarla □.
   Gaeilge amháin □, Teanga cleir (luagh i) □.

3. Cé mhbéad Gaeilge a bhí aige/acle dar leat roimh thosú sa naionra?
   (Cuir tic le haon cheann amháin)
   Gaeilge ar bith □, Gaeilge agus Béarla ar aon chaidheáin □.
   breac huiseint □, an Ghaeilge níos fearr ná an Béarla □.
   corhríocht fráisní □, an Ghaeilge amháin □.
   Éiri in ann comhara a dhéanann i nGaeilge □.

4. An bhfuil aithriú ar bith tugtha faoi déara agat in úsáid na Gaeilge as an bpáiste ó thosaigh séist sa naionra?
   Laghdú □, Gan aithri □, Méadú □.
   Tegh chung C7. Tegh chung C5.

Más LAGHDÚ in úsáid na Gaeilge as an bpáiste a tharla, céard ba é sin leis dar leat?
   Béarla amháin ag móréicid na bpáisti eile sa naionra □.
   an bpáiste a bheith níos cíosóideach agus go raibh Gaeilge tuiscint níos fearr a bhíodh ag an bpáiste atá ann darbh ainneoin idir an Ghaeilge agus an Béarla □.
   Gaeilge an Stúirthóir a bheith an-dágsúil leis an nGaeilge sa haithele □.
   Cuis eile □
   Tegh chung C7.

5. Más MEADÚ a tharla, an mar seo a leonas a tharla sé? (Cuir tic i ngach ait a oireanna)
   Go rialta □, Uaireanta □.
   Focail aonair □, □.
   fráisí □, □.
   rannam/aithníonn/paidreacha □, □.
   comhrá □, □.

6. Más méadú a tharla, cé leis a tharla sé sa teaghlach?
   (Cuir tic i ngach ait a oireanna)
   tuiscimhfeithreach(i) □, ainmniú/bhuail/aistriúghadhach □.
   dearchadh/paidreacha/dearfeircheadh □, ag siadadh le bhealaí □.
   seanadh/seanadhthair □, carranna/bréagáin eile □.

Úsáid oifige
P1
P2
P3
P4.1
P4.2
P5.1
P5.2
P5.3
P5.4
P6.1
P6.2
P6.3
P6.4
P6.5
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7. Raibh ar chumas de pháiste a bhfuil thios a dhéanamh, SULAR thosaigh séís sa naionra? (Cuir tic i ngach bosca a oireann)

dathanna a aimniú
roimh umhreasca a aithint
roimh litreacha a aithint
3 raínn/amhráin a rá
tios mó ná 3 raínn/amhráin a rá
a (h)ainn féin a aithint (scíofa)
a (h)ainn féin a scriobh

8. Cé ní hathruithe a thugann tú faoi dealraí de pháiste ó thosaigh séís sa naionra? (Cuir tic i ngach bosca a oireann)

ní ón níonann dathanna, fioracha, roimh litreacha
ná ann comhairlem go dti umhur níos arda ná roimh seo
amhráin/raínn na Gaeilge aige/facit anois
feithiúchas ar a c(h)uid Gaeilge
scíol ar Béarla níos fearr
leisce air(airithº) Gaeilge a labhairt thar mar a bhíodh
scíol ar Gaeilge ó thosach níos teorainn
Gaeilge chun deireadh

9. Cuir sós ar do pháiste mar atá séisiúnt ÁNIOS.
(Cioncrais an umhur chuí ar an scála 1-3 thios)


10. Cé ba thuiscite a mhul duin do pháiste a chur ar naionra? (Cuir tic ar an chaill)

té féin
stíurthóir naionra
conhobóir/fomhghleacáin
comhráirta a bhfuil páistí le ar naionra

11. Cad chuirte ar chinn tú ar do pháiste a chur ar naionra?
(Cuir tic sna boscai cu)

Ní raibh de réamhscóil sa chiontarach a bhfuil
Tá saoráidh fisiciúil an naionra go maith
Dea-chaidh an stíurthóir nó an naionra féin
Theastaigh uaim go mbeadh Gaeilge ag an bpáiste
Theastaigh uaim an páiste a chur ag scoil trí Shaoil-Ghaoilte ar ball
Tá an páiste dánúicheáineach sa bhlas
Is cainteoir deochas an páiste
Moladh láidir ó chara
D’fhreastail tú smúithreoir ar naionra/scóil an-ghaoilte
Cúiscanta eile (tabhair sonrai)
12. Dá mbeadh ort an cinneadh faisn naionra a dhéanamh arís, cad a dhéanfadh? (Cuir tú in aice amháin)
  - an rud céanna aris, sa naionra céanna (Cuir tú in aice amháin)
  - Roghnaíonn an naionra céanna, ach d'fhianfaíonn go mbeadh an páiste nilba shine
  - Roghnaíonn naionra eile
  - Roghnaíonn naionra Béarla
  - Nó chuairfín an páiste chuig réamhscoil ar bith

13. Cé mar a bhraitheann do pháiste éi féin sa naionra? (Cuir an bháin)
  - Láithrionn sé leis/leiriú
  - Ní thuilleadh ar dtús air/uirithi, ach tá sós/á ar a thuilleadh ansin
  - tá sós/á ag streachtaít leis/leiriú, go féidir, bionn leisce air/uirithi
dul ann uaireanta
  - tá sós/á an-mhíshona - leisce air/uirithi dul ann i gcónaí

14. Ó thosaigh do pháiste sa naionra, an raibh tú páirtíocht sa ngníomhaíocht sé? (Cuir tú in aice amháin)
  - rang Gaeilge
  - gníomhaíocht Gaeilge i dTeaghlach, an bhíonn na Gaeilge,
  - Giórra na Gaeilge,
  - óchtí déiseálta trí Ghaeilge, d'fhaoi rocht tine, cóirmheas,
  - báilte aigrid don naionra
  - gníomhaíochtaí chultúrtha eile, m.sh. ceol Gaeilge, damhsa.

16. An bhfuil tú?
  - páistín aonstóis le páirtíocht, i do bhaint trí
cará/stairth aonstóis a dhéanamh, i do bhaint trí,
  - Nó chuairfín an páiste chuig réamhscoil ar bith.

---

Más pásta nó in aontóis le páirtíocht atá tú, bheimiú buíoch d'fhéadfadh ná cvésteanna a bhaint amach le féin agus le do chéile a fhágaint.

*In aon chéid eile, tabhchair sonraif fáth féin amháin.*

16. Má tá conair ort taobh amuigh den Ghaothacht: Ar thug tú féin nó do chéile cuairt ar an nGhaelacht le cheadrah bliana anuas?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thug</th>
<th>Nóir thug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mé féin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>céile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17. Ar fhreastail tú féin nó do chéile ar réamhscaithíodh coitiantaí thosaigh do pháiste sa naionra?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thug</th>
<th>Nóir fhreastail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mé féin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>céile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
18a. Cé chomh minic 's a dhéanann tú na rudai seo a leanas?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seachtainiúil</th>
<th>Miúslí</th>
<th>Gao Hannahm</th>
<th>Ríomh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>an púiste a fhágáil sa níonna agus a bháithiú</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du' chun cinn an pháiste a chiantiú</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lábháir/téippeanna níonna a úsáid sa bhaille</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imeachtai níonna a phlé leis an bpaiste</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dul chugránai nó ar thuras níonna</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bainistiocht/bailiú aird go don níonna</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cabbhrú sa níonna</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18b. Mhas pústaín aonfós le páirtíseir atá tú, cé chomh minic 's a dhéanann seisean/sise na rudai seo a leanas?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seachtainiúil</th>
<th>Miúslí</th>
<th>Gao Hannahm</th>
<th>Ríomh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>an púiste a fhágáil sa níonna agus a bháithiú</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du' chun cinn an pháiste a chiantiú</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lábháir/téippeanna níonna a úsáid sa bhaille</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imeachtai níonna a phlé leis an bpaiste</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dul chugránai nó ar thuras níonna</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bainistiocht/bailiú aird don níonna</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cabbhrú sa níonna</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. Cén teanga a labhraíonn tó féin is do chéile ar an hóidí seo?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Léirméadóir</th>
<th>Seisean</th>
<th>Roíonta</th>
<th>Béara/Amháin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Até féin</td>
<td>Gaeilge amháin</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>roíonta Gaeilge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Céile</td>
<td>Gaeilge amháin</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>roíonta Gaeilge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20. Céard do bharrúil ar an mháistint is agat leis an níonna?

Gan dóthaí agat ☐, ceart ☐, iomarcaích ☐

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Céard a chuimh aiste ort baint níos mó a bheith agat leis?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Cuir tú i ngach bosca a oireann)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easpa Gaeilge ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socruithe u/buir ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gan fáilte roimh dar leat ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuiseanna éile ☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21. Inis díonna an bhfuil na gníomhaíochtaí seo ar fáil cheana i do naíonnasan agus muna bhfuil, ar mhaithe leat iad a bheith ar fáil?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartha a fáil</th>
<th>Bé</th>
<th>Nor</th>
<th>Mhaithe</th>
<th>Mháith</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tu</td>
<td>Níl</td>
<td>Mháith</td>
<td>Mháith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21_1</td>
<td>P21_2</td>
<td>P21_3</td>
<td>P21_4</td>
<td>P21_5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21_7</td>
<td>P21_8</td>
<td>P21_9</td>
<td>P21_10</td>
<td>P21_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21_13</td>
<td>P21_14</td>
<td>P21_15</td>
<td>P21_16</td>
<td>P21_17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
22. An bhfuil scoil diόbh seo in aice leat?

scoil Lún-Ghaeilge □ , Níl □.
scoil a mhuíneann roinn tri Ghaeilge □ , Níl □.
Má tá, cén tachtar atá sí ón mhaille? ______ mile.

23. Nuair a chaith tú do pháiste ar rolla an naonra, an raibh fút ól a chur chuig scoil Lún-Ghaeilge ar ball?

Bhí □, Ní raibh □.
Ag smaoinigh air □.
Anois go bhfuil tréimhse caite ag an bpáiste i naonra, an bhfuil cinneadh dhéanta agat maidir leis an gcineál scoile ag a gcuirteadh tú ól?

scoil Lún-Ghaeilge □, scoil Bhéarla □.
scoil a mhuíneann roinn tri Ghaeilge □, nil mé cinntí fos □.

24. Cad é do thuairim faoin réamhscoil aiste trí Ghaeilge (naonra) d'oibrigh síd atá ag smaoiníonn ar pháiste le a chur chuig bunscóil Lún-Ghaeilge? Tá sé:

an-tábhachtach □, nil sé an-tábhachtach □, gan tábhacht ar bith □.

25a. Cé mhéad Gaeilge a labhráidh in do teachta agus ar scoil?

Labhráidh Gaeilge sa bháile
Sa bhunscoil
de ghnáth □, lún-Ghaeilge/Ghaelteacha □.
go minic □, bhrefac-Ghaeilge □.
amois is arís □, gnáthscóil □.
níor labhráidh riainn □.

Cumas do thuismitheoiri

Lár-bhunscoil
liostaí ag an mbéirsteach □, lún-Ghaeilge/Ghaelteacha □.
liostaí ag duine amháin □, bhrefac-Ghaeilge □.
gan liostaí ag ceachtar acu □, gnáthscóil □.

25b. Cé mhéad Gaeilge a labhráidh tigh do chéile agus ar scoil?

Labhráidh Gaeilge sa bháile
Bunscoil
de ghnáth □, lún-Ghaeilge/Ghaelteacha □.
go minic □, bhrefac-Ghaeilge □.
amois is arís □, gnáthscóil □.
níor labhráidh riainn □.

Cumas na dtuismitheoiri

Lár-bhunscoil
liostaí ag an mbéirsteach □, lún-Ghaeilge/Ghaelteacha □.
liostaí ag duine amháin □, bhrefac-Ghaeilge □.
gan liostaí ag ceachtar acu □, gnáthscóil □.

25c. Céard ba mhias leat do do chláann?

Gaeilge a labhráit sa bháile
Bunscoil / Lár-bhunscoil

de ghnáth □, lún-Ghaeilge □.
go minic □, Ghaelteachta □.
amois is arís □, bhrefac-Ghaeilge □.
gan aon Ghaeilge □, gnáthscóil □.
26. Cén saghas cunais atá agat féin agus eag do pháirtíneir sa Ghaeilge dar feast? (Tic amhain i ngach rannóg suí féin agus do chéile)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labhairt</th>
<th>Mé féin</th>
<th>Céil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gan focal ar bith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cúpla focal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abairtí gearr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piosáí comhhrá</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formhór na gcomhráití</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comhrá ar bith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuisceart</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gan focal ar bith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cúpla focal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abairtí gearr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piosáí comhhrá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formhór na gcomhráití</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comhrá ar bith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sríobh</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gan focal ar bith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cúpla focal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abairtí gearr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alt gearn/fliúint/hóta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doiciméad ar bith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leabhr</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gan focal ar bith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cúpla focal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abairtí gearr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alt gearn/fliúint/hóta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leabhar ar bith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

27. Cé chomh minic a láthair tú Gaeilge sa bháile sular chuir tú pástí chuig naionra ar dtús? (Cuir tic amhain i ngach line a oirceann)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Le do chéile</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leis na páistí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do chéile agus na páistí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na páistí lena chéile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An mar seo thions aúsáidodh an Ghaeilge? (Cuir tic amhain ar gach line)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corphants</th>
<th>Roinnt frásaí</th>
<th>Comhrá gaidhreálach</th>
<th>Gach comhrá</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Le do chéile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le do pháistí</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Úsáid Oifige
P26.1 P26.2
P26.3 P26.4
P26.5 P26.6
P26.7 P26.8

Le do chéile
Leis na páistí
Do chéile agus na páistí
Na páistí lena chéile

Geadh

An mar seo thions aúsáidodh an Ghaeilge?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corphants</th>
<th>Roinnt frásaí</th>
<th>Comhrá gaidhreálach</th>
<th>Gach comhrá</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Le do chéile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le do pháistí</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Téigh chuig C.28
P27.1 P27.2
P27.3 P27.4

P27.5 P27.6
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Ceistneoirí do na tuitsmitheoirí

28. Cé chomh minic a labhraitear Gaeilge ANOIS, idir: (Tic amháin ar gach liné)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geonála</th>
<th>Go rialta</th>
<th>Uaireanta</th>
<th>Ríomh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tú féin agus do chéile</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tú féin agus do pháistí</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Céile agus páistí</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na páistí eatarthu féin</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Téigh chuig C.29

An mar seo thios a úsáidtear an Ghaeilge sa bhaille ANOIS?
(Cuir tic amháin ar gach liné)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geonála</th>
<th>Corpiocail</th>
<th>Roinnt</th>
<th>Comhrá</th>
<th>Gach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Le do chéile</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le do pháistí</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cén uair aghas cé chomh minic a labhraíonn ceachtar den bhheirt tuitsmitheoirí Gaeilge leis an/a páistí? (Tic amháin ar gach liné)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geonála</th>
<th>Go rialta</th>
<th>Uaireanta</th>
<th>Ríomh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag ní/glásadh an pháiste</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le linn béal</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag gabháil le hóibhre bhaile</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag léamh/léistint scéalta don pháiste</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le linn urnaí sa bhaille/scréad</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I mbun obair tó/garradh/íreachta</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar thuras</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag brathnú ar an téliffeas</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag éisteacht leis an raidió</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

29. An mbíonn tú ag ghabháil de na gníomháicheadta seo a leann? (Tic amháin)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geonála</th>
<th>Go rialta</th>
<th>Uaireanta</th>
<th>Ní bhíonn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breathnú ar nuacht ar téliffeas</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Céidear/le hile as Gaeilge</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Éisteacht le Raidió na hÉireann</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Éisteacht le Claire De Ghaeilge RTÉ</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scéalta Gaeilge do pháiste</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ailt Gaeilge sna nuachtáin</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuaachtáin/irisí Gaeilge a léamh</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leabhar Ghaeilge a léamh</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

30. An díogh leat go bhfuil aithriú i minic is úsáid na Gaeilge sa teaghlach ó thosaigh an chéad pháiste leat sa naíonra?

Gan aithriú ☐, méadó ☐, laighdú ☐.

31. Cé is mó a thugann aice do pháiste seo taobh amuigh d’uairdeanta naíonra? (Tic amháin)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geonála</th>
<th>Go minic</th>
<th>Corruair</th>
<th>Ní labhraíonn ríomh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Téigh chuig C.32

An labhraíonn an cúramóir seo Gaeilge ríomh leis an bpáiste?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geonála</th>
<th>Go minic</th>
<th>Corruair</th>
<th>Ní labhraíonn ríomh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
32. Cén aois a bhí ag an leantán seo agus éi ag tessi sa naíonra?
   faoi bhun 3 bliana  □,
   3 bliana - 6 mhi  □,
   6 mhi - 4 bliana  □,
   4 bliana - 6 mhi  □,
   nios mó ná 4 bliana 6 mhi □.

33a. Cé mhéad páistí atá agat? ________________________

33b. An páiste a bhfuil a (b)ainm baiste ar an bhfeirm seo, cén t-ord inár rugadh é? (scriobh 1 don chéad duine, 3 don tríu duine) ____________

34. An bhfuil páistí eile teaghlacht seo nó a bhí ann roimhe seo?
   Tá □,
   Nil □.
   Má tá, cé mhéad? ________________________

35a. An bhfuil páistí eile teaghlacht ar scoil láin-Ghaeilge/coláiste Ghaeltachta nó a bhí ar scoil láin-Ghaeilge/coláiste Ghaeltachta roimhe seo?
   Tá □,
   Nil □.
   Má tá, cé mhéad? ________________________

35b. Cé mhéad den chlann atá sa bhuncoil anois?
   Cé mhéad den chlann atá i scoileanna dara leibhéal? ________________________

[Éiliom na ceisteanna seo a léannas sonraí pearsanta uair, coinneofar faoi rún zad.]

36a. An Fear □, nó Bean □, thug?

36b. Cén aois thu anois?
   Faoi bhun 25 □, 36-45 □, 55+ □.
   25-35 □, 46-54 □, 54-64 □.

37. An bhfuil conaí ort? i gcathair □, i sráidbhaile □, i mbaile □, faoi teach □.

38. Cé mar atá cúrsaí foirneacha agat? An bhfuil tú ag obair go lánaimeartha □,
   ag obair go páirtearimeartha □,
   gan obair ar thuarastal □.
   Mura bhfuil tú ag obair ar thuarastal, an bhfuil tú: i mbun tig go lánaimearta □,
   difriocht ar thairge □, eile □.

Úsáid Oifige
P32
P33_1
P33_2
P34_1
P34_2
P35_1
P35_2
P35_3
P35_4
P36_1
P36_2
P37
P38_1
P38_2
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39. Déim cur síos ar an bpost atá anois agat nó ar an bpost is deireanaí a bhí agat mura bhfuil tú ag sothtrú airgid faoi láthair:
obair láimhe (e.g. glantóir, soithrái)
obair láimhe leathoíthe (e.g. fear a’phoist, meaisneoir)
obair oíthe (e.g. bricceadóir, feisteoir, tiománaí leara)
cléireachas
teachsc
banatracht
gairmúilt/bainisteoircheacht/stáiscirbhís ardghráid
féinforútaíte
feirmneoir

40. Más in aontas le céile atá tú, déim cur síos ar an bpost atá anois aige/aici, nó a bhi aige/aice muna bhfuil sé/sí ag sothtrú airgid faoi láthair?
obair láimhe (e.g. glantóir, soithrái)
obair láimhe leathoíthe (e.g. fear a’phoist, meaisneoir)
obair oíthe (e.g. bricceadóir, feisteoir, tiománaí leara)
cléireachas
teachsc
banatracht
gairmúilt/bainisteoircheacht/stáiscirbhís ardghráid
féinforútaíte
feirmneoir

41. Cén leibhéal oideachais a bhain tú fhéin agus do chéile anach?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mé féin</th>
<th>Céile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bunscoil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teastas grúpa/dîrmhéisnach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardaist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tríu leibhéal (dioplóma - cailiocht nach ceant i)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Müntceoir Naíštíunta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tríu leibhéal (cèim olscoile)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Céim mháistir nó aíos airde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cailiochtaí eile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gabh ár mhiúachas as am agus dua a chaithcheamh leis an greistneoir seo.

Bhéimid bhuoch diot as é a sheoladh ar ais chomh luath agus is féidir sa chlúdach réamhiochta a fuair tú.
Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann
An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta

Ceistneoir don Stiúrthóir

1. Dáta bunaithe an náonra:

2. Cé bhfuil an náonra lonnaithe?
   teach pribháideach, halla/aonad poiblí, scol, eile.

3. An gá an trealamh a bhaint amuas? (C’ur thá le ceann amháin)
   gach lá, gach dara lá, ní gá.

4. An bhfuil Stiúrthóir Cúnta/Comhstiúrthóir agat?
   Tá [ ] Nil [ ]

Má tá, iarr uirthi an ceistneoir cui (agus dath gorm air) a lioisadh isteach.

5. Cé mhéid tuigí atá agat mar stiúrthóir náonra?

6. Cad iad na cáilíochtaí atá agat? (C’ur thá le gach ceann atá arrúnaigh)
   tuimseacht, bhuamhuintear, de thabhairt is fearr le Gaeilge, ardtír, Montessori/Froebel,
   córs a chuir na Cheoilchoile, tríú leabhála, cúrsai eile (lahair san roigh)....

7. Conas a chuirfeadh síos ar do chúnamh sa Ghaeilge? (C’ur thá le ceann amháin)
   ag dul i bhfeighreacht, cumas sásúil, chomh liofa le cáncaíocht, cáincoir duchais
   (Gaeilge on ghealladh ar an)....

8. An úsáideann tú Gaeilge sa bhailie? (C’ur thá le ceann amháin)
   ó an go hainn, náireanta, go minic, 1 go dtí 5.

9. Cé chomh náinche is a threalaíonn tú ar na cúrsaí inseirbhise atá ar fáil?
   ní threalaíonn, go hamhain, go mór, ceapadh cúpla uair, t peónta/pach uair.
10. Ar mhaith leat freastal ar chursaí inscríbhise ar na hábhair seo a leanas?
(Cuir tic le na cinn atá ag teastáil uait)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>an tscooil aoidh</th>
<th>na bealaíona (peisteachaí, ósóid cre sr)</th>
<th>cúrsaí stáinte</th>
<th>510.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sealbhú an dara teanga</td>
<td>pleasadh tríor sa naonra</td>
<td>beairt ismeice</td>
<td>510.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drámaíocht &amp; puipéid</td>
<td>ósóid coill, raonta &amp; téipceanna</td>
<td>eile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. Cén chabhair is mó atá ag teastáil uait, dar leat?
(Cuir tic le na cinn is mó atá ag teastáil uait)

| breis teagmhála leis na tuismitheoiri | teagmacha o nó tuismitheoiri | 511.1 |
| am chun freastal ar an cuirteas atá ar fáil | cúrsaí tána |       |
| cúrsa Gaeilge duit féin/ dód stiúrthóir cúnta | trealamh naa | 511.2 |
| cúrsa Gaeilge do na tuismitheoiri | breis teagmhála liom an GComharleoir | 511.3 |
| breis teagmhála le stiúrthóirí eile | saois cuairt a thabhairt ar naonra eile | 511.4 |
| breis teagmhála le scoil lán-Gaeilge sa cheantar | arlactas ón scoil lán-Gaeilge sa cheantar | 511.5 |
| aithiogais ón scoil náisiúnta sa cheantar |       | 511.6 |

12. Cé chomh minic is a dhéanann an píosa ar an meán na gniomhaíochtaí seo i do naonra sa réarma deireanach?
(Cuir tic amhain ar GACII linn)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gach la</th>
<th>éipile wair</th>
<th>var an hábhair níos la ní uair</th>
<th>ni dhéanann</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uisce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaeamh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>píntéireacht</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caile &amp; criáin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cré</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ósóid siosúir</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bríci agus áblair tógála</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mireanna meain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cáirtí meánscoile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cúinne baile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>am socáltaíochta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raon &amp; ceol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drámaíocht</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puipéid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cluichí grúpa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sgráthadh taobh amaigh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acliacht</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. Robhnaigh na cúig gniomhaíochtai is éifeachtai duitse chun an Ghaeilge a chúir chun cinn.
(Cuir tic le cúig báscair a níheáid)

| uisce | gaeamh | píntéireacht | 513.1 |
| caile & criáin | cré | | 513.2 |
| ósóid siosúir | bríci agus áblair tógála | mireanna meain | 513.3 |
| cáirtí meánscoile | cúinne baile | am socáltaíochta | 513.4 |
| raon & ceol | drámaíocht | puipéid | 513.5 |
| cluichí grúpa | sgráthadh taobh amaigh | acliacht | 513.6 |

21.
14. An mibhonn roilla á choimeád agat? bionn □, ni bhionn □

15. An mibhonn siad a leanas agat?
   - pleán oibre don bhliain bionn □, ni bhionn □
   - pleán oibre don tseachtain bionn □, ni bhionn □
   - pleán oibre don t-seachtain bionn □, ni bhionn □

16. An mibhonn tseachtain na seachtaine in úsáid agat? (Cuir i n-eolaíocht)
   bionn, i gcónaí □, bionn, de dhúthchas □
   bionn, ó am go háin □, ni bhionn □

17. An mibhonn pointe na maldine agat? (Cuir i n-eolaíocht)
   bionn, i gcónaí □, bionn, de dhúthchas □
   bionn, ó am go háin □, ni bhionn □

18. Cé chomh misic is a labhraigh tú i le tuismitheoir an ghnáthpháiste? (Cuir i n-eolaíocht)
   uair sa tseachtain □
   uair sa mhí □
   gach coiris □
   níos mníscí □

19. Cén dearcadh atá agat maidir leis na tuismitheoir? (Cuir i an eolaíocht)
   'Má tá tuismitheoir saol a bhfuil sa n-aonra uisceanta, cumh faite roimpi'
   'Ba mhaith liom iad a mhéalladh is ea no níos mníscí'
   'B'fhéarr liom iad a choimeadh lámhach den n-aonra'
   'Ba mhaith liom grúpa sosíalta a bhunú dòibh'
   'Spéiceamh iad chuim cura Gaeilge a bhéannacht'
   'Ba mhaith liom dá mhheid ag gníomh a bheith ar na n-aonra'
   Eile □

20. An bhfuil grúpa sosíalta ar stóil i mmeasc na tuismitheoirí? Tá □ Nil □
   Má tá, cé chomh misic is a bhuaileann siad le chéile?
   uair sa bhliain □
   uair sa tseachtain □
   uair sa mhí □
   níos mníscí ná uair sa mhí □

21. An bhfuil grúpa 'Tuismitheoirí & tinn patrol' (parents & toddlers') ar stóil agat?
   Tá □ Nil □
   Muna bhfuil, ar mhaith liom ceann a thugadh? Ba mhaith □ Níor mhaith □

22. An bhfuil páistí/páiste le mhaith sa n-aonra i mbliana?
   Tá □ Nil □
   Má tá, cé mhéad páisti a bhfuil máthail orthu atá ann?
   Cén srtí mhadthail atá air féin? □
23. An bhfuil bunscoil lán-Ghaeilge sa cheantar? Ta □, Nil □, (liuch chug cuiss 24)

Má tá, an bhfuil tó sásta leis an teagmháil atá agat léi?
  an-sástá □, sástá □, mi-shástá □, an-mhishástá □.

Cén sórt teagmhála atá agat leis an scol lán-Ghaeilge?
  tá an náonra ceangaitse leis an scol lán-Ghaeilge □,
  bhíonn teagmháil idir an náonra agus an scol go riala □,
  tugann páistí an náonra cuant ar an scol gach bliain □,
  nil morán teagmhála leis an scol □,
  nil aon teagmháil leis an scol □.

24. An bhfuil tú sásta leis an teagmháil atá agat leis an scol náisiúnta sa cheantar?
  an-sástá □, sástá □, mi-shástá □, an-mhishástá □.

Cén sórt teagmhála atá agat leis an scol náisiúnta sa cheantar?
  bhíonn teagmháil idir an náonra agus an scol go riala □,
  tugann páistí an náonra cuant ar an scol gach bliain □,
  nil morán teagmhála leis an scol □,
  nil aon teagmháil leis an scol □.

25. An bhfuil náonra eile sa cheantar?
  Ta □, Nil □.

26. An bhfuil Grúpa Ságartha Béarla sa cheantar?
  Ta □, Nil □.

Má tá, an bhfuil teagmhát agat leis/le f. Ta □, Nil □.

Náonra eile □
Grúpa Ságartha Béarla □

Má tá, an bhfuil tú sásta leis an teagmháil atá agat leis an náonra?
  an-sástá □, sástá □, mi-shástá □, an-mhishástá □.

Má tá, an bhfuil tú sásta leis an teagmháil atá agat leis an nGrúpa Ságartha?
  an-sástá □, sástá □, mi-shástá □, an-mhishástá □.

27. An bhfuil cúnaimh de shaghas ar bith ar fail ag an náonra ó aon Eagrais? Ta □, Nil □.

Má tá, cén t-eagrais?

__________________________

Cén cúnaimh?

__________________________

__________________________

28. Cén táille atá ar an náonra?
  táille thearána □, táille mhíosa □,
  táille seachtaine □, táille lae □.

Táimid buíoch diot as ucht do chomhoibriú.
Tá gach colas ar an gceistneoir seo faoi rún

Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann
An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceistneoir don Chomhstíúrthóir/Stiurthóir Cúnta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cé mhéid taithí atá agat mar Chomhstíúrthóir/Stiurthóir Cúnta? blianna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cad aon na cáilíochtai atá agat? (Cuir tic le gach ceann atá ariúinach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuismitheoir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuismitheoir a thóg páiste le Gaeilge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ardeist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cúrsa clíona an Chomhchoiste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burchúinteoir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iascumbhúinteoir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montessori/Fröbel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tríú leibheidhle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cúrsa eile (Tabhair sonraí)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Conas a chuirfeá sios ar do chumas sa Gaeilge? (Cuir tic le ceann amhráin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ag dul i bhfeachtais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cemais sábháil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cumas maith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chomh liofa le cainteoir dúchais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cainteoir dúchais (Gaeilge ón gceallachtaí aca)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. An úsáideann tú Gaeilge a bhailte? (Cuir tic le ceann amhráin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>é an go ham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i gceannlán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ge minic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Cé chomh minic is a fhírstalainn tú ar na cúrsaí inisechtithe atá ar-sáil?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ní fhírstalán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go hataamh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go minic/aith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Ar mhaith leat freastal ar chúrsaí inisechtithe ar na húdacht seo a leasach?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cuir tic le ceann anuas go teastáil uait)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúrsa inisechtithe ar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an tseológaíocht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cúrsaí sláinte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obair lámh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drámaíocht &amp; phuipéid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eile (Tabhair sonraí)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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An Luath-Thumadh in Éirinn: Na Naíonraí

Tina Hickey

Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann
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Caibidil 1

Réamhrá

1.1 CÚLRA AN STAIÉIR
Réamhscoil agus í á reachtáil trí mheán na Gaeilge is ea naíonra. Gaeilge amháin a labhráonn an Stiúrthóir agus í ag idirghniomhú leis na páistí a bhíonn, de ghnáth, idir trí bliana agus cuig bliana d'aosís. Baineann foirmhóir na bpáistí a fheastalaíonn ar naíonra le teaghlach ina labhráitear an Béarla, agus mar sin is luath-thumadh sa Ghaeilge dóibh é an naíonra. Baineann mionlach na bpáistí a fheastalaíonn ar naíonra le teaghlach sa Ghaeltacht, nó lasmuigh dá, ina labhráitear an Ghaeilge, agus cuireann an naíonra tacaíocht sa mhéithairtheanga ar fáil don ghrúpa sin, chomh maith le teagmháil le Béarla ó na páistí elle.

Is é a chuireamar róimhaimís sa staidéar seo ná scrúdú cuimsitheach a dhéanamh, den chéad uair, ar sceal naíonraí na tíre, faoina n-áirítear:

- próífíl de shaintréithe na dtuismitheoirí, na bpáistí agus na Stiúrthóirí naíonra
- dearcadh na dtuismitheoirí agus na Stiúrthóirí ar an naíonra agus
- próífíl chumas na Ghaeilge ó shampla de pháistí naíonra, maidir lena gcumas tuiscneána, labhartha agus ainhrise.

Aidhm láthair laistiar de staidéar seo is ea scrúdú a dhéanamh ar na tosa faoina n-éiríonn le scéalbhú na Gaeilge sa naíonna.
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thionscadal taighde ar mhórscála a chur i gceacht. I gcomhar le Ínstiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann. Is é atá sa tuarascáil seo ná torthaí ar an staidéar sin a rinneadh ar na pástí, na tuismitheoirí, na Stiúrthóirí agus na Comhairleoirí atá páirteach sa naionraí.

Is d’fhéadfadh sé go dtógfaí cad é go díreach a chuireamar rómhas i staidéar seo. Thugamar faoi na tosaí a bhaineanu le Úa-shealbhú na Gaeilge laistigh den naionra a leagan síos. Is bhforbhreathnú tuairisciúil meastóireachta. Thugamar faoi phríofíil a sholáthar de na tuismitheoirí sin a roghnaionn naionraí dá bpástí, d’fhonn saintréithe an ghrúpa sin. agus a gcuid riachtanais a mheas. Thugamar faoi staidéar a dhéanamh ar na Stiúrthóirí leis, i dtéarmaí cáilíochtaí agus cleachtas de, d’fhonn an sparcaímsiú ab fhéidir a dhéanamh ar anamhainn amach anseo. De bhri gur leag an comhlacht maoinithe sonraí docha ama síos maídí leis an tréimhse ullamhachtaí agus balltíthe sonraí de, nior fhéadamar, ná níor theastaigh uainn, compairíun a dhéanamh idir an saighdach lár ansin nó rannscoilíochtaí agus cineálacha eile atá á soláthar faoi láthair in Éirinn. Niorfhéidir, achar chomh beag, staidéar fad-ama a dhéanann ar ghrúpa páistí naionra agus ar ghrúpa cónhneas, inmhéadach nach raibh ach sé mhí ann chun an tionscadal a eaguir agus dul i ngileic le balltíthe sonraí. Anuas air sin, níorfhéidir ann an staidéar seo as an eolas a cuidheadh ar fáil ar an micrealeibhéal i gcás-staidéir níos luath, agus thugamar faoin eolas sin a leathnú go dtí an micrealeibhéil. trí mheasúnú a dhéanamh ar na laoisaigh go leir atá rannpháirtíocht ann, agus trí thástaill a dhéanamh ar shampla mór páistí ó thaobh chumas sa Ghaeilge de.

1.2 CAD IS NAIONRA ANN?
De réir an leabhráin An Tuismitheoir agus an Naionra (The Naionra Explained for Parents, 1994):

Is é is naionra ann ná grúpa páistí idir trí agus cúig bliana d’aois a thagann le chéile ar feadh cúpla uair an chloig in aghaidh an Íais, faoi threoir Stiúrthóir nó ceannaire, chuig spraoi a dhéanamh agus chuig fheidhlim tríd an spraoi... Dhá phhriomhadh de ag an naionra:
• cabhrú leis an bpáiste forbairt a dhéanamh i ngach síl;
• cabhrú leis an bpáiste an Ghaeilge a shealbhú nó a c(h)uid Gaeilge a shealbhú trína húsúid mar mhíodh cumarsáide.

Na Naionra Gaeilcha (1994:5)

Cruthaione an Stiúrthóir tascanna taithneamhacha spreagúla do na páistí, tascanna atá oiriúnach dár n-aois, agus é sin trí mheán na Gaeilge. Maireann seisiún sa naionra idir dhá agus trí uair an chloig, ó Luan go hAoine, de ghnáth, nó roimh máthait laethanta ar a laghad. An Ghaeilge amháin a labhraíonn na Stiúrthóirí, ach freagraíonn siad do thriail Béarla na bpáistí agus spreagann iad chun úsáid a bhaint as an nGaeilge atá a shealbhú acu.
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An rásúnú atá laistiiár de ghluaiseacht na naionraí, i dtrí chuid atá sé. Tá sé bunaíthe ar an mbonn:

1) go ndéanann an t-oideachas réamhscoile leas an pháiste, leas an teaghlaigh agus leas an phobail;
2) go ndéanann páistí óga an dara teanga a shealbhú go nádúrtha ach na tosca cuí a bheith ann;
3) go gcabhráionn an réamhscoláíocht trí Ghaeilge le leathnu arúsáid na Gaeilge i réimse an teaghlaigh, rud a chabhráionn ina dhiaidh sin le himeascadh sa phobal.

Ar thairiscigh Fishman (1991) gluaiseacht na naionraí mar iarachtaí ar aithne teanga a aisíompú. Tríd is tríd, áfach, bhíodh is go leagtar béim ar shealbhú na Gaeilge na naionra, bionn sin amhaild i gcóimhthéacs fhorás iomlán pearsanta, sóisialta, cogaíoch agus luaíleach an pháiste, forás a chothaítear agus a chuirtear chun cinn. Leagann Ó Murchú (1985) béim ar an bpoinn sin sa Lámhleabhar do Stiurthóiri Naionraí:

"...an dá ghné is tábhachtaithe de chúram stiurthóra naíonra:

a) forbarth iomlán an pháiste trí mhodhanna sógartha;
b) shealbhú agus saibhriú na Gaeilge.

Ó Murchú (1985:7)

1.3 An Cur Chuige Oideolaíoch

Is é a dhéantar sa chur chuige oideolaíoch, mar a mholann Ó Murchú sa Lámhleabhar do Stiurthóiri Naionraí (1985:12-13) ná teagasc neamhfhoirmiúil a dhíriú ar riachtanais an pháiste (go háirithe i dtaca le teanga de), i dtíompéacht struchtúrtha a chuirteann spreagadh ar fáil trí réimse leathan bréagán agus gniomhaíochtaí a chur ar fáil, in ann aisteáil atá saor ach fós faoi riail. Is iad na himeachtaí lárnach a mholann Ní Ailpín (1985:20) sa lámhleabhar ná: "peintéireacht agus linóchta, imirt le bréid, gáineamh flúcht, gáineamh tirim, uscse, cré, taos; gniomhaíochtaí sa chúinne baile, i gcuinne na leabhar; ceol agus luail". Nuair a bhíonn an pháiste gafa leis na himeachtaí sin, cuireann an Stiurthóir an friotál cuí ar fáil, biodh sin i bhfoirm náthaíonna simplí, nó le rann nó le hainmhráin, chun cur síos a dhéanamh ar ghiomhgháirth na bpáistí, nó tagairt a dhéanamh do dhó, agus sa tsír sin ceanglaithear an teanga nua i gcónai le comhthéacs a bhfuil bhr leis. Is é an aidhm ná go mbheadh nasc nádúrtha ag an nGaeilge a chluioítear sa naíonra le beatha an pháiste, lena réimse spéise agus riachtanaí, seachas ó a bheith bunaithe ar mhodhanna struchtúrtha chun teanga a mhúineadh.

1.4 Tumoideachas agus an Réamhscoláíocht

Rinneadh an chéad thurghnaimh beartaithe i Meán Fómhair 1965, i rang ciondardairdain in Montreal, Québec. Tagraíonn an tumoideachas d’úsáid teanga eile seachas teanga dhúchasai an pháiste mar mhíl teagaisc. Ní hionann é agus ’bá-oideachas’ ina gcuirtear iarracht ar pháiste lucht imirce, nó ar pháiste a labhraíonn teanga a ngabharú stádas iséal.
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léi, glacadh le teagasc acadúil trí mheán an dara teanga acu (T2), go minic i dteannna páisti eile ar cainteoir dhúchaí sa teanga sin iad, áit nach dtugann an mhúinteoir teanga dhúchaí na bpáisti seo agus gan ranganna tacaíochta T2 a bheith ar fáil dóibh (Skuttnabb-Kangas 1988:40). I gcásanna mar sin báitear páisti sa teanga nua agus bhonn an T1 acu faoi bhagairt de dheasca caspa tacaíochta ar bhonn leathan sóisialta.

I gclár thumóideachais ar nós na naíonraí agus chóras na nGaeilseoleanna in Éirinn, tugtar tacaíocht ar bhonn abhainn agus ar bhonn na sochaí do theanga an mhóramh (an Béarla), agus cuirtear teanga na scoile (an Ghaeilge) le stór teangeolaioch an pháistí. I gcás an mhíonlaigh ar cainteoir T1 na Gaeilge iad, tugann an naíonra, nó an Ghaelscoil, tacaíocht fhiormiúil don teanga mhíonlaigh seo, teanga nach mbíonn in úsáid go rómhanna sna meáin chumharsáide. Nó i measc an phobail Éireannach trí cheile, fad is go dtugtar tacaíocht i gcóitinne do scileanna teanga agus litérthaacht T2 an Béarla a fhoghlaimtear ar scoil, tacaíocht ó pháistí eile ar Béarlóiri T1 iad, ón bpobal i gcóitinne in Éirinn agus ó na meáin chumharsáide go forleathan.


Léirionn Ellis (1994:225) go bhfuil go leor sagsanna difriúla tumchlár ann:

- luath-thumadh (ó chiondargaírdin), nó
- tumadh déanaí (mar shampla, ó Ghráid 4 go 7 sa chóras Ceanadach), agus
- lán-umadh (gach teagasc tríd an T2) nó
- páirt-umadh (roinnt ábhar á dtagasc tríd an T2).

Rinne Genesee (1984, 1987) athbhreithniú ar an taighde ar shaighsanna éagsúla tumchlár i gCeanada, agus rinne amach go ngnóthaíonn tumhailtai chomh maith i gcúrsaí acadúla le páisti i gcomhthéacs naomhthuntha, nó níos fearr. Ina theannta sin, theispeáin sé go sealbhhaíonn siad gáithoilteacht sa Bhéarla (T1), chomh maith le haidbheal adúirtachta sa Fraincis (T2). D'úsáid Cummins (1988) agus Cummins agus Swain (1986) an prionsabal idirspleáchais1 le míniú cén fáth nach mbíonn tionchar diúltach ar scileanna na ndaithí sa chéad teanga in suimh fáthreach an tumóideachais. Mhaigh Cummins go bhfuil an oileacht chogarach acadúil teanga2 bunaithe ar bhunoilteacht chomónta agus

---

1 Is é an ‘interdependency principle’ an téarma a úsáideann Cummins (1981).
2 Is é ‘cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP) an téarma a úsáideann Cummins (1981).
go gcuirann taithe ar cheachtar den dá theanga ina leithéid de shuíomh le forbairt an chumaíse seo sa dá theanga.

Tugann achoimre Genese a raithidhe ar thumadh le fios gur fearr na torthaí, agus gach rud sa réamh, a bhíonn ar lántumadh ná ar pháirt-tumadh agus gur fearr luath-thumadh ná tumadh déanach. Déantar scrúdú nios mór ar thorthaí an luath-thumhaí i Mír 1.4.1

1.4.1 Torthaí ar Luath-Thumadh
Is tamaid staidéar a rinneadh ar éifeacht an luath-thumhaí ar thoradh cognáioch, acadúil agus teangeolaíoch an pháiste, agus ní thagairteach ach do cuí den taighde anseo. Léiríonn torthaí ar mheasúnúithe ar roinnt clár seanbhunaithe, iad síúd i gCeannada, cuir i gcás (Swain agus Lepkin 1982; agus Genese 1984. 1987), go leor éifeachtait féachra. Na páistí sin a tháin a ghaidh agus a thurastaíonn ar bhunscoileanna agus ar mheánscoileanna thumtha, baineann síad amach ardfeidhmiúil oitreachta sa T2 acu, chomh maith le gnáthchumas sa T1, agus léiríonn síad na leibhéil chéanna forbartha acadúla, nó leibhéil níos fearr ná mar a léiríonn a bpairí ar cuireadh oideachas orthu i scoileanna neamhthumhaí.


Léiríigh Bialystok (1986) go raibh rialú cognáioch1 (gné de chumas meiteatheangeolaíoch2) níos fearr ag páistí i mGráid 1 de thumchla Fraincise ná mar a bhí ag a bpairí aonteanach. Fuair Goncz agus Kodzolpelkic (1991) amach, chomh maith, gurbh fhrearr an cumas meiteathangeolaíoch agus na scoileanna anailísse teangeolaíche a bhí ag páistí faoi clár thumhtha réamhscóile ná mar a bhí ag an ngréupa aonteanach sa staidéar. Is fearr a thuigeadar an ckeangaláidh idir ní éigin agus a ainm agus bhíodar níos oile i mbun focail a bhíseachta ina siofóir agus ina bhfónémh. Léirígh síad, chomh maith, gurbh fhrearr an comhdhíriú aigne3 a bhí ag na páistí sin a raibh taithe acu ar clár thumtha dá thatháingeacha, agus gur raibh scoileanna níos forbartha acu chun síntéiseí agus teibíú4, scoileanna atá riachtanach don léitheoireacht. Is é a thuigeadar as sin gur dealraitheach go geothaíonn an taithe dá thatháingeacha sa tumeideachas tuiscint anailísseach ar an rud is teanga ann.

1 ‘Cognitive control’.
2 ‘Metalinguistic ability’.
3 ‘Concentration’.
4 ‘Synthesis and abstraction’.
Ain LUATH-THUMADH IN ÉIRIANN

Scrúdaigh Neufeld (1993) dhá ghrúpa de mhic léinn ollscoile in Ottawa, a raibh ceann acu tar éis freastal ar chlár luath-thumtha Fraince. Fuair sé amach nach ndearnna an luath-thumadh seo dochar ar bith sa neastéarma, ná san fhadtéarma, agus an bhri a bhain sé as sin gur dealraítheach gur sochar teangeolaíoch agus cognáioch a dhéantar nuair a fhoghlaíomar teanga eile go luath i suíomh tumoideachais.

Dá réir sin, léiríonn fhanaise an taighde go látar gur dea-thoradh a lecanann luath-thumadh i gcás páistí theanga an mhóraimh nuair nach bhfuil a gcéad teanga i mbaol, agus gnóthachtáil acaídúil normálta, nó gnóthachtáil níos fearr, mar thoradh air sin, chomh maith le gnóthascileanna sa chéad teanga agus arsáideanna sa dara teanga. Fuarthas amach, anuas air sin, gurb ann do réimse éifeachtaí sóisialta a bhaineann le dearcadh cultúrtha nó oscaíte, agus le caoinfhulaingt, chomh maith le héifeachtai cognáiochta ar nós smaointeoiracht eisréimnneach1. Is ann, leis, d’éifeachtaí sóisialta nach beag a éiríonn as clár luath-thumtha a bhuíú. Mar shampla, turn-réamhscolaíocht iósraíl, sa Nua-Shéalainn, in Albain agus sa Bhreatain Bheag, bhí baint thábhachtaí aici le cuidiú le gluaiseachtachthachtacha teanga sna tiortha sin, agus chuir si leis an éileamh - nó chruthaigh si é i gcásanna áiríthe - ar chlár thumtha bhunscoile a sholáthar. Dealraíonn sé gur fior sin freisin i gcás na hÉireann. Nuair a d’fhás éileamh ar bhunscoileanna lánaGhaeilge i gceol cáisanna de bharr go raibh tuismitheoirí sásta le taitiú an linbh sa naíonra agus gur theastaigh uathu lecanúint leis an tumadh (fícheach Ní Mhaoláin, 1995 agus Maguire, 1991).

1.4.2 Tumoideachas agus Teangacha Neamhfhhorleathana


---

1 ‘Divergent thinking’.
2 ‘Heritage language’.

---
1.5 CEISTEANNA TAIGHDE
Chuireamar rómhairinn sta staidéar seo cur síos a dhéanamh ar ghrúpa páistí agus ar a dtáithí ar luath-thumadh sa Ghaeilge sna naíonraí. Ní hamháin chuim an toradh teangeolaioch a mheas, ach chun éifeacht an phobail agus éifeacht shaintréithe a dtéaghlach ar chúnamh na bpáistí sa teanga a mheas, chomh maith leis an tóinchar a bhíonn ag an taitiú seo ar thuismitheoirí. Is iad na ceisteanna taighde a ardaítear ná:

♦ Cá mhéad Gaeilge a fhoghlaimionn páistí sa naíonnra?
♦ Cad iad na príomhthosaí a leibhéal an pháiste, an teaghlach agus an naíonnra a mbíonn éifeacht aca ar an dul chuim chinn a dhéanann an páiste sa Ghaeilge?
♦ Cá na scileanna agus na riachtanais a bhaineann leo siúd a oibríonn i naíonnraí, na Stiúrthóirí?
♦ Cá phróifil atá ag na tíosmitheoirí sin a roghnaíonn naíonnra dá bpáisti?
♦ Cá é féidir a bhíonn ag an naíonnra ar an teaghlach, dar leis na tíosmitheoirí, agus?
♦ Cad iad na riachtanais na dtíosmitheoirí?

Cuireas síos i gCaibidil 2 ar an modh balltíthe sonraí a úsáideadh chun dul i ngleic leis na ceisteanna thuas. Léirtear i gCaibidil 3 agus 4 toradh an taighde ar na tíosmitheoirí. Tugtar cuntas i gCaibidil 5 ar an diúladh le naíonnaí ar na Stiúrthóirí. Cuireas síos i gCaibidil 6 ar an ttrialacha, agus na torthai a bhain na páistí amach. Scrúdaltear i gCaibidil 7 an tóinchar a bhí ag malartaigh éagsúla ar na torthiún. Pléitear na hímeachtait i gCaibidil 8.

1.6 CONCLUIDI
Gné amhain den spéis mhúr a chuirtear san oideachas réamhscóile in Éirinn is ea bunú na réamhscoláiochta trí mheán na Gaeilge. Tá na buntástí a bhaineann leis an oideachas réamhscoile, go háirithe i measc grúpaí atá faoi mbháintíste, cruiththe ag an taighde a rinneadh in roinnt mhathú tíortha. Léiriú is ea leibhéal na rannpháirtíocht na oideachas réamhscóile in Éirinn gur gá monatóireacht a dhéanamh ar chaidheadhán sa réimeas seo, d’fhonn a chinniúí gur de cháiliocht ard é an soláthar réamh-bhunscoile.

Mar bhonn agus mar thacaíocht leis an éileamh ó thuiscintí ar réamhscoláiocht trí mheán na Gaeilge tá na cláir thumtha idirnáisiúnta, ar éirigh chomh maith sin leo. Léiriúntear torhaidh idirnáisiúnta gurbh ann do thimpeallacht dhearfach abhus chun go ndéanadh le luath-thumadh sa naíonnraí; tugann an tsochaí an-tacaíocht go deo do theanga bhaile an mhóraimh (an Béarla), cinniúint éoras tuinthe roghnacht inspreasadh ard agus dearnadh deimhneach i measc na rannpháirtíthe, leagann an curo chuid oideolaioch béim ar ionchar soltugthe a chur ar fáil don pháiste i gcomhtheacht horbairst iomlán an pháiste, agus spreagann sé cumarsáid sa T2. Béimhonn an plé a dheantar ar theangacha neamhphorleathan caerta luacht labbhartha na Gaeilge Chun oideachas láidir Ghaeilge a chur ar fáil dá bpáisti, más mian le go mairfheadh a máthairtheanga laistigh de shochoth dáthach anach. Taispeáintí sé, chomh maith ar an gá atá le tumadh réamhscoile a fhéiceáil laistigh de ghníomhaíocht astúbhcheann teanga níos leithne, agus gach áit aici, chomh maith leis an stát a bheith go fóill teach san laistiar dtí.
Caibidil 2

Scóip an Staidéir

2.1 DAONÁIREAMH
Beartaidh ar thús a chur leis an tionscadal seo tri Dhaonáireamh a rásachtáil ar gach páiste a d'fhréastail ar naonra i bPoblacht na hÉireann i mí Fheabhra na bliana 1993, chun fráma samplála a bhunú. Thaispeán an Daonáireamh lion na seisiún naonra a d'eagraigh gach Stiúrthóir, lion na bpáistí i ngach seisiún, chomh maith le lion na mbuauchaillí agus na gcaillí agus a ndáta breithe. Bhí foirm eile a thug uimhir aitheantaí do gach páiste chun na sonraí a choimeád faoi rún; iarradh ar na Stiúrthóirí ar an bhfoirm seo cuntas a thabhairt ar an ngéanta bháile gach dalta agus ar an t-aonlachtaí sa Ghaeilge tráth bailithe na sonraí. Iarradh orthu, chomh maith, a rá céin scoil ar a rachadh an páiste ina dhiaidh sin, má bh'eq dóibh sin. Tugtar na sonraí sa chaibidil seo.

2.1.1 Lion Iomlán na Naonraí agus a nDáileadh
Bhi 190 seisiún naonra1 i bPoblacht na hÉireann i mí Fheabhra 1993 agus thart ar 2,600 páiste ag freastal orthu. Bhi 174 Stiúrthóir i mbun na seisiún sin (agus 16 Stiúrthóir dóibh i mbun an dara seisiún ar an láthair chéanna2). Bhi ráta freagartha 96% ar an Daonáireamh. Sa mhéid a leanas cuítear sios ar na 182 seisiún naonra a tuairiscioideach na foimeacha Daonáirimh agus tágraitear dóibh mar naonraí an Daonáirimh. D'fhreastail 2,487 páiste san iomlán ar na naonraí sin. 1,862 dóibh i gceantair ina labhraitear an Béarla (na Gaeltachtaí) agus 625 dóibh i gceantair ina labhraitear an Ghaeilge (na Gaeltachtaí).

Léirionn Fior 2.1 dáileadh iomlán na 190 seisiún naonra i mí Fheabhra 1993. Is i gceantair uirbeacha Bháile Átha Cliath agus sna contaetha atá huaile leis atá an combhhrunniú naonraí is mó. Ni tearc iad lion na naonraí i gceantair faoin

---

1 Ni hionann an uimhir seo agus lion na naonraí sa Tuarascáil Bhliantúil don bhliain 1993, toisc go gcúireann an Comhoiste Réamhlscríobaithe lion na bpáistí san áireamh agus iad ag comhaireamh lion na naonraí. Ni dhéantar amhlaídh sa staidéar seo, agus comhaireann seisiún anseo mar grúpa páistí ag freastal ar naonraí ag am faoi leith, is cuma cé n'fhéadh páistí.

2 Is é is seisiún dóibh amháin ná naonra a sholáthar do ghrúpa eile páistí ag amach ionann agus am an chéad ghrúpa, sa stiúrthóir céanna, agus an Stiúrthóir céanna a rith de ghnáth.
Fior 2.1 Dáileadh na naíonraí i bPoblacht na hÉireann 1993 (lùn na seisiúin naíonra)

Foinse: Daonáireamh na Naíonraí, Feabhra 1993. Iomlán na Seisiún Naíonra = 190
Galltacht = 138
Gaeltacht = 52

Nóta: Seasann 'G' do seisiún Gaeltachta; seasann 'gh' in mbosca do seisiún cathrach.
Cuítear an dá fágóir san áireamh san iomlán don chontae.
tuath ar Gaeltachtaí iad (seasann 'G' do lion na seisiún Gaeltachta agus áirítear iad mar chuid iomlán an chontae). Is gnách gur scapthaí go maith iad i gceantair eile faoi tuath, agus ní raibh naonra ar bith i gcomtaetha áirithe i 1993, an Cabhán, mar shampla, Liatroim, an Longfort, Uíbh Fhardi, Ros Comáin, Sligeach agus Loch Garman.

Léirionn Tábla 2.1 dáileadh iomlán na seisiún naonra i gceantair Ghalltachta agus i gceantair Ghaeltachta de réir shonraí an Daonáirimh.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dáileadh ne Seisiún sa Daonáireamh</th>
<th>Galltacht</th>
<th>Gaeltacht</th>
<th>Iomlán</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lion na seisiún aonair</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lion na naonraí ag a raibh an dara seisiún (Stiúrthóir céan)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lion iomlán na seisiún</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lion iomlán na bpáisti</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>2487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meánuimhir na bpáisti in aghaidh an tseisiún</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I naonraí Gaeltachta atá thart ar an gcéithrú cuid de na páistí, agus trí cheathrú diobh i naonraí Galltachta. Is lú ar meán iad na naonraí Gaeltachta ná na naonraí Galltachta; 12.5 a lion sin ar meán i gcomparáid le 14.1.

2.1.2 Lion na bpáisti in aghaidh an tSeisiún

Bhí an suíomh de 10 bpáiste ag 37% de na seisiún Ghalltachta, idir 11 agus 20 páiste ag 47% agus níos mó ná 21 páiste ag an 15% atá fáthála. Bhí an suíomh de 10 bpáiste ag formhór (58%) na seisiún sa Ghalltachta, agus idir 11 agus 20 páiste ag 40% diobh. Faighneann seisiún sa Ghalltachta deontas ó Údarás na Gaeltachta, rud a chuireann ar a gcumas grúpaí níos lú a choimeáid ar bun.

2.1.3 Cóimheasa Daltaí agus Muinteoirí

An Stiúrthóir a reáchtaíonn tuairim is a leath de na seisiún naonra le cúnaimh ó Chomhlacht-Stiúrthóir/Stiúrthóir Cúnta amhain nó níos mó. Is den tábhacht é mar sin, fáthainnt ar an gcóimheasa daltaí is muinteoirí in gcás pháistí ar Daonáirimh. Is ionann agus 10⁶ iad, nó

---

1 Tabhhar faoi deara nach ionann lion na bpáisti agus an cóimheas daltaí is muinteoirí, sa mhéid nach gcúirtear an cuntas san áireamh.

2 Sonraíonn an scéim árachais cóimeacha 10 bpáiste-aosach amhain ar a mhéid. Rinneadh eiseacht i 1993 i naonraí áirithe áit a raibh aosach éile ar an láthair, a raibh fáil ar i gcás éireandála. O 1995 i leith, ní dheantar na heiseachtaí sco - ní cheadtaíonn cóimeacha níos áirde ná 10:1 a bhíth
níos lú ná sin, cóimheasa dátaí is múinteoirí fhormhór na seisiún (70%) aigeantair ina labhráitear an Béarla. In 1993, áfach, bhí 29% eile de naíonraí Galltachta agus cóimheasa idir 10 agus 15:1 acu, agus an iúilleacht (1.5%) le cóimheasa níos mó ná 15:1 acu. Bhí na cóimheasa cuid mhaithe níos isliúice i gceantair Ghaeltachta, agus cóimheasa suas le 10:1 ag 98% de na seisiún sin i 1993. Arís, is den tábhacht é a thuiscint go bhfuair na naíonraí Gaeilge foirdmheasas ó Údarás na Gaeltachta. rud a chabhraíonn leo feidhmíú le cóimheas iséal dátaí is múinteoirí.

2.1.4 Gnéas
Léirigh an t-eolais Daonáirimh a chuir na Stiúrthóirí ar fáil gur buachailí iad 50.7% den tinreamh agus gur cáilíni iad 49.3% agus is beag difear a bhi idir na ceantair Ghaeltachta agus na ceantair Ghaeltachta.

2.1.5 Dáileadh na bPáistí de réir Aoise
Dhá triúr de na páistí a bhí ag freastal ar naíonraí in Aibreán 1993 is idir 3.5 agus 4.5 bliana a bhí siad, agus thart ar an séú cuid diobh níos sine ná 4.5 bliana, agus an séú cuid a bhí fáthacha níos óige ná 3.5 bliana. Faightear coibhneas níos aird de pháistí níos óige, suas le 3 bliana (7.2%), i naíonraí na gceantar Ghaeltachta, i gcomparáid leis an nGalltacht (2.2%). Seachas sin, is ionann, go bhfuil dhátaí sa Galltacht agus sa Ghaeltacht de réir aice.

4.1 ais na ndaltaí, ar meán, a tuairisciodh i ndaonáireamh na Naíonraí in Aibreán 1993. Bhí na páistí i gceantair an Bhéarla thart ar mhí níos sine, ar meán, ná iad stiú a bhí i naíonraí Ghaeltachta.

2.1.6 Lion na bPaistí sa Dara Bliain i Naíonraí
Tuairiscióidh 81% de na páistí san iomlán a bheith sa chéad bhliain ar naíonra, agus 19% sa dara bliain. Bhí coibhneas buagán níos aird sa dara bliain sa Galltacht (21% i gcomórtas le 18% sa Galltacht) agus d’fhéadfadh gurb é is cuíse leis sin lion na ndaltaí an-óg a bheith abhairt níos mó ansin.

2.1.7 Teanga Bhaile na bPáistí agus a GComas sa Ghaeilge
íarradh ar na Stiúrthóirí a thug in iúl, chomh fada agus ab eol dóibh, an teanga na teangacha a labhairtear i dtéaghlach gach páiste. Léirionn Tábla 2.2 dáileadh na dtorthaí sin. Ba é tuairim na Stiúrthóirí nach raibh ach thart ar 23% de pháistí naíonraí na Gaeilge agus thart ar 1% de pháistí naíonraí na Galltacht ar de theagraigh iad nach labhairtear iomtu ach an Ghaeilge. Measadh go raibh 34% agus 15% eile, faoi seach, i gceantair Ghaeltachta agus i gceantair Galltacht, ar de theagraigh dótheangacha iad. Déanfar plé níos mheine ar theanga bhaile na bpáistí i gCaibidil 4, sa mhír a bhaineann le ceistneoirí ná dtuiscmitheoirí.

ag naíonra ar bith. Tá ann sé seo te Rialacha an Achta um Chúram Leanu, atá i bhfeidhm anois.
AN LUATH-THUMADH IN ÉIRINN

Tábla 2.2 Teanga bhaile na bpáistí (Tuairisc an Stiúrthóra)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teanga(cha) an Bhaile</th>
<th>Gallacht N=1617 %</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=607 %</th>
<th>Iomlán N=2224 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Béarla amháin</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeilge agus Béarla</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeilge amháin</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teanga(cha) eile</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iomlán</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Níl suimnú na bhfígh国有íothrom le 100% i ngach cáis sa tábhaí sa tuarascáil seo, toisc gur fígh国有íothrom atá i geisit.

Iarradh ar na Stiúrthóirí chomh maith cumas gach dalta sa Ghaeilge, roimh Cháisc 1993, a mheas agus dhá théarma ar a laghad caite ag formhór na bpáistí sa náionra (agus 19% díobh a raibh suas le 5 théarma caite acu ann). Tugtar na torthaí i dTábla 2.3.

Tábla 2.3 Breithmheas na Stiúrthóirí ar Ghaeilge na bpáistí

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grádú an Stiúrthóra ar Ghaeilge gach páiste</th>
<th>Gallacht N=1635 %</th>
<th>Gaeltacht N=606 %</th>
<th>Iomlán N=2241 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuiscint amháin</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúpla focal</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roimh frásáí</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumas maith</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cainteoir dúchasai</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iomlán</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mensadh gur tuiscint amháin a bhi ag an deichíu cuíd de pháistí na Gallachtta agus ginchumas éigin ag trí cheathrú díobh, ó ‘cúpla focal’ go ‘roimh frásáí’. Mensadh cumas maith ar a laghad sa Ghaeilge a bheith ag an gcuid eile, 14%.

I náionraí na Ghaeltachta, leis, mensadh gur tuiscint amháin a bhi ag thart ar an deichíu cuíd agus ginchumas éigin ag thart ar a leath (‘cúpla focal’ nó ‘roimh frásáí’). Mheas na Stiúrthóirí ‘cumais maith’ nó ‘cumais an chainteora ó dhúchas’ a bheith ag an 40% cile i náionraí Ghaeltachta.
2.1.8 Pleananna le haghaidh Bunscolaíochta

Iarradh ar Stiúrthóirí tuairiscíu a dheanamh ar an gcineál bunscoile a mbeadh gach páiste ag freastal uirthi. Mbeas na Stiúrthóirí gur dócha go bhfreastalódh thart ar 40% de pháistí na Galltachta ar scóil lánGhaelach, i gcomórtas le 76% de pháistí na Gaeltachta. Ar an taobh eile den scéal, bhíothas ag stiúil go bhfreastalódh 52% de pháistí na Galltachta ar scoileanna Béarla, i gcomórtas le 20% de pháistí naíonra na Gaeltachta. (Ní raibh eolas ar na pleannanna scolaíochta a bhí ag an bhfuilleach sa dá ghrúpa). Caithfear a thuiscint, áfach, nach gá go mbeadh fáil ar an scóil a roghnóidh na tuismitheoirí: i gceantair uirbeacha ach go háirithe, d’fhéadfadh nach mbeadh slí do pháistí sa scóil a roghnaíonn a dtuismitheoirí dóibh. Pléifear roghnú scoile arís i gCaibidil 4.

2.2 SCÓIP AN TIONSCADAIL

Tugann Tábla 2.4 léargas ar an eolas a bailióidh mar phhríomhchuid den tionscadal seo. Mar chuid de sin bhí ceistneoir a cuireadh faoi bhráid chomhpháirtithe aosacha uile na naíonraí, is é sin na tuismitheoirí, na Stiúrthóirí, a gcúntóirí, agus na Comhairleoirí. Anuas air sin, rinneadh measúnú ar dhul chuin cinn na bpáistí sa naíonraí.

2.2.1 Tástáil ar Pháistí

Cuireadh tástáil i bhfeidhm ar shampla de 225 páiste as 25 naíonra, a toghadh as an bhfhráma samplála a dtáistéar le Duaisnáireamh naíonraí ar fáil. Triail aonair a bhí ann ar a dtuismití agus ar a gcuid Gaeilge labhartha (ginchumas), agus triail ar fhórbaírt ghinearálta cograiní ina dteanga dhúchas. Ba iad na Comhairleoirí aítúla a chuir triail ar na páistí, toisc táithí thada a bheith acu ar a bheith ag díleáil le páistí sa naíonra. Ina theannta sin, bhí cur amach acu ar pháistí an cheantair ó na cuairteanna ríalta a thugann siad ar gach naíonraí, agus bhí taithí ag na páistí ar Ghaeilge amháin a chloisteáil uathu.

Rinne an Stiúrthóir féin measúnú, leis, ar pháistí an tsampla seo, maidir lena scileanna scóisialta agus fisiciúla. Maidir lena neamhspleachas, a scileanna teanga agus a gcumas foghlaíonta sa dara teanga. Ceapadh an measúnú sin chun breis eolas a chur ar fáil, eolas nach bhfaightí ó thráil oibichtúil agus an teorainn ama a bhainfeadh leis.

2.2.2 Ceistneoir na dTuismitheoirí

Cuireadh ceistneoir dátheangach do tuismitheoirí le chéile agus an Stiúrthóir a dháil. Athmhiodh gach ceistneoir de réir aínm baisté a pháistí agus an chéad iniséal den sloinne amháin (chun a dheimhní gurbh tháinig ceistneoir agus an tuaiscint) nóide uimhir aitheantaí as a pháistí d’fhonn próiseáil na tástála a choimeád faoi rún agus le go meaitiseáilfaí na torthai le torthai thráil a pháisté, chomh maith le ceistneoir an Stiúrthóir, agus le measóireacht an Chomhairleora. D’fhéadfadh máthair nó athair an pháisté ceistneoir na dtuismitheoirí a chomhlannú i nGaeilge nó i mBéarla, agus sheol na tuismitheoirí ar ais i gclúdacht réamhhoctha é, chun go próiseáilfadh an fhóireann taighde é. Ba i an t-údar féin a rinne códú agus anailís orthu nó a rinne maoirseacht ar an obair.
Tábla 2.4 Struchtúr an bhunachar sonrai ‘An Luath-Thuamadh agus na Naíonra’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daonáireamh</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Líon iomlán na bpáistí i naíonra, aois, gnéas, teanga bhaile</td>
<td>2,487</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tástálacha ar pháistí</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tástáil sa Gheilge: tuiscint, ginchumas agus aithris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triail ar fhorbairt gheinearálta cognaíoch sa teanga dhúchais</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gráduithe an Stiúrthóra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceistneoir do Thuismitheoirí</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cumas sa Gheilge, caighdeán oideachais, SES, aois</td>
<td>1,807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuiseanna na naíonra a roghnú, sóisialtaí, riachtaí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bainite le himeachtaí an naíonra, imeachtaí múinte teanga sa bhaile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dearcadh ar scoiliocht lánGhaelach amach anseo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceistneoir do Stiúrthóirí</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cumas sa Gheilge, taithí, cáiliochtait, freastal ar chúrsaí oiliúna, suimh an naíonra</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modhanna múinte teanga, an réimse imeachtaí a chuirtear ar fáil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teagmháil le tuismitheoirí, grúpaí súgarta, scoileanna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riachtaí agus moltaí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceistneoir do Stiúrthóirí Cúnta/Comhstíúrthóirí</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cumas sa Gheilge, taithí, cáiliochtait, freastal ar chúrsaí</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceistneoir do Chomhairleoirí</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Úsáid na Gaeilge ag Stiúrthóirí</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ídirghníomhaíoch le páistí agus le tuismitheoirí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modhanna múinte teanga, réimse imeachtaí, agus leagan amach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rátaíil floríomlán an naíonra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cuireadh suirbhé ar na tuismitheoirí chun a fháil amach cé chomh sásta is a bhiodar leis an naíonra.agus chun a dtuairimí a fháil faoi chumas Gaeilge na bpáistí agus faoin dul chun cinn a bhí á dhéanamh acu i gcóitinne. Fuairímar eolas uathu, chomh maith, faoin méid Gaeilge a labhair siad féin sa bhaile, faoina gcumas sa Gheilge, faoina ge cuid scolálaíochta, agus faoin gcineál bunscolálaíochta a theastaigh uathu dá bpáistí. Samplaíodh 2,487 tuismitheoir agus dh'fhreagair 1,807 acu, ráta freagartha 73%, nach móir. Ráta freagartha ard é sin, de réir na geáighdeán ginearálta, agus thar a bheith ard i gcás
ceistneora féiníartha tríd an bpost. B'fhéidir a rá gurb é is cúis leis sin na tuismitheoirí a bheith gafa le híneachtaí a bhaíneann lena bpáistí, chomh maith le spéis na dtuismitheoirí sna naonraí.

2.2.3 Ceistneoir do Stiáirtheoirí
Fuair gach duine den 167 Stiúrthóir a d'fhreagraí d'aoisí creagair do Daonáireamh ceistneoir, agus d'fhreagraí 162 diobh, is é sin, ráta freagartha 97% de fhreagraí ar Daonáirimh. Cuireadh surbhé ar na Stiúrthóirí maidir lena dtáithí, a gcumas sa Ghaeilge, cáiliochtai, modhanna, moltaí mar gheall ar na seirbhísí a gcuiretar ar fáil dóibh a fheabhsú, agus an dearadh a bhí acu faoi rannpháirtíocht na dtuismitheoirí agus faoi theagmháil le scoileanna, le naonraí eile agus le grúpaí súgáirtha Béarla sa cheantar.

2.2.4 Ceistneoir do Chomhstiúrthóirí/Stiúrthóirí Cúnta
Tugadh fóirm do na Stiúrthóirí sin a raibh Comhstiúrthóirí/Stiúrthóirí Cúnta cuí, chun go lìonfaidh ar an comhoibri é. Foraí ag-an-ghairdí a bhí intí a dhúigh ar chumas sa Ghaeilge, ar thaithí, ar cáiliochtai agus ar thinseachtaí eiscirbhise. Rinne 79 as 90 Stiúrthóirí Cúnta/Comhstiúrthóirí san iomlán an fhoirm a chomhlaná, freagraí 88%.

2.2.5 Ceistneoir do Chomhairleoirí
Deichnúir Comhairleoirí réigiúnaacha a bhí sa Phoblacht (agus duine amháin i d'Tuaisceart Éireann) i 1993. Tugann Comhairleoirí cuairt rialta ar na naonraí atá ina gceantar féin, uair in aghaidh na miosa nó mar sin, agus cuireann idir chomhairle agus thacaíocht ar fáil do na Stiúrthóirí. Anuas air sin, cuidiúonn siad le naonraí nua a bhunú agus cuireann agallaimh ar ábhair Stiúrthóirí agus ar ábhair Chomhstiúrthóirí/Stiúrthóirí Cúnta. Déanann siad cigireacht ar aithint ó thaobh na sábháilteacha de, an lón páistí is mó ar féidir glacadh leo agus maidir le híreáinacht an troscaín agus na bhfearas. Labhraíonn Comhairleoirí chomh maith le tuismitheoirí ag na cruinaithe tosaigh agus eagraíonn siad cürsaí oiliúna eiscirbhise sa cheantar (thart ar uair in aghaidh an tearmaí).

Chomhlánaigh gach Comhairleoir measúnú ar na naonraí ina ceantar féin, maidir le rír na naonraí, a legan amach agus a n-amhainní, agus maidir le húsaid teanga, agus scileanna speisialta na Stiúrthóirí aonair, mar shampla. Cuireadh na measúnúthe sin ar bun ar mhaithte leis an taighde seo amháin agus ní bhainfear leas astu ar mhaithte le cuspóir ar bith eile.

2.3 Achoimre
Chuir Daonáireamh naonraí 1993 achoimreachtaí colais ar fáil faoi aithréoga cúfra na bpáistí agus iad ag tosú ar naonraí, eitirl i gcás a n-oiós, cé aca buachaili nó caillín iad, agus a gcuílaí teanga. Chomh maith leis sin, thug sé léargas ar gnáthlifin na ndaltaí agus ar na cóimheasai daltai is múinteoirí a bhí i bhfeidhlim. Léirionn pleán an tionscadail an ríta freagartha ò gach carnál atá bunaithe leis na naonraí agus tugann sé achoimreachta ar an ceol a bhuílódh leath go léir. Déanfar plé níos mhome ar an ceol seo sna caibidilí a leanaí.
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3.1 RÉAMHÍRÁ
Is i gcomhrach lena chéile a chu’n ann tuismitheoirí agus múinteoirí oideachas ar pháistí óga. Taispeáinadh i dtóthacht mar an Chatalóin, Tír na nBáis, An Fhionlainn, Israil, an Nua-Shéalainn. Albain agus an Bhreatain Bheag an tábhacht a bhain le tuismitheoirí ó thaobh chlútrach-thumtha a thionscnamh agus ó thaobh úsáid na spriotheanga a leathan faoi mhuigh den naionra. Sa staidéar seo, measadh é a bheith riachtanach suírbhé a dhéanamh ar tuismitheoirí na bpáistí naionra chun teacht ar an sainteith é mó a bhaineann le hábhar ag gcás as an grhúpa seo, mar shampla, a stádas seachnasnamhoic, cumas sa Ghaeilge agus a húsáid, agus an taithí a bhí acu féin ar an teanga agus iad ina bpáistí. Sa chaibidil seo pléitear próífil na tuismitheoirí de réir mar a tugadh chun solais i sa suírbhé seo. Tugann Mir 3.2 próífil dhéimeagrasach na bhféirgróirí agus a gcéilí agus sonraíonn Mir 3.3 a gcéilte teanga. Sa deireadh, inúchtar cumas na tuismitheoirí sa Ghaeilge i Mir 3.4.

Na Stiúrthoirí a tháil na ceistneoirí ar tuismitheoirí 2,487 páiste naionra. Bhi leagan Gaeilge agus leagan Béarla den cheistneoir i tugadh leabhráin agus litir chumhaidh sa dá theanga inar iarradh ar dheisce de na tuismitheoirí an fhóirm a chomhlac. Cóid seachas slotainne a usáideadh ar gcás go foirm chun rúndaít a chinntiú. Cuireadh 1,807 ceistneoirí ar ais. Ráta flesgartha 73% nach mór, ráta atá ar fhéabhas, agus a léiriomh spéis agus diograis na tuismitheoirí sin a chuireann páistí chuig naionra.

Tá eolas éigin ar fáil ar na acamhfhreagróirí chomh maith. Toisce go cuireadh ceist ar na Stiúrthóirí faoi theanga bhaille na bpáistí i nDaonáireamh na naionraí. Nuair a cuireadh sonraí na Stiúrthóirí ar theanga bhaille na tuismitheoirí a d’fhreagraí agus na tuismitheoirí nár fhreagairí i gcomparáid le cheile, ba leir gurbh iomáinn na tuismitheoirí a bhíl páirt sa suírbhé agus grúpa ionlán na tuismitheoirí naionra maidir le hathróg thábhachtach theanga an bhaile de. Dearn phoist compaireidí thios idir na sainteithí a bhaineann le tuismitheoirí naionra agus tuismitheoirí daoine náisiúnta sa tir seo. Cuid de na samplaí sin de tuismitheoirí, gcuidh iad chun léargas a fháil ar tuismitheoirí uile páistí óga i bpoblacht na hÉireann.
Próifil na dTuismitheoirí

3.2 Próifil Dhéimeagrafach na bhFreagróirí agus na bPáirtíthe

3.2.1 Suíomh
Tríd is tríd, thuairiscigh 24% de na tuismitheoirí naíonra a d’fhreagraí an ceistíneoir go raibh cónaí orthu sa Ghaeltacht. Cónaíonn thart ar an gceathrú cuid de thuismitheoirí naíonra i gcaithreacha, ceathrú eile i mbailte agus thart ar an tríú cuid faoin tuath, agus tá an fuilfeachta ina geónaí i sráidebhaile. Is é an chúis is mó go bhfuil íonadaochocht sách ard ag freagróirí tuaithe ná gur faoi tuath, nó in sráidebhaile, atá cónaí ar fhormhór (91%) na bhfreagróirí Gaeltachta. I gceantair an Bhéarla bhí cónaí ar fhormhór na dtuismitheoirí naíonra i gcaithreacha, i mbailte, nó in sráidebhaile (75%).

3.2.2 Gnéas, Aois agus Stádas Pósta
An mháthair a cholmhláighn an ceistíneoir formhór an ama (90%) agus an t-aithair a cholmhláighn an 10% eile. Idir 25 agus 35 bliana a bhí móramh na bhfreagróirí (61%) agus 31% eile idir 36 agus 45 bliana. Bhi 7% níos lá ná 25 bliana d’aois agus gan ach 1% a bhí os cionn 46 bliana. Ar ndóigh, léirionn an próifíl aoise gur tuismitheoirí páistí óga iad seo agus a gcéad pháiste faoi chaibidil ag 40% diobh sa cheistíneoir seo. Murab ionann agus suirbhéanna teanga eile in Éirinn, CLAR 1973, mar shample, nó suirbhéanna 1983 nó 1993 an ITÉ, ar samplaí randamach a d’aois agus dáileadh aoise níos leithne acu, thosaigh an suirbhé seo le grúpa a bhí teoranta d’aoisbhanda na mblianta giniúna.

Dhearbhaigh 93% de na freagróirí sa cheistíneoir tuismitheoirí gur pósta a bhíodh, nó in aontas le páirtíneir, 5% diobh ina dtuismitheoir aonair, 2% diobh scartha nó colscartha, agus 0.5% ina mbaintréacha.

3.2.3 Lucht Saothair agus Stádas Gairme
Is féidir stádas saothar na máthreacha, ar 90% de na freagróirí iad, a chur i gcomparáid le stádas na máthreacha sa daoine i gceoitinn agus páiste amháin, ar a laghad, acu in aois a cheithre bliana nó níos óige, rud a sheasann don fhío-grúpa ábhartha de chuid Shuirbhé ESRÍ ar Dháileadh Iocainn. Daoine agus Úsáid na ‘Suirbhéisi Stáit’, 1987. (Féach Callan, Nolan, Whelan, Íoman, McCreegaon 1999).

Sa daoine ginearailta de máthreacha leanai óga, bhíonn thart ar an trí cheathrú cuid gafa le cúramai an tí, ach níl ach thart ar a leath de máthreacha naíonra sa Ghaeltacht agus sa Ghaeltacht sa chathachoir sin. Baineann ratha níos airde de ghníomhacht eacnamaíoch le máthreacha naíonra ná mar a bhaineann, leis an daoine i gceoitinn agus sean i bhfad níos mó (45%) iad a bheith ag obair ar phá na máthreacha eile (22%). Is oibrthe páirtimseartha iad thart ar a leath de na máthreacha naíonra atá ag obair ar phá. Cnáthú, cuid mhaith, is ea an ratha arís seo de ghníomhacht eacnamaíoch ar mhéadcháiliúcthaí oideachais na mban seo, rud a phearsnachta de chuid de chuid na mheán mhór eile. Is beag difríocht idir máthreacha naíonra sa Ghaeltacht agus sa Ghaeltacht ach bég an bhleg níos mó máthreacha naíonra Ghaeltachta (46%) a bheith ag obair ar phá ná máthreacha naíonra Ghaeltachta (41%).
AN LUATH-THUMADH IN ÉIRINN

Iarradh ar na freagróirí cur síos a dhéanamh ar an jab a bhí acu féin agus ag a gcéile tráth an cheistnecora, agus tugtar achoimhre ar na sonrai i Tábla 3.1. Lad síud nach raibh fostaithe ag an am (ina measc iad síud a bhí i bhfeighil an tí go láinaimseartha agus daoine a bhí difhistaite), iarradh orthu cur síos a dhéanamh ar an jab deireanach a bhí acu. De bharr nádúr féinriarthta an cheistnecora agus an gá a bhí le réamhchóidú a dhéanamh ar fhreagraí ar chuidí costas, b’éigean teorainn a chur leis an rangú gairme a d’fhéadfadh a úsáid. Is féidir comparáid gharbh a dhéanamh, mar sin féin, idir iad agus daonra ginearálta máithreacha agus aithreacha leanaí óga (duine amhain ar a laghad in aos i cheithre bliana nó níos óige), mar a fhágaimid i Suirbhé ESRÍ (1987) ar Dháilleadh Ioncaim, Bochtaineacht agus Usáid na Seirbhísí Stáit.

Tábla 3.1 Stádas gairme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gairm</th>
<th>% Aithreacha an daonra</th>
<th>% Aithreacha Naionra Gall.</th>
<th>% Máithreacha an Daonra</th>
<th>% Máithreacha Naionra Gall.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gairm láimhe</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gairm neamhláimhe</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Féinhostaithte</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feirmeoir</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Níl suim i bhfìogurí chéile rinne le 100% in ngach cas sa tuarascáil seo, toisc gur umhreacha slánaithe atá i gceist.

Na haithreacha agus na máithreacha a roghnaithe naíonra dá bpáiste, is déchula ná a mhalaití iad a bheith féinhostaithte, i gcomórtas le daonra ginearálta na n-aithreacha agus na máithreacha. Is déchula gairm neamhláimhe a bheith ag tuismitheoirí naíonra na Galltacha, i gcomórtas le daonra ginearálta na dtuismitheoirí agus na dtuismitheoirí naíonra Gaeltachta. Chomh maith leis sin, ba lú déchulacht gairm láimhe a bheith ag aithreacha agus máithreacha naíonra na Galltacha ná tuismitheoirí naíonra na Gaeltachta, nó tuismitheoirí an daonra trí cheoil. Tríd is tríd, léirionn sé seo stádas gairme níos airde ná an meáin i measc tuismitheoirí naíonra na Galltacha nuair is cóngar naíonra ginearálta na dtuismitheoirí iad tuismitheoirí naíonra na Gaeltachta, ach amhain leibhéal féinhostaíochta níos airde a bheith acu.

Baineannt éicacht roghnúcháin cuibheasach látair le catagóirí aírithe gairme neamhláimhe. Mar shampla, chuir thart ar 25% d’aithreacha naíonra agus 10% de máithreacha síos orthu féin i dtéarmaí ghrupáil gairme de mar phroifísíúnaithe/bhainisteoirí, nó ard-státsscríbhisiúil: cuir sin i gcomórtas le 10% de dhaonra ginearálta na n-aithreacha agus 2% de dhaonra ginearálta na máithreacha. An
dul céanna, is muinteoirí thart ar 5% de na haithreacha naíonra agus 9% de na máithreacha naíonra, i gcomórtas le 2% d’aitreacha agus 4% de mháithreacha an daonra ghinearálta.

Dhealbhódh sé gur dócha go gcuireadh tuiscintheoirí sa Ghalltacht atá sna grúpaí gairme a mbeáineann stádas níos airde leo a gcuíd páista chuí naíonra. Ina dhiaidh sin is uile, is ceart a thabhairt faoi deara go mbeáineann sciar maith (timpeall an tríú cuid) de pháistaí naíonra sa Ghalltacht agus sa Ghaeltacht ar aon le teaghlaigh a bhfuil an saothraíocht iomtu ag gabháil do shíle bhearta láimhe.

3.2.4 Gnóthachtáil Oideachasúil

Iarradh ar thuismitheoirí tuairisc a dhéanamh ar cé chomh fada a chuaigh siad féin agus a gcéide tríd an gcóras oideachais. Cuireadh na sonraí sin i gcomparáid leis na figiúirí is déanaí ón daonra ginearálta de thuismitheoirí (le páiste anbháin in aois a cheithre bliana nó níos óige). Tugann Tábla 3.2 leiththi na compairíde sin. Nior bhfeadh iad na difriochtai a bhí idir na tuiscintheoirí naíonra agus daonra ginearálta na dtuismitheoirí.

Tábla 3.2 Meastachán ar gnóthachtáil oideachasúil na dtuismitheoirí naíonra agus thuismitheoirí an daonra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cé chomh fada is a chuaigh tá ar scoil?</th>
<th>% Meas.</th>
<th>% Naíonra</th>
<th>% Meas.</th>
<th>% Naíonra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gáill</td>
<td>Gael</td>
<td>Gáill</td>
<td>Gael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunscoil</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grúpiatheas/Méanteist</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardeist</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tríú leibheidai (dioplóma/neamhchéim)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Céim ollscoile</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Céim mháistir/niós airde</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iomlán</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Ag díríú ar na máithreacha ar dtús; bhi oideachas tríú leibheidai faigheidhse ag a dhá oiread níos mó de mháithreacha naíonra (30%) ná mar a bhi faigheidhse ag máithreacha an daonra (15%);

1 Cé go ndeacairionn sé go bhfuil an difriocht seo beag, tá sé suntasach toisc go mbeáineann sé le toghrúpa beag den iomlán.
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bhí an Ardteist ag beagánín níos mó déibh (41%) ná mar a bhi ag máithreacha an daonra (36%); agus ba lá de leath an dóchúlaacht go geriochnódh na máithreacha naionra lena gcuid oideachais roimh an Ardteist. i gcomórtas le máithreacha an daonra ghinearálta (29% i goinimh 49%).

Ba é an dála céanna é i gcás na n-aithreacha. Bhí oideachas triú leibheid faighte ag beagnach dhí oiread ag n-aithreacha naionra (36%) is a bhi ag aithreacha an daonra (19%), an Ardteist ag beagánín níos mó aithreacha naionra (29%) i gcomórtas le haithreacha an daonra (22%), agus níos lá aithreacha naionra a raibh cáilíochtaí níos ísle ná an Ardteist acu (40%) i gcomórtas le haithreacha an daonra (59%).

Is beag bideach an difriocht a bhí idir príomh oideachasúil na máithreacha naionra sa Ghalltachta agus sa Ghaeltacht agus an Ardteist. ar a ladhag, ag a bhfoirmhór acu. Bhí roinnt difriochtair idir na haithreacha, agus a leath níos mó arís d’aithreacha naionra na Galltachta (33%) a raibh cáilíochtaí triú leibheid acu, i gcomórtas le haithreacha naionra na Gaeilteachta (20%), agus beagánín níos mó d’aitreacha naionra na Gaeilteachta (51%) a raibh cáilíochtaí faoi bhun na hArdteistí acu, i gcomórtas le haithreacha naionra na Galltachta (37%).

Ba chomhchusúil lena cheile, áfach, cétadán na n-aithreacha naionra sa Ghalltachta agus sa Ghaeltacht a raibh an Ardteist déanta acu, thart ar 29%, beagánín níos airde ná an 22% d’aithreacha an daonra a bhain an Ardteist amháin amach.

Dheachróidh sé mar sin gur liomhnaire go maith iad na thuismitheoirí a bhfuil ardoideachas orthu a roghnaíonn naionra dá bpáistí ná tuismitheoirí leanún reamhscoile an daonra i gcoinimh. Mar sin féin, caithfear a rá go soiléir nach scothaíse aonchúntaí a bhfuil oideachas orthu iad na thuismitheoirí Galltachta a roghnaíonn naionra, ós rud é go bhfuil breis is an tríú cuid d’aithreacha naionra na Galltachta, a leath d’aithreacha naionra na Gaeilteachta agus beagnach an tríú cuid de haithreacha naionra sa Ghaeltacht a raon d’fhág an scoil roimh an Ardteist.

3.3 CÚLRA TEANGA NÁ D'TUISMITHEOIRÍ

larradh ar na freagróirí cur síos ar an géarla teanga a bhí acu fein agus ag a gcéile sa chás cuí, is de theaghlach nár labharthóidh an Ghaeilge riamh ionta formhóir (68%) thuismitheoirí naionra na Galltachta. Mar chomparáid, úsáideadh suíbhé ITÉ (1993)1 mar mheastachán ar chúlra teanga an daonra agus taispeáadh go raibh cúlra Béarla amhain ag níos dóibh suas ag 91%. Taispeánann sin go raibh clóadh idir na Gaeilge ag níos mó de thuismitheoirí naionra na Galltachta ón gcealra fein, ná mar a bhí sa daonra ginearálta den aoisghrupa faoi 45 bliana. Ach mar sin féin, bhi móramh thuismitheoirí naionra na Galltachta gan cúlra Gaeilge speisialta ó bhall c’i.  

1 Usáideadh céist eile sa suíbhé seo ar mhíniocht úsáid na Gaeilge idir thuismitheoirí an freagróra, idir an adhair agus an freagróir, an mhíniadh agus an freagróir, agus idir na achartha mbearthas/dheireadhfeadh agus an freagróir. Bhí na freagróir ar gach leibheid an-chosúil go do le chéile, agus sa chomparáid seo baintear úsáid as na tortnai ar mhíniocht úsáid na Gaeilge idir thuismitheoirí an freagróir agus é/féach an fás aiste.
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Ar an taobh eile den scéal, ni raibh ann ach mionlach i measc thuismitheoirí na Gaeltachta (34%) de theaghligh nár labhraíodh an Ghaeilge riann iontuagus iad ag éiri anois. Léirionn sé seo arís an éagsúlacht a fháightear laistigh de dhaonra na dùsmitheoirí naionra agus níos mó ná a leath acu (59%) san iomlán, ar d'fhéadfadh iad nár labhraíodh Gaeilge ar bith iontu.

D'éirigh beagnach a leath (42%) de thuismitheoirí naionra na Gaeltachta (máithreacha agus aithreacha) anois i dteaghligh inar labhraíodh an Ghaeilge iontu 'de ghnáth' nó 'go minic'. Bhi 24% eile i measc thuismitheoirí na Gaeltachta de theaghligh inar labhraíodh an Ghaeilge 'ó am go ham'. Ni raibh ach 6% de thuismitheoirí naionra na Galltachta a d'éirigh anois i dteaghligh inar labhraíodh an Ghaeilge 'de ghnáth' nó 'go minic', agus 26% i dteaghligh inar labhraíodh an Ghaeilge 'ó am go ham'.

Is fiú a mheabhrú gur thuaireasigh 30% de thuismitheoirí naionra na Gaeltachta gurbh i an Ghaeilge a d'úsáidte 'de ghnáth' sa bhailse agus iad ag éiri anois ach tugann na sonraí a chuirtear ar fáil sa chead chaibidil eile le fios nach raibh ach 22% den ghrúpa seo a labhair an Ghaeilge amháin lena bpáistí féin. Caithfear a rá go soiléir nach mór a bhíth aireach agus ciúil a baint as an dfríocht seacht, sa mhéid nár bhíonn iomáin iad ar d'fhacaicóirí a úsáideadh - an Ghaeilge a labhairt de ghnáth i do cheacht (agus tu ag éiri anois) agus 'Gaeilge amháin a labhairt leas san bpáiste seo agus éi ina naionán'. Mar sin féin, d'fhéadfadh gur fhianaise bhríse é seo ar shleamhnú idirghluíne ó thaoibh úsáid na Gaeilge i dteaghligh Ghacaíteach de.

3.3.1 An Meán Teagaisc i Scoileanna na d'Tuismitheoirí

Líorradh ar na tuismiteoirí gearrtha colas a thabhairt ar an meán teagaisc a úsáideadh agus iad ar scoil, agus tugtar na thorthaí i d'Tábla 3.3. Úsáidear sonraí ó shuirbhé ITÉ (1993) mar chomparáid, le figiúirí ó na freagróirí a bhí faoi 45 bliana d'aois, ar aon dul le haoisghrupa na tuismiteoirí naionra. Léirionn Tábla 3.3 nach raibh ann ach mionlach de thuismitheoirí naionra na Galltachta (5%) agus a gcomh-aosghrua (4%) ó shuirbhé ITÉ (1993) a d'fhreastail ar bhunsoil lánGhaeilge agus 11% agus 7%, faoi seacht, a d'fhreastail ar bhunsoil lánGhaeilge. Ba mar an gcéanna an scéal leis an iar-bhunsoilcocht. Arís, ba mhinlach do thuismitheoirí naionra na Galltachta agus do freagróirí shuirbhé ITÉ a d'fhreastail ar iar-bhunsoil lánGhaeilge nó páirtGhaeilge. Taispeánann an chomparáid seo nach raibh leibhéal oideachais lánGhaeilge níos airde ag tuismiteoirí naionra na Galltachta ná mar a bhí ag a bhpiarachas daonra i gcóitimne.

Ar an taobh eile den scéal, ba mhóranadh iad tuismiteoirí naionra na Gaeltachta a d'fhreastail ar bhunsoil lánGhaeilge (54%) agus ar iar-bhunsoil lánGhaeilge (43%). Mar sin féin, bhí bunscolaocht trí mhéan an Bhéarla ag 32% de tuismiteoirí naionra na Gaeltachta, agus meánscolaocht trí Béarla ag 44% diobh.

Maidir le riantacht na tuismiteoirí naionra Gaeltachta i leith a bpáistí, theastaigh oideachas trí mhéan na Gaeilge ón móramh, bheag beann ar a dtáithí scoil féin, agus is e sin 68% i gcáiliúlacht na bunscoile. Tá stílthainní éigin i dtreo na scolaochtaithe
páirtGháelge i gcás na hiar-bhunscoile, agus 52% á long dá bpáistí. Mar sin féin, níor theastaigh iar-bhunscoil trí mheán an Bhéarla ach ó 17% de thuismitheoirí naíonra na Gaeltachta.

Tábla 3.3 Cineál scoile na dtuismitheoirí féin agus an scoil ar theastaigh uathu dá bpáistí naíonra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cineál Bunscoile</th>
<th>% ITÉ 1993</th>
<th>% na dtuismitheoirí Naíonra</th>
<th>% na dTuis naíonra dá bpáistí féin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lán-Gháelge nó Gaeltacht</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5 54</td>
<td>39 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Páirt-Gháelge (níos mó ná 1 ábhar)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11 13</td>
<td>26 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnóthaíseol náisiúnta (Gaeilge mar ábhar amháin)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>84 32</td>
<td>35 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iomlán</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100 100</td>
<td>100 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cineál Meánscoile</th>
<th>N=526</th>
<th>N=2462</th>
<th>N=706</th>
<th>N=1284</th>
<th>N=367</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lán-Gháelge nó Gaeltacht</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5 43</td>
<td>25 52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Páirt-Gháelge (níos mó ná 1 ábhar)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9 13</td>
<td>33 31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnóthaíseol (Gaeilge mar ábhar)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>86 44</td>
<td>42 17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iomlán</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100 100</td>
<td>100 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


I measc thuismitheoirí naíonra na Gallachta, theastaigh scoláiocht lánGháelge ó dhá chúigíú diobh (39%), nó bunscolaiocht pháirtGháelge ón gceithrú cuid diobh (26%). Ní raibh ach an tríú cuid ar theastaigh uathu a bpáistí a chur chugnábhunscoil náisiúnta. Fágann sin go raibh beagnach a hocht noíon sórt nó de na tuismitheoirí naíonra Gallachta a raibh taithí acu féin ar bhunscóil lánGháelge ar theastaigh uathu a bpáistí féin a chur chuig scoil mar i. I gcás na meánscolaiochta de, bhí sléimhrí arís le feiceáil, ach theastaigh meánscoil lánGháelge ó 25% de thuismitheoirí naíonra na Gallachta dá bpáistí, agus meánscoil pháirtGháelge ó 33% diobh.

Ní i gcónai a bhíonn teacht ar scoil lánGháelge. Tá lidh is tríd, d'fheadh 68% de na freagraí go raibh teacht acu ar bhunscóil lánGháelge. 80% a thug le fios gur suas le dhá mhile
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uathu a bhi sí, 15% a thuairiscigh gur idir tri agus sé mhile uathu a bhí seo mar i. agus mionlach a dúirt gur suas le 26 míle uathu a bhí sí.

3.4 CUMAS GAEILGE NA dTUÍSMITHEOIRÍ

larradh ar thuismitheoirí measúnú a dhéanamh ar a gcumas féin agus ar chumas a gcéile i labhairt, i dtúiscint, i scriobh agus i léamh na Gaeilge. Tugann Tábla 3.4 na torthaí a bhaineann le labhairt na Gaeilge. Is dóil speise é comparáid a dhéanamh idir na torthaí a bhfuil le cuid de na ceisteanne seo agus na freagraí ó shampla ginearálta aosach i suirbhé ITÉ 1993 ar cheist mar i (Ó Riagáin agus Ó Gliasáin 1994).

Tábla 3.4 Cumas Gaeilge na dtuismitheoirí (céataidh báili)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labhairt na Gaeilge</th>
<th>% Tuísmitheoirí</th>
<th>% Tuísmitheoirí</th>
<th>% ITÉ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galltacht'd</td>
<td>Gaeilacht'd</td>
<td>1993'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeilge ar bith¹</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúpla leacal</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abairtí Simpli</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codanna de chomhráite</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An chuid is mó de chomhráite</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gach comhtrá</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                       | 100            | 100            | 100   |

1. Tá na sonrai ó na bhráithreachta agus atá orainn an chunca le chéile anseo.
2. Baiteann figiúrí ITÉ (1993) le freagraí taobh thoir bhun 45 bliana, chuimhnéadh tuísmitheoirí naíonra a mháireasáil. 526 freagraí san aoisghráipín a bhí i suirbhé an ITÉ (1993), ar 51.9% den shampla iomlán iad. Ar mhaithe le comparáid, díotear go comhthrechtais id aonraí nach mhainosex an leabhar aothar aí ar larradh.
   Foisné: Tábla speisialta, bunaítear ar shuirbhé na tísaíosa an ITÉ 1993 (Ó Riagáin & Ó Gliasáin, 1994).
3. Thug Ó Riagáin (1992:51) 'cumas lag nó gan chumas sa Ghaeilge' ar an chéad cheathre phoistí dá scála, a bhí costúil leis an scála seo. Sa diaspóireacht seo, tugtar 'cumas lag' at phoistí 1-3 agus 'cumas lagmhaesartha' at phoistí 4 (codanna de chomhráite). Mar atá gníomhaí le Ó Riagáin, tugtar 'cumas mearsaíte' ar phoistí 5 agus 'ar deochtaí mearsaíte' ar phoistí 6.

Taispeánann Tábla 3.4 go bhfuil tuísmitheoirí naíonra na Galltacht cosúil go leor lena gochum aloighríopna i suirbhé ITÉ maidir lena gcumas sa Ghaeilge. Bhí céadachtán suntasach níos aird de thuismitheoirí naíonra na Galltacht (6%) ag an leithéil is aírde i labhairt na Gaeilge nó mar a bhí i measc shampla ITÉ (2%), agus bhí céadachtán níos aírde (37%) diobh chóna maithe le cumas lagmhaesartha ('codanna de chomhráite') nó mar a bhí i sampla ITÉ (27%). Bhí 45% de thuismitheoirí naíonra na Galltacht ag leithéil cumais an-iscéal nó gan Gaeilge ar bith, i gcomparáid le 59% de shuirbhé ITÉ. Aoch tríd is tríd.
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bhi thart ar cheithre chuíú dán dá ghruága agus cumas laghneasartha nó lag ar a mhéad acu, agus gar ach an cúigiú cuaid a raibh cumas measartha nó ardchumas sa Ghaeilge acu i measc thuismiteoirí na hionra na Galltachta, agus níos lú ná an sé cuaid de shampla ITÉ ag an dá leibhéal cumais is aird.

I bhliardhmas sa Ghaeilge ag an tríú cuaid de thuismiteoirí na hionra na Gaeltachta, agus cumas measartha ag an gcéadthó cuaid eile. Fágann sin go raibh cumas laghneasartha nó cumas lag ag 42% de thuismiteoirí na hionra na Gaeltachta.

Tríd is tríd, dhaclairódh sé gur dócha liú go mbeadh ardchumas ag tuismiteoirí na hionra na Galltachta ná mar a bheadh i measc samplá den asóighrípir céanna i suirbhé ITÉ, ach fós nach bhfaigh ann ach mionlach beag sa dá chás. Caithfeach a mheabhrú go thuairiscigh beagnach a leith de thuismiteoirí na hionra na Galltachta nach raibh an cumas an-iseal acu sa teanga ag bunphointí den séala, agus cumas lag acu sa teanga ar a mbéad

Léirionn sé sin gur dóigh le tuismiteoirí sa Ghalltacht nach cairteoirí liosta Ghaeilge iad féin iú, gur rud lonta dá hpaistí é freastal ar na hionra.

3.5 CONCLÚIDH

Léirionn an phróifil dhéimeagrafach gur éagsúil mar ghruága iad tuismiteoirí na hionra le grúpa sa daonra ginearálta aithnionórtáis leo máidir le gnóthachtáil oideachas, stádas in measc an lucht saothair agus gairm. Cé go dtagann sé sin le fios go mbainneann siad siúd a bhfuil oidechas níos fearr orthu agus teacht isteach níos mó acu leis níos mó as an soláthar na hionra, caithfeach a mheabhrú go bhfuil codán nach beag de thuismiteoirí na hionra (an tríú cuaid go garbh) nach bhfuil aicheadh isle oideachais bainte amach acu, a d'fhág an scol roimh an Arbeidstiméireacht agus atá ag plé le jabanna láimhce.

Sa lÉireann, cé go bhfuil ardcheibheal chumais sa Ghaeilge ag cénadán níos aird na thuismiteoirí na hionra ná mar atá ag an daonra ginearálta, fós féin thuairiscigh breis is 80% dá hínreagróirí na Galltachta agus 40% dá hínreagróirí na Gaeltachta nach raibh an duais ina bhall agus cumas laghneasartha. De bharr ar an mheascáin sin, is deacair cur síos ar an ngníomh-thuismiteoirí na hionra sa Ghalltacht nó sa Ghaeltacht i dtéarmaí gairme, i dtéarmaí ghníomhthachtáil oideachais agus chumais: sa Ghaeilge de. Is féidir gur grúpa fanacht a fhío leith iad tuismiteoirí na hionra na Galltachta ach go háirithe, in geimhreadh lena geimhreadhghrúpe, ach tá difréachtaithe mora laistigh den grúpa a thaispeáin ann nach scolthaíte macnuachalacha in iad.
Caibidil 4

Na Tuaismitheoirí agus na Naíonraí

4.1 Réamhrá
Thug Ó Murchú (1987:20) faoi deara a lárnaí is a bhí ról na tuaismitheoirí san oideachas réamhbhunscoile i dtàngacha neamhthoirleathana ós iad ‘an fórsa spreagtha, tionscnaimh agus úmrána iad’. Dearbhaitear sa litriocht tábhacht ról na tuaismitheoirí sa réamhscaoil roi de gcaidh láidir mhíbhunaithe (féach Lohmann et al 1979). Tugann an taispeántas anois chomh maith, páirt rithábhachtaí ag bheith ag tuaismitheoirí san oideachas i nuacht-thúntha (Ó Murchú 1987, Lyon agus Ellis 1991, Lyon, 1996 agus van der Goot et al. 1994). Is ról é seo, áfach, nach dhuineann na tuaismitheoirí féin a luach i gcónaí, agus creideann a lán acu gur sa naíonra amhain a tharlann an ‘obair cheart’ a bhaineann le fothúlaí teachtaí agus gur chabhair phrataicipiúil is mó a chuirtear siad féin ar fáil. Sa chuidí i ní, tuairiscitear ar na cúisanna a bhí ag tuaismitheoirí chun naíonra a roghnú, agus ar a gcuid tuairimí faoiin duine chinn atá a dhéanamh ag na páistí agus cé chomh sásta is atá siad. Déantar cur síos leis, ar é c'homh gafa is atá na tuaismitheoirí leis an naíonra agus ar an úbair a bhaineann siad as an nGaeilge ag baille.

4.2 Cúiseanna le Naíonra a Roghnú
Fiosafoide idh a tuaismitheoirí ce na fachtaí a chuaigh i bhfeidhm orthu nuair a chinneadaí ar a bpáiste a chur ar naíonra. Thug an cheist deis do fearrgróirí go leor cúiseanna a roghnú (mar sin ní thuigheadh 100% nuair a chuirtear na húmhaíseach de chéile). I d'íomhá 4.1 rangaithear na fachtaí de réir minicíochta, agus tugtar ceadadh na dtuaismitheoirí a bhaigh ná roghanna sin.

An chuíis ba mhínice a luadh chun páiste a chur ar naíonra na gur theastaigh ó na tuaismitheoirí go bhfoighladh ceithre píos ón Ghaeilge. Follasach go leor, a d'éiríos, ach is léiriú é go gcaimeann na tuaismitheoirí go gcuideadh freastal ar naíonara ar bhealach suntasach lena bpaístí an Gheilge a bhfoghlaim. An dara chúis ba mhínice ná cuid ghineárálta naíonra nó Stiurthóirí áirithe, rud a leirionn m'fhionn an dea-séasú anuas go gcuideann sé sin go mór le cur chuimh chinn an naíonra.

Ba dhoilíspéise é nach raibh ach an triú cuid de na tuaismitheoirí a d'imir gur theastaigh marthú a bpáiste a chur ar bhsnseúl lánt aghach ar ball mar chuíis amhain lena gcur ar naíonra. Dá réir sin, d'fhéadfadh go dilleann tuaismitheoirí gur taibhse intí lein i tháith a
Tabla 4.1 Cúiscanna le páisti a chur ar naionra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cúiscanna a roghnaíodh¹</th>
<th>% Fhreagraíri² N=1807</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theastaigh uathu go bhfoghlaíodh an páiste an Ghaeilge (T)</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cail an Stúrbhaí/án naionra áitíoll (N/O)</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theastaigh uathu go bhfreasatódh an páiste ar scoil lánGhaeilge ar ball (T)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An t-aon réamhscoil/án réamhscoil ba ghabh dóibh sa cheantar (N/O)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áiseanna maithce ag an naionra (N/O)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dfhreastail tuiscintheoirí/sábhlaí ar naionra/AIS (T)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cara a mhol go hard é (N/O)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Méid áirithe Gaeilge ag an bpáiste sa bhaile (T)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caíntecuir dúchais Gaeilge é an páiste (T)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Seasann (T) agus (N/O) do chúiscanna teanga agus neamhtheanga oideachais faoi seach, ranga a úsáidear i roinn análaíse éile ar ball.
2. Thug an cheist deis do fhreagraíri cuiseanna éagsúla a roghnú agus dá réir sin ní fhágaimhse 100% no nuair a chuirtear na húmhrícheachta le chéile.

Bheith ag an bpáiste ar an nGaeilge sa naionra agus nach gá go mbeadh sé ar intinn acu é a chur ar aghaidh chuig scoil thuinna lánGhaeilge. Seans nach raibh a n-aighde déanta suas acu nuair a roghnaíodar an naionra, nó nach raibh an rogha sin ar fáil acu.

Rangaigh Ó Riagáin agus Ó Glaísín (1979) na cúiscanna a bhí ag tuiscintheoirí le scoil lánGhaeilge a roghnaí ina dtri chlútaigh: 'cúiscanna teanga amháin', 'cúiscanna neamhtheanga/oideachais' agus 'an dá shaighdas cuise'. Fuairadar amach pur ar chúiscanna teanga amháin a roghnaigh thart ar an triú cuíd de tuiscintheoirí bunscoileanna lánGhaeilge, triú eile ar chuiscanna neamhtheanga/oideachais agus an fuilleach ar chúis ar mheascadh den dí chineál id.

Rinneadh an rud céanna leis na freagraí ar an gcéist seo sa sríbhé a raonraí na uair a rangaíodh ina 'gcuiscanna teanga' iad na facharóirí a bhfuil (T) in ndiaidh i d'Tabla 4.1 agus i na 'gcuiscanna neamhtheanga/oideachais' iad síid a bhfuil (N/O) ina ndiaidh. Tugtar toithi an rangaithe sin i Tabla 4.2. Táid is tríd, dealraíonn sé gur roghnaigh formhór (62%) na duisimtheoirí a bpáiste a chur ar naionra ar chúiscanna ar mheascadh iad de chúiscanna teanga agus neamhtheanga/oideachais. Roghnaigh beagnach an etuigiu cuíd naionra ar chúiscanna neamhtheanga amháin, mar shampla é a bheith áitiúil, áiseanna maithce a bheith age, agus déan-chúil i gcoitinne a bheith air. Poghnaigh thart ar an etuigiu cuíd a fhreagraíri na pillteachta naionra ar chúiscanna teanga amháin, ach is iú ná sin lion na bhfreagraíri Gaeilteachta a rinne rogha ar chúiscanna teanga amhán. B'airde an ceadadh díobh síd a raibh a gcineadh bainisti ar mheascadh de chúiscanna teanga agus neamhtheanga ar an sríbhé a raonraí nó i sríbhé ar an Riagáinigh.
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**Table 4.2 Catagóirí ar na cúiséanna le naionra a roghnú**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cúiséanna</th>
<th>% Galltacht N=1354</th>
<th>% Gaeltacht N=425</th>
<th>% Iomlán N=1770</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cúiséanna teanga amháin</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúiséanna neamhtheanga/oideachais</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An dá shaghas cúise</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iomlán</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Níl suimín na bhforbairtí cotrom le 100% toisc gur tíríbreaca is tálaíte iad.

agus an Ghlúasáinigh ar thuismitheoirí ná scoileanna lán Ghaeilge. D'iomachtadh gurb é is bhrí leis sin ná gur dócha go mbeadh cúiséanna neamhtheanga/oideachais ag daoine a roghnaionn réamhoideachas neamhghéantach mur aionann agus an próiseas bheartaiochta a bhainneann le sceal amháin seanachas a chéile sa chóras scoláiochta éigeantach a roghnú.

### 4.3 LEIBHÉAL SÁSTACHTA NA D'TUISMITHEOIRÍ

Bhi tuaismitheoirí thar a bheith sásta ar fad gur roghnáigh siad naionra: thuairiscigh 96% dóibh go ndéanfadh siad an rud céanna arís, sa naionra céanna. Duirt 3% eile go roghnóidh siad an naionra céanna ach go bhfuilfadh siad go mbeadh an páiste níos sine. Ní raibh ach 1% a duirt go mhéadhna leo a bpáiste a chur chul i ggrúpa súgairthe Béarla. San iomlán, bhraigh 96% de na freagróirí gur bhain a bpáiste sult as an naionra. Ní raibh difféachsacht a bhith i bhith a tuaismitheoirí na Gaeltachta agus tuaismitheoirí na Galltaigh a maidir le sasamh de a chéad go raibh beagáinín níos mó de tuaismitheoirí na Gaeltachta (5%) a duirt go roghnóidh siad an naionra céanna, ach go bhfuilfadh siad go mbeadh an páiste níos sine ná de tuaismitheoirí na Galltaigh a bhraith an gleichead (2%).

Larradh ar na tuaismitheoirí a chur in iúl éin tuairisc a bhí ag an bpáiste den naionra. Arís, tá raibh an díonfachtadh shuntasach idir na tuaismitheoirí Gaeltachta agus na tuaismitheoirí Galltaigh. agus san iomlán thuairiscigh 92% gur bhain an páiste taitneamh as. Duirt 7% go raibh meascail ar an bpáiste i dtósach ach gur shocraigh siad síos ar ball. Ní raibh acht 1.5% a thuairiscigh a bpáiste 'ag streachailt i gcéanna agus drogall air dul anam ar uairr' agus 0.5% go raibh a bpáiste 'an-mhishona agus drogall i gcéanna air dul amna'.

Thuairiscigh 92% de tuaismitheoirí mheadú ar an úsáid a bhí ann a bpáiste as an nGaeilge tar éis dhá thearná. Ar a laghad, a tháinig sa naionra (7% gan acla ar bith agus 1% a thuairiscigh laghdú). Orthu síd ar a thuairiscigh mheadú, duirt forgnamhch 60% gur focail aonair a bhí ann, nó mharachtain a chuir air a bpáiste 'go rialta' sa bhailé, agus duirt 25% eile gur úsáideadh iad sin 'uair canta'. Bhí seanós níos mó go dtuairiscigh
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tuismitheoirí Gaeltachta méadú ar chomhrá rialta sa Ghaeilge ón bpáiste (19%) tar éis tréimhse sa naíomra tá tuismitheoirí Galltachta (5%).

Bhráith na tuismitheoirí nach raibh dul chun cinn an pháiste teoranta do shealbhú na Gaeilge ná do mheádú ar úsáid na Gaeilge. Thuaríriscigh breis is 80% go raibh a bpáiste:

♦ in ann dathanna, cruithanna agus liteachta áirithe a aithint anois
♦ in ann comhairreamh níos airde ná mar a bhi cheana
♦ in ann rainn agus amhráin Ghaeilge a rá anois

Dúirt 56% go raibh feabhas, leis, ar scileanna Béarla an pháiste nuair nár bhraith ach 1% go raibh Béarla T1 an pháiste níos laige ná Béarla a phiaráí.

4.4 CÚLRA TEANGA AN PHÁISTE

Thuaríriscigh na tuismitheoirí an teanga a labhair siad leis an bpáiste agus 'cé ina leanbh agus ina thachrán' agus cuirtear na sonraí sin i láthair i dTábla 4.3.

Tábla 4.3 Teanga bhaile an pháiste

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teanga bhaile</th>
<th>% Galltacht</th>
<th>% Gaeltacht</th>
<th>% lomlín</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N = 1351</td>
<td>N = 424</td>
<td>N = 1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Béarla amháin</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Béarla agus Gaeilge</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeilge amháin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sa Galltacht, bain fomhór na bpáisti le teaghlach Bhéarla. Mar sin fhein, bhi céadadán suimidil (15%) de na tuismitheoirí sin a d'threagair go raibh a dtéaghlach dátheangaí, acheap go cróinn cé mheád Gaeilge a úsáidear san teaghlach sin. Ní raibh ach 1% de thuismitheoirí naíonra sa Galltacht a thuaríriscigh gur labhair siad Gaeilge amháin lena leanaí.

Leiríonn na fiúiúirí a bhainceann le teanga an bhaile sa Galltacht gur 'Gaeilge amháin' a labhair naíonra a céadadán suimidil go bhfuil díospóireachta a bhfuil agus, agus níos mó ná an tréimhse chulcach darbh ainneoin Béarla amháin a labhair siad lena bpáiste agus is ina thachrán. Tagann sé sin le fiosrú Harris agus Murtagh (1987) ar pháistí Gaeilte aigh naíonra sin a cheannas go gcaimhnaí sa Gaeilge, fuair siad amach nach raibh ach 20% de pháistí Rang a Dó na Gaeltachta ar de 'théaghlach Ghaeilge amháin' iad, gur de
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'theaghlaign inar labhraíodh Béarla agus Gaeilge' iad 34% agus gur de 'theaghlaign Bhéarlach amháin' iad 46% diobh. Mar sin, in measc aoisghrípa an náonra agus in measc páistí níos sine sa Ghaeltacht ní raibh ach mionlach diobh ar de theaghlach lánnGhaeilge iad.

I gceist eile iarradh ar na tuisingtheoirí measúnú a dhéanamh ar eolas an pháiste ar an nGaeilge roimh freastal ar an náonra dó. Achoinmre ar a bhfreagraí atá i n'Dáiléir 4.4. Bhain 72% de pháistí náonra na Gaeltachta lonn tábhachtáil 'Gaeilge ar bith' nó 'gan ach tuiscint ar éigean dí'. Bhí 'córthochal agus cormath' sa Ghaeilge ag 26% eile roimh thosú ar náonra. Is é sin le rá go raibh 98% san iomlán de pháistí na Ghaeltachta agus cumas lag acu sa Ghaeilge, m'fhéidir an méid sin féin, roimh thosú sa náonra dól a chur.

Tábla 4.4 Eolas na bpáistí ar an nGaeilge roimh dhul ar náonra: Measúnú na tuisingtheoirí

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cé mhéad Gaeilge a bhi ar eolas ag roimh pháiste</th>
<th>% Gaeltachta</th>
<th>% Gaeltachta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SULAR thosaigh sé sa náonra? N=1350</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeilge ar bith</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan ach tuiscint ar éigean dí</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrthochal/cormath sa Ghaeilge</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In ann comhrá a dhéanamh sa Ghaeilge</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeilge chomh maith leis an mBéarla níos fearr</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaeilge amháin ag an bpáiste</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iomlán</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I geáis páistí náonra na Gaeltachta, tuairisciúdthó go raibh 40% diobh gan Ghaeilge, nó tuiscint áirithe dí ar a mhéad acu agus iad ag tosú sa náonra, agus 30% eile gan acu acu aithneach nó cormath. Is é sin le rá go raibh 70% san iomlán de pháistí náonra na Gaeltachta agus cumas lag sa Ghaeilge ó bháilte acu, m'fhéidir an méid sin féin, thosaigh 30% eile de tuisingtheoirí náonra na Gaeltachta go raibh a bpáiste in ann comhrá a dhéanamh sa Ghaeilge, ar a laghad, agus é ag tosú sa náonra.

Léirigh crosbhliantthe leis an gceist a bhain leis an teanga a labhrútear leis an bpáiste go raibh 68% den ghrúpa tuisingtheoirí Gaeltachta nach raibh 'Gaeilge ar bith' ag a bpáiste, nó gan ach 'tuiscint áirithe dí' aige sular cuireadh ar náonra é. A labhair 'Béarla amháin' leis an bpáiste agus é ina leabhar nó ina thachrán, agus 28% eile a labhair 'Béarla agus Gaeilge' leis. Forbhfír an ghrúpa eile, ba theanga eile i seachas Gaeilge nó Béarla. Dúirt 67% de tuisingtheoirí Gaeltachta na bpáistí sin nach raibh acu, ar a mhéad, achar 'córthochal nó cormath sa Ghaeilge' gur 'Béarla agus Gaeilge' a labhair siad leis an bpáiste (agus 30% eile níor labhair ach 'Béarla amháin' le') achar, níos thuaidh ar an
leibhéal cumais sa Ghaeilge a bhí mar thoradh air sin, dhearlódh sé gurb é an Béarla a bhí in uachtar na teaghlach dhátheangacha sin.

Ní mór a mbeadh fúr thuairisciúchadh ach 22% de thuiscintheoirí naíonra na Gaeltachta 'Gaeilge amhain' a bhíteach, leasáil sa bhaille agus an páistí an-óg. Mar a léirigh Ni Dhorchaí (1986:38), d'fhéadfadh fachtóirí éagsúla a bheith laistiar de sin, mar shampla, drogail ar thuiscintheoirí arb in an Ghaeilge as teanga bhaille acu páistí a chur ar naíonra; ná gan teacht ar naíonra ag páistí ó theachlach Gaeilge sa Ghaeilteacht, nó an éifeacht a bhíonn ag inimireoirí gan Ghaeilge an teacht isteach agus cainteoirí Gaeilge na Gaeltachta ar imire amach. Caithfear a ra nach g'á go seasfadh sampna thuiscintheoirí naíonra na Gaeltachta staidear seo do gach teaghlaigh Ghaeilteacht a bhfuil páistí óga ann agus gur féidir, abair, gur Gaeilge seachas Béarla a bheadh lá labhairt ag go leor teaghlaigh Ghaeilteacht nach bhfuil mbeadh leas as an naíonra.

Mar chomparáid, is fiú fgitíirí an Daonáirimh Náisiúnta a scrúid. Thúsdeeán an Daonáireamh go raibh 2,786 páistí idir trí agus ceithre bliana d'aois sa Ghaeltacht i 1991. Ina measc siúd, tuairiscidh go raibh 40% in ann 'Gaeilge agus Béarla' a labhairt. Is gá a bheith cúramach ach an fgitíirí seo a chur i gcomparáid leis na figtíirí sa stáidéar seo. Táoiseach go raibh ceisteanna éagsúla in gcás na thuiscintheoirí, na Stiúrthóirí agus na daoine a d'fhreagair an Daonáireamh, agus toisc nach raibh aoisghrúpa díreach mar an gcéanna i gceist ach chomh beag. Ach mar sin féin, is féidir le comparáid éigin a dheanamh idir bhreithiúnaí an Daonáirimh Náisiúnta gur 'cainteoirí Gaeilge' nó 'cainteoirí Gaeilge agus Béarla' iad 40% de na páistí, agus measúnú na Stiúrthóirí (sa naíonra naíonra) go raibh 'cumad maith' nó 'cumas an chainteora ó dhátháras' ag 41% de na páistí tar éis dóibh timpeall dha théarma a chaiththeann sa naíonra.1 Ciailloinn sin go dtí gur dtugann sampna na bpáistí sa stáidéar seo léargas rásúnta beocht den aoisghrúpa seo sa Ghaeltacht, maidir le geumas sa Ghaeilge, ar cheiminíll go nglochar leis go bhfuil comparáid a bhéarlaí mar aonadh ann le cumas naíonra agus idir hgrúpaí nach bhfuil díreach mar an gcéanna.

Ón daonáireamh naíonra tá a thios ag aonraí go raibh 625 páistí, an tormhór diobh idir trí agus ceithre bliana, ag freastal ar naíonra sa Ghaeltacht i 1993. Fáganna sin go raibh níos lú ná an ceithre cuid den aoisghrúpa sin ag freastal ar naíonra sa Ghaeltacht, agus go raibh níos mó ná 2,000 páistí réamhscoile sa Ghaeltacht nach raibh ag freastal1 ar naíonra. Ina measc siúd, bheadh garmheastachán de 1,200-1,400 páistí nach raibh aon Ghaeilge acu, ná a raic i fíar de, Gaeilge an-lag acu, agus 600-800 páistí eile a hi loighnat a chaitheann Gaeilge. Scann go dtaiseapann sin an deacraacht a bhearniú le feirbhís réamhscoile a sholáthar faoin tuath, áit a bhíonn páistí óga seilbhíte i dtithe i bhfad ó chéile, gan trácht ar na deacraachtai a bhaineann le fóirteann agus saothar i bhí. Mar sin féin, is léir gur féidir liom díriú ar bhreathnú a bhíonn a chuid taobhthálaí ar an naíonra, ag caint faoi na páistí nuair a bhfuil níos oide, ar an mbeán.

1 I nádúrta, go raibh cultúrtha san Daonáireamh Náisiúnta agus in na daoine in naíonra (measúnú na Stiúrthóirí) cuid le chéile ach go raibh na thuiscintheoirí, a bhí ag cumaíonn ar na páistí saothar thosaithe ar an naíonra, a bhí doigh faoi na páistí nuair a bhíodh níos oide, ar an mbeán.
ar an nGaeilge a thabhairt do na leanai sa Ghaeltacht nach bhfuil aicu sa bhaile, chun saibhreas teanga a chothú i measc na nGaeilgeoirí, agus chun réamhscaoltaíocht a sholáthar do dá dhream.

Taispéannann fígíóirí an Dáonáirínch Náisiúnta go bhfuil meath ar chéadadán na bpáistí idir tri agus ceithre bliana d’aois ar eantocht Gaeilge iad sa Ghaeltacht le fiche bliain anuas (60 % in 1971 go 40% in 1991). Taispéannann freagraí na dtuismitheoirí agus na Stiúrthóirí sa staidéar seo nach bhfuil cumas maith sa Ghaeilge ach ag 30-40% de pháistí naionra na Ghaeltachta. Chun cur in aghaidh an tsrutha seo, ro leor iarraidh a dhéanamh tuismitheoirí a mhealladh chun Gaeilge a úsáid sa bhaile, gan díriú ar an imní atá orthu maídir le Béarla a bheith ag a bpáistí. Tuigeannn e cé chomh tábhachtach is atá an Béarla i soaí an lae inniu agus ní mór a chintiú dóibh go mbeidh Béarla liofa, idir labhairt agus scríobh, ag páisti atá a dtógáil le Gaeilge sa bhaile agus iad ag fágáil na scoile. I gcás ina bhfuil Gaeilgeoirí agus Béarlaí pósta le chéile, b’fhéidir go bhfuil an taispeáin idirnaonach leis an dtéalacht a bhaint as an chéad chuimhneachán sa bhaile. Mar shampla, b’fhéidir go bhfuil fear fós gur baol go dtiocfadh mearbheart ar pháistí a chloiseann dhá theanga ón tús, ní go gcuirfadh leis an rialú ‘duine-amháin-teanga-amháin’ chun an mearbhall sin a sheachaint. Tá.ceolas ar fáil a chabhrocht le lanúin nach ionann a leibhéal chumhá sa Ghaeilge, agus iad ag déanamh cinneadh faoi teanga a labhróidh síad lena bpáiste.

Tríd is tríd, taispéannann torthaí an tuaiscirt leis an bpáistí atá an fhíne achar ina chuid ina chuid sa Gaeilge ag leibhéal saioch i measc chainteoirí Gaeilge sa Ghaeltacht. I gcás na naionraí sa Ghaeltacht, cruthaíonn sin deacair eile ní féidir leis an bpáistí a bhaint as an pearsáid sa Gaeilge le linn na blianta náisiúnta. Bhí go rónta léir i dtionscadal eile ar na naionraí sa Ghaeltacht (Hickey, Úillbháin).

4.5 Éifeacht an Naionra a lÉas na Gaeilge i Measc Tuismitheoirí
Thuairiscigh 81% de thnaicgairí gur bhraithe siad meadú a mhínioc, lÉas na Gaeilge ag baille ó thuiscigh an dáthacht ag freastal ar naionra. Léiriúnnn Tábla 4.5 gur thuairiscigh na tuismitheoirí médútile suntasacha ar lÉas na Gaeilge ag báill an teaghlach sa bhaile tar eis do pháistí tréimhse a chaith gach in naionra. Léiriúnnn tábhachtach stalúscóipí go raibh méadú suntasach ar lÉas na Gaeilge sa bhaile i ngach ceann de na ceithre catagóirí (‘mé féin agus mo chéile’, ‘mé féin agus mo pháiste’, ‘mo chéile agus an pháiste’, ‘páisti lénne chéile’) tar eis do pháistí trasnais ar naionra. Cé nach bhfuil aon athrú ar an gcéadadán de tuismitheoirí a úsáideann na Gaeilge ‘i gceann’ leis an bpáistí nó leis an bpáistí, thuairiscigh ní bhfuil níos mó ar lÉas ‘rialta’ sa Gaeilge idir na tuismitheoirí agus na páisti agus i measc na bpáistí sa teaghlach ceanna. Tháinig meadú ar lÉin na tuismitheoirí agus ar na lÉas de Gaeilge ‘árasanta’ sa bhaile chomh maith tar eis don pháistí trasnais ar naionra. Níor thuairiscigh ach 8% nach
AN LUATH-THUMADH IN ÉIRINN

n-úsáideanna siad Gaeilge ‘riamh’ lena bpáiste/bpáistí, i gcomparáid le 40% sular chuaigh an páiste ann.

Tábla 4.5 Úsáid na Gaeilge sa bhailte roimh fhreastal páiste ar naionra agus ina dhiaidh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miniclocht</th>
<th>% Mé féin agus mo cheile</th>
<th>% Mé féin agus páiste/páistí</th>
<th>% Ceile agus páiste/páistí</th>
<th>% Páistí lena chéile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roinnhe</td>
<td>Ina dhiaidh</td>
<td>Roinne</td>
<td>Ina dhiaidh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 gceanai</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gealata</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uaireanta</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ráimh</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ní bhaineann/Ar iarraidh</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iomlán</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Iarraidh ar thuiscinteoire a ra ce na himeachtai sa bhailte ar docha roint Gaeilge a bheith bainteach le, agus tugtar a rogha i dTábla 4.6.

Tábla 4.6 Imeachtai a ãilíonn úsáid na Gaeilge tar éis a bheith ag freastal ar naionra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imeachtai</th>
<th>% I gceanai</th>
<th>% Gealata</th>
<th>% Uaireanta</th>
<th>% Ráimh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nígléasadh</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Béilí</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oibhne bhaile</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Léanach scéalta</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umhu na bhailte sa séal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oibhne is sa ghairdin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Táisteal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Téilifís</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raidió</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fág i leabhar an chatagoir "i gceanai", ar leiriú é, b'fhéidir, ar pháirtíin úsáid bhailte sheasta do chéadadán teoghlaí, sábhach beag, agus ba iad na himeachtai is minicí a
NA TUISMITHEOIRÍ AGUS NA NAIONRAÍ

tuairiscíodh inar úsáideadh an Ghaeilge ‘go rialta’ nó ‘uaireanta’ i dteaghlaille na Galltachta agus na Gaeltachta ar an ná:

- béilí (67% go rialta nó úsáid ó am go ham san iomlán)
- ar an páiste á ní/á ghléasadh (61% go rialta nó úsáid ó am go ham san iomlán)
- ag taisteal (56% go rialta nó úsáid ó am go ham san iomlán)
- scealta a leamh (52% go rialta nó úsáid ó am go ham san iomlán) má bhfuil obair tí nó garraitheoiríachta (51% go rialta nó úsáid ó am go ham san iomlán)
- ag cabhrú le pástí cile a mbeadh bhaile (46% go rialta nó úsáid ó am go ham)

Bheith ag súil go bhfuil tábhacht na hionra ag na páistí ar imeachtáil mar bhéile a chaithmeadh, a lánh a ní, spraoi le haisce, éiseacht le scéalta a léifi dóibh agus a bheith ag glanadh suas i gcaitheamh an tscoimeáin. Mar sin bheith gnéithe den teanga a úsáidtear sa réimse sin ar eolas acu (ó thaoibh tuiscieana de agus roimt gníochtaí freisin). Ar na himeachtaí teaghlachtaí ba lú a mhealladh an Ghaeilge uafu. De réir cosúil, bhi éiseacht leis an ráidiú agus breathnu ar an teifléis (cé seo ceangailte, ba dhóigh leat, leis an soláthar an-iseal clár Gaeilge a do-íomhánaí lenaonra Théilifís na Gaeilge), urnaí (sa bhailí/so scéipéal) sa Ghalltacht (toisce nach bhfuil sibhiscí as Gaeilge ar fáil dóibh go minic sa Ghalltacht).

Iarradh ar na tuismitheoirí a ra chomh maith ar an ráidh siad páirteach in imeachtái Gaeilge agus tugtar na sonraí i d'Tábla 4.7.

**Tábla 4.7 Imeachtáil Gaeilge na dtuismitheoirí de réir Galltachta/Gaeltachta**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imeachtaití</th>
<th>Gall N°</th>
<th>Gaeil N°</th>
<th>% Go gormaí</th>
<th>% Go rialta</th>
<th>% Uaireanta</th>
<th>% Riamh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall</td>
<td>Gaeil</td>
<td>Gall</td>
<td>Gaeil</td>
<td>Gall</td>
<td>Gaeil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathnú ar chlár Gaeilge ar RTí sna cathar <em>An Nuaicht</em></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathnú ar <em>An Nuaicht</em></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Óisteacht le clár Gaeilge ar an ráidiú</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leabhairscéil a léamh do pháistí</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giotar Gaeilge ar na nuachtáin a léamh</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leabhair Gaeilge a léamh i <em>An Nuaicht</em></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Óisteacht le Ráidiú na Gaeltachta</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>íris</em> /nuachtáin Gaeilge a léamh</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Róimh threacht Théilifís na Gaeilge.
Léirigh crostábluíthe le teanga an bhaille gurb iad na teaghlaithe ina labhrataigh 'Gaeilge amháin' is mó a thuairisciugh a bpáirt sna hímeachtait sin 'i gceann' nó 'go rialta'. Má bhreathnaímid, mar sin, ar na fígíuír a bhaineann le húdáid ó thráth go a chéile (ar comharthai iad a bhaineann níos mó le teaghlaithe 'Béarla amháin' agus 'Béarla agus Gaeilge') feicimid go òideir a leath de na tuiscintiúirí naionra Galltachta, nach mór, go mbreathnaíonn siad ar An Nuacht agus ar chlár Ghealge eile ó am go a chéile (ag caint ar an tréimhse roinnt theacht Theilifis na Gaeilge). Leánn an tríú cuid diobh leabhair scéalta i nGaeilge dá bpáisti uaireanta, ach níl aon leas go háirithe leathan eileadh leabhair Ghealge as a stáin féin. Óisteann an tríú cuid diobh le clár Ghealge ar an raidió náisiúnta ó am go a chéile, ach is lú ná an séú cuid diobh a thugann cluas do Raibhí na Gaeltachta ó am go a chéile.

Níl ach thart ar an tríú cuid de thuiscintiúirí Gaeltachta i dtcóiliú as bhfuil an Béarla in uachtar a theachtaí féin go hímeachtar ar chlár Ghealge ar RTÉ (dá neamhchomhairne iad), nó a éisteann le clár Ghealge ar an raidió náisiúnta. Sna teaghlaithe Gaeltachta seo ina labhrataigh an Béarla níl ach an cúigÍ cuid diobh, nó mar sin, a d'éisteadh le Raibhí na Gaeltachta uair ó am go a chéile.

Ag féachaint duine ar na ceadadh a thuairisciú na bhfacsíúchán a bheith ‘riamh’ in imeacht ar leith, feicimid nach lÉanlach féinbhír na dtuiscintiúirí naionra sa Gháilltacht (76-90%) leabhair Ghealge riachtain, na nuachtáin Ghealge na giotait Ghealge sna nuachtán Bhéarla, agus ni éisteann siad riamh e Raibhí na Gaeltachta. D'fhéadfadh seoc a leath den ghrúpa seo nach lÉann siad leabhair scéalta i nGaeilge riamh dá bpáisti agus nach mbreathnaíonn siad riamh ar An Nuacht ar an teilifis, agus tá breis agus tribhanna d'fhéadfadh leabhair sa mbreathnaíonn siad riamh ar chlár Ghealge ar RTÉ. Bheadh sé suimiúl a fháil amach an bhfuil meádú ar an mbreathnú ar chlár theilifíse Ghealge tar eis theacht Theilifis na Gaeilge.

Sa Gháilltacht, d'fhéadfadh fhabhras agus chur thriú de thuiscintiúirí naionra nach lÉann siad nuachtáin Ghealge na tréimhseacháin riamh agus os cionn a leath nach lÉann leabhair Ghealge na giotait Ghealge i nuachtán Bhéarla riamh. Tá breis agus tribhanna nach lÉann leabhair scéalta i nGaeilge dá bpáisti riamh agus nach n-éisteann riamh le Raibhí na Gaeltachta.

4.6 LEIBHEIL, RANNPHAIRTÍOCHA SA NAIONRA
De bhri go léiríonn taighde go bhfuil níl lánach ag tuiscintiúirí san oideachas réamhseachtaí agus agus na luath-thumadh, measadh gur den tábhacht é a fháil anach nach croi gafa i leis an naionra is in bhfraith na tuiscintiúirí féin. Ní raibh acht 44% de na freagróirí

1 Léirigh na tocht crostáblúite hímeachtar ‘Gaeilge amháin’ le Raibhí na Gaeltachta ‘go minic’ agus 23% eile ‘go rialta’ (N=105), i gcomhracht le dhíreach 17% faoi seach i gcás na dtéaghlaithe ‘Béarla agus Gaeilge’ (N=375).
agus 15% dó gcéile a d'fheactail ar chruinniú tionscnamh sular thosaigh a bpáiste sa naionra. Is é an teagmháil is minice a bhiomh ag tuismeitheoir, na máthreacha ach go háirithe, ná an teagmháil riachtanach, an páiste óg a fhágáil sa naionra agus a bhalliú. Chuir freagróirí in úl nach raibh ann ach mionlach (13%) a labhair Gaeilge amháin agus iad i dtéagmháil leis an naionra; labhair a leath (50%) idir Ghaeilge agus Bhéarla; agus Béarla amháin a labhair breis agus a thrian (37%).

Déanann móramh na dtuismeitheoirí seicéal ar dhul chun cinn an pháiste agus pléann siad an naionra leis an bpáiste sa bhaile, uair in aghaidh na míosa ar a laghad. Níl ach 6% de na tuismeitheoirí a chabhráinn na naionra ar bhonn rialta, agus seans trí huairí óios mó (9%) go ndéanfadh tuismeitheoirí Gaeltachta amhlaidh, uair in aghaidh na seachtaine ar a laghad, ná na freagróirí Galltachta (3%). Bhí seans níos mó go gcabhróidh freagróirí Gaeltachta, uair sa mhí ar a laghad, le bainisteoireacht nó le gníomhaíochtaí tionsaithe airgid (17%) ná na tuismeitheoirí Galltachta (6%).

Sa deireadh, thuairiscigh 80% de na freagróirí, beagnach, agus 90% dá gcéile gur 'annamh' a úsáideann siad leabhair nó téipíonna naionra ag baille, má úsáidear 'riamh' iad. Ní léir an é nach bhfuil a thios acud tá ar fáil, nó an é nach bhfuil siad sásta, nó in ann iad a úsáid. Déantar tuilleadh plé air sin thios sa mhí a bháineann le riachtanais na dtuismeitheoirí.

Thuairiscigh 60% de thuismeitheoirí go raibh siad sásta lena leibhéil iomlán ranpháirtíochta sa naionra, ach dúirt 39% go raibh an leibhéil ró-iseal. An dréam deireanaigh sin, bhi 40% diobh a luaigh caspa Gaeilge mar chúis amháin lena leibhéil iseach rannpháirtíochta ach ba chuimhneachtaí is mó a bhí i dtreis, sa mhéad gur chuir 75% diobh in iúl gurb é an soirth a bhaile, nó oibre, is mó a bhí ina bhaic orthu. Ní raibh acht 2% a d'fhéadfadh a bhí na h-altaidh nó gníomhcháil toisc gur bhríthi siad nach mbeadh fáilte rompu.

4.7 RIACHTANAIS NAD TUISINGE

Iarradh ar na tuismeitheoirí a ra cén t-eolas a chuirteann an naionra ar fáil díobh agus cé na seirbhísí a bheadh ina gcaobháil díobh. Is beag difriocht d'fhéadfadh a bhí idir na tuismeitheoirí Gaeltachta agus na tuismeitheoirí Gaeltachta maidir leis na seirbhísí nó maidir leis an geabhair a bhí ann díobh agus chun friothail ar a gcuid riachtanais. Bhí thart ar a leath de na freagróirí ar theastaigh coláipenna uathu de na rann agus de na hamhráin a d'fhásaimh na páistí sa naionra, agus theastaigh 0 bhreis agus an tréid cuid diobh samplaí a bhí anna ina d'fhágáil na páistí, agus cúnamh chun leas a bhaint as an nGaeilge sa bhaille. Bhiodh go bhfuil cúnamh éigin ann cheana a bhfóirm leabhair ina dhuargaíocht agus nathanna Gaeilge do thuismeitheoirí páistí naionra (BunGaeilge do Thuismeitheoiri/Básc Ianuir for Parents, Institutiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann agus an Comhoiste Réamhscoláiochta, 1980), agus i bhfoirm ríostaí, leabhar agus téipíonna (An Comhoiste Réamhscoláiochta, Catalog), dealraíonn sé go bhfuil go leor tuismeitheoirí ann nach bhfuil eithreachta aca ina mhainní sin. Mar sin, is den
tábhacht é an háiseanna atá ann cheana a chur ar a súile do na thuiscmiteoirí agus an tsli ab fhéarr chun é sin a dhéanamh nó comhphlé faoina gceartúsáid g cruinniú tráthnóna do thuiscmiteoirí. Faightear mar chuid de Chaibidil 8 moltáí a bhaineann le margú na n-ábhar a bhfuil fáil orthu faoi láthair trí nheáin na Gaeilge do pháistí réamhscoile.

B’fhiú, leis, smaoineamh ar fhiseán a uilímhú do thuiscmiteoirí ar naonra tipiúil (agus cóipeanna de ar fáil i ngnach naonra a d’fhéadfadh na thuiscmiteoirí a pháil ar aiasacht). Léiréedh an fiseán páistí agus nathanna coitianta á n-úsáid acu, mar shampla, cuifidh mé orm mo chóta, tá ocras orm, is lionsta é, etc., agus d’fhéadfaí eolas a chur áir faoin bhfuinniú a bhaineann le Gaeilge a chleachadh leis an bpáiste, agus moltáí faoi na bealaí a d’fhéadfaí nathanna a chleachadh go nádurtha ag baile.

Bhí nach móir ar triú cuid de na freagróirí, i gceantair na Galtacht agus na Gaeltacht ar aon, ar mhaithe leo freasal ar Ghrúpa Tuiscmiteoirí agus Tachrán trí mheán na Gaeilge. Grúpa a sheasann do a leath de na freagróirí a raibh páiste/páistí acu níos óige ná páiste an naonra. Bhí thart ar an tríú cuid de thuiscmiteoirí a raibh cúnamh uathu chun chéile bhearteach Ghaeilge agus téipeanna a roghnú dá bpáistí, agus ceann de na cúiseanna nach mbeaintear leas astu chomh minic sin ag baile ná na deacrachtaí a bhaineanní lena roghnu.

4.8 ACHOIMRE
Is ar réime fachtóirí a bhunaíonn tuiscmiteoirí a gcinnseadh chun páiste a chur ar naonra, cuíd acu sin atá bunaithe ar fhoghlaimteangacha agus cuíd eile a bhaineann le fachtóirí ginearálta, nó fachtóirí oideuchais. Deireann siad go bhfuil siad thar a bheith sásta leis an rogha atá déanta acu agus go bhfuil siad sásta dul chun cinn maith a bheith déanta ag an bpáiste, ní hamháin i gcúrsaí Gaeilge, ach i bhforbairt ghearralta chomh maith. Saniomlán, is de theaghlaigh Bhearla iad formhór na bpáistí naonra sa Ghailtacht agus sa Ghaeltacht ar aon. Bionn tuiscmiteoirí sásta, tríd is tríd, lena leibhéal rannpháirtíochta féin sa naonra agus is cuairteoirí ’táirse’ iad sa chuid is mó seachas rannpháirtithe gnóthacha sna naonraí. Ach tá séip ann chun níos mó eolas a thabhairt dóibh faoi theanga agus faoi imeachtaí an naonra, agus chun a d spreagadh chun úsáid na Gaeilge a leathnu ag baile. Tá sé deacair an triúicleadh ar naonraí a mheas go cruinniú sa Ghaeltacht, ach sa Ghaeltacht taistealadh go bhfuil grúpa móir de pháistí réamhscóile nach bhfreastalaíonn go fóill ar naonra. Tuigtear ó sin agus ón spéis a leirigh na tuiscmiteoirí naonra i nó Ghrúpa Tuiscmiteoirí agus Tachtán go bhfuil forbairt bhríse i ndán do ghluaíscacht na naonraí.
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Caibidil 5

Suirbhé ar Stiúrthóirí

5.1 Réamhra
Sa chaibidil seo scrúdúitear sonraí a bhaineann leis an náignore, sonraí a chuir na Stiúrthóirí féin ar fáil. Cuireadh ceistneoir amach go dtí 167 Stiúrthóirí a chlúdaigh an Daonáireamh naionraí agus fuarthas freagraí ó 162. nó 97%. Bunaithte ar an gceistneoir seo, tuairiscitear cáilfochtá, taithí agus cumas Gaeilge na Stiúrthóirí, chomh maith le hainilis ar oiliúint insirbhise, na saghainnna cursait ab inmhínaithe, eagrú na hoibre sa naionra agus an réimse imeachtaí atá á thairiscint.

5.2 Na Naionraí
5.2.1 Ionad
Sa bhliain 1993 ba i dtíthc próibhídeacha a reáchtáladh 28% de sheisiúin naionra, i scoileanna a bhí 25% diobh agus an chuid eile acu lonnaithe i hallaí agus i bhfoirgnimh phoiblí nach iad.

5.2.2 Táillí agus Fóirdheontais
Tugadh fáoi anáilis a dheanadh ar tháilli agus ar fóirdheontais agus baineadh leas as sonraí a chuir An Comheiroiste Réamhscolaíochta ar fáil chuige sin, móide olas a chuir na Stiúrthóirí féin ar fáil. Léirionn sonraí an Chomheiroiste go bhfuigheann thart ar an triú cuid de na naionraí fóirdheontas ó Údarás na Gaeltachta. Ón méid olas a fuarthas ó na Stiúrthóirí, dealraíonn sé go bhfuigheann céadaidh ábhairín níos mó (43%) fóirdheontas, de shaghas anthaín nó de shaghlas eile. Ón Údarás nó ó chomhlaichte eile ar nós na mbord sláinte réigiúnach, nó ó Chomradh na Gaeilge (i bhfoirm iomáin saor ó chrios nó fóirdheontas árachais).

Luann fornaír or na naionraí (thart ar 80°) tállí ar bhonn seachtainiúil, agus 14% eile a luann táillí ar bhonn miosúil; roinntear an 6% eile cuibhreasach cothrom ar bhonn rátai in agaidh an lae nó in aghaidh an tCárma. Ach na figiuírí sin a athrú ar bhonn seachtainiúil feictear gur sa réimse £2 go £12.50 in aghaidh an pháiste, in aghaidh na seachtaine, atá na táillí a ghearradh ar thuismitheoirí i 1993. Ba é an meánáil in gcás naionra a bhí ag
feidhmiú le cabhair ón bhfóirdheontas ná thart ar £5 in aghaidh na seachtaine, i gcomórtas le meánfhíghíúr £8 dóibh siúd nach raibh fóirdheontas á fháil acu.

5.3 An Stiúrthóir
5.3.1 Cáillochtaí
Bhí an cúrsa oiliúna a d' eagairigh An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta déanta ag na Stiúrthóirí go lór, nach mór, (94%). Bhí an Aradteistiméireacht déanta ag dhá thrian diobh, agus ba tuaismitheoirí a thog páistí le Gaeilge a leath diobh. Bhí cáillochtaí bunmhúinteoirí osbhá eormhúinteoirí ag mionlach diobh (9%), agus cúrsaí aitheanta sa luathoidiachas, Montessorí nó Froebel, déanta ag 10% eile. Thuairiscigh 5% go mba bhanaltraí iad agus chuir 10% in iúl go raibh cúrsa déanta acu faoi Chumann Ghrúpa Súgartha Réamhscoláiochta na hÉireann.

Is follasach go bhfuil an-tábhacht ar fad ag baint leis an gcúrsa oiliúna a réachtalann An Comhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta ó thaobh Stiúrthóirí a ullmhú do, ós í seo an t-aoi oiliúint, nó an oiliúint is speisialtaíthe, a fhraighneann formhór mór na Stiúrthóirí. Tá gearnach ann, mar sin, an cúrsa seo a leathnú agus a dheanamh níos cuimsithe, chun freastal níos fearr ar riachtanais an luath-thuigní, agus chun cáilocht aitheanta a dheanamh de. Déanfar plé níos mór ar seo i gCaibidil 8.

5.3.2 Taithi
Taispeáinann Fior 5.1 go bhfuil idir cuid agus deich mblianta taithi ar naonra a rith ag an gcuid is mó de na Stiúrthóirí, rud a chruthafoinn stór seileanna nach beag.

Fior 5.1 Blianta Thaithi na Stiúrthóirí

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Stiúrthóirí N=162</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 go 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 go 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 go 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 go 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 go 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

49% 15% 12%
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Tá ceithre bhána taití, nó níos lú, ag 27% mar Stiúrthóirí, agus breis is deich mbliana taití ag 24% eile. Thuigfi as sin gur cuibheasach iséal i measc Stiúrthóirí é an leibhéal tnaíte, agus 73% a leanann orthu ar feadh cúig bliana ar a laghad. Dhealróidh sé mar sin toradh a bheith ar an inheistíocht san oiliúint, tarlaíonn gur ráta athraithe forne sách iséal é.

5.3.3 Cumas sa Ghaeilge
Ghrádaigh gach Comhairleoir cumas na Stiúrthóirí agus na Stiúrthóirí Cúnta sa Ghaeilge ina ceantar féin agus léirítear é sin i bhFíor 5.2.

Fíor 5.2 Cumas na Stiúrthóirí agus na Stiúrthóirí Cúnta sa Ghaeilge
(Gráduithe an Chomhairleoir)
Tá cumas an chainteora ó dhúchas. Nó gar go maith dó, ag níos mó ná a leath de na Stíurthóirí Grádaítear 30% eile agus cumas 'maith' acu. Is ísle ná sin, áfach, na leibheid chumais a bhaineann le 18% de na Stíurthóirí, agus le 44% de na Stíurthóirí Cunta.

Bíonn, ar ndóigh, tionchar ag leibhéal an chumais sa Ghaeilge atá ag an Stíurthóir ar an gcineál Gaeilge a fhoghlaimoidh an páiste sa naíonra. Cuid thábhachtach d'ionramháil T2, go háirithe d'fhoghlaimidiúrí atá an-óg, is ea ionchar sothuigithe agus é bunaithe ar chomhthéacs. Chun an leas is fearr a bhaínt as ionchar Gaeilge mar é sa naíonra, is dóchúil go gcáithfidh Stíurthóirí a bheith liofa go maith sa teanga ar a laghad. An leibhéal seo liofachta amháin a chúirfídhe ar chumas an Stíurthóra na mionathruithe teanga is gá a thabhairt isteach: ardréimhí rialachta agus athrá, mar aon le héagsúlacht agus 'struchtúrú' nó 'scáifáil teanga'. Pléifear cumas Gaeilge an Stíurthóra maidir leis an ionchar do pháistí tíos, agus níos déanaí sa chuid sin de Chaibidilí 7 a bhaineann le thrathái na dtáirtála.

5.4 Réimse Gníomhaíochtaí

Larradh ar na Stíurthóirí a rá cén réimse imeachtai a chuireann siad ar fáil go rialta sa naíonra sa tearma deireanach. Foireann oíthe naíonra a roghnaigh an líosta imeachtai a cuireadh ar fáil. Tugtar na thrathái i dTábla 5.1.

Thuairiscigh níos mó ná 80% de na freagraí gurb iad gnáthmeachtaí an gnáthpháiste sa tearma deireanach ná spraoi sa chúimne baile, míreanna mearaí agus bríc tógala. Fuair Douglas (1993) amach, chomh maith leis an mhí. Go mbionn chomh maith é ar na himeachtai sin agus go n-úsáidear go han-minic iad sa chuid is mó dá sa易plá de 12 grúpa súgartha pobail agus 22 grúpa súgartha baile i bPoblacht na hÉireann.

Aisteach go leor, nuair a smaoinítear ar an mbéim a chuircann an Lámhleabhar ón gComharchoiste Réamhscolácha, agus an chúrsa oiliúna, ar an luach a bhaineann le rímeanna agus le hamhráin a slúinteadh isteach i gnáthmeachtai laethúla eile, (féach mar shampla, Ní Ailpín, 1985:20, Ó Murchú, 1985:43) níor úsáideadh an oiread sin sa naíonra iad, gan acht 67% thuairiscigh a n-úsáidt laethúil, agus 32% thuairiscigh a n-úsáidit díreach uair nó dtá in aghaidh sa seachtaíne. Is aisteach é, chomh maith leis an mhí, nuair a smaoinítear gur raing agus amhráin, seachas imeacht eile ar bith, a roghnáigh formhór na Stíurthóirí mar gníomhaíochtaí éifeachtacht chun an Ghaeilge a chur chun cinn sa naíonra. Roghnaigh 83% diobh i ar cheann de na cúig gníomhaíochtaí ab éifeachtai ar fad.

Ba imeacht laethúil ag níos lú ná a leath de na Stíurthóirí i an scéaltaíocht. cé go raibh scéaltaíocht ar súil ag an leath eile uair nó dtá in aghaidh sa seachtaíne. Rud nach bhfuil baileach ag teacht leas an minicíocht sách iseal seo i mbeadh mhóranna na Stíurthóirí is ea an scéaltaíocht a bheith grádaíthe acu mar cheann de na himeachtai móinte teanga ab éifeachtai sa naíonra, agus beagnach an tri ceathrú diobh á roghnú mar cheann de na cúig imeachtai ba thábhachtai ann chun an Ghaeilge a chur chun cinn sa naíonra.
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Tábla 5.1 Réimse agus miniciochta gníomháiochtaí sa naíonra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gníomháiocht</th>
<th>Gach lá %</th>
<th>Uair nó dhó sa tseachtain %</th>
<th>&lt; uair sa tseachtain %</th>
<th>ni dhéantara %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cúinne baile</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Míreanna mearaí</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bríci agus ábhar tógála</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amhráin agus rainn</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caille agus críain</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peintéireacht</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gáineamh</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scéalaíocht</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gráphchluichí</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaisceáil cáirtai</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taos</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uisce</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Súgadh lasmuigh</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siosúr a usáid</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lúthchleasa</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cré</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drámaíocht</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puipéid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B'éidír go dtuispeánann an difróocht seo idir rátáil na scéalaíochta agus a húsáid na deacrachtaí praiticiúla a bhainean le ham scéalaíochta, más réasúnta mór é an naíonra, nó má thar gar chuntóir. Léirigh an taighde ar na buntaíste a bhaineann le léamh os ard sa dara teanga le páistí óga, áfach, (mar shampla Romney, Romney agus Braun, 1989) go raibh de thoradh air fheabhas ar an sceilbh focal agus cumas cumarsáide sa T2, i gceannaireacht le grúpa inchoomparaíde rár chuala an scéal á léamh os ard. Mhol Romney et al. gur cheart go d'fhíodh an léamh os ard sa chiondorgaídain luath-thumtha, agus an tsliabh a bhfuair tabhairt faoi na le grúpaí beaga páistí.

Gníomháiocht a mbaincann páistí taithneamh as is ea an cúinne baile, a chuireann 82% de na Stiúrthóirí ar fáil gach lá, agus 13% eile uair nó dhó in aghaidh na seachtaí. Ba é seo an triú gníomháiocht ba mhianne a roghnaiodh ó thaoibh a eféachtaí is atá sé i múineadh teanga, agus chuair 58% é sa chéad chuíg gníomháiochtaí teanga. Gabhann go leor buntaíste leis an súgadhr samhlaíocht áirithe seo, mar shampla forás mothúcháinach.
agus forás sósialta a chur chun cinn, féinmheas a mhéadú agus eolas a chur ar an saol. Anuas air sin, tugann sé deis do na páistí an teanga atá foghlaiththa acu a úsáid i gcomhthéacs imeachtaí laethúla, i dlempeallacht tháinigmeach. Mar sin féin, ni mór a mheabhhrú nach gá go dtabharfadh an cúinne báile an deis is fearr úsáid a bhaint as an nGaeilge nuair is páistí iad atá díreach tosaíthe ar an dara teanga a ionramháil. Is dhalraitheach go gcéithrí ionchairceo Gaeilge aosaí a thabhairt a chun úsáid na Gaeilge a chur chun cinn i measc na bpáistí, chomh maith leis na haidhmeanna leathan mothúchánsacha agus sósialta atá ag an gníomhaíochtaí seo a chur i gceacht. Is sample amhain é seo den ghrá atá le cur chuige pleannála speisialta sa naisrona, agus a thuirthe bunúsacha a dhéanamh ar na gníomhachtaití a mhíonn fáil orthu de ghnáth i ngrúpa réamhsoile, nó i ngrúpa súgárho, le go mbeidís comhoiriúach don luath-thumad.

Léiriónn an réimse imeachtaí a chuitirear ar fáil gach lá sa na naisrona an réimse scileanna a bhíonn a chur chun cinn ann. Gan tréacht in aon chor ar scileanna teanga ionta féin. Dá réir sin, cuireann an spraoi le bhrí, le mireanna mearaí, le gaineamh, le huise, péint agus taos raithi thábhchachtach a fáil ar shubstainti difríula, agus tugann sé deis do na páistí taiscéalaiocht anoir a dhéanamh ar a séimhín só, agus súgradh samhlaíoch, chomh maith leis an deis chun forbairt a dhéanamh ar bhunscileanna in út ghéarcha ag leibhéal éagsúla cumaíos. Mar sin féin, í gcomhthéacs seo ar an naisrona, is den tábhacht é go mbeadh gné na teanga ag baint go sonraí le gaeth ceann de na himeachtaí tríd an bhfocalstór simplí sin a chur ar fáil do na páistí, focalstór a mhíonn gá acu leis chur cur sós ar a gcuid imeachtaí.

Is de dhíth agus d'imneach eagrú gníomhahoicte: sa naisrona é ceist iomchur na Gaeilge. Leas an an Lámhleabhar do Stiúrthóirí bheim an an ngá atá le huasmhíde an iomchur abhainnt a bhíodh mar chuid de gach imeachta. Ní hé atá i gcéiste leis sin siomhonaíog agus na páistí ina dtaois, ach ardleibhéal idirghníomhahoicte idir an Stiúrthóirí agus na páistí. Baíneann go leor Stiúrthóirí an idirghníomhahoicte seo amach, ach thug na Comhairleoirí le fios go raibh suas leis an gcéideiu cuíd de Stiúrthóirí 'lag' ó thabhairt imeachtaí a úsáid chun seáblú teanga a threisiú, agus bhí ceathrú cíle nach raibh ach 'sásúil'. Is léir, mar sin, gur gá iomchur agus treisiú na Gaeilge a uas dáthadó agus gníomhahoicte a bpleanáil agus á gcur in oiriúint don naisrona, chun go gcomhthionfáin an dá aidhm, forás ginearálta a chothú agus seáblú na Gaeilge a chur chun cinn. Ní mór dul isteach sa cheist seo go mion san oiliúint amach ansin.

5.5 EAGRÚ NA HÓIBRE
Cuirteann còrsa oiliúna an Chomhchoiste bheim ar an mbuntáiste a bhaineann le pleanáil oibre. Cuireadh ceist an a Stiúrthóirí faoin áthar seo agus féirionn Fior 5.3 conas mar a d'fhreagair siad an cheist.

Ba ghné neamhspleáchanta den suirbhé seo an lion ard freagróirí nár fhreagair a ceisteannaseo, rud a chuireann in iúl, ní folaír, nach cuireann go leor de na dáéine nár fhreagair an còras seo i bhfheidhm, ach is col dóibh go molaí an Chomhchoiste Réamhshcoláiochta é. Léirionn an figiúr síochána a bhaineann leis an bplean oibre bliana
an gá atá le cúnann bhreise chun pleanáil an fhhadéarma a fhoghlaim nuair a threastalaíonn siad ar chúrsaí oiliúna agus inscrbhise. Bhí thuospaí leis an minicocht a bhaineann leis an bpleanáil tóirma a mhéadú ar a laghad. Léiríonn na thoradh seo ar phleanáil gur gá bheim a chur san oiliúint ar na difriochtai a bhaineann leis na cineálacha pleananna a mholtar, agus ar phuntáistí a bhaineann le plean leathan bliana, agus le plean tóirma, a chur i bhfeidhm, chomh maith leis an plean seachtaine.

Cuírocht ceistéanna ar na Stiúrthóirí maidir le téama na seachtaine agus pointe suime na maidine chomh maith. Thugair sceal níos mó ná a leath de na Stiúrthóirí go n-úsáideann siad na cleachtais mhuinte teanga sin 'de ghnáth', ar a laghad, ach thar thart ar an tríú cuid nach ndéanann amhlaidh ach ó am go ham, agus thart ar an deichí cuid nach mhabhann leo in aon chor.

5.6 OILIÚINT INSCRBHISE
Cuireann Comhairleoirí cúrsa gairid inscrbhise lae nó leathlae ar fáil uair sa tóirma, ar an meán. Do Stiúrthóirí sa cheantar acusan. Freastalaíonn beagnach a leath de na Stiúrthóirí (46%) ar gach cúrsa a chuirtear ar fáil doibh sa cheantar, agus freastalaíonn an chuid is mó den chuid cìile orthu 'go rialta'. Níl ach mionlach de 15% de na Stiúrthóirí nach bhfreastalaíonn 'riamh' nó 'go hannamh', ar chúrsaí. Foradh sásúil é sin, tríd is tríd.
agus is léiríú é ar dhiograis na Stiurthóirí, agus an spéis atá acu sna cúrsaí a chuirtear ar fáil dóibh.

larradh ar na Stiurthóirí a rá cén réimse ábhar insibrhise a mbeadh spéis acu ann. Bhí níos mó ná a leath ar mhaithe leo freastal ar chúrsaí ealaíon agus ceirdéanna, úsáid na drámaíochta agus na puipéadóireachta, agus pléanail na hoibre sa naonra. Bhí níos lú ná a leath a raibh spéis acu i siceolaíocht leanaí agus i gcúrsaí sláinte. Bhí thart ar an triú cuid de na Stiurthóirí ar mhaithe leo freastal ar chúrsaí a bhain le hionramháil an dara teanga agus-conas leas a bhaint as ceol, raínn agus ealaín.

Sa taighde atá déanta ar oiliúnt insibrhise (mar shampla ag Brine agus Shapson 1989; Fullan 1982) dirítear ar na laigi a bhainneann leis an oiliúnt seo i gcíostaimí. Ní mór, dar leo, sraítheanna cúrsaí a eagrú ar an ábhar céanna, chun seans a thabhairt do mhúinteoirí scileanna nua a chealladh agus an taithí sin a phlé lena bpiarí. B'fhuí leis, cúrsaí a dhihrú ar dhaoinn nach bhfuil scileanna faoi leith acu, nó atá lag i réimse faoi leith. Ba bhuntaíste é na moltai óna leithéid de Brine agus Shapson a phlé i gcomhthéacs chúrsaí insibrhise na naonraí, chun an úsáid is fearr a bhaint as an áis seo sa todhchaí.

5.7 An Cúnamh a Theastaíonn
larradh ar Stiurthóirí a rá cén cúnamh sa réimse roghanna a cuireadh ar fáil dóibh is mó a dhéanfadh a leas. Tugtar achoimoire i d'fhlára 5.2 ar na freagraí, in ord minicíochta (ní fhéadhtar 100% nuair a chuirtear na céadadáin le cheile, de bhri go bhfuilfadh an freagróir níos mó ná cúnamh amháin a lua).

Bhí spéis ag níos mó ná a leath de na freagróirí cuairt a thabhairt ar naonraí cailí. Baineann sé seo leis an teagmháil le Stiurthóirí eile a theastaigh ón tríú cuid de na freagróirí, geall leis. Bhíodh is go gcuireann an Comhairleoirí comhairle agus treoir ar fáil, d'fhéadfadh go mbrathfear a Stiurthóirí go bhfuilidh scoite amach óna gcomhghilleacaithe, gan caidreamh sáchar minic acu le piara. B'fhéidir an aonaránacht seo a shárú ach soirí a dhéanamh ídhe phéire Stiurthóirí, le go bhfuilfadh bualadh le cheile go n-amhlaíomhúil, nó labhartaí lena chéile ar an bhfón anois is arís.

Thuairiscigh an tríú cuid acu síúd a bhfuil teacht acu ar Ghaelscoil nó scoil sa Gaeltacht gur beag teagmháil a bhíonn acu leí, má bhíonn teagmháil in aon chor, agus dúirt dhá thrian dóibh an rud céanna i dtála le scoileanna Béarla de. Thuairiscigh an ceithrú cuid de na freagróirí uile go mba chuididh é aithneanta a fháil ón mbeeniscíliúilt, agus is féidir leis an domhan a thabhairt do dhúghanna a bheith aithneanta ó scoileanna aithniúla a eacu, ar dís trí chruinnithe forrmúlaí a dhír an Stiurthóirí, a Comhairleoirí, Próimhoidhe na scoile agus an muinteoir naonra. I ndeireadh na dála, aifhric, is ceist chaitheamh i an cheist seo faoi aitheantas oifigiúil agus aitheantas ó scoileanna aithniúla, ceist a bhfuil a fhéamh san caspa aitheantais oifigiúil do thábhacht an
Tábla 5.2 An cúnamh ab éifeachtai

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Céin saghas cúnamh is mó atá de dhíth ort, dar leat?</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deis ar chuairt a thabhairt ar naonraí eile</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fearas nua</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Níos mó teagmhála le Stiúrthóiri eile</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dóthaín ama le freastal ar chúrsaí atá ar fáil cheana</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúrsaí nua</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúrsaí Gaeilge do thuismitheoirí</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aitheantas ón mbunscoile áitiúil</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúrsa Gaeilge don Stiúrthóir fín nó dá cuntoir</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Níos mó teagmhála leis an ngaeilseoil is cónarai</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Níos mó tacaischte ó na thuismitheoirí</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aitheantas ón ngaeilseoil áitiúil</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Níos mó teagmhála leis an gcomhairleoir</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Níos mó teagmhála leis an gcomhairleoir</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

oideachais réamhscóilí do pháistí uile na tíre. Is ar an leibhéil sin chomh maith a chaithfear aghaidh a thabhairt ar an gceist.

Thug tuairini is a leath de na Stiúrthóiri le fios gur mhaith leo fearas nua a fháil. Faigheann gach naonra nua trealann ar fiú timpeall £300 é, ach i ndiaidh an tsoláthair thionscnamh seo, ní mór do Stiúrthóiri a gcuíid gniomhaíochtaí baithithe airgid féin a eagrá chun bréagáin agus trealann nua a cheannach, nó a athsholáthar. Dá dheasca sin, caithfeadh go leor Stiúrthóiri agus tuismitheoirí a lán ama agus fuinnimh i mbun airgead a bhailiú. Ní mór a thabhairt faoi deara chomh maith nach ceist acmhainní amháin i séo, os rud é gur lá na bháisanna teagasc atá ar fáil do thumhhrúpaí Súgardarla Gaeilge ná do ghrúpaí Béarla, cé go bhfuil An Comhchoiste Réamhscocaíochta agus eagraíse eile ag cabhrú chun feabhas a chur ar an scéal seo le déanaí.

Anuas ar an athbhreithniú seo ar na hathruithe a theastaíonn ó na Stiúrthóiri, is díol spéise é féachaint ar na níthite nár mhaith leo a athrú. De bhre nár thuairisciúgh a chron 3% diobh gur mhaith leo níos mó teagmhála a bheith acu leis an gComhairleoir, is féidir a bhaint as sin gur leor nó gur sásúil é an leibhéil teagmhála mar atá sói láthair, thart ar uair in aghaidh na mions. Ni raibh ach 4% diobh ar theastaigh níos mó teagmhála a bheith acu leis an tuismitheoir, agus thuairisciúgh siad chomh maith go labhraíonn a leath acu leis na tuismitheoirí níos mó ná uair in aghaidh na seachtaine, agus an triú cuid acu uair in aghaidh na seachtaine. Ag freagraíte ceiste eile, duit móramh na Stiúrthóiri go h-íosóidh séin cas a tuismitheoirí mar chuntóirí uaireanta, ach d’fhéadfadh go
mbraithéann sé seo ar an tuiscititheoir a thapódh an deis agus caibeá a thairiscint. Dúirt thart ar an gcúigIU cuí díobh gur mhaith le tuiscititheoir a bheith sa naíonra níos minice ach bhí an cúigIU cuí eile ar a mhatair d'fhaochaim. Bh fhéidir gurbh é atá laistiar den easaontú barúla seo ná an easpa cumaí sa Ghaeilge a bháineann le grúpa áirithe tuiscititheoir.

Dearlraíonn sé go ndírionn Stiúrthóirí go prionmhà ar Ghaeilge na dTuiscititheoirí. Bhi thart ar a leath acu a spreagadh tuiscititheoirí chun freastaíl ar chúrsai agus ceathrú eile acu ar mhaith le níos mó de na cúrsaí sin a bheith ar fáil. Spéisíil go leor, teastáin cúrsaí Gaeilge ón gcúigiu cuí nó mar sin de na tuiscititheoirí chomh maith, nó grúpa comhrá sa Ghaeilge. Is dócha gur ceart a rá go dtugann tacaíocht na dTuiscititheoirí sa thuaisceart, maidir leis na focail Ghaeilge agus na nathanna Gaeilge nuafaighlamtha ag an bpáiste, anspreagadh d'obair an Stiúrthóra, agus ní hionadh mar sin an bhéime seo ar leibhéal a gcuir Gaeilge.

5.8 MEASÚNÚ Á DHEÁNAMH AG COMHAIRLEÓIRÍ

D'éiríonn teacht ar chomparáidí meastoíreacht áirithe idir naíonraí. larradh ar na Comhairleoirí meastoíreachta dhéanamh ar gach naíonra ina gcéantair féin, chun teacht ar léargas níos leithne ar a bhfuil dhá measc. Líiradh ar na Comhairleoirí ar Stiúrthóirí agus a Stiúrthóir Cénta/Comhstíurthóirí a gráduáil le húsáid na Gaeilge de agus iad ag deileáil leis na páistí. Ní hé a chumas Gaeilge atá á measc anseo, mar sin, ach iad a bheith ábalta ar an teanga a chur i láthair na bpáistí ar bhfear a d'éascóidh an sealbhá. Measadh an ceathrú cuí d'fheidhmiú ar Stiúrthóirí a bheith ar fhacaíos, dó thriú eile de na Stiúrthóirí agus dá gcomhoirite a bheith sásúil ar a laghad ó thaoibh úsáid na Gaeilge leis na páistí de, ach bhí 7% de na Stiúrthóirí agus suas le 20% dá ghéintóirí a bhí 'lag' nó 'mishásúil' ó thaoibh úsáid na Gaeilge leis na páistí de, i dtuairim na gComhairleoirí. Ar ndóigh, tá baint aige seo le cumas sa Ghaeilge i gcoitianta.

larradh ar na Comhairleoirí meastoíreacht a dhéanamh ar an réimse imeachtaí a cuireadh ar faíl i ngach naíonra agus ar céad na n-imeachtaí sin. Tá a gcuí ghrádúilte i fáil i dTábla 5.3. Mheasc de na Comhairleoirí réimse agus cáipitl a bheith ar fhacaíos phoiblí de na naíonraí. Measadh, áfach, thart ar 10% a bheith lag, ar a mhíid, sa mhír sin, agus beagnach tréile eile nach raibh ach sásúil. Tharlódh sé gur fadhb aonhmhaonnis is cúis leis sin, méadú áirithe, sa tsliú gur deacair réimse leathan imeachtaí a chur ar faíl mura mbíonn cistíú sásúil ann chuige sin.

Measadh feidhmiú an réimse imeachtaí chun foghlaimeachta agus úsáid na teanga a chur chun cinn a bheith go maith, ar a laghad, i níos mó ná a leath de na naíonraí ach gan é a bheith ach sásúil ag ceathru eile agus lag, sa chúis is fearr de, ag an gcuí eile. Is é is dóigh leis na Comhairleoirí, dá réir sin, go bhfeadhfeadhais a chur ar thart ar a leath de na naíonraí chun cur le fóghlaim agus úsáid teanga an pháiste trí na himeachtaí go leir a mbíonn sé gafa leo i gcoitianta a threimhse sa naíonra.
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**Tablá 5.3 Réimse agus eagrú imeachtai (Grádú an Chomhairleora)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Réimse imeachtai</th>
<th>Eagrú imeachtai</th>
<th>Treisiú teanga tri imeachtai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar fheabhas</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go maith</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sásúil</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mishásúil</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Is é an léargas a tháighimid ón meastóireacht seo ná dáileadh naíonra i dtréimh bhreabhsa, thart ar an súil cuid dóibh agus iad ag feidhmiú ar fheabhsa, agus thart ar 70% a sheideachta go maith nó go sásúil, ach thart ar 10% a sheideachta go lag. Is é an dóshláin atá ann, mar sin, lebhéal gniomhúchaí an ghrúpa is laige a aird. Chuige sin, b’fhéidir smaointeach ar athoiliúint ar leith don ghrúpa seo a chur ar fáil dóibh síud is laige agus, anuas ar sin, (nó mar mhálaíre dóbh síud ar lèisc leo freastal ar chúrsaí iniúchais) diriú ar nuashonrú eolaí agus roinnt acmhainní a chur ar fáil déibh. Sí eile nach mbeadh bagrach ar dhóigh ar bith chun cuidiú leis na Stiúrbhóirí sin forghairt phrósíúnta a dhéanamh nó socruithe péireála idir na Stiúrbhóirí sin ar léir iad a bhéadh ag feidhmiú go héifeachtaí agus iad síud ar caspa taithi. Sa deireadh, an cineál tacaíochtha ba thábhachtaí a d’fhéadfadh a chur ar fáil do na Stiúrbhóirí atá ag feidhmiú go lag nó cúrsa teanga ar feadh tréimhse sa Ghaeilge, agus codanna de ag diriú ar idirghníomhaíochta le páistí óga Ghaeilge, ach chaitheadh na Stiúrbhóirí agus Stiúrbhóirí Cúnta aonaí sin dúthracht a léiriú chuige sin agus misneach agus spreagadh a fháil ón gComhchoiste.

**5.9 CONCLUDÍD**

Tugann na tortaíi seo le fios gur measad formhór na Stiúrbhóirí, agus an tasc deacair atá acu, a bhéith ag feidhmiú go maith nó thar barr, agus gan ach mionchach dóibh a raibh oiliúint bhreise, nó athoiliúint, de dhíth orthu. Cruthaíomh freagraí na Stiúrbhóirí gur dream oibríthe atá dúthraichte, a bhfuil a gcuid riachtanas féin acu maidir le hoiliúint agus le fearas a gcaithfear a gcáiladh a thabhairt orthu. Le fada an lá atá féidir an gá le leathnú a dhéanamh ar an gcúrsa oiliúna a eagráoinn An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta, ós i seol an oiliúnt is speisialta a tháighcheann formhór na Stiúrbhóirí. Feidhí láthair, tá an Comhchoiste ag lorg atbeantais le haghaidh cúrsa oiliúna níos cuimsithe, a fhreastalódh níos fearr ar riachtanais na réamhscolaíochta agus an luath-thumtha ach go háirithe. Ní mór tacaíochta a chur ar fáil chomh maith chun scileanna
Gaeilge a fhórbairt i measc na Stiúrthóirí is íle leibhéal cumais, mar ardtosaíocht. Pléifear an dá cheist bhunúsacha seo arís i gCaibidil 8.

Aithnítear an gá a bhíonn ag naíonraí le hacaithiú thionóileach, ach go dti seo, is lú aird a tarraingiodh ar an ngá atá ag Stiúrthóirí idirghníomhú lena bpiaráí agus breathnú ar naíonraí eile. Tá ról an Stiúrthóra sách aonarach, agus d'fhéadfadh cabhrú leo, chomh maith, ach teagmhálacha le grúpaí ságartha, agus le scoileanna áitiúla, a thionscnamh. Ceisteanna tromchúiseacha ar gá aghaidh a thabhairt orthu iad pá íseal, caspa aitheantaísh phróifísíunta agus dul chun cinn, d'fhonn diocas a bhuanú agus éifeachacht a neartú.

I dtaic le himeachtaí de, is ríléir go gcuireann formhór na Stiúrthóirí réitse leathan imeachtaí ar fáil do pháisí ina naíonraí agus é mar aidhm leó fómhá an bhforás fisiceach, cognaioch, mothúcháinach agus sóisialta, mar aon le freastal ar shealbhú na Gaeilge. Mar sin féin, is iad na naíonraí is fearr a n-eirionn leo ná na naíonraí sin a bhaineann leas as na himeachtaí sin go léir chun Gaeilge an pháiste a sheabhsú le linn doibh scileanna eile a fhórbairt. Ní haon dothchú é tasc an Stiúrthóra, ach is den tábhacht é go mbeidís oílte agus ullmhaithe chun an freastal is fearr a dhéanamh ar an dá aidhm atá acu, forás ginearálta agus scéalbhú na Gaeilge a bhaint amach.
Caibidil 6

Measúnú Torthaí na dTrialachá

6.1 Na Trialachá

6.2 A Bhfuil ar Eolas ag na Páistí: Scóir Miúisreachta
Cé ghearadh trialachá Ghaeilge chuig a thaispeáint e na leibhéal i gcumas na Gaeilge a bhí bainte amach ag daltaí nó ag grúpaí daltaí áirithe, foireann oifte naíonraí agus taithe agu ar dhul chun cinn an pháistí sa naíonra a thugtar inigh an leibhéal rathú a ba chóir a bheith ag stúil leis. Tríd is tríd, ní bhfuil go n-eireoidh leis i ngach mór, agus nuair a bhí na trialachá i gcumas dhéanta go seansfáth rátha ratha de 75%, nó mar sin, do mhúisreachta ar na haldumhcaíteacha teanga i gcás mhórán de na páistí naíonra. Measadh iomadul chun cinn (f. Earch Harris, 1984) a bheith d'eacanta ag páistí a bhain rátha ratha 40% amach, ar a laghad. Is féidir achoimré mar a leanas a dhéanamh ar leibhéal ghnóthaichtála na bpáistí sna tástála.

Sa stairdearc seo féachadh ar thoradh an phúais an sealbhaithe, seachas ar an bhpróiseas féin, mar a scríofadh Owens (1992) abair, i gcás páistí anfháin ag sealbhú na Gaeilge mar T2, agus Wyn Stieyyn (1983) i gcás 41 páistí ag sealbhú na Breataineise. Mar chomparáid, faoi am ar thug Wyn Stieyyn a triú cuairt ar an grúpa ságrach Breataineise, ag deireadh an triú téarma, bhí tuiscint éigin don Bhreatainí agus breis agus a leath de na páistí agus roinnt mhaithe tuiscimeann don Bhreatainí agus aon amran de na gceithre cuíodh. Ba chostail go maith é an dailleadh ar chumas labhairtha (ginchumas) na Breataineise tríú na cuairte sin. Faoi am ar thug sí an ceithre cuairt um Shamhain, atá, agus an chuid is mó de na daltaí tosaithe ar an mhunscóil, bhí bearna níos mó idir tuiscint agus an ginchumas, agus ginchumas na Breataineise chun deiridh ar an tuiscint.

Mar a thaispeáint i d'fhléil 6.1 i gcás na bpáistí naíonraí, bhí bearna níos mó fós idir tuiscint agus labhairt na Gaeilge, agus scór níos aird a bhaint amach ag níos mó páistí
AN LUATH-THUMADH IN ÉIRINN

san fhotheist tuiscéana ná sa ghinchumas. Rinne na páistí go léir, nach móir, iósudul chun cinn ar a lágadh sa tuiscint, rud a léirioneoir forís féinach, go háirithe i measc na bpáistí nach raibh focal Gaeilge acu agus iad ag tosú sa naíonra. Tríd is tríú, mar sin, is féidir a rá faoi bhreis agus 40% de na páistí, go raibh scileanna suntasacha tuiscéana acu ar fhagáil an naíonra dóibh (scóráil 75% nó níos mó), agus go raibh iósul chun cinn, ar a lágadh, déanta ag 95% sa tuiscint (scóráil 40% nó níos mó).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tábla 6.1 Gníomhanna sna Trialacha Gaeilge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triail</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuiscint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginchumas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aithris</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maidir le ginchumas sa Ghaeilge, rinne leath de pháistí na Gaeltachta agus trí cheathrú de pháistí na Gaeltachta iósul cinn ar a lágadh (scóráil 40% nó níos mó). Ní haoz ionadl é, áfach, ag an gcéim an-luath seo de shealbhú an dara teanga, nach mhainneann ach thart ar an séú cuid scór máistreachta ar leithleadh níos airde amach, 75%, sa triail ar ghinchumas. Bionn foireann atá oibre ar naíonra ag stiúl gar sa tuiscint ar dtús a dhéanfadh an páiste an príomhsholáthra chun cinn agus an dul chun cinn sa gchinčumas gan a bheith chomh fellaíseach ceanna. Tá a fhios againn le fade (féach mar shampla, Hakuta, 1976, Hatcher, 1974) go ngabhann go léir foghlaimeoirí óga 12 trí 'thréimhse thostach' ar dtús, ar fheadh roinnt miomaí bithéidir. Muaidh a bhíonn an-drogall orthu i bhread agus focal den 12 a labhairt, ainneoin go dtugann siad go maith i, de réir cosuílaíta. Thug Owens (1992) faoi deara go raibh scileanna tuiscéana cuíbhéiseach maith forbartha ag a hínne. Éithe, tar éis bliana amháin sa naíonra, chomh maith le focalstóir labhairtha níos teoranta, agus stór rann, amhrán agus roinnt nathanna aici. Ní go dtí go raibh sí sa dara bliain ag an naíonra a léirigh Éithe dul chun cinn nó scibhíta i labhairt na teanga.

Baíneann tosca pearsantaítha chomh maith le luathshaithrí 12, mar shampla, meon an páistí a ligfadh dó dul san fhiontar leis na focal agus leis na nathanna atá seachtaithe aige cheanna. Léirigh Wong Fillmore (1976) difriochtai áirithe i measc Spáinniseoirí óga agus an Béarla a fhoghlaímacing, ó thaobh úsáid formhlí agus nathanna de: bhí callán amhlaí níor leosé leil du sa scans agus a thapaigh an deis chun an stór beag focal agus formhlí Béarla a bhí aici ag úsáid, nuair a léir gur straitéis níos anáilíse abh inbharr leis an cheile agus gótaí a dhéanamh ar fhocail aonair. Ní hé gach foirmle a cascadonn fhoghlaimteacha; cruthaithe go p-céiríonn nathanna áirithe, a fhoghlaimitear ina mbloic, stocaí.
agus neamh-indeighilt. Faightear saighsanna cille foirmlí, áfach, agus más an don spreagadh agus don scáilí ait, déanta deighilt agus anaílis orthu sula siocann siad, rud a chuireann ar chumas an pháiste dul ar aghaidh ó 'fhoghlaim i mhireanna' mar a deir Cruttenden (1981). go dtí 'foghlaim chórásacht'. Thuairimigh Mhic Mhaithúna (1995) gurb i an cheim ba thábhchacht an d'fhoghlaim i mbeadh i measc ceathrar páistí naíonra a bhí faoi scrúdú aici gur thosaigh siad ag úsáid a gcuid foirmlí i gcomhthéacsanna nua, chomh maith lena gcomhthéacsanna bunaíodh, rud a tharla agus iad ag toisí ar urlabhra ar bhonn níos cruthaith.

Sa triail aithrisce, bhí breis agus 90% de na páistí a bhí in ann glanaíthris a dhéanamh ar abairt ag a raibh dhá shiolla, e.g. ná dó. In abairt ag a raibh cuig shiolla, áfach, ní raibh móraí na bpáistí in ann aithris a dhéanamh ach ar an dá shiolla dheireanacha. Bhí patrún an chruinnsí aithrisce ag teacht go maith le Prionsabal Oibríochta1 Slobin (1973) i gcéas leanai a sheilbhíonn a gcéad teanga - 'aírd a thabhairt ar thús agus ar dheireadh na bhfocal' agus ba iad sin ná siollai a chuir crioch le hurlabhra a fuair an crúinneas aithrisce ba mhó, agus sa dara háit bhí sin na siollai tosaigh.

Tríd is tríd, scéoil na páistí níos fearr sa tuiscint agus san aithris ná sa ghínhumas. Is é seo an patrún forbartha a mbítear ag stiú leis, ina leagtar síos an tuiscint ar dtús a chabhraíonn le seilseanna aithrisce, sula mbionn na páistí lámhúil na gnéithe a thugseadair a char i bhfocal. Bhí féidire réimse suntai a mhacáil de na mireanna teanga a thug i nna páistí agus a bhiodh in ann a ghínhumadadh. Ní laon ionadh go raibh níos mó páistí in ann na mireanna agus na habairtí a bhain le saol an naíonra a thuiscint agus a úsáid2. Tá grúpa de mhireanna ann a thug breis agus 70% de na páistí freagraí cearta orthu, agus grúpa eile de mhireanna nár fhreagaí achar 40% go crúinn iad. Déirigh go maith leis na páistí ag freagraí d'orduithe agus d'abairtí ar cuid de ghnáthamh nó de chluichí an naíonra iad, mar shampla 'suigh síos', 'sean suas', 'is liaomsa é': d'fhéadfaidh gur foirmlí iad sin do na páistí, nó fhrasáil neamhainistiúil nach fheidir leo a úsáid faoi amuigh den chomhthéacs teoranta (Hickey 1993). Bhí mireanna áirithe inar scéoil siad go maith a bhain le raon agus amhráin, mar shampla 'ta duine ag an doras'. Tagraíonn a thuilleadh de na fhrasáil seo do na baill bhealtha agus bhí an mórán in ann iad sin a úsáid. Is féidir a thabhairt faoi dearth go raibh an scéoil i gcéas na bhfoghlaim naíonra, síúil, srón, béal, i bhfhad nós ná na gnéithe níos imeallaithe, gruaig agus cluaí, m'fhéidir leighis suntasach céanna agus ar lú an eur amach atá orthu. Mar an gceann le dailanna: ba thússe a chabhraíonn le tearnai bhríomhara péinteireachta agus dathadh aiceachta, 'Dearg' agus 'bui' nó 'dubh'. Tríd is tríd, is ná mireanna sin a thug eur síos ar ghiúrleáidi, ar imeachtai nó ar thaithi an naíonra agus a d'fhas spéis pearsanta a bheith ag na páistí iomtu, is uirthí a bhi an scéoil: mar shampla, ba mhinicce a tugadh an freagra ceart i gcéas 'brúga' agus 'madra' nó i gcéas 'gealach' nó 'bosca'.

1 'Operating principles'.
2 Ní mór teorainn a bheith le samlar de mhireanna ar leith anseo, teise a thábhchaithe is ata sé iomháine na triailach a chuir sé a lusaid amach anseo.
6.3 ACHOIMRE
Thug an chaibidil seo achoimre ar na scóir a baineadh amach sna trialacha a forbraiodh agus a úsáideadh sa tionscadal seo. Dearbhaidh na trialacha a bheith baili agus iontaofa. Léirigh torthaí iomlánan na dtrialacha Gaeilge gur fhreagair beagnach a leath de na páisti an triáil tuiscint go cruinn agus go raibh iós dul chun cinn, ar a laghad, sa tuiscint déanta ag an leath cile (a d’fhreagair ar a laghad 40% de na mheáonna sin go cruinn). Faoi mar a bhíothas ag stil leis, bhí gínchumas na bpáisti sa Ghaeilge chun deirdh ar an tuiscint, agus ní raibh ach 14% (7% sa Ghailltacht agus 35% sa Ghaeltacht) a bhi in ann an chuid is mó de na mheáonna tästálta a bhain leis an ngínchumas a fhreagairt go cruinn. Mar sin féin, bhí iós dul chun cinn i labhairt na Gaeilge déanta ag leath de pháisti na Ghailltachta, agus trí cheathrú de pháisti na Ghaeltachta. Léiríonn na torthaí seo go mbaineann na páisti leibhéal suntasach gnóthachtála amach sa Ghaeilge: Déannann mór mar mór tuiscint bhunúsach a lhorbairt, agus tá níos mó ná a leath a bhfuil tuiscint sáchar farbrtha acu agus cuntas teoranta íontu iad féin a chur in iúl sa Ghaeilge chomh maith. Is fiú a mheabhrú anseo, mar sin. go dtosaíonn na páisti seo ar an mbunscoil agus dul chun cinn suntasach déanta acu i seachtú na Gaeilge, marab ionann agus a bpiarai nach raibh taidhí acu ar luath-thumadh sa Ghaeilge.
Caibidil 7

Tionchair ar Ghnóthachtáil sa Ghaeilge

7.1 RÉAMHÍRÁ
Sa chaibidil seo déantar iníuchadh ar na fachtaíri a théann i bhfeidhm ar ghnóthachtáil na bpáistí sna trialacha tuiseana agus ginechumais, chun na tionscmainn as a mheas le roinnt mhaith modhanna staitistiuil. Ba dhóigh leat go mbraitheadh gnóthachtáil thomhaiste na bpáistí cuid mhaith ar a scileanna cognáiche ginearálta féin, ar an timpeallacht teanga sa bháile agus sa chomharsanacht agus ar an timpeallacht teanga ar leith a chuireann an naíonra féin ar fáil. Mar sin, sa chaibidil seo iníuchtar na róil a bhaineann leis na santriúiteach faide ar nós aonair, le cúlra an teaghlaigh agus le santriúiteach ar leibhéal an naíonra.

7.2 ANAILÍSÍ DÉ-ATHRÁIDE¹: TORTHÁI
I dTábla 7.1 tugtar achtóireachta ar na torthái a bhain le roinnt anailísí 'dé-athrái de' a léirionn an eifeacht a bhíonn ag athróg naomhúspleách amháin (mar shampla, suíomh na Gaeltachta/Gaeltachta) ar an athróg spleách (scór ginechumas na Gaeilge). Úsáideadh an scór ginechumais toise go raibh réimse níos leithne ag an scór sin ná mar a bhí ag an scór tuiseana, rud a lít do pháistí le hardchumais na Ghaeilge a bhí in ann a thaispeáint níos fearr. Tugann anailísí dé-athráide roinnt buneolaísear phríomh-dheitearmanaithe a bhíonn leis an scór tháistí. Ach dá úsáidí é an t-eolas seo chun réamhspéichracht a fháil ar a dtéann i bhfeidhm ar scór tháistí, tá teoraíonn ó nádóir le hanailísí dé-athráide. Ní chuireann síd aon aíreamh an idirghnín oisíníocht idir athróg na naomhúspleáchta, rud a dhéanann na hanailísí ilathraíde a thuairiscitear i Mír 7.3.

I dtéanta an réamhseolaíse a thugann anailísí dé-athráide, úsáideadh iad chun comparáid a dhéanamh le tortháil Egan (1981). Ní féidir an chomparáid sin a iníuchadh sa tuarsaigh seo, cheart snáís.

¹ Bivariate analyses.
Tábla 7.1 Achoimre ar anailisi dé-áthraidhe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Athróg</th>
<th>Achoimre ar thorthaí</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Aois</td>
<td>Bhi scóir roimint mhaith níos aírde i nginechumas na Gaeilge ag páistí a bhi níos sine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gnéas</td>
<td>Bhi scóir roimint mhaith níos aírde ag caillini sa tuiscint, ach ní raibh aon difriocht sa scóir ar ghinechumas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cumas Cognaioch Ginearálta</td>
<td>Is fearr cuid mhaith a chruthaigh na páistí i nginechumas na Gaeilge a raibh cumas cognaioch ginearálta níos aírde acu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Teanga an bhaile</td>
<td>Bhi scóir níos aírde sa tuiscint agus sa ghinechumas ag páistí ó theaghlach inar labhradhod an Ghinechumas an fhíne ná mar a bhi ag páistí ó theaghlach dátheangach. Bhi scóir níos aírde aris sa ghinechumas ag páistí ó theaghlach dátheangach ná mar a bhi ag páistí ó theaghlach inar labhradhod an Béarla an fhíne. Teaghlach Gaeilge &gt; teaghlach dátheangach &gt; teaghlach Béarla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Teanga an bhaile de réir Gaeltachta agus Galltachta</td>
<td>Bhi scóir níos aírde sa ghinechumas ag páistí ó theaghlach Béarla agus ó theaghlach dátheangach sa Ghaeltacht ná mar a bhi ag a geomhghrepait de pháistí ó theaghlach Béarla nó ó theaghlach dátheangach sa Ghaeltacht.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Gaeilge an Stiúrthóra</td>
<td>I naionraí an Galltachta bhi scóir níos aírde sa tuiscint ag páistí a raibh Stiúrthoir ar chainteoir dhúchais i níos, nó Stiúrthóir ag a raibh cumas ac chainteora dhúchais aici. Norbh an dún eitheach sin i naionraí na Gaeltachta toisc cumas an chainteora dhúchais a bheith ag na Stiúrthóirí go léir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Suionh</td>
<td>Chruithaigh páistí i naionraí i dtírse priobháideach, in haltai nó i scoileanna lána Ghaeilge i bhfad níos fearr i dtuiscint na Gaeilge i náthaid stiúid i scoileanna Béarla. Bhi scóir roimint mhaith níos aírde i ngninechumas na Gaeilge ag páistí naionra i dtírse priobháideach agus i haltai ná acu stiúid ina raibh an naionraí suite i scoileanna (scoileanna Gaeilge nó Béarla).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Lion na bpáisithe</td>
<td>Bhi scóir roimint mhaith níos aírde i nginechumas na Gaeilge ag páistí i naionra ag a raibh 15 páistí nó níos lú ná sin ná acu stiúid i naionraí níos mó.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Lion na bpáisithe de réir na Galltachta</td>
<td>Bhi scóir roimint mhaith níos aírde sa tuiscint agus sa ghinechumas ag páistí i naionraí Galltachta ina raibh níos lú ná 15 páistí ná acu stiúid i naionraí Galltachta níos mó.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Cóимheas daltaí is muinteoirí</td>
<td>Norbh an d'éitheach shuntasach do pháistí le cóimheas daltaí is muinteoirí níos isle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3 Anailísí Ilathráide: Torthaí
D’fhéach na hanailísí dé-athrógta ar gach comhcheangal idir athróg neamhspleách agus na scór ghinichumais mar chás aonair. Chun an idirghníomhchócht idir na hathrógta a iníonadh, ní mór anailísí ilathráide a dhéanamh, ina leithéid de anailís, is fheidir tionchar athrógta amhain a mhacan nuair atá éifeacht na n-athróg cille a rialú. Ar dtús, scrúdaithe na comhghaoiota idir na fachtóiri eagsúla. Reghnaíodh méid áirithe athróg (a bhí teoranta de réir na modhanna staithistíla) agus deíneadh anailís aischéimnithe, anailís ord-aíschéinmithe agus anailís il-leithéid orthu.

Thug an anailís aíscéimnithe le fios go mbionn mórthionchar ag na hathrógta a leanas ar ghnóthachtáil na bpáiste sa Ghaeilge, de réir na scrí a bhain leis an triail ghinichumais.

Cumas cognaíoch ginearálta
Cumas Gaeilge na dtuismitheoirí
An Ghaeilge á labhairt leis an bpáiste agus é ina leanbh agus ina thachrán
Minicocht úsáid na Gaeilge faoi láthair ag baile
Suíomha Gaeltachta
Gaeilge an Stiúrthóir
An náonra suite i scoil
Lion na bpáiste sa seisiún náonra (mheid an ranga)

Dá bhfí sin, agus gach ní éile mar a chuire, d’fhéadfai a bheith ag súil le scór an pháiste sa ghinichumais a bheith níos aird, ach:

scór níos aird ná an meánscór a bheith aige sa tástaíl ar chumas cognaíoch ginearálta: tuismitheoir amhain, ar a laghad, aige ag a raibh cumais ard, nó measarthta aige sa Ghaeilge; gur labhraíodh Gaeilge leis agus é ina leanbh agus ina thachrán; go raibh méid áirithe Gaeilge á labhairt sa bhaile faoi láthair; go raibh cótaí air sa Ghaeltacht; go raibh Stiúrthóir aige a raibh eolas maith ar an nGaeilge aici, nó liosfacht sa Ghaeilge aici; gur fhreastail sé ar náonra nach raibh suite i scoil; gur fhreastail sé ar náonra a bhí réasúnta beag.

Pléitear na fachtóiri sin uile anois leo féin.

7.3.1 Cumas Cognaíoch Ginearálta
Fáistíneoir an-suntasach ba ea an cumas cognaíoch ginearálta maidir le scóir na bpáistí sa ghinichumais. P’ail Harris agus Murtagh (1991) anach freisin gur fáistíneoir suntasach í intleacht bhriathartha i gnóthachtáil na Gaeilge sa sampla acu de dhaltaí Rang a SÉ.

AN LUATH-THUMADH IN ÉIRIINN

ginearalta agus an dul chun cinn acadúil a dhéantar ar scoil, d’fhiosraigh sé (a) an mbeadh fadhsbanna breise ag páiste lagehumasach i scoil tumtha nach mbeadh aige i ngnáthseoil; agus (b) an n-eireodh leis an bpáiste seo an T2 a fhoghlaim. Thaispeáin Cummins nach raibh an dul chun cinn acadúil i measc sa bpáiste seo nósos measa i scoil tumtha ná mar a bhí i measc páisti i ngnáthseoil. Ina theannta sin, léirigh taighde fad-ama a scrúdaigh sé ar dhaonra tumtha i gCeannada nach mbíonn daltaí ag a bhfuil sainuinbhí éiríse isíl foai mhíbhuntúiste i ndeireadh thiar i dthumadh Fraincise ó thaobh thoradh teanga de a ch and oiread (Swain agus Lapkin 1982). Ach ceaptar go mbeidh na daltaí seo nósos moille ar an meán sna céimeanna tosaigh i scabhá an dára teanga ná daltaí ag a bhfuil cumas intleachta ar dhu.

Mar sin, féin ná chuireann an náifonn a Ghaeilge chun cinn ar bhealach atá an-chomhthéacaithe agus an-rádúrtha (a bhunaíochta, chomh láda agus is feidir laistigh de theoirainneacha ana agus comhthéacs, le dálra scabhsaithe na chéad teanga), ná glactar leis, mar sin, nach mbeidh tionscarráil láidir ar an rath ag na scileanna foghlaíma a sheasann don éirim ginearálta. Ach ba chóir a thabhairt fós fein chomh maith go ndearna páistí, a raibh scóir 'ile' agus chun cumas cogaidh ginearálta, dul chun cinn substáintiúil i dtuisíomh na Gaeilge (meascscóir 53% in gcéadú le thart ar 73% do pháistí ardchumais) sa stáitse aon uair. Tugann leis fós go mbeidh sa bhun beifh ag aghaidh teanga a bhíonn sa Gaeilge, toisic gur mbeidh an bpáiste eile a bhaiteadh le daltaí ardcumais agus daltaí lagehumais ar an rí, mar shampla, inspinadh agus teagmháil leis an teanga.

7.3.2 Cumas Gaeilge na dTuísmitheoirí

Mhínigh cumas Gaeilge na duísmitheoirí 20% nach mór den athraitheasc inmáin a bhítheidir a mhníú ar scóir na bpáistí sa ghinechumas san od-aíschéimnéad. Bhain an athróg seo le céadadán nósos mó den athraitheasc inmáin a thróg ar bith eile ar leibhéal an pháistí. Caithfear a mheabhrú nach ag braith ar a comhfaideolú le hathróg aile amháin (ar nós cónaí na Gaeilteach nó labhairt a Gaeilge leis an bpáiste) atá éifeacht chumas na duísmitheoirí sa Ghaeilge a léirionn na staitisteachtaí ilathairde, toisic go rialtaíthear athróg aile san anáilís ilathráiide chun meásúil a dhéanamh ar thionchar athrógta naonair. Mar sin, féin ná rialtaíthear a fachtaíí aon an anáilís ilathráiide, fanann tionscarr chumas Gaeilge na duísmitheoirí suntasach an fuid iós.

Pléann Ó Riagáin (1997) an comhcheangal idir cumas sa Ghaeilge, stádas gairme agus an leibheitheal oideachais i measc an daoine ghnáthseoil. Ardaionn sin an eolais an raibh tionscarr chumas Gaeilge na duísmitheoirí a gá a dhéanamh as fachtaíí nó gur bunúsach mar bhunthástí sconchaimseachta. Deineadh anáilís breise ar an gceist seo, a thaispeáin ar an mharbh anmhlaideach a bhí, ach go raibh fiorfhoirfeach ag an gcomas sa Ghaeilge.

Níor tugadh mórán aird sa taighde idirnáisiúnta ar ról na duísmitheoirí san oidheachas tumtha; dhírionn an taighde sin nósos mó ar aithróg ar leibheitheal an ranga agus an chlár ná ar
leibhéal an bhailé agus an phobail. Tugann gluaiseachtaí tumtha Cheannadá agus na Breataine Bige, áfach, faoi na tuismitheoirí a thabhairt isteach in imeachtai teanga agus i ranganna, agus foai bhileoga agus leabhráin a chur ar fáil dóibh ina mbionn taighde, cútá agus treoir. Thug Gibson (1984) faoi deara, agus ról na duismitheoirí sa tumadh á phlé aige, gur spreagadh do thuismitheoirí is ea é páistí i dtuimoseadhas a bhreith acu chuim a gnáthas sa spriochtanga a fheabhsú, iomhas go mbeidh siad in ann cabhrú leis an obair bhailé nó bhéidh gníomhach i scoileachtaí the ghrá. Léiríonn sin an tábhbhacht a bhainnann le tuismitheoirí tuimoseadhas in imeachtai athbhreochacha teanga. Taispeánann an eonfais comas na duismitheoirí agus scóir ghinehmas a thabhbhacht a bhainnann le ranganna Gaeilge a tharlaíonaí do thuaismitheoirí. Scéim go a-éireodh níos fearr leis na ranganna sin agus go bhfearaslaíodh níos mó tuaismitheoirí orthu dá ndéideodh siad níos mó ar an teanga atá á thabhairt agus á húsaidh ag a gcuid leanúin sa tumadh, seachas na ranganna Gaeilge a churtear ar fáil do phobal i gceoilte. Anuas ar sin, ba chóir air tuaismitheoirí a chur isceitíochtaí do chruinn leis gan aon duais a bhaint as an gcumas atá acu sa Gaeilge gach deis a tháighteann siad lena gcuid páistí. Ni móir, leis, nóiméad praiticiúla a chur ar fáil díobh faoi comas úsáid na Gaeilge sa bhailé a mheadú.

7.3.3 Teanga an Bhailé
Is iomarr agus 16% den athrútheas minithe íomhán san ainneal is ord-aischéimmithe i an athróg seo 'Gaeilge a labhradh teanga an bpáistí agus é ina leabhar agus ina thachrán'. Léann an athróg seo níos mó a chainteoiri d'fhéidir Gaeilge i measc pháistí an tsampla, agus bhí a gluineamh ag an athróg seo cadhán níor dhearradh agus an scór ghearrchumhas. Ón féir an mhaith a chruthaigh páistí arbh i an Ghaeilge teanga an bhailé acu sa tuiscint agus sa ghearrchumhas. Is aon duais a churtear ar fáil do bhailé leis an bpáistí ó Íomhánshacht a bhíonn ina dtugann faoi chúrsaí a dhéanann le feiceáil nó nathanna atá ar a chumas. Is féidir mar sin, tuaismitheoirí a mhealladh chuim meidh áirithte Gaeilge, ar a laghad, a úsáid lena leanúin sa bhailé.

7.3.4 Úsáid Reatha na Gaeilge sa Bhailé
Bunaíodh an athróg seo ar thuairiscí na duismitheoirí ar an meid Gaeilge a bhi in úsáid acu lena bpáistí 'faoi láthair', is é sin, tar éis don bpáistí tréimhse a chaitheann an tráthtaí a bhfuil aon duais a bhíonn faoi chúrsaí a dhéanann le feiceáil nó ná tuaismitheoirí. Thug na tuaismitheoirí le fios ece acu ar labhairt siad Gaeilge 'i gcónaí', 'go rialta', 'taircinta', nó nár
labhair siad 'riabh' i. Cé nach raibh aon athrú ar na tuismitheoirí a labhair Gaeilge i geonála leis an bpáisté, bhí méadúithe suntasaí a ar úsáid na Gaeilge i measc tuismitheoirí éile ar na leibhéil 'taireanta' agus 'go rialta' agus laghdú orthusán nár labhair Gaeilge 'riabh' lena bpáistí. Fuarthas amach go raibh tionchar nach beag ag éifeacht na húsáide seo ar an athraitheas minithe san anáilis ord-ais-cheimhithé (p<.014) ach nár fhan sé suntasach san anáilis il-leibhéil, ar chuíscean na stáistísteál. Má tá tábhacht ag baint leis an athrógo seo, is cruthú é gur gá tuismitheoirí a ghríosú chun pé méid Gaeilge atá acu a úsáid chomh minic agus is féidir, sa mhíd go bhfuadadh éifeacht a bheith ann maidir le tacaisocht an bhaille leis an teanga a fogalaimidh sa naíonra.

7.3.5 Gaeltacht
Léirigh an hanáilí dailtráide go léir go raibh tionchar suntasach ag cónaí sa Ghaeltacht ar scóir na bpáistí sa ghinechumas. Ní mór an éifeacht seo a thuiscint agus i scarthá ó theanga an bhaille (rud a scrúdaíodh sna hathróga a pléadh cheana) ina áit sin. Baineann an éifeacht seo le pearsáil anbáin ar ghinechumas Gaeilge an pháisté. Ní thagann an toradh seo le torthaí Égan (1981:51). Céap sise gur thaispeán é a sonrai a fuair sí ó shampaí beag de pháistí naíonra go raibh 'comhghaothál tiúsacha tríd is tríd idir an Ghaeltacht ... agus gnóthachtáil na bpáistí sa Ghaeltacht'. Ina áit sin, léirigh an staidéar seo go raibh scóráil pásti a fheistilfear ar naíonraí sa Ghaeltacht roinnt mhaith níos aird sa ghinechumas ná iad síud sa Ghaeltacht, nuair a rialaíodh athrógá eile, mar shampla, cumas cognáích ginearáta, teanga an bhaille, cumas na dtuismitheoirí etc. Thugfí as sin gurb ann go follasach d'éifeacht suntasach teanga an pobraí a hheidhmíonn neamhspleách ar athróga eile a bhí faoi chaibeál agaimn cheana.

7.3.6 Cumas Gaeilge na Stiúrthóirí1
Léirigh an anáilis ord-ais-cheimhithé gurb iomáin agus 'y' den athraitheas iomlán minithe é Gaeilge na Stiúrthóirí. Léirigh an anáilis aisc-cheimhithé leathnaithé go raibh éifeacht níos lándre fós ag cumas Gaeilge na Stiúrthóirí ar naíonraí Ghaeltachta. Is féidir a thuiscint ón éifeacht suntasach sin a láná is ata ar Stiúrthóirí mar phhiomhhoineachionn nóchar na Gaeilge. Thaispeán an t-ais-cheimhínti má b'é húmhus 'maithe' ar a laghad sa Ghaeilge ag Stiúrthóirí go raibh scóráil na páistí aici roinnt mhaith níos aird sa ghinechumas ná i gcás Stiúrthóirí nech raibh ach Gaeilge 'lag nó 'sáisidh' acu. Sa príomh, ba sna catagóirí isle i gcumas an Gaeilge a bhí 18% de na Stiúrthóirí (agus usc le 43% de na Stiúrthóirí Cúnta). Léiríonn na torthaí seo go soiléir an leas a dhéanamh ar chaighdeán Gaeilge na Stiúrthóirí seo a ar a dtug sí an meánleibhéil ar a laghad.

1 Ba i an Comhairleoir a mheas cumas Gaeilge na Stiúrthóirí uile, ar bhonn rialta, go háirithe, go dt féibh chuid fhoirne ó 'lag/laog doil i bhfabhar', gu 'sáisidh', 'maith', 'cumas an cheathroma ó dhúchas' agus 'cainteoir ó dhúchas'. Gráthaigh na Stiúrthóirí a gcuíomh féin chomh maith ar an scála ceanach a cheisteáil, agus ba hheag dúrracht a bhí idir an fhrainnírthaí agus meánsan an Chomhairleora. Bearaoíodh, áfhich, ar minithe leis an obairachtáil thug an t-ainmigh, chui le práidú an Chomhairleora san athróg seo.
Nil an oiread sin taighde deanta laistigh den litriocht tumtha ar cheist chumas teanga na múinteoirí, ce go bhfuil nádhaíse scríofa ar ról na múinteoirí mar ionchur aonair sa spríoichotheanga. Fáightear tuairim thall is abhus, áfach, ar liofacht an mhúinteora i dtaca le gannanach múinteoirí tumtha de. Chuir Lapkin, Swain agus Shapson (1990) fiosrú ar ról an mhúinteora tumtha ar bharr chlá taighde ar thuasaidh Fraincise do na nóchaidi. Dhírigh Majhanovich agus Gray (1992) ar an tábhacht a bhainnann le tréimhse chleachtadh san oideachas tum-mhúinteoirí ar leibhéal na buncoile. D'ainnith síad go mba chás leo thar aon ní eile sa stád é ar liofacht teanga an ábhair mhúinteora, go fíu i ndiaidh an scagtha tóisaigh, le deachtáin a dhéanamh de go raibh dóthain eolas ar an bhFraincic ag gach ranpháirtí 'chun díleál le tímeallacht tumtha sa Fraincic' (1. 685). Thug Brine agus Shapson (1989) léargas ar chursa anfhoiliúna a bhí dírithe ar mhúinteoirí gniomhacha ar theastaigh uathu aistríú go tumadh, agus ba chuid lámaíoch de sí tréimhse 6 seachtaine a chaithteach i dtímeallacht lán Frainciscí, agus teagasc breise sa Fraincic i gcathachas na bhlana acudúla go léir. I gcás na naonraí, b'fhíodh smaoineamh ar ardchúrsa breise mar é sa Ghaeilge a chur le huoiliúint na Stiúrthóirí sin chun cainteoirí dúchas iad agus é a reachtáil sa Ghaeilge dá mhíthidhir é.

Tá sé le tuiscint as an cuspá idirdhealaithe idir cainteoirí dúchas, iad a bhfuil cumas an chainteora ó dhuicheach agus iad síud a bhfuil a leibhéal cumais 'go maith', nach bhfuil tionchar rónóir ag na diffhoichea sin ar scoir na bpáistí sa ghinechumais ar aon nós, ach gur gá liofacht mhíathh ghearráith sa Ghaeilge ar a shon sin. Bhíonn gá ag na fheoghlaimh eile sa naonra le Stiúrthóirí liofa atá séach maolchabhachach as a gcuid Gaeilge chun í a labhairt de shior gan d'fhrainn leabhar, scopeacha is a labhairt go drogallacht. Mar sin, ba mháthair ab fhíodh darbh siad a bhfuil a leibhéal de chumas sa Ghaeilge mar fós leibhéal cumais ríachtanach dóibh síud go léir atá ag smaoineamh ar feidhmiú eile a theastaigh lehainn a fháil. Bhí oifigíocht shuntasach bhuíthéach an tsean scoile, fíu mair sin a rialú a chuir an bpáistí sa rang agus a thuilleadh eile sin na huaillis is ghearrtha de na stád éar. Pléiscir an cheist seo arís i gCaisleáidh 8.

7.3.7 Suíomh
Thug na huaillis is ghearrtha 'e fios go mbíonn tionchar suntasach ag an suíomh ar dhal chun cinn an pháistí sa naonra, sa mháthair gur scór aille páistí a d'threastail ar naonra scoile (gnáthshcoláidh oíche 1b-4). Ar deichnín, sa ghinechumais ná iad síud a d'threasail ar naonra i dtaca, nó i bhfheal. B'fhíodh cainteoirí diúltach ar scoir na bpáistí sa ghinechumais tríd sios é suíomh scoile sin na huaillis is ghearrtha de na huaillis is ghearrtha de na stád éar. Is ann i gcónaí d'fhíodh cainteoirí diúltach an tsean scoile, fíu mair sin a rialú a chuir an bpáistí sa rang agus a thuilleadh eile sin na huaillis is ghearrtha de na stád éar.

Fuair Osborn agus Milbank (1987) amach freisin go mba iad na grúpaí súgarta a bhí lonnaithe i scoil na suíomh réamhsecoile ba lú eile a theastaigh dá sampla mór sa Bhreatain. Thuairiscigh síad ná ná náisiúntaigh páistí i ranganna naíolaine (faoin údarás áitiúil) atá lonnaithe i mbunseiceanna in bhfuil páistí 5 bliain nó níos sine, mórán níos fearr nó páistí nár threastail ar leibhéal de shaghas ar bith, agus nach raibh duine diffhoicheachta eathartha sa stád éar a fheithniú ach a lean. Deir Osborn agus Milbank mar thioncal scoir:
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Ar bhonn na dtorthaí seó is é ár duairirim go raibh cuid de na páistí sa sampla againn ag freastal ar ranganna naionain ar chosúil iad le rang glactha naionainn sa bhunscoil ná le rang i naioscoil.

(We suggest, on the basis of these results, that some children in our sample were attending nursery classes that were run more on the line of an infant reception class than a class in a nursery school.)

Osburn agus Milbank (1987:219)

Tharlódh sé go n-eirlionn eifeacht an tsuímh as idirghníomhacht le stíl mhúinteoiricachta. D’fhéadfadh suíomh scoile dul i bhfeidhm ar an stíl mhúinteoiricachta agus cluasadh a bheith ag an naionra aithris a dhéanamh ar stíl fhoirniúil na ranganna sinsireachacha. Chomh maith le híarracht ar chaitlín nó ar shaorghníomhacht a mhaolú, chun nach gcuirfí isteach ar thimpeallacht foighlanna na bpáistí is airranganna eile. Ar an taobh eile den scéal, d’fhéadfadh go gcuireann an seomra ranga scoile, agus na hábhair ann, deis ar fáil níos mó gníomhachtaí aonair a dhéanamh, rud a d’éifeadh laghdú ar ionchur na Gaeilge a cheart ar fáil do na páistí mar ghrúpa. Ina théannán sin, sean go ndéanann an seomra ranga scoile bhausach, lena theiliscéadhe feidhmíúil agus a thairisinge, do pháiste réamhscóil, agus d’éifeadh an ruaille buaille ó dhátaí níos sinsireach. Agus iad is ag teacht is ag imeacht, cur isteach nó bagairt a dhéanamh ar lucht réamhscóil.

Thug Sylva et al. (1980:130) faoi deara ina staidéar gur gceall le leathanú ar an mbaile a bhí sa ghrúpa súgairthacha lonnaithé i dtéach ach gur fhéidhmigh na ranganna naitsiúine i mbunscoileanna, ina sampla siad, níos mó ar níos ranganna scoile ‘i gceart’. Tírd is tríd, tá sé suimíúil gur thug siad faoi deara ar na páistí réamhscoile a ndearna stád staidéar orthu nár cheathrú siad ach 5% dá gcuid am nuair a geimhridh le duine fásta, agus gan ach 15% in goimead le páistí eile. Aitíonn siad náireamh leis caiteamh lags comháitrithe is cúis leis an nganntanas dáilíogha ag an aois sin ach na teorainneacha a bhí leagtha sios ag suíomh agus ag méid an ghrúpa. Bainean sé seo go mór leis na naionraí, óir aithníonn lárach atá acu ná scileanna 12 a chuirtear. Tá obair chaitheachtuil bhreise ar siúl faoi láthair (Hickey, A ullmhú) chun measúid a dhéanamh ar an mhinicíocht teanga agus ar an gcaimdeachta na teanga atá in úsáid i bhfothampla de naionraí.

Caithefear a mheabhrú anseo gur bunaithe ar shampla beag naionraí a bhí eifeacht an tsuímh a luaitear anseo (25 naionra san iomlán, agus 10 naionraí lonnaithé i scoil) inar euiréadach teist ar 225 páistí. Mar sin, tá trílach i gcónaí iad na táilte a bhainean le híarrachtaití suímh. Mar sin féin, de bhri go dtacaíonn an cinneadh seo le toradh Egan (1981) ar na naionraí, is í sin, scóir níos isle sa Gaeilge a pháistí i naionraí scoile ná mar a bhí i naionraí baile, agus go dtacaíonn staidéar le sampla níos mó de-chuid Osburn agus Milbank leis, comh maith le tuairimí Sylva et al. (1980), tá comhthacaíocht sheachtrach eogain ann don tuairim seo. Is láir go chinntítear monatóireacht bhreise a dhéanamh ar eifeacht an tsuímh ar rath an pháiste sa naionra sa taighde a dhéantar amach anseo. Is láir an dá hinn, b’fhéidir iarracht a dhéanamh an suíomh scoile agus an stíl idirghníomhachta ann a dhéanamh chomh cosúil leis an mbaile agus is láir. Moltar a cheimeálta ar aigne go bhfuiladh buntaiste a bheith ag baint leis an naionra atá lonnaithe sa bháile, nó i.
halla, agus naíonraí nuá á gcur ar bun. Tharlaodh go mbuedh gá le monatóireacht éigin agus athluachadh a dhéanamh ar an aithrí polasaí a chuir An Comhchoiste Réamhscolaithe i bhfeidhm le déantaí agus a spreag naíonraí nuá chun iomaid phoiblí a roghnú (scóileanna agus hallai agus mar sin de) seachas tithe priobháideacha. Tugann an polasaí seo faoi bhéim a leagan ar ról an naíonra sa phobal agus cur leana leannachas ach, ar bhon ná dtonair seo, dhearlódh sé má chuirtear in aghaidh na naíonraí baile go bhféidhfaidh meath a theacht, ar an drochtaí, ar cheann de ná suimh foghlama is fearr a oireann do pháistí óga. Tugtar leis, go gerthaionn an tAchta um Chúram Leanaí fadhbanna eile aonóis do naíonraí i dtithe priobháideachta ach go háirithe, maidir le riachtanais i leith dótéain agus sábháilteacha srl. a shásamh, a dhéanann suíomh eile níos cá sca do Stiúrthóir atá ag bunú naíonra. Ach táispéáinn na torthaí sin gur fiú smóineamh i gceol na naíonra a choimeád cosúil leis an mbaile, agus gan dul i dtreo an rang naíonra.

7.3.8 Lion na nDaltaí agus an Cóimheas Múinteoirí is Daltaí
Thug na torthaí aiscefinntithe le fios go raibh éifeacht shuntasach ar scoir na leaná sa ghínchumas ag lion iomlán na ndaltaí ach nach raibh an éifeacht sin ag an geóimheas daltaí is múinteoirí. Fuairnas amach gur sa Ghailltacht is mó a bhí éifeacht dhiúltach seo lion na ndaltaí, an áit ina bhfuil mórán na naíonra mór. Thabharfadh na torthaí il-lebhéil le fios go gcaithfear a bheith cúramtha agus an toradh iomlán lá meas, ach dhearlódh sé go n-isléann na naíonraí mór scoir na bpaistí i nginchumas na Gailege, laistigh den Ghailltacht, ar aon char. Léirigh torthaí Dhaonáirímeáil an Naíonraí go raibh sé pháistí déag, nó níos mó, ag breis is an triú cuide de na naíonra (36.3%). Nuair a tháchtaí ar éifeacht lion na bpáistí, dhearlódh sé gurbh fiú tabhairt faoi lion na naíonraí mór a laghdú a iarradh agus is féidir.

Is iomaí minúi a tugadh ar éifeacht dhiúltach lion na bpáistí a bheith ag feidhmín meanhspleach ar an geóimheas daltaí is múinteoirí. Fuair Howeres, Phillips agus Whitebrook (1990) amach sa staidéar mór a rinne siad ar pháistí i réimse dáltaí cúram lae, go raibh comhchogail dhiúltach ag meáid an ghrúpa le gníomhaoichtaí a bhí oiriúnach don thorás; is é sin, fuair siad amach i gcás páistí a bháin le grúpaí ina raibh níos mó ná 18. gur lú a dtíthe ar chúram cuí agus ar imeachtaí a bhí oiriúnach dá bhforás dá páistí i ngriúpaí níos lá. Is é an minúi a thug na huidir ar an gceangal idir lion níos lá daltaí agus gníomhaoichtaí a bhí oiriúnach dá bhforás á gcur ar fáil ná go raibh múinteoirí i ngriúpaí níos lá in ann cúram aonair a cheart ar fáil, ligeann do pháistí boghadh thart sa seomra gan laicís orthu, agus acair a chomhchódh i dtreo is nach gcuirfi isteach ar na páistí agus ar a gcuid imeachtaí. Ag taitheadh don mhír a bháin le suimh na réamhsoile, d’fhéidir a rá gur mó is cosúla leis an mbaile an grúpa beag, agus gur mó is cosúla leis an sceoil an grúpa mór. Chomh maith leis sin, bhífeidir go lgachdáin on callán sa ghrúpa móir an t-íonchur Gaileige atá ar fáil sa timpeallacht ag an bpáistí naíonra.

Cé gur fóil sa ghearlann gur aidhmh fhíuntach is é i lion na ndaltaí agus na cóimheasa a chomhchódh is, is fiú a mheabhrú, ar mhaith le hól a chur ar luch na réamhscolaithe i gaolinn, go bhfuil go leor den 56º a (Staitistici na Roinne Oideachais
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1992-1993:3) de pháistí 4 bliana a thosaíonn ar scoil i ranganna ina bhfuil 30 páiste in: aghaidh an aosaigh, agus is é an cóímheas do Nafoinín Shóisearacha i ngnaíoisceanna agus i nGaeilgeanna áirithe ná an t-úsáidion 35:1. Éiríonn staitistíochtaideachas uallach don bhliain 1992-1993 go raibh 49% de pháistí, ar Nafoinín Shóisearacha iad an bhliain sin, i ranganna ina raibh 30 nó más, agus 54% de pháistí sna Nafoinín Shinsearacha.

Tagraíonn an chuid is mó den táighde ar lioin na ndaltaí do na cóímheasa daltaí is muinteoirí (CDM) chomh maith. Agus na cóímheasa sin faoi chaibidil ag Lewis (1993), aithníonn sí gurbh fhéarr ar fad nach mbheadh an cóímheas daltaí is muinteoirí níos mó ná 10 in aghaidh 1. Go deimhniú, thug Howes et al. (1990) faoi dtháin sa staidéar acu go raibh 'comhcheangal idir caighdeán Chalifornia 8:1 do lucht réamhscoile le leibhéil níos anairde de chúram cuit ná caighdeán 9:1 an FIDCR' (l. 23). Aithníonn siad, mar sin, dá laghdófaí an CDM de pháiste amhain, fiú, go ndéanfadh sí difriocht ó thaobh chaidheáin an chúrama lenaí a chuairfi ar fáil.

Sa staidéar seo, áfach, ní athrógh shuntasach san anaitiús ord-aiséintéithe é ar CDM. Is é an tááil a bhfuiltear as an anaitiús seo nach leor é an cóímheas daltaí is muinteoirí a láimhsí chun go mbeadh an teacht céanna ag páistí i ngrúpaí nóra agus ag páistí i ngrúpaí beaga ar dhúnú féasta, sa mhéid gur chúiseáil éifeacht iomlán a bheith ag lioin na ndaltaí, beag beann ar an CDM. Deireadh tionscadál mór ar a dtugtar STAR in Tennessee na Stát Aontaithe agus fuarthas amach (Achilles et al. 1993) chomh maith, nár leor é an CDM a lheasadh chun éifeacht diúltach lioin ar na ndaltaí a sháhrú (sa chás seo is cionn 22 páiste). Sa ghrua páistí acusan ó chionthaidheachtaí go dí dtí aois 8. Cé go bhfuil conspód fós faoi thaidhte iomáinscint a éifeacht lioin na ndaltaí, mar sin féin, tá fainnse aon ar, a bheasann leis na blianta luaithiach go háirithe, gur maith íad na ranganna beaga do pháistí le gnóthachtáil acadúil íseal, chun gnóthachtáil a lheasadh sa lárnach agus sa mhaitheacht ar ball.

Ó bailiúidh na sonraithe seo tá cóímheas deichniúr páistí in aghaidh an Stiúrthóir leagtha sios do nafoiní, de bharr riachtanais áráchais agus an Achta um Chúram Leannain (agus duine féasta eile ar an mball chomh maith)1. Ceapair ó thorthaí an staidéir seo nach leor é an CDM a laghdú chun cur in aghaidh éifeacht diúltach lioin na ndaltaí, éifeacht a leanann fiú má rialtaisear an CDM sna tástaslacha staitistaíochta. Dheathróidh sé go mba éifeachtaí mar stairteis é dírithe ar lioin na ndaltaí a chomóid faoi bhun 15, ar a laghad, ná thabharfaí faoi laghdú a dhéanamh ar an cóímheas daltaí is muinteoirí amhain. Sa nafoiní, faoi mar a luadh cheann, tá an scéal leagún níos consta fós: d'fhéadfadh nach leor é cumas Gaeilge an dara nó an trídú Stiúrthóir Cúnta, a cuireadh ar fáil chun an cóímheas daltaí is muinteoirí a laghdú, chun òigeán don duine sin é anghnachtaí ar a socraich leis na páistí trí mhéan na Gaeilge. An toradh a bheadh air sin, is docheach, ná ionchur Gaeilge laghdaithe nó gan é a bheith oiriúnach do na páistí atá ag brath ar Chúntóir dá leithid sé a ghrua móir.

1 Is tacaítear sin, leagan an tAchta um Chúram Leannain sios uasú inaithir de 20 páiste réamhscoile in aith secon ar mhaithe. 62
7.4 ACHOIMRE AGUS CONCLUÍDI
Léirigh anailísí íthbráide, a chuireann sin áircmh an comhghaoilú idir na fachtaí réagsúla a théann i bhfeidhm ar an bpáiste go raibh baint lárnach ag na hathróga a leasach le gnóthachtáil an pháiste sa tástáil ar ghinechumas na Gaeilge:

cumas cognaíoch ginearálta.
cumas Gaeilge na dtuismitheoirí.
an Ghaeilge mar theanga an bhaile.
minicíocht reatha úsáid na Gaeilge sa bhaile.
suíomh Ghaeltachta.
Gaeilge an Stiúrthóir,
aonra lonnaithe i scol agus
lion na bpáistí sa scéisiún naonra.

Pléadh na hathróga seo ar a seol. Is cosúil go spreagann cumas cognaíoch ginearálta níos aird dul chun cinn an pháiste i nginechumas T2, ach déanann páistí, ar lí ná sin a gcumas, dul chun cinn suntasach sa tuisceántar airde i gcéadchumhacht a dréimhsle na náonra. Téann cumas Gaeilge na dtuismitheoirí i bhfeidhm ar an rogha teanga sa bhaile agus baint aige chomh maith le stádas socheanamaitheach agus leibhéal oideachais na dtuismitheoirí, ach bhi eifeacht shuntasach ag baint leis ann féin. Fiú nuair a rialaíodh na hathróga eile. Nuair is i an Ghaeilge teanga an bhaile, sonraíonn sin na cainteoirí dúchais Gaeilge i measc na bpáistí, ach chomh maith leis sin, bhí fíannaíonn sin bunaithe a bheith ag an bpáistí ón teaghlach dátheangach sna tortaí a bhain le ginechumas agus tuiscint. Ón eifeacht a bhaineann le minicíocht reatha úsáid na Gaeilge sa bhaile, is leir go gcéadfhéar tuismitheoirí a spreagadh chun tacú chomh nór agus is féidir leo le seafóidh Gaeilge an pháiste sa naonra, trí úsáid na Gaeilge sa bhaile a mhéadú. Léiríonn eifeacht dhéimhinneach an tsuíomh Ghaeltachta, agus athróga eile ar nós teanga an bhaile á rialú, tionchar buan úsáid teanga an phobail. Feictear an gá atá le gach Stiúrthóir, agus na Céiméadóirí, a thabhairt go díthí meáin leibhéal cumais sa Ghaeilge. ar a laghad (agus leibhéal níos mó fós dá m'fhéidir e) ón tionchar atá ag cumas Gaeilge na Stiúrthóirí ar scoir na bpáistí a ginechumas. Fuarthas eifeacht dhíúltach sa sampla scoir le linn naonraí i scoileanna. (agus athróga eile mar lion na ndaltaí á rialú) radh a thabharfadh le fios go mb'fhéidir fachtain ár a buntaíste a d'fhéadfadh a bheith le suimh eile, agus naonrai nua á geur ar bun, chomh maith le fachtaí chuige an tsiúmha scol agus an stáidirghníomhnaíochta a dhéanamh chomh casúil leis an mbaile agus is féidir don pháiste rámhaiscoile. Mar tháirge scoir, tugann eifeacht dhíulthaí a dháilte na ndaltaí le fios gur fachtóir is ea é scoi na fheidir a shábhó trí lion na ndaoine fásta sa rang a mhéadú agus é sin amháin, ach gur féarr lion na ndaltaí a laghdú.
Caibidil 8

Achoimre agus Conclúidí

8.1 Réamhrá
Is é a dhéantar sa chaibidil seo i dtosach na athbhreithniú ar gach caibidil den staidéar agus achoimre a dhéanamh ar chuid de na príomhthorthaí. Scrúdaithears ansin na tosaíochtaí le haghaidh forbairt na naonraí amach anseo, ag réachtaint ar ról na Stiúrthóirí, na dtuismitheoirí agus an Chomhchoiste Réamhscoláiochta, i bhfeidhmíú eifeachtaí na naonraí. Breathnaithear chomh maith ar fheidhmíú na naonraí i gcomhthéacs obair eagraíochta eile.

Solléirionn an tuarascáil seo go mbionn teacht, tríd is tríd, ag páistí a fhreasalaitonn ar naonraí in Éirinn ar réimse leathan d'imeachtai aicsoiriúnachta spreagúila laistigh de thimpeallacht thacúil. Déanann an chuid is mó acu an chead seagmhaíl leis an nGaeilge mar T2 ansin agus is teist ar dhúthraacht agus ar dhícheall na Stiúrthóirí é an dul chun cinn a dhéanamh siad i dtuisceantacht agus i nginchaumas na Gaeilge sna naonraí. Bionn tuismitheoirí thar a bheith síostó le tháithí na bpáistí ar an naonra. Tacaíonn tuismitheoirí leis an scéalbú a dhéanann na páistí ar an nGaeilge agus tuaiscintiú siad go n-úsáideann siad an Ghaeilge níos minic ag baile tar éis dá bpáistí tosú a raonra. Tríd is tríd, cuireann an naonraí seirbhís luachmhaír ar fáil do pháistí ar mian lena dtuismitheoirí go scéalbhóidí an Ghaeilge, nó go gcuirfidís forbhas ar an nGaeilge atá acu ag aois óg agus déantar amhlaidh laistigh den fhórbairt ghdineálta a chur chun cinn. Farrair, nil an réamhscoláiocht trí mheán na Gaeilge mar rogha ag cadhachach a dí-línte do na n-íomhásteoifí amach anseo in seirbhís na naonraí thíoscadh le níos mó páistí freastal ar naonraí d'ardhaighdean. Chabhraíodh sin in leibhre ótharacha na gluaisseachtaí seo leantúint orthu agus an tseirbhís luachmhaír a chur ar fáil ar bhun níos leithne, agus thabharfadh sé deis dóibh, chomh maith, a scileanna a fhhorbairt i gcomhthéacs níos mó tacaíochta on oideachas Stát agus ó chomhlachtai Gaeilge.

8.2 An Réamhscoláiocht In Éirinn agus an Luath-Thumad (Caibidil 1)
Leitirigh Caibidil 1 go bhfuil an-eileamh ar seirbhísí réamhscoláiochta sa stát, ag éiri as athrúthe sa tsocháil, cuir i gcás mheadhá ar rampháirtiocht na mban pósta sa lion saothair agus tuiscint níos fearr a bheith ag an bpost do na buntáistí a bhaineann leis an réamhscoláiocht. Tacaíonn an rath atá ar bháire thumtha go hiddrnáisiúnta le hídeaimh seo na dtuismitheoirí ar réamhscoláiocht agus ar bhunscoláiocht tri mheán na Gaeilge.
Sa chur chuige oideolaíoch a mholtar do na naíonraí, cuirtear béim ar thábhacht an spraoi chomh maith le réimse imeachtaí a thagann le forbairt an pháiste, agus cuirtear dóthain Gaeilge ar fáil i gcónaí chun cur síos ar riachtanais, ar theastálaícha agus ar gníomhaíochtaí an pháiste. Is é banchloch fealsúnachta an naíonra mar sin ná gur chóir síleanna foriomlána an pháiste a chur suntasach, na sílianna sóisialta, cognaíochta, luailíeacha agus pegarsanta, fas is a gcaibrítear leo an Ghaeilge a shealbhú. Is é an Béarla teanga an teaghlaign ag formhór na leanaí a threastaláíonn ar naíonra, mar sin is ag na luathchúimeanna ar fad fi le shealbhú T2 a bhíonn stáidse. Mar sin féin, bhíonn roinnt leanaí, leis ann a mbionn taithi éigin acu ar an nGaeilge sa bhaile agus roinnt eile, sa Ghaeilge agus sa Ghalltacht araon, nach lafhraíonn ach an Ghaeilge sa bhaile, agus i gcás na leanaí sin ní mór do naíonra saibhriú teanga ina gcéad teanga a sholáthar dóibh, ag leibhéal a oireann do na leibhéil éagsúla cumaí ainmí acu sa Ghaeilge.

Tá an-chuid taighde déanta ar an luath-thumadh i dtíortha eile. Bhí an leis an teagmháil leis na gluaíseachtaí luath-thumhtha, mar shampla sa Chatalón agus sa Nua Shéileann, chomh maith leis an nBrectain Bhheag agus i dtíortha eile na hEorpa, chun comhoibriú le riachtanais na bpáistí, na Stiúrthóiri agus na dtuismitheoirí a fhreagairt.

8.3 Daoainreamh na Naíonraí (Caibidil 2)

Léirigh Daoainreamh na naíonraí gur threastailthart ar 2,600 leanbh ar 190 seisún naíonra sa bhliain 1992-93, ar a rith ag 174 Stiúrthóirí (a raibh níos mó ná seisún amháin in aghaidh an lae á reacchtáil ag cuid acu) agus 90 cúintóirí. Bhí i ngálaí agus i bhfoirmínigh phoiblí eile agus formhór na naíonra lomaithe, agus breis is an ceathrú cuid i dtéaghlainnphriobháideacha, agus an ceathrú cuid i sileanna. Bhí 15 leanbh níos mó níos lú ag beagnach a dha dtírín de na naíonraí go leor sa bhliain 1992-93, ach bhí 16 leanbh níos mó níos lú ag an ttrí eile. Bhí cóimheasc daltála i múinteoirí suas 10 leanbh in aghaidh an easaigh ag thart ar thri ceathrú diobh agus cóimheasc breis is 10 leanbh in aghaidh an easaigh ag an gcuid eile. Ba de théaghlainn in ar lafhraíodh an Béarla amháin formhór na leanaí a bhí ag freastal ar naíonraí agus níor de théaghlainn in ar lafhraíodh an Ghaeilge amháin ach timpeall ar an ceathrú cuid de leanaí na Ghaeilthe. Ba de théaghlainn inar labhraíodh an Ghaeilge agus an Béarla ar aon fad is an scéil cuid de pháistí na Galltachta agus an tríú cuid de pháistí na Galltachta a bhí ag freastal ar naíonra.

Tá eis do mhóramh na leanaí thart ar dhá théarma a chaithceann a naíonra (agus suas le cug dearmhaí ag gcás an 19% a raibh an dara bliain a chaithceann a naíonra acu), rinne na Stiúrthóiri meastóireacht ar na sílianna Gaeilge a bhí ag breis agus 2,000 leanbh i nDaoainreamh na naíonraí. Is é a thuairisciúch siad go raibh 'cumas maith' sa Ghaeilge ag 14% de leanaí naíonra na Galltachta, agus 42% de leanaí naíonra na Ghaeilte; bhí nach máor a leath eile de leanaí naíonra a Galltachta, agus beagnach an tríú cuid de leanaí naíonra na Ghaeilte, in ann roinnt náthan na Gaeilge, ar a laghad, a sholáthar agus bhí an chuid is mó den chuid eile in ann roinnt focal Gaeilge a úsáid, agus gan ach mionlach nach raibh acu ach tuisceint don Ghaeilge.
8.4 PRÓIFIL NA DTUÍSMITHEOIRÍ (CAIBIDIL 3)
Aithnítear ról lárnach a bhíth ag tuísmitheoirí i ngluaiseacht athbhheochana, i dtúmhlaír a thionsanamh agus i leathnú úsáid an spriotheanga. Cuirtear ceistíúcháin ó bhreis is 1,800 teaghlach eolas déimeagrafach ar fáil ar an dá thuísmitheoir nuair ba chuí sin, ar a ngrúpalacha gairme agus ar a leibhéal oideachais, chomh maith le gcaithnís sa Ghaeilge agus a gcéilte teanga. Ba sa Ghaeltacht a bhí cónaí ar thráth ar an gceathrú cuid de na freagróirí agus an chuid eile sa Ghaeltacht.

Bionn thart ar a leath de na máithreacha naionra ag obair lasmuigh den bhaile (go lánaímseartha nó go páirtaimseartha) agus tá sí sin nach móir a dha óiread níos aithe ná codán na máithreacha oibre i measc daonra máithreacha leanaithe go dtí i gcoitinne (mar a léirionn an Fhógairpa cuí sa suibhéidh naísaíonta 1987 de chuid an ESRI). Tá seans níos mó gairm neamhlaímhe a bhíth ag na haithreacha agus ag na máithreacha a roghnaíonn naionra Gailtachta dá leabh, ní iad a bhéith féinhostaithe, ná aithireacht ná máithreacha na Gailtachta agus an daonra i gcoitinne. Is dochuila ná a mhalaírt tuísmitheoirí naionra a bhíth ag obair san earracht pheóistíúnta/bhaistineoireachta nó san ard-stáitseoirbhís ná sampla inchomparadí leo de thuísmitheoirí sa daonra i gcoitinne a bhfuil páistí acu faoi bhun cuig bliana, rud a thugann le fios gur bhfuil seans níos mó go gcóirfeadh tuísmitheoirí ó ghrúpalacha gairme ardstádaí a gcuí leannach chuig naionra. Mar sin féin, is féidir le míheabhrú go mbeadh thart ar a thríú cuid d’athracht naionra agus an ceadthú cuid de na máithreacha naionra le gairmeacha lámhseachas a thairisceoireachta.

Léirionn sonraí oideachais go bhfuil cáiliúchadh Ar dtuísmitheoirí ar a chuid mhaith níos mó tuísmitheoirí naionra ná sa daonra i gcoitinne agus tá oideachas tríú leibhéal ag níos mó tuísmitheoirí naionra. Dá réir sin, tá ionadachtaí aithníte ar mhaith níos fearr ag tuísmitheoirí a bhfuil ardoideachas orthu i measc na ndaoine a roghnaionn naionra dá bpáistí ná i measc daonra ginearaithe na dtuísmitheoirí. Ach ní scothaíonn ó thaobh oideachais de amach is amach iad, áfach, mar ní raibh an Ar dtuísmitheoirí bainte amach ag beagnach ar tríú cuid de na máithreacha naionra agus an dá chúigí cuid d’athracht naionra.

Tá ardealladh cumas sa Ghaeilge ag níos mó tuísmitheoirí naionra ná mar atá i measc an daonra i gcoitinne, mar a fháthtear i suibhéidh teanga ITÉ (1993). Tá seans níos fearr go mbeadh cumas maith sa Ghaeilge, nó cumas an chainteora ó dhúchas, ag tuísmitheoirí na Gailtachta a roghnaíonn naionra dá bpáistí ná an daonra ginearaithe. Mar sin féin, is mionlaí de cheathrú as íomhán na dtuísmitheoirí naionra iad an codán a bhfuil cumas measearthacht nó ardchumas sa Ghaeilge acu (níl cumas measarthacht go cumhas an chainteora ó dhúchas sa Ghaeilge ach ag an sóis ann de thuísmitheoirí naionra na Gailtachta, agus ag breis is a leath de thuísmitheoirí naionra na Gaeltacht). Ní raibh ach cumas lagmhusartacha, ar a mheíd (in ann páirt a ghlacadh i’r-gcoitinn de chomhráite’) ag thart ar an tríú cuid de thuísmitheoirí naionra na Gailtachta agus an cúigí cuid de thuísmitheoirí naionra na Gaeltacht, agus cumas a lag ní gan cumas ar hith sa Ghaeilge ag a leath de thuísmitheoirí naionra na Gailtachta, agus thart ar an gcúigí cuid de thuísmitheoirí naionra na Gaeltacht. Mar sin, fiú anháin na tuísmitheoirí sin nach bhfuil ardchumas sa
Gheilge acu, is dóigh leat gur eispéireas fúntach luachmhar dá bpáistí é freastal ar naonora.

Ba i dtéaghlach nár úsáideadh Gaeilge ar bith ann a tógadh formhóir thuismitheoirí naonora na Galltachta, agus ní raibh acht thart ar an tríu cuid de thuismitheoirí naonora na Gaeltachta ar de threaghlach iad inar úsáideadh an Gheilge i gcónaí. Tríd is tríd, ba de threaghlach inar labhaíodh an Béarla an mháin (gan focail Gaeilge) breis is a leath de na thuismitheoirí naonora. D'éisteachtar formhóir thuismitheoirí naonora na Galltachta ar bhunscóil agus ar mhéasainí ar a dtugann an Béarla an mheán teagaisc iomtu, agus d'éisteachtar móramh thuismitheoirí naonora na Gaeltachta ar bhunscóil lánGheilge nó ar bhunscóil pháirtí-Ghaeilge, cé gur tháinig an codán sin go dtí thart ar an dá chuigí cuid i gceas an mhéanoideachais. Theastaigh ómhóramh thuismitheoirí naonora na Galltachta agus thart ar an dá chuigí cuid de thuismitheoirí naonora na Galltachta a bpáistí a chur ar bhunscóil lán-Gheilge, agus roghnóigh thart ar an gceathrú cuid den dá ghrúpa scoil inar múineadh breis is ábhar amháin trí mhéan na Gaeilge.

8.5 NA TUISMITEOIRÍ AGUS AN NAIONRA (CAIBIDIL 4)

I gCáibidil 4 scrúdaíodh na cúiseanna a bhí ag thuismitheoirí chun naonora a roghnú dá bpáistí agus an teagmháil a bhí acu leis an naonora. Rughnaigh an chuid is mó de na thuismitheoirí a bheith a chur ar naonora ar chúiseanna teanga agus oideachais ar son, ach ba ar chúiseanna teanga anmháin a rughnaigh suas leis an gcúigí cuid de thuismitheoirí naonora na Galltachta (i gcónaí le thart ar an deichní cuid de thuismitheoirí naonora na Gaeltachta), agus ba ar chúiseanna neamhtheanga/oideachais anmháin a rughnaigh an cúigí cuid de na thuismitheoirí naonora go léir. Shíl an chuid is mó de na thuismitheoirí go raibh an réamhscoláaíocht trí mhéan na Gaeilge an tábhairtachta do pháistí má bhí na thuismitheoirí méithe ar é/í a chur chug bí bunscoil lánGheilge.

Thuairiseigh na thuismitheoirí nach raibh an Ghaeilge mar theanga ag teaghligh a chug na 1% de pháistí na Galltachta agus níos lú ná an ceathrú cuíd de pháistí na Gaeltachta a bhí ag freastal ar naonora. Cé go raibh an Béarla agus an Ghaeilge cloiste sa bhailé ag thart ar an sóisialc eile de pháistí na Galltachta, agus an dá chúigí cuid de pháistí na Gaeltachta. Chuir na thuismitheoirí in íol go raibh níos lú ná an tríu cuid de pháistí naonora na Gaeltachta in ann comhghairdheareacht i naGaeilge, ar a laghad, a láimhséail sular threastail siad ar naonora, rud a thabharfadh le fáth nach raibh dóthain teagmhála a go leor páistí i dtreaghlach ina raibh an dá theanga, chun an Ghaeilge a úsáid go táirgíúil.

Bhí thuismitheoirí thar a bheith sásta leis an gcinnleadh a bhí déanta acu a bpáistí a chur ar naonora agus tuairisciodh formhór na bpáistí a bheith sonraí. Fuair breis is a leath de na thuismitheoirí ar fad amach go raibh pháistí toisithe ar focail Ghaeilge, ar raon nó ar anhráin a úsáid ag báile ar bhonn rialta, agus thug thuismitheoirí na Gaeltachta, ach go háirithe, faoi deara mheadú ar chomhráte Gaeilge an pháistí. Ag freagraíonn an mheadú seo ar úsáid Ghaeilge na bpáistí bhí méaduithe suntasacha ar úsáid Ghaeilge na thuismitheoirí chomh maith. Ba dhochúlaí faoi thri go n-úsáideadh thuismitheoirí an Ghaeilge lena bpáisté in ndiaidh a díreachsa sa naonora ná mar a bhí sular threastail an
páiste ar an naionra, agus tháinig laghdú suntasach ar lion na ndaoine nár labhair an Ghaeilge riamh lena bpáistí sa bhaile.

Thuairiscigh tuimtheoirí naionra i dtacaighlaigh inar labhairdhe an Béarla amháin, nó Béarla agus Gaeilge, ranpháirtiocht íseal, i gcoitinne, inimeachtá Gaeilge ar nós a bheith ag éisteacht le Raidió na Gaeltachta, nó ag breathnú ar an Nuacht (ar RTÉ, roimh theacht TnaG), colúin Ghaeilge a léamh sna nuachtáin náisiúnta nó leabhair scéalta i nGaeilge a léamh dá bpáistí. Bhí níos lú ná a leacht de thuimtheoirí naionra na Galltachta a raibh turas tugtha acu ar an nGaeilgteachta sa ceithre bliana roimh sin. Sa deireadh, bhí níos lú ná an cúigiu cuid a dh'fhreastail ar ranganna Gaeilge, ar imeachtá sóisialta Gaeilge, nó ar imeachtá cultúrtha Gaeilge, agus d'fhéadfadh gur cuid den chuis atá leis an ghan iad a bheith ar fáil chomh maith leis na deacraítear príomhchúla a bhaineadh le páirt a ghlacadh sna himeachtái sin nuair atá leanáigh óga sa teaghlach.

Tríd is tríd, b'íseal go maith i ranpháirtiocht na duimtheoirí sa naionra, agus d'fhéadfadh bainnt a bheith ag sin lena bheith gafa le cúrsaí oibre agus le cúrsaí eile an teaghlach, chomh maith le cumas íseal sa Ghaeilge i measc a lán de na tuimtheoirí. Níos lú ná a leacht de na tuimtheoirí a d'fhreastail ar chríonn tionscannaimh faoi obair an naionra. Ba i priomhtheagmháil na duimtheoirí leis an naionra ná an páiste a fhágáil ann agus a bhailiú gach lá, agus seiceál an dhubh chun cinn an páiste ar bhonn miosúil ar a laghad. Níor usáid formhór na duimtheoirí leachtar ná téipeanna naionra ag baile riamh. Thug na tuimtheoirí cur síos ar a gcuid riachtanais mairdi le feabhas a chur ar an teagmháil a bhí acu leis an naionra agus ar úsáid na Gaeilge sa bhaile.

8.6 Suirbhé ar Stiúrthóirí (Caibidil 5)
Is é a lorg an suirbhé ar Stiúrthóirí ná cólas ar eagrá na naionraí agus mionsonraí ar chaillochtaí, ar thaithi agus ar chumas Gaeilge na Stiúrthóirí. Tugadh le fios go bhfacaigh aon mór ar an tríd cuid de na naionraí forfíomhante ó Udáras na Gaeltachta. I gcás fhormhór na naionraí sin sa Ghaeltacht bhi táille £5 in aghaidh na seachainte ar meán orthu, agus táille £8 ar meán i gcás na naionraí teagmhóirdeonaíthe.

Bhain na Stiúrthóirí le réimse cúirte, agus tá suas leis an séú cuid diobh cáilithe mar mhúinteoirí, ach braithean tó mhór a bhíonn á bheith ar an réamhchúrsa oiliúna a cagraíonn an Comhoiste Réamhscoláidí a thaobh oiliúna prófísiúnta de. Bhí taitní cúigís bliana go deich mhílianta ag thart ar a leacht de na Stiúrthóirí, agus taitní aon bhliain deacu nó níos mó ag ceathrú éile diobh, rud a léiriúnar ratha meithiú sábhach íseal. Bhí cumas an chainteara oí Bhuachóis nó gar dó, ag breis is a leacht de na Stiúrthóirí, i dtuaraim na gComhairleoirí. Mar sin féin, beagnach an cúig’ cuid nach raibh ach ’sásúil’ ar a mhéad ó thaobh na Gaeilge de, ina theannta saí, tuairisciodh Gaeilge ‘lag’ nó díreach ‘sásúil’ a bheith ag breis is an dá chúigiú de na Stiúrthóirí Cúnta.

Dhealródh sé go háirithe an-díospóireach iad na Stiúrthóirí trí chéile, agus codán mór diobh a fhreastalaithe go rialta ar chúrsaí inseirbhise. Chruithigh siad go raibh ardleabhéil spéisce acu i gcúrsaí príomhchúla agus i réimsí níos leithne chomh maith, cur i
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gcás ceisteanna sláinte agus an tsiccolaíocht. An cúnamh is mó a theastaíonn ó Stiúrthóirí ná a bheith in ann cuairt a thabhairt ar naionraí eile agus tacaíocht chun trealamh nua a cheannadh. Bhí suas leis an gceathrú cuide de na Stiúrthóirí misnáide leis an leibhéal teagmhála a bhí acu le bunsoileanna áitiúla, cé go raibh sásta chun níos mó le bhrai i gcás teagmháil leis na scoileanna áitiúla lána Ghaelachá. Thuariscigh móramh na Stiúrthóirí go bhfáiteoidís roimh thuismitheoirí ar theastaigh uathu cabhrú sa naionra.

Maidir le heagrú go hoibre de, thuariscigh an chuid is mó de na Stiúrthóirí pleán scéimtaíne agus pleán tárma a bheith acu, ach ní raibh pleán blíana ag beagnach a leatáidh. Is iad na himeachtaí is coitianta a bhi ar fáil go dtí gheithreamh an tárma dheireanaigh ná an cùinne baile, mireanna mearaí agus bóthar thógála. Bhí an scéaltaíocht agus grúpaíochtaí mar chuid de ghnáthstaol an pháiste gach lá ag níos lú ná a leath de na naionraí go leor. Mheas na Comhairleoirí gur chuir an seú cuide de na naionraí an-rodha imeachtaí dea-engaíthe ar fáil, agus sileadh an móramh a bheith 'go maith' ar a laghad, ach bhí réimse scáinte imeachtaí ag thart ar an deichnú cuide, agus measadh an cuíghú cuide a bheith lag ó thaobh úsáid imeachtaí chun úsáid teanga a threisiú. San iomlán, thug na Comhairleoirí le fios go raibh thart ar 20% de na Stiúrthóirí ag feidhmí 'ar theaghas', agus 70% 'go maith' nó 'sástaí', agus gan ach thart ar 10% a bhi ag feidhmiú 'go lag'.
sine agus ag páistí a raibh cumas cognaioc ginearálta nios airde acu. Léirigh anailis dé-athráide chomh maith gur tionchar fáthreach ar scóir gínchumais sa Ghaeilge é cóitai a bhéith ar pháiste sa Ghaeltacht. agus gurb é toradh ar úsáid na Gaeilge sa bhaile scóir gínchumais nios airde sa Ghaeilge (agus buntáiste ag páistí ó theaghlaign lánGhaeilcha ar pháistí ó theaghlaign dhátheangacha, agus buntáiste acu sin ar pháistí ó theaghlaign inar labhraíodh an Béarla amhain). Chuaigh éifeacht theanga an teaghlaign agus chónait sa Ghaeltacht i gcion ar a chéile sa chaoi gur scórál páistí na Gaeilachta nios airde na páistí dá gcomhghrupa teanga sa Ghaeltacht.

Ag amharc dúinn ar fhachtóirí ar leibhéal an náonra. Léirigh anailis dé-athráide go raibh scóir níos airde sa tuiscint ag páistí má bhí cumas an chainteora ó dhúchas, nó gar dó, ag Stiúrthóirí. Bhí scóir cuid mhaith níos airde in nginechumas na Gaeilge ag páistí i náonraí a bhí lomaithe i dteaghlaign phriobháideacha agus i hallai ná acu siúd a bhí lomaithe i scoileanna, agus scóir níos airde in nginechumas na Gaeilge ag páistí i náonraí ag a raibh 15 páistí, nó níos mó, ná acu siúd i náonraí níos mó. Níor léirigh anailis dé-athráide éifeacht shuntasach ar bith ar scóir sa Ghaeilge i gcás páistí i náonra a raibh cóimheas daltai is muinteoirí níos isle ann.

In anailis dé-athráide ní fhéachtarach ach ar an tionchar a bhíonn ag athróg amháin san iarraidh ar scóir sa Ghaeilge. Is féidir le hanaíli stakesíóilí níos soísticiúla rointí anothróg a chur san áireamh ag an am céanna. Léirigh anailis ilathráide gurbh fheídir na fachtóirí tábhachtacha is iomtaofa dá bhuil ann (ach idirghníomhaíochtaí idir fachtóirí difríula a chur san áireamh) a roinnt ina ngrúpaí cásgúla, ar leibhéal an pháiste, an teaghlaign agus an náonra. Bhain an chuid is mó den athraitheas minithe le leibhéal an pháiste agus an teaghlaign, agus bhí na hathróga leibhéil an náonra freagrach as that an tríu cuid den athraitheas minithe. Léirigh na hanaílisí ilathráide seo, agus gaeth ní éile mar a chéile, go bhféadfadh a bhéith ag stúíl le scóir gínchumais sa Ghaeilge níos airde a bhéith ag páistí dá mbeadh aige/aici:

- scóir os cionn an mheáin sa teist ar chumas cognaicech ginearálta;
- tuiscintheoir amháin. ar a laghad. ag a raibh cumas mearasatha nó ardeachumas sa Ghaeilge;
- taithí ar labhairt na Gaeilge agus c'í ina bhabhais agus ina thachrán;
- taithí na Gaeilge a bhéith a húsáid ar a laghad uaireanta sa bhaile san am i láthair cónait sa Ghaeltacht;
- Stiúrthóirí a raibh colas maith go lófai ar an nGaeilge aici;
- náonra nach raibh lomaithe i scoilt;
- náonra síoch beag.

8.9 Tosaíochtaí
Sna míreanna a leamas tugtar cuíde de na príomh-mholtai a d'ócirigh as an tuascail, faoi chataógair na n-eagraíochtaí nó na ngrúpaí eile. Rinneadh na moltai seo laistigh de chomhthéacs na n-eagraíochtaí agus na struchtúr faoi mar a sheidhmionn siad faoi láthair, cé go nglaetar leis go gcruthódh athruithe ó thaobh eagsuir féidearthacha eile. Tugtar na
moltáí sin faoi cheann_teidl ar leith ar mhaith le soiléireacht, cé go nglaictar leis go bhféadfadh tosaíochtaí eile, i gcásanna áirithe, a bheith ag na heagraíochtaí atá faoi chaibidil. Chun na moltáí seo a chur i bhfeidhm, theastóidh maoiniú agus acmhainní breiseach is é a léirtear sa staidéar seo go mbeadh de thoradh ar an iniheistiocht bhreise sin go gcaibrhóidh sé le foighlaim na Gaeilge i measc páistí óga agus le húsáid na Gaeilge sa bhailte a chur chun cinn.

An Comhchoiste Réamhscoilaithe

- Moltar go smaoinneadh ar Comhchoiste ar iósleibhéal cuínius sa Ghaeilge a bhunú do Stiúrthóirí agus dá gcuíntóirí, a churfaí i bhfeidhm láithreach i gcás iarraidhí nó, agus a thabharfaí isteach de réir a cheile i gcás na foirne reatha; ba ghá tacaíocht a sholáthar chun cuidiú leo an leibhéal Gaeilge acu a ardú go díth leibhéal seo an ióschumasí, ar a laghad. Tá moladh a scrúdú faoi láthair ag an gComhchoiste Réamhscoilaithe chun cúrsáil Gaeilge a chur ar fáil do Stiúrthóirí le linn gearrthreimhsí sa Ghaeilge agus cuítear faíiltí roimh an moladh seo. Moltar go lorgfaim císte le haghaidh muidí áirithe scoláireachtaí do Stiúrthóirí agus do Stiúrthóirí Cúnta chun freastal ar chúrsí Gaeilge gach bliain, rud a thabharfaí deis dóibh síud a thitíteann faoi bhun leibhéal an ióschumasí sa Ghaeilge faibhseachasach mór a chur ar a gcuid Gaeilge. Chuirfeadh sé seo go mór le hÉifeacht iomlán na naonra.

- Forbairt atá inmhianaíthe agus riachtanach is ea na hiarrachtaí atá ar siúl faoi láthair ag an gComhchoiste ar chúrsaí réamhsheirbhísí níos faide agus níos cuimsithí a bhunú, cúrsaí a d'aitheann tús láithreach. Tá linn posadh go fóill faoi thuath atá go iomáin daoine ar mhaith leo a bheith ina Stiúrthóirí agus cúrsaimi teangaigh orthu, moltar go mbheadh an rogha ann roimh morán modúil, ar a laghad, den chuirfear seo a chur i gceirích trí mhéin na cianfhoghlaíma (i.e. i geomhthóirí ar nós na n-ollscoilteanna oscailte). Tá tionscadail OMNA ag iarraidh cáighdeán a leagan sios don oiliúnt ar chúram leanaí, chomh maith le modhanna soláthra, mar chuid fhoghlaíneachtaí chun cáilíochtait breise a bhaint amach a sholáthar. Moltar go leanfadh An Comhchoiste lena chuid fiosruthaí faoina leithéid. Chomh maith leis sin, tá curas APL (‘Accreditation for Prior Learning’) ag iarraidh atá ann oifigiúil a fháil do na cáilíochtait atá ag daoine áirithe maidir le cúram leanaí agus táthar ag stiúil go gceirfi an curas sin i bhfeidhm chun go n-áithinte go scileanna proifisiúnta agus taispeáint na Stiúrthóirí. Bheadh sé an-tábhachtach go ndéanfaidh codán maith den oiliúnt réamhsheirbhísí leis an modheolaiocht agus leis na straitéisí is gá le haghaidh na tum-réamhscoilaithe. D’éifeacht, áfach, roinnítean, cúrsai ar cheisteanna níos leithne, sláinte agus sábhailteacht nó bainisteoireachta, abair, a bhainean le gach saghas réamhscoilaithe, a roinnt le cúrsai de réamhscolteanna an Bhéarla.

- Ní mór modhanna muintre ar leith a úsáid agus measáin de imeachtaí ar leith a thairiscint do pháistí sa tum-réamhscoilaithe, agus is den tábhairt ar fad é dá réir sin, san oiliúnt réamhsheirbhísí agus inscríbhíse ar an ról, a chuir a chur ar an geothromaocht a chuirmeáid idir shaghsanna cáogsála imeachtaí, i dtreo is go bhfuagheadh páistí an tuaisceanta i 1-tionchar Gaeilge is fearr ar uair anois. D’éifeacht an méid
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ionchuir Ghaeilge is oiriúnai agus is mó a char ar fáil, ní mó pleanáil ón n-robh aníos agus imeachtaí a n-eagar. Sa cheithreamhacht a bhaintear amach, ní mó tágairch a léiriú i dtaca leis an measaí taing leistigh de ghrúpa airithe, chomh maith leis an dinimic shóisialta idir na páistí agus an réimse eile riachtanas a scaitheoir freastal orthu sa naíonra. De bhri gur custa an obair i seo tá gá le hoilíúint réamhsheirbhísí níos faide agus níos iomlaine ná mar atá ar fáil faoi láthair, móide tacaitheocht ríalta ó oiliúint inseirbhís.

- Moltar go rachadh sé chun leasa na hoilíúna inseirbhísí a bhfuil fáil uirthi faoi láthair ach eagrú éigin lárnach a bheith ar chúrsai ar leith, a d'fhéadfadh a char ar fáil ansin i réigiún éagsúla. Tharlaigh go drabharfadh sé sin seans chun dírithe ar riachtanas éagsúla na Stiúrthóirí ar bhonn níos eifeachtach. Moltar freisin roinnt eolaí a char ar fáil ar fhéistéip, tarlaionn go mbeann deacrachtaí ag roinn Stiúrthóiri freastal ar chúrsai, agus b'fhéidir a fiseán sin a úsáid i gcoinn le haon-chainteoirí agus nó Stiúrthóiri ag nochtadh tuairimí orthu ag cuísaí inseirbhísí. B'fhéidir smaoinann, leis ar an gcianfhoghlaíum a úsáid i gcás na gceúRSAí inseirbhísí.

- Ba mhaith leis an leath de na Stiúrthóirí cuairt a thabhairt ar naíonra éile. Má tá cúiseanna praiticiúla ann nach féidir sin a shochrú, b'fhéidir teacht timpeall air thri fiseán de ghrúpaí difríula a thaispeáint agus iad ag feidhmiú. D'fhéadfadh grúpa Stiúrthóirí é a phlé ina dhícheall sin.

- Nuair a chaitear san áireamh an eifeacht a bhíonn ag lion na ndaltaí sa rang ar na scóir a bhaintear amach sa Ghaeilge, moltar gur choir tacaitheochta thabhairt don lion a laghdú go dtí 15 ar a mhéid. Chomh maith leis an iarracht atá ar siúl faoi láthair ar an geóimheas daltaí is muinteoirí a laghdú.

- Thuigfi ó thorsháin an staidéir seo (agus tacaitheochta aige ó thaighde de chuid Osborn agus Milbank, 198. agus Swain agus Lapkin, 1982) go bhfheafdaí sealbhú na Ghaeilge a bheith thios leis, roimnt, nuair a lonnaitear naíonra i scoil. Ní mó ar thuilleadh táighde a dhéanamh ar an ábhar seo ach, idir an dá linn, is é an polsaí reatha gan tacú le lonnaí naíonraí i dtithe priobháideachta agus tacú le lonnaíocht scoile, polsaí ar gá ní crochta mór mar tábhachtach a dhéanamh ar an fhréamh, máis amhlaithí gur fior a ndearraí faoi na mhuintearthaí thuaslaite. Moltar go ndéanfaidh Stiúrthóirí naíonra atá lonnaithe i scarleanna cheana féin go hiarachtaí an naíonra a dhéanamh níos consúla leis an mbailte nuair a líos an rang scoile. D'Thonn teacht leis an Achtm um Chúram Leanáin (Seirbhísí Réamhscaithcheachta) 1996, caithfadh naíonraí rialacháin sábháilteachta, d'fhaiteoirí fhréagusach, ba chaisimh an scéal é dá mbeadh de thoradh air sin laghdú ar lion na naíonraí a bheadh ag feidhmiú ag baille nuair a chaitheart san áireamh na thorthaí fhabhrach ar shuíomh bailte sa staidéir seo agus i staidéir eile. Moltar go mbeadh deontas ar fáil chun sin aon naíonra atá ann cheana féin a chur in oiriúint. Iónas nach dtífhdh lion na naíonra.
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• Bhíonn páistí a thagann ó dheas tó chuird taisc ag freastal ar go leor naíonraí, go háirithe sa Ghaeltacht (teaghlach i mba labhratair an Ghaeilge amháin mar shampla, nó Gaeilge agus Béarla, agus páistí ó na teaghlach sin ag meascadh le páistí ó theaghlach nach labhratair aghaidh ar an Béarla íomhú). Moltar cur leis an oiliúint inséibhise i saibhruí teanga atá ar fáil, d'fhonna freasal ar riachtanais bhreise teanga na bpáistí sin a bhfuil an Ghaeilge sa bhaile acu. Bhíodh dá saibhriú sin a sholáthar ag am ar leith, roimh thús ná an deireadh na tséisiúin naíonra gach lá, nó ar laethanta aírithe den tseachtain. Mar bhalaír aithrí sin, dá mbeadh fáil ar Chúirt Aírth Bheidh dá páistí sin a thógail ina grúpa ar fheadh tamaill bhig le linn an ghnáthsheisiúin.

• Faoi látáin is beag ar fadh ina dteiseanna atá ag Stiúrthóirí chun dul chun cinn proifísúnta a dhéanamh, agus dá mbuanófar córas comhairleach mar aon leis an aghaidh Sár-Stiúrthóir do na Stiúrthóirí ba mho taithe agus éifeacht, thabhfaradh se sin aithneanta dá scrioanna agus cuid éigin den idirghníomhaíochtaí sin le Stiúrthóirí eile atá ag teastáil thúth, rud a d'éifeacht cairbh le Stiúrthóirí nua. Tá gearchadh le stádas níos airde agus pá níos mó a char a fáil do Stiúrthóirí i gcóitinnach a dhearadh se go mheadh go maith a chuirfear sin i gceacht, agus bhíodh gá le ló níos mó a bheith ag an stáit san oideachas réamhscoailiochta, chomh maith leis na cúrsaí uíoll na réamhsheirbhís le creidimh atá a measc saoi láthair. Mar sin féin, dá ndéanfadh atúnnaíochtaí ar Stiúrthóirí i ndiaidh doibh cláirí saoi na Riachtalacháin an Tacht um Chúram Léanairí, chuirtí go mór le tosaigh agus le meánanna ná ndaoine sin atá gafa leis an tséibhise.

• Cuireann na Comhairleoirí an-soláthar dhéanach ar fáil agus iad ag freeri mar aonbhair ag na Stiúrthóirí trína gcumairteanna mioslacha, trí churraí inséibhise a chur ar fáil, trí chabhrú le naíonraí nua a bhuíú agus trí cheangal a thabhairt idir na Stiúrthóirí agus an Comhdhaíste Réamhscoailiochta. Cuireann na grúpa dútharachtaí luathróideachasóirí seo réime a scríomar do fáil do na Stiúrthóirí atá ina gceantar, agus is cúnamh rachtanach na bpáistí dul i ngileic le huaire tríd na brú a-proifísúnta na Stiúrthóirí agus chun an dhaithighdean a thionoíonnaí. Moltar go leanfadh na Comhairleoirí ar theagmháil foirmiúil agus neamhfoirmiúil idir Stiúrthóirí a chothú. Moltar, leis, go mbuanófar agus go dtacaíonn an córas na GComhairleoirí agus go solidófar ‘oiléint do oiliúnóirí’ doibh, agus deiscéanna chun cuairt a thabhairt ar naíonraí i gceantar eile, i dtreo is go dtéidh siad in ann na spriocanna céanna a chur chuán cinn.

• Tá an-ghá le tacaí na duaismitheoirí i obair na naíonraí. Moltar go n-ullmhóidh an Comhdhaíste Réamhscoailiochta nuachtúilthir dhátheangach do duaismitheoirí in aghaidh an téarma, ina mbeadh cólas ar a bhfuil d'chumhachtachtaí Gaeilge ar fáil uainn agus ó fhoinsí eile (friosanna, leabhair, tèipanna, leabhair ar théip, leabhair rann agus amhrán, liscéaní) agus cólas faoi na himeachtáí agus faoi teanga a dhéanfaidh a bheith in úsáid gach téarma sa naíonra. D'fhéadfadh ta mithheoirí aírithe garrachuntas a scríobh ar na breatainna sin a n-úsáideann siad féin am Ghaeilge sa bhaile, agus barrshamhail a bheadh ansin chun idirghníomhaíochtaí Ghaeilge éigin idir tuismitheoirí agus leanaí a léiriú. D'fhéadfadh nuachtúilthir dá leithéid a scapteadh ar gach naíonra ina
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mboolaí agus cóip dí a thabhairt do gach páiste ag dul abhaile dóibh, chun an costas a cheiméad síos.

- Moltar go smaointeach an Comhchoiste ar áhar 'tSínneóinte' sa Ghaeilge a choimisiúnú (chomh maith leis an leabhrán nathanna BhunGhaeilge do Thuismitheoirí atá ar fáil cheana ó Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann), a bheadh dírithe ar thuismitheoirí a bhfuil cumas an-lag sa Ghaeilge acu, rud a chuirlleadh ar a gcumas plé a dhéanann i nGaeilge ag baint le imeachtaí an linnbhe. Chomh maith leis sin, d’éadhadh Siúrthóirí ar spéis lea a leithéid ranganna spéisealta a chu i fáil chuige sin, seachas na gnáthranganna Gaeilge do dhaoin fásta. Moltar, leis, go scrúdúfoirt bealaithe eile chun eolas ar an nGaeilge atá á foghlaim ag na páistí a sholáthar do thuismiteoirí, trí 'phacaístí eolais' agus liostaí gcarra de nathanna caite agus de amhráin srl a úilbh, D’éadhadh Siúrthóirí eolais a úilbh ar ábhair éagsúla, mar shampla 'conas leabhar as Gaeilge a roghnú do pháiste, agus tábhaich na léitheoireachta', 'úsáid téipice' nó 'moltai faoin nGaeilge a úsáid sa bháile le do pháiste'. Bhí nu go mór smaoinéamh ar fhéin ghearr a sholáthar ina dtuaispeánachtu tuismitheoir agus páiste ag baint úsáide go nádúrtha as an nGaeilge sa bháile, ag leamh leabhair, ag canadh, agus i mbun gnáthimreachtaithe an láe.

- Thuirrisigeach thrut ar an gcúigíu cuid de na tuismitheoirí gur mhaith leo freastal ar ghrúpaí comhrá sa Ghaeilge. Tharlaíodh go mealladadh neamhthoirimhacht na ngrípaí sin roinnt tuismitheoirí níos mó ná mar a mhealladh ranganna iad, agus chabhródh siad leo síud a bhi liofa tráth den saol a gcuid liofachta sa Ghaeilge a athghabháil. Moltar don Comhchoiste Réamhscolaíochta dul i ndáil chomhaírle le haheagóirí Chomhchoiste Gaeilge elle, Conradh na Gaeilge, mar shampla, nó Gaelseolanna, chun a dtacaíocht a lorg do na grúpaí sin. D’éadhadh na grúpaí sin a chur ar síúl le linn uaireanta an náitire do na tuismitheoirí sin a bhíomh ag obair sa bháile, agus sa tráthnóna do na daoine eile, i dithiú príobháideachta nó i suimh phoiblí. D’éadhadh go mbeadh buntáisti ag baint le dírithe a fhreastal a bheith tuath na ghrúpaí airí i measc tuismitheoirí na náitire nó tuismitheoirí Gaelseolaí amháin. Rud a thabharfadh spéis chomhánta dóibh, agus chuimh cabhró le tuismitheoirí na náitire tuairim a tháilí faoin duin chun cinn a dhéantai amach anseo sma scoilanna lán-Ghaeilacha.

- Bhí nu go mór in úsáideach a bhíonn ar an leas a bhainistí as teagmháil le páistí níos òige fós, trí ghrúpaí Tuaismitheoirí agus Táirgair. Dúirt beannaí a bhí uirthi d’fhéidir go bhfuil an fhorbairt a bheith in ann tuaismitheoirí ná nálaí gur mhaith leo freastal ar ghrúpaí dá leithéid lena bpáistí a bhí níos òige, agus moltar go láidir go bhfuil an fhorbarr le rhéimhí sa chonradh. Moltar go gceannach a bhí in ann cabhrú le tuaismitheoirí ar mhaith leo a leithéid de ghrúpa a thairneadh. Chomhairdear go mbeadh na grúpaí seo bhreag (cúigíeac as seicreair páistí ar a mheán), ach go leor fuil beirt tuaismitheoirí agus beirt pháistí ag úsáid na Gaeilge le chéile chun tairbhce a bhaint as a leithéid. I gcaí grúpaí níos mó, bhí toisc go bhfuil síne in Measc comhrá do thuismitheoirí a bheith mar chéid de na cruimhthe sin, d’aoibhíonn amhráin dtabharfadh tuaismitheoir amháin, nó beirt. aithre do na páistí 또 a bheadh sós gearr ag an gcuid eile de na haosacht agus ceann acu labhair sé leighe i nGaeilge.
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• B'fhíú téipéanna suanraithe i nGaeilge a chur ar fáil chun tuismitheoirí a mhealladh chun an Ghaeilge a úsáid ón tús lena leanáil. Is mór an gné an tuismitheoirí lena leanáil chun iad a chur a cheistladh, ach ní minic go mbionn suanraithe i nGaeilge ar eolas ag daoinn nuair a d'fhais an tuismitheoirí dúchaíse iad. D'théadhadh tuismitheoirí na hamhráin seo a fhoghlaim ó thóip. Chothróidh sin nó a Gaeilge sa teaghlach go luath, agus bheadh téipéanna mar sin áisiúil do theaghlach láin Ghaeilge chomh maith.

• B'fhíú a fháil amach conas a chuirfi tuismitheoirí agus páisti óga i dteagmháil le cainteoirí dúchaíse sa Ghaeltacht, agus d'fhéadfadh dreamanna atá ag plé cheana leis an turasóireachta sa Ghaeltacht an smaoineamh sin a chur ar aghaidh. Moltar gærrehúrsai (seachtaíte agus deireadh seachtaíte) a caighde do thuiscintí, tri mheán na Gaeilge, chomh maith le himeachtaí do pháisti óga, cosúil leis an scéim atá ag Cumann an Phiaraisigh i nDún na nGall. Ar an gcúrsa seachtain seo, tógaim leanáil chugú, páisti réamhsoicic chugú naonra agus páisti eile chuig ranganna Gaeilge, fad is atá na tuismitheoirí ag freastal ar rang Gaeilge. Sa tráthnóna bionn turasanna agus imeachtaí eile don teaghlach ar fad. D'théadhadh na cúrsaí seo dírithe ar an Gaeilge nó ar imeachtaí eile (potaireachta nó penteireachta, mar shampla). B’fhíú smaoineamh ar n-oinnt cóiscéireachta a sholáireachta don teaghlach agus laethúil de chúrsaí a fheiceadh. D’théadh aodh na dtuismitheoirí a tharraingt a sheoíre sa Ghaeltacht trí mheán na nuachtílitreach, agus d'fhéadfadh sé a bheith ina rogha tharraidteach ag a lán. Tríd is tríd, dá ñ-aithneofaí tuismitheoirí naonra agus tuismitheoirí pháisti Gaeilseicolann mar mhaghadh suntascach bheadh feabhas ar an soláthar seirbhísí a chuirfeadh deilílaíthe traicnéálta ar fáil dóibh.

• Ní mór athbhreithniú a dhéanamh ar saoireanta an naonra i gcomhtheachtaí a mbaíonna a bhionn ar na tuismitheoirí sin is nó a chuirfeadh spéis i naonraí, nó tá an brol ann go mbeadh ar na tuismitheoirí sin a réamhscoláíocht nó an t-ionad curaim lae trí mheán an Bhheara a roghnú. Moltar go smaointeachtaí ar sheirbhís bhriscic iarnaonra tri Ghaeilge i gceantair ina mbeadh a leithéid ag teastáil.

Na Naonraí Gaeilacha

• Comhacht deonach Stiúrthóirí é Na Naonraí Gaeilacha a chuireann dearcadh na Stiúrthóirí ar theithidiúin an Chomhchoiste Réamhscoláichte i nIúl. Cuireann sé fórram teagmhála agus idirghníomhaíochtaí ar fáil dá dhá chuid ball chomh maith le himeachtaí ar nós Lá na Naonraí. Moltar go bhfheidhmithe Ó Naoiúrtha Gaeilacha déileáil go díreach leis na riachtanaí sin atá curtha in iúl ag na Stiúrthóirí maidir le tuilleadh teagmhála a bheith acu lena bpiaráí, agus díscéanna a bheith acu ar chuairt a thabhairt ar naonraí eile. B’fhéidir leas a bhaint as an geáras atá ann fuaise láthair, tríd roghnaitheach Stiúrthóir chun ionadaíocht a dhéanamh do gach ceantar, chun liónra teagmhála a bhunú do gach dúcacht agus roinnt cruinneithe áitíula a bheith ann, mar a tharlaíonn cheana i gceantair áirithe in rith na gcúrsaitseiseirbhíse.
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- Deir bunreacht Na Naionraí Gaeilcha go bhfuil mar aidhm acu, i measc aidhmeanna c'íle, eolas a scaipeadh ar an bpobal faoi luath-thumadh. Is maith an aidhm i seo, mar tá sé an-tábhachtach go mbeadh eolas ag tuismitheoirí faoi na naionraí, agus faoi na buntáistí a bhaineann le freastal ar na náonra, chun éileamh ar na náonraí a chothú.

- Molta go bhféadfadh an eagraíocht seo plé a bhéannú ar shlíte praiticiúla chun na tuismitheoirí a thabhairt isteach níos mó in obair an náonra (sa náonra féin nó 'sa bhaile), más féidir sin agus más cú. Seans maith go mbeadh gá ag na tuismitheoirí le treoir ó na Stiúrthóirí chun an ranpháirtíocht úd a thionscann agus a éilimiú, seachas a bheith ag fanacht ar thuismitheoirí cúnamh mar é a thairiscint.

- Thuairiscigh na tuismitheoirí a dtinreanach féin ag na cruinnithe tionscainmh a eagraíonn na Stiúrthóirí a bheith iséal go maith. B'hí i d'fhéidir deis a thabhairt do na tuismitheoirí sin, nach n-eithne ón leabhar a dheighir i láthair ag an gcéad chuimniú. Freastal ar chuimniú níos déanta, tar éis d'bháiste tosa i fheachtas ar an náonra. D'fhéadfadh ansin go mbeadh spéis níos mó acu san obair agus dúthacht ina leith. Is den tábhacht é go dtugtar do na tuismitheoirí sin a bhfuil l-iséal sa Ghaelge acu go bhfuilteofaí rompu, agus go ndéanail an leabhar na Ghaeilge a bhéara ina bheinniú, agus tosaí go bhfuilteofaí sin a dtí am pheadar mionnu agus na comhchaillí na Gaeilge.

- Molta go leanfadh Na Naionraí Gaeilcha. I géimhrí leis na Stiúrthóirí agus na Comhairleoirí, dá dteagmháil leis na bunscoilanna aithnigheachta agus leis na scoileanna lána-Ghaelach, d'fhonn an chumas a d'athraítear cáthach a chur cinn níos mó fós, agus aisteachto liofa a chinnntiú ón náonra go d'éiri an rang scoile.

Cé gurb iad seo na heagrais is mó a bhfuil baint dhíreach acu leis na naionraí, is ann d'eagraíochtaí eile ar nós na bhfoilsitheoirí Gaeilge, na leabhairanna agus Bord na Gaeilge a thacaíonn nó a chuireann le hoboair na náonraí, agus féachtar thios ar chuid de na bealai in d'fhéadfai na scirbhíse sin a úsáid go láithneachta.

Eagraíochtaí Eile
Bhi níos luín an triú cuid de thuaismitheoirí na Gaeltachta agus níos luín an séú cuid de thuaismitheoirí na Gallachta a thuairiscigh gur léigh siad i nGaeilge go riachtála, nó go minic, dá bpáistí. B'fhéidir réamhré a chur i ngach leabhair le mhiníú gur fhíú leabhar i nGaeilge a léamh do pháistí, agus cur síos ar na straitéisí is fearr chuige. Molta, chomh maith le go mbeadh síomhail is lebhíste agus aiseachth a bhíonn léamh leabhair le chéile ar na clúdaigh, chun an bhéim a leagan ar ról na dtuismitheoirí. Tá go leor tuaismitheoirí ann nach bhfuil cur amach acu ar na leabhair agus na hábhair Ghaeilge a bhfuil fail orthu cheana. Bhi an triú cuid de na tuaismitheoirí go léir ar mhaith leo cabhair a fháil agus leabhair is teipseanna a roghnú acu dá bpáistí naonra. An Gúm is mó a tharlúsionn leabhair Ghaeilge do pháistí ach tá liob níos luín díobh a tharlúsionn ag comhaíochtaí priobháideacha mar shampla Chló lar-Chonnaíthe, An Clóchomhar agus Gill & Macmillan. Baireann deacracht ar leith le margaiacht leabhar Gaeilge de bharr go leor siopai leabhair a bheith ann nach mbeann leo toise go bhfuil éileamh iséal i orthu. Mar
sin, bhíonn cearnaithioirí ag brath ar ghlac asraonta speisialaithe. B’fhíú go mór a bhbreithiú a dheanamh ar na fadhbanna a bhaineann le cearnaithioirí poitíomisúla a bhaint amach. Faoi láthair comhairlión AIS do thuismiteoirí leabhair Ghaeilge a ordú tríin siopa leabhar áitiúil a thugadh faoi fhléadadh straitéis mar i (an tairge á lorg ag an gcustaiméire) díolachán leabhar Gaeilge a isliú nuair a tá réimsé leabhar Béarla ar fáil go héasca. Chun leabhar a hordú, bhíonn ar thuismiteoirí eolas a fháil ar leabhar Ghaeilge chun rogha a dheanamh agus, agus ní bhíonn an t-eolas sin ag cuid mhaith acu. B’fhíú smaoineamh ar chatac, a (ina mbeadh léaráidí as leabhair agus achoimrí orthu i mBéarla agus i nGaeilge) a fháilleadh ar thuismiteoirí tríd an naonra, chun eolas ar a bhfuil ar fáil a scaipeadh.

Tá foilsitheoirí eile a fhóilsíonn ábhair do pháistí agus a bhaineann leas as céras na ngniomháir in Éirinn chun taispeántais leabhar a chur ar bun, mar shampla, do ghrúpaí Tuaismitheoirí agus Tachrán nó ag maidneacha caife. Ag taispeáints mar seo, is féidir leabhar a scrúdú agus a cheannach láinítreach, in ionad é a ordú. B’úsáideach go mór a léithéid de thaispeántais do thuismiteoirí agus Stiúrthóirí ar aon, agus b’tfíú iad a eagrú, cuir i gcás, ag an gcurritiú tionscannáin a eagrúraíte do thuismiteoirí naonra, nó ag amhain de dhaithísmh na blána na naonra, nó ag ócáidí tionscaite airgid agus imeachtai sóisialta. Is den rithabhacht é go gcúirtí na taispeántais bheaga leabhar seo ar fáil do thuismiteoirí sa Ghaeltacht agus sa Ghaeilge. In dTreo is go mbeadh eolas acu ar na haicmheann tacaithe teanga atá ar fáil faoi láthair. Ar ndóigh, bheadh sé tábhachtach nach mbraithfeadh Stiúrthóirí nó thuismiteoirí ar bith faoi bhrú chun earrach a cheannach faoi socrú sin, ach dá mbeadh fonn ar thuismiteoirí, go dtaispeáinfá d óibh rad iad na hábhair oiriúnachta atá ar fáil, agus go dtabharfáí seans d óibh iad a cheannach go héasca.

Baineann sé le hábhair anseo go l éirigh taighde (Hickey 1991) go spreagann leabhair théiseáilte páistí chun leabhair T2 a léamh níos mníce. Anuas air sin, is acmhainní iad na leabhair théiseáilte do thuismiteoirí nach mbeadh rochántha faoin bhfoghlaimocht nó faoin bhfrásaíocht, agus d’fhéadfaidh nóda neamhbhriatharthacht cabhrú leis an tuisceant cheanmhaithe. Forbairt phráinnteach a bheadh ann leabhair théiseáilte mar iad a sholáthar sa Ghaeilge, ar a mbeadh mar teacsáil leámh, agus an eol agus na fuaimianna cuí ag ghabháil leo.

Ní móir eolas a chur ar fáil do na thuismiteoirí cheann maith i dtaoibh na seirbhísí a chuirtear ar fáil sna leabharlanna áitiúla maidir le leabhair Ghaeilge de. Is den ríchnaíonn é go gcúirtéadh na leabharlanna poiblí an réimsé leabhar Gaeilge is leithne ar fáil do pháistí. Moltar go raibh Rannóg na bhfáistí agus na Scolainn i seirbhís leabharlannainne na n-údarán áitiúil i gcumhacht leis an gComhoiste Réamhscolaíochta chun a fháil amach cad iad na bráins leabharlanna ata ag freastal ar gach ceantar ina bhfuil naonra, i dTreo is go ndéanfaidh ar bhfráinse a d’fhéadfaidh éileamh a bhreith ar leabhair Ghaeilge do pháistí óga iontu. Bheadh sé an-eifeachtach ansin dá ndéardh na leabharlannaithe aird na dtuismitheoirí agus na bpáistí ar leabhair Ghaeilge, trí thuaisceántais speisialta, mar shampla, agus léitheoireachtaí poiblí i nGaeilge.
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329.
AN LUATH-THUMADH IN ÉIRINN

Ba chóir a mheabhrú go bhfuil Stiúrthóiri i dteideal réimse leabhar oiriúnach i nGaeilge a ordú ón Leabharlanná sa Bhrainte aitiúil agus ba chóir tuismitheoirí a spreagadh chun na leabhair seo a iarraidh agus a tháil amach ar isacht go rialta agus, sa tsli sin, éileamh a chruthú a spreagadh na leabharlanna chun freastal air. Anuas air sin, i gceantair nach mbíonn teacht go hfeasca ar leabharlanna ann, tá córas ann inar féidir le duine aonair, Stiúrthóir naonra cuir i gcás, bhs-iasacht lion mór leabhar a lorg, ar feadh trímhse tri níhi. Is féidir na leabhair seo a úsáid sa naonra agus a thaispeáint do thuismitheoirí le go mbheadh a fhios acu cad atá ar fáil, agus íad a bheith le fáil ar isacht ón leabharlann nó le ceannach.

Tá de dhualgas ar Bhród na Gaeilge úsáid na Gaeilge a chur chuim cinn i measc an phobail, agus dhealródh sé gur réimse tacáictcha fiorthábhachtach ar fad é éifeacht fhreastal ar naonra ar úsáid bhreise na Gaeilge sa bhaile, agus ar lion na gcaintcoiri Gaeilge i measc glúine níos óige a mheadú. Léirítear sa stádasar reatha seo gur gá caighdeán an lionra reatha naonraí a bhuaít agus a fheabhsú, chomh maith le bunu naonraí nua a chur chuim cinn. I láthair na hainge tá airgead a bliantaí an Chomhchoiste Réamhscolácha (€81.150 i 1995) beag go leor i gcomparáid le mo ainmneacha imeachtaí Gaeilge eile. Níl sé soiléir, ón leighéal maoinithe seo, go dtugtar i gcéart ‘éifeacht an tonnáin’ a bhíonn ag tinnreamh naonraí ar theaghlach agus ag phobail na bpáistí naonraí a fhreastalaíonn an na naonraí. Moltar go mraoinoifear ar an bhfuairfeanta a thugtar do pháistí a fhreastalaíonn ar naonraí Gaeilteacha a leathmhus do gach uile naonra, chomh maith le hardú mesartha ar na táilí a dhearadh do thuismitheoirí atá in ann níos mó a ioc. Lna theannas sin, chuirfeadh acheamhna bhreise don Chomhchoiste Réamhscolácha le hífeacht na seirbhísce chun ardchaighdeáin a bheanú agus naonraí nua a fhorbairt. Mar thoradh ar an infheistiocht bhreise seo is é is déchúla go mheadófaí ar lion na naonraí, agus go mbéidís in ann féidhmiú ar ardchaighdeáin le lion beag páistí, chun an Ghaeilge a chur chuim cinn.

Tá gá, freisin, le tacáictchaí practiciúla a chur ar fáil do thuismitheoirí ar bpáistí naonra, mar shampla, chun abhair a thorobair a bheadh dírithe ar úsáid na Gaeilge sa bhaile a mheadú. Chun tosaigh i measc na n-ábhair sin bheadh nuachtúirí rialta chugach gach thuismitheoir naonra, a thabharfadh colas dóthair amach i típiciúla sa naonra, cír a ginearálta shealbhú an dara teanga, agus bealaí chun tacaí leis an sealbhús sin sa bhaile. Foilsíonn Bhród na Gaeilge iris in aghaidh na ráithí, An Leiththeoir, agus ba mhóir an chabhair é dá ndéanadh eagrán de go rialta ar An Leiththeoir Óg agus a Thuismitheoirí (i gcomhar le gheobhá leabhar, b’fhéidir) a chuirfeadh síos ar na leabhair Ghaeilge atá ar fáil do pháistí óga, móide roinnt colais i ndúir na Gaeilge ar a bhfuil iomarlaí, chomh maith le roinnt léirmheasanna. D’fhéadfadh a leithéid eagrán a dháilteadó ansin ar thuismitheoirí trí na naonraí.

Sa deireadh, tá sceim phiolóiteach Thuismitheoirí agus Tachrán curtha i gceith cheana ag Bord na Gaeilge. Moltar go rachadh sé i gcomhairle ansin leis an gChomhchoiste Réamhscolácha agus le grúpaí éile sa tür seo agus sa Bhreálaí Bheag a bhfuil sceiméanna eosail léi in bhféidhmí acu faoi láthair, d’fhéadfadh a bhfuil a chuid coitianta a fháil.
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le tuismitheoiri ar spéis leo grúpaí dá leithéid a reachtáil, agus chun bunú grúpaí mar iad ar fud na tire a chur chun cinn. B’fhéidir ábhair eile (agus iad bunaithe ar a bhfuil ar fáil sa Bhreatain) a scaipeadh ar tuismitheoirí naionra, ag diriú ar spriocanna réalaíochta faoin méid is féidir le tuismitheoirí a dhéanamh i nGaeilge gach seachtain le leanáil óga agus le naomhán ina dtéaghlach féin, nó i ngrúpa Tuismitheoirí agus Tachrán.

8.10 NA NAIONRAÍ AGUS AN TODHCHAÍ
Agus sían ag teannadh le mbíais nua ar na agluaiseacht chun réamhaíochtaí tri Ghaeilge a chur ar fáil, is é an cheist is príomh ná rialachaí an Acht um Chúram Leanáir (Seirbhísí Réamhscolaiochta) 1996 a chur i bhfeidhm. Éilíonn na rialacháin sin go gcaithfidh na daoine atá ag tabhairt aire do pháistí réamhscolaithe a chur in iúl don bhord sláinte atáilíl go bhfuil a leithéid de sheirbhísí á cur ar fáil acu. Beidh ar na obair sláinte cigireacht a dhéanamh ar sheirbhísí réamhscolaiochta. Tá rialachaí nua i bhfeidhm maidir le coinniollacha áitribh, go háirithe maidir le te…s, gáineacht, sábháilteacht dóiteáin, dèisiú agus cothabháil, chomh maith le tarlaimh agus díseanna. Tá uaschóimeáana 10 páiste in aghaidh an aosaigh leagtha siós agus uaslaíon 20 páiste go hiomlán sa ghrúpa. Beidh éifeacht ag na coinniollacha sin ar an tsliú a theithíonn na naionraí, agus beidh faidhanna ar leith an mhín Ghiústhóirí sin a chaithfidh athchoiriú a dhéanamh ar an úsáidh nó ar an útareach d’fhionn teacht leis na rialachaí. Táthar ag súil go mbeidh tacaíocht éigin ar fáil chun cabhrú leis na Stiúrthóirí na coinniollacha seo a chomhlíonadh, chun titim ar lion na naionraí a shenchaint. Tríd is tríd, áfach, caithfear fáiltiú roimh an ríocht seo sa mhéid go dtugtar atá iantsas níos mó do tábhtaí a bhainean le bheith ag obair le páistí óga, agus go dtugtar faoi chaidheadmh chur iaim leanáil a chur ar fáil.

Dúshlán eile a gcaithfidh na naionraí aghaidh a thabhairt air is ea na hathruithe atá tagtha ar shochair na lúcríonna ó bunniodh iad nach móir 30 bliain ó shin. Léirigh an Suíbhé ar an Lucht Saothair 1996 mheadú mór ar lion na mbain i bhfostáchocht tochta go dté 38% den lucht saothair. Dírir 1996-1996 léirigh an Suíbhé ar an Lucht Saothair titim de 47,000 in measc na mbain i bhguata le cúram u dTá mheadú, leis ar lion a dtéaghch tuismitheora aonair. Dhealróidh sé go leor fhaidh na treochtaí seo sa neastodhchaí agus is dúshlán iad dóibh siúd atá i mbuan cúram leanáil. I láthair na huaire tá a dhearadh air nach bhfuil críos ná naofáim ar bith aon a chuirteann cúram leanáil lánaíomh a pháiste a fáil trí mheán na Gaeilge: is cosúil nach go mbeadh an Seirbhíse Iscríofaí arthachtaí ar fáil trí mheán na Gaeilge. Is cosúil nach nach go mhírtear an teaghlach a dtugtar de Gheilghe a gheall roinnt, cce go bhfuil fáil orthu ar an dteaghlach sa Gaeilge. Maidir leis na málaí de, caithfear feachaint ar mbeadh bheag ar tuismitheoirí a gcuíodh páiste a chur ar nádóir toise a dheacair is a bheadh sé uaireanta oibre ar nádúraíó aithiúl a tháinig i nádúraíó oibre féin, agus le socruithe eile a bhainean le cúram leanáil.
AN LUATH-THUMADH IN ÉIRINN

Beidh ról tábhachtach i gcónai ag an naonra i gceantair Ghaeltachta amach anseo. Tá tábhacht leis sa chéad áit mar go gcuireann sé réamhscolaitocht ar fáil do pháistí na Ghaeltachta agus, sa dara háit, mar go gcuireann sé le cumas Gaeilge na bpáistí Ghaeltachta nach bhfuil labhairt na teanga acu sula bhfreasaltaoinn siad ar scoil. Is é an dúshláin atá roimhainn ná tuismitheoirí na Ghaeltachta a spreagadh chun an Gaeilge a úsáid ag baile sula dtosaíonn na páistí ag freastal ar an naonra agus ina dhiaidh. Chuirfín sin, is gá aonlas a thabhairt do na tuismitheoirí faoi na buntaísta a bhaineann leis an dátheangacha, agus faoi na samhlacha éagsúla den dátheangacha atá ann (ó úsáid eisiach mionteanga sa bhaile, trí an tsaomhaí 'tuismitheoir amháin teanga amháin', go dtí an 'samhail roinnt' ina n-úsáideann an dá tuismitheoir an dá theanga i gcásanna difríula). Ní mór, leis, a churthu do thuiscmitheoirí na Ghaeltachta go mbeidh ardcháighdeán sa Bhéarla, teanga cheannasach phobal nó na HÉireann, ag a bpáistí agus iad ag fágáil na scoile, agus cosas a thabhairt dóibh faoi na buntaísta a bheidh ann dá bpáistí teagmháil le Gaeilge a bheith acu sa bhaile.

Léirigh an suíomh go raibh breis is 70% de na páistí naonra sa Ghaeltacht a raibh tuismitheoir amháin ar a laghad a bhí in ann páirt a thogadh 'sa chuid is mó de chomhthaite' i nGaeilge, agus is féidir gá gá na tuismitheoirí sin atá sáča le hofa chun Gaeilge a labhairt leis an bpáiste sa bhaile a tharla, seachas an Béarla amháin a bheith in úsáid ag an teaghlach go léir. Bheidh buntaísta ann dá gcuirfí túis leis an teagmháil le tuismitheoirí Ghaeltachta fiú sula dtosaíonn na páistí ar fhreastal ar naonra in aois a trí bliana dóibh, d'fhonn úsáid na Gaeilge a spreagadh ag tuismitheoir amháin ar a laghad, nó páirtiúil na Gaeilge ag duine ní beirt de na tuismitheoirí ón gcead lá ag baile. D'fhéadfadh na Sruthóirí a bheith san áit cheart chuige sin, chun teagmháil a dhéanamh le tuismitheoirí Ghaeltachta d'fhonn úsáid na Gaeilge sa bhaile a chusú ar an gcoinniuil go bhfuighidh sí mar a hacsú sí, ar fáil ar a chás. 8.11 TAIGHIDE AMACH ANSEO

* Tá gá le hainneamh ar na nádúrtha a bhaintiú chun níos faoi láthair. Tá sé níos deacair aonadúil a thabhairt i nuachtáin agus teaghadh, agus b'fhéidir domhanda eile a scríobh, mar churthas a lomphair níos fhiúm a eagrú, ní raiceanta na nádúrtha ar chur in aonair do na tuismitheoirí áitúil. Más féidir leis an gcoinniuil Gaeilge i measc páistí na Ghaeltachta sula dtosaíonn siad ar scoil is móis i fíú é.
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(i.e. naíonra) go mion, mar shampla, féachaint ar na héifeachtai difréáilacha a bhainfeadh le réimsé stileanna nó straitéisí teagaisce.

- I láthair na huaire tá staidéar cáiliúcháil breise ar siúl ar pháistí sa naíonra, i gcomhar le hÚdarás na Gaeltachta agus Comisiún na hÉorpa. Beidh deis ansin ar iníonisadh a dheánamh ar na patrún idirghníomhaíochta idir an Stiúrthóir agus páistí ag a bhfuil leibhéal éagsúla cumais sa Ghaeilge i naíonraí sa Ghaeltacht. Éiscóidh an staidéar breathnádóireachta measúnú ar an modhcheoilacht agus ar imeachtaí a mhíonn sampla páistí gafa leo i roinnt naíonraí Gaeltachta. Ní hionann an taithi ar an naíonra ag aon bheirt páistí, ag brath ar fachtóirí sóisialta, teangeolaíochta agus cumais ghineáralta, chomh maith le fachtóirí eagrúcháin agus bheadh staidéar breathnádóireachta ina chabhair chun anáiliú a dheánamh ar thionchar na bhfachtóirí sin, agus chun eolas a chur ar fáil faoi conas díleáil leis na riachtanais éagsúla a bhionn ag páistí a threastalaíonn ar naíonra.

- Gheafaí measúnú as staidéar fad-anna ar an tionchar a bhíonn ag freastal ar naíonra ar dhul chun cinn páistí agus a ndearadh ar an nGaeilge le linn dóibh a bheith ag freastal ar scoileanna lán Gaeilge agus ar gnáthscileanna araon.

- Tá iardhaltaí na lucht naíonraí in aois leanbh a íompar anois agus ba dhiol spéisé e réimse staidéar a thiontachtaí agus a fháil amach cad d'imigh orthu ó d'fhág siad ar naíonra, agus tionchar na scileanna an-eispéireas sin ar a ndearadh ar an nGaeilge agus a húsáid lena bpáistí féin a riaradh.

8.12 CONCLÚIDH
Tugann naíonraí taithi dhéarfach dó go leor páistí ar an réamhscoláiocht, ina spreagtar a bhforbairt ghnearálta, trí bheith ag spraoi le habhair mar ghainéamh, uisce agus píoint, agus cothaidear a bhforbairt shóisialta trí tháithi ar ghrúpa piaraí agus trí chomhoibriú le páistí eile. Anuas ar sin, scabhalbaíonn siad chomh maith scileanna in dtuisíont agus in labhairt na Gaeilge. Is fiú go mór a thabhairt chun cuimhne gur fearr in bhfad an leibhéal cumais sa Ghaeilge a bhaintear amach sa naíonra ná mar a d'fhéadfadh a bheith ag súil leis in aois saghas réamhscoláiochta eile a bhfuil súil uirthi faoi láthair, agus is bunánta é an cumas Gaeilge seo don pháistí a bheadh ag dul ar aghaidh go dtí bunscóil. Biodh sin trí mheán an Bhéarla nó trí mheán na Gaeilge.

Mheabhraigh Hayes (1995) dúinn go bhfuil páistí i dteideal teacht a bheith acu ar oideachas réamhscoláiochta d'archaighdeán atá oiriúnach dá n-aois agus dá riachtanais. Ba chóir do stát dátheangach rogha a thabhairt do thuisciteoirí réamhscoláiocht trí mheán na Gaeilge a roghnú dá bpáistí más aíl leo. Ba inmhanaithe an tumsréamhscoláiocht a bheith ar fáil do chách, seachas d'fhéadfadh páistí a bhfual an t-aíl leó córain a bheith orthu cógraíochta do cheann de chion ná naíonraí faoi láthair. Catháire cuimhneamh go dtéann taithi ar naíonra in bheith ní hamhbhain ar an bpáisté aonair, ach ar na thuisciteoirí agus na sibhliní chomh maith agus, dá réir sin, go dtéann sé in bheith méid áirithe ar úsáid teanga agus ar an dearcadh i leith na teanga sa phobal trí chéile. Is den tábhacht é mar sin, go dtéanfar aithint ceart do ról an naíonra agus na haccomhaimí atá ag dul dó. Aigneoin go bhfuil an clannad sin i gcónaí sa tsochtaí seo againne gan a luaigh ceart a thabhairt d'imeachtaí a bhaincéin le páistí óga.
Thug Fishman (1991) faoi deara agus athbhreithniú dhéanamh aige ar na naionra, i gcomhthléac an gluaisceachta chun aithriu teanga a aisiomhú. Go n-éirionn le páistí naionra oilleacht a bhaint amach sa tuiscint agus sa ghníomham as ar an gníomham siad dearcadh látáidí dearcadh i leith na Gaeilge. Anuas air sin, rinne sé amach go gochtasonn an naionra dearcadh dearcadh i measc tuitsmitheoirí as a n-eascafóinna méadú ar éileamh ar bhunscoileanna laingealacha agus a mbunú. Déimhíonu an staidéar seo an comhcheangal dearcadh idir freastal ar naionra agus méadú ar Úsáid na Gaeilge sa bháile. Cé nach iomáint na meáduithe sin ar Úsáid na Gaeilge sa bháile agus ar aithriú importanta ó Bhéarla go Gaeilge i móramh na dieaghlach, is é an toradh atá orthu ná timpeallacht tacaíochta ag páistí chun leanúint d'fhoghlaíomh na Gaeilge agus. Nuair a chuirtear leis sin freastal níos déanaí ar scoileanna laingealacha, d'fhéadfadh tionchar a bhreith acu sin ar an Ghaeilge a thabhairt do shiblíní níos óige. Léiríodh sé staidéar seo go raibh tionchar dearcadh ar fhoghlaíomh na bpáistí má chualaítais méid airthe Gaeilge á labhairt sa bháile, agus caithfeadh tuitsmitheoirí a spreagadh. Mar sin, chun Gaeilge a labhairt lena bpáistí, síu laistigh de leon beag comhthléacanna ar níos leabhradh a leamh, agus le linn do na páistí a bheith á ní agus á ngleasadh firín. San iomáin, is costúil go bhfuil ról an-luachnachar ag an naionra agus an Ghaeilge á seachasadh isteach sa bháile aige, agus sin ag am nuair is go le páistí a gcuíodh scoileanna na fhoghlaíamh a léiriú agus fonn orthu go mbeadh baint ag a dtuismitheoirí sa spéise nua seo. Braithcean tuitsmitheoirí gur féidir leo i gcóir a geol i bhfein a dhéanamh chun cabhrú lena bpáistí an Ghaeilge a fhoghlaím, mas sáothar is cáil féin é a gcumas innti.

Toradh suntasach eile ar freastal ar naionra is ea an cineál teanga leabhrálaí a thugtar do na páistí agus dá dtuismitheoirí. Rud atá in eitseamh de ghnáth in measc foghlaimeoirí teanga T2, mar is eol do gach cainteoir T1 óna óige féin. Is den deargrichthánaíse é colas a bheith ar rainn naíolaíne, ar amhráin agus ar chuartaí gniomhamhachtacht agus ar an bhfooclóir chun plé a dhéanamh ar inmhicnúchán, ar réimsce spéiséanna agus ar ríuchánaís fhisiceachacha agus intleachta leanaí óga chun tarchur idirghluine a thioncanna, agus tig leis an naionra an tsaíneáim teanga seo a chur ar fáil do tuitsmitheoirí agus do pháistí, sainréim nach gcurtear ar fáil de ghnáth sa chóras scoilchotha foirmiult.

Is é croí an sechil é ná go dtugann na naionra sealbhú na Gaeilge céim níos cóngarach don bhaile, nó go dti 'an níocseas idirghluine' mar a thugann Fishman (!991:141) air. tarlaíonn go n-olbríonn siad le leanaí óga agus go spreagann siad rannpháirtíseachas na dtuismitheoirí, rud a d'fhreagair dul i bhfeidhm amach anseo ar tharchur na bpáistí sin chuigh a gclann féin. Go deimhin, féidhmíonn an naionra mar a bhíodh droichead aon tdir an córas scoilchotha agus in bhailte, trí bhaint a bheith aige le páistí agus iad ag an aois sin a nglacann na tuitsmitheoirí leis go gcaithfadh baint a bheith acu le himeachaí a gcuid páistí, agus trí bhéil a chur ar an tábhacht a bhaincann le páirt ar dtuismitheoirí san fhoghlaíomh a dhéanann na páistí ar an nGaeilge. Is é an gcuísin sin gur féidir le naionra a mheas mar lúb rithghabhachtach i slabhra na hathbhueachan teanga, agus is lúb í a foilseadh amach anseo as tacaíocht instiúideachais agus airdheacht na níos mó a tháil.